The
Intelligent
Agent

1.
What Makes a Clock
Tick?
The Best Sellers Are
Story Tellers.
This aphorism reveals in a nutshell
the validity of yet another condition of being human: Paradigm
Blindness.
Man, it is said, is unable to observe
or recognize an event until there's
a prior context and language for
naming the event. This inability,
called Paradigm Blindness, is the
direct consequence of a limitation
of experience (context). This is why
context building tools – stories,
analogies and metaphors – lead to
understanding and are the underscore of good selling: the best
sellers are storytellers.
If you think about it, everything is a
story. There is a story behind a
woman being artificially blond and,
as we know, blond stories as well;
there's a story behind a man that
shines his shoes and one that
doesn't; a story behind the car one
drives; a story behind the clothes
one wears (conservative, provocative, business-oriented or casual); a
story behind the watch one wears;
a story behind the place one is
born or lives; a story behind the
schools, particularly the college
one attends or has attended or
didn't; a story behind the organizations one belongs to; a story behind the religion one practices; a
story behind one's gender and/or
gender preference.

These stories and a million others
are the stories other people tell
about us and we them in the blink
of an eye upon first meeting based
on past experience. They are relevant to some degree, but never totally valid, they are just our predispositions to judging a book by its
cover and not its content or context.
Context? / Maybe the man's shoes
were shined, but he accidentally
stepped into mud or helped a little
old lady stranded roadside with a
flat tire by changing it for her and
scuffed his shoes to no end just before meeting you; but we judge
him by his scuffed shoes anyway.
Relative to selling, a compelling
tale properly framed funnels
thought along a line of reasoning a
prospect is able to relate to based
on past experience (context) and
draws them into a sales-consideration cycle, one new idea or precept at a time, along the line of
self-interest until self-interest is
stimulated and drives action;
that's selling.
Every now and then I speak with a
prospective new associate who
tells me the copy on my website,
TheRealEstateFellowship.com, or
one or more of the supportive
websites is too long to read; and
that the article, The Power of One,
has too many stories within it to
get through and that they just
want the bottom line. The bottom
line, hmm, to me this is paramount
to the flat line doctors refer to
when a patient's EKG has gone flat
and they have died.

A bottom-liner is not closable,
whatever the product or service,
because of Paradigm Blindness.
They have no context from which
to make a reasonable decision and
cannot be drawn into a sales-consideration cycle, even along the
line of self-interest that can, would
or could lead to a close; the bottom line is just a ploy to put off doing what they pretend to want to
do.
If a person is not curious about
what makes a clock tick, they can
never be a clock maker.
When I get a call like this, I wait for
a break in their tirade – a protracted speech usually marked by
intemperate, vituperative, or
harshly censorious language – and
suggest we are not a match. Sometimes I ask why they even bothered to call and this, of course, just
leads to more. When we finally are
off the phone, I am sure they are
self-satisfied that they have put me
in my place and have found many
new reasons not to change.
Real Estate is a Business.
Real estate is a business, not a happenstance. To succeed in business,
any business, one has to master
the art of the essential elements of
the business, whatever they are,
that are the natural causes of its
success. In real estate, particularly
listing, the essential element is storytelling. To get where we want to
go, we must tell lots of stories to
our prospective clients, and what
could be more fun? This, essentially, is what our Talking Points are

about: just possible stories that can
lead to a close.
Sometimes I am asked by outside
agents how it is possible that a listing presentation can run two-tofour hours and, specifically, what I
do to get sellers to pay an eightpercent commission in one firsttime meeting. I just say or ask
something like, well, you know, if
I'm visiting with a seller for the
first-time that has a four-million
dollar home ($4,000,000) and I intend to leave with an exclusive listing and a commission of eight-percent of the sales price ($320,000),
it seems logical, doesn't it, that I
should spend enough time with
them to get them to a place in
their line of reasoning that they
want to do this of their own volition, where they close me and I,
not them; and, I add, at the rate of
eighty-thousand dollars an hour
($80,000) I'm glad to do this, but it
takes a lot of stories, one following
another relative to high-end professional sales and marketing coupled with success stories spanning
four-decades to do this; then I say,
so if you want to know more, exactly how I do it for real, get your
check book out and I'll tell you.
A New Story / The next time an
obtuse seller says, “I will not list
the house, but bring a buyer and I'll
pay you a commission,” say something like the following:
“Thanks for the offer, I'll take you
up on that, but you know real estate is a business and not a happenstance. Marketing, as you

know, is the key to success in business whether a mega retailer like
Macy's, or a manufacturing monster like Mercedes, or a maker of
Big Macs like McDonalds.
“The future belongs to those who
create it and in big-business it is
created by marketing; the same
holds true for real estate. We, at
Real Estate Professionals World Enterprise Marketing (said slowly and
clearly) are marketing professionals and brokers, and have a plan
for marketing your property to get
it sold at a price you want without
an Exclusive Listing or going on
MLS if that's how you want to do it,
a unique and extraordinary way of
proceeding under the Long Forgotten, Misunderstood, and Never
Used Open Listing. We will perform, though, as though working
under an exclusive listing except for
the standout features of our program that require broker-cooperation.”
Sometimes, when working with a
seller, maybe on a six-million dollar
house that won’t take action in an
appropriate conventional way,
baby steps are needed to move
them in that direction. This is a
process for doing that over a reasonably short period of time.
Let me know when you encounter
a situation where you may be able
to use this.
There's A Waiting Seller and a
Smiling Face Behind Every Door.
Knock ‘em Dead.

2.
The Wealth Effect.
No Right or Wrong,
No Good or Bad, No Ethical Bias,
No Ego Involvement.
Driving up Crown Valley Parkway
recently, a thoroughfare near my
home, a man in a yellow Z06 (a 500
horsepower Corvette) zoomed by
and changed lanes to the front of
me. I’ve had a couple Corvettes
past and, watching him, I thought
to myself how much he is enjoying
his ride.
Then I thought to myself that the
Corvette is The Wealth Effect of
some success experience he has
had or is experiencing now that has
led to his having and driving that
car.
There is no right or wrong about it,
no good or bad, no ethical bias, no
ego involvement, though most
think there is, it is just The Wealth
Effect on display.
The Wealth Effect for some manifests as the shiny object syndrome:
gold watches, silver necklaces,
twinkling diamonds, chrome
wheels. All good, again, no right or
wrong, good or bad, no ethical
bias, no ego involvement, though
most think there is, it is just The
Wealth Effect on display.
And again, for some The Wealth
Effect manifests in the form of
investments: stocks and bonds, interest bearing CDs, investments in
highrisk REITs (real estate investment trusts), real estate both
residential and commercial, an

extravagant residence, vacation
home, time share, etc. All good,
again, no right or wrong, good or
bad, no ethical bias, no ego involvement, though most think
there is, it is just The Wealth
Effect on display.
The Wealth Effect, really, is what
we all work for and aspire to
whether we have ever thought of it
that way or not. So, for the moment, let’s think of it that way.
What would you do right now, today, this week at the latest, if I
were to hand you a certified check
for $240,000 made out to you personally! No catch. You can deposit
it or, if bold enough, take it to my
bank and walk out with a suitcase
full of money. It is yours to do with
as you wish.
Would you buy a car, a boat or
yacht or plane, a watch, mixed jewelry, wheels, a new wardrobe, give
some away, invest it; would you
buy a house, a vacation home,
land, a time share, take a trip,
what? What would you do with it?
Whatever you decide to do is The
Wealth Effect on display for someone watching, and there’s always
someone watching.
Let’s be clear about our work ethic,
we are always working, whether
we admit or not, to experience
The Wealth Effect.
So how do we get that $240,000
check, not just once, but again and
again and again? That’s the milliondollar question and the object of
The Wealth Agenda.

The Wealth Agenda.
The Wealth Agenda is not a business plan.
A business plan is a formal statement of a set of business goals, the
reasons they are believed attainable, and the plan for reaching those
goals.
It may also contain background information about the organization
or team attempting to reach those
goals.
Business plans may also target
changes in perception and branding by the customer, client or larger
community.
When the existing business is to undergo a major change or when
planning a new venture, a 3-to-5
year business plan is required because investors, if the plan involves
investors, will look for their annual
return in that time frame.
A business plan is all about the
future and, specifically, not about
the present. If I, and I am thinking,
you, want to experience The
Wealth Effect now, we must be
thinking about now and not then
(the future).
But plans lead to the future you
want to experience, I know, is the
comeback. Why would you poo
poo a good plan, the planning process or a person making plans, you
might think or ask?
Here’s why: A good, well thoughtout business plan is the root cause
of procrastination.

I, for example, have a self-justifying
ego and think I am smart.
When I make the effort to create a
well-thought-out business plan I
know the finished product is the
full culmination of my wit and intelligence. I then conceive a timetable (future plan) for its implementation: next week, this year,
over the next five years, etc.
When the time comes to begin, I
pull the plan out, look it over and
realize that I (in this context, I and
my ego are one and the same) am
smarter now then I was then – at
the time I made the plan – and that
some parts of the plan must now
be rethought, rewritten, replanned and rescheduled. After doing that I conceive a timetable (future plan) for its implementation:
next week, this year, over the next
five years, etc. and organize for beginning again.
This can go on for years. An
agenda, on the other hand, is all
about now.
An agenda is a list of activities in
the order in which they are to be
taken up and completed, sometimes within specific times. It is a
list or outline of things to be considered and done and may also be
called a docket.
An agenda, which is basically just
a To Do List, sidetracks the ego and
its desire to reflect, plan and project by its present moment, taskoriented requirement of completion.

So back to the question, “How do
we get that $240,000 check, not
just once, but again and again and
again?
Here is the answer. Get one
$240,000 check in the Real Estate
Professionals’ listing and sales program by having an agenda to do
these things:
(1) Select one $4/Million expired
listing to list from among the thousands available within the ninemonth window (per the parameters of our program) provided
weekly by broker, Al Lewis (2)
Knock on its front door with marketing card and the Seller Services
Portfolio in hand to meet the
owner to begin the process of
manufacturing a relationship that
will lead to a program look over
per the Program Introduction, The
Power of One (3) Follow-up with
biweekly marketing cards and occasional visits per the plan to effect
the relationship building process
(4) When appropriate schedule a
program look over with the seller,
yourself and your Marketing Partner, Al Lewis, if in southern California (5) List the house at the full
standard fee of 6% of the sales
price (6) Sell the house for $4/Million cash to a buyer with means
and close escrow in a timely fashion.
These steps, this agenda, will earn
a whopping, single commission in
the amount of $240,000 paid out
of escrow at escrow’s closing.
There are, of course, some splits
involved, but you get the picture.

Do this, then, again and again. It is
an amazingly simple plan, oops,
agenda, that will get you to where
you want to go in real estate and
life: an experience of prosperity by
means of a wealth agenda that will
lead to The Wealth Effect.
I look forward to seeing you zoom
by me someday in some fantastic
car like the guy driving the Z06. I
will say to myself, ah, there goes so
and so, nice car, hmm, that is The
Wealth Effect in action.
All good, no right or wrong,
good or bad, no ethical bias, no
ego involvement, though most
think there is, it is just The Wealth
Effect, your wealth effect on
display.
Best Wishes.
3.
Racism in Real Estate.
Part I.
First, we must admit that we in real
estate face racism on a daily basis.
We are, after all, in a people business and it is people that are racists; but, maybe, I’m thinking, we
make too much of it.
Perhaps the simple distrust cats
and dogs have of each other, that
we don’t think a wit about, is racism too, but we will not concern
ourselves with that, or should we?
Distrust of strangers [stray cats
and stray dogs], particularly those
of different heritage than the
mainstream of neighborhood resi-

dents is a well-entrenched, established policy of American life as
attested by Neighborhood Watch:
a program of systematic local vigilance by residents of a neighborhood to discourage crime, especially burglary – now established
nationwide.
Perhaps it is not possible for beings
of a different stripe, so to speak, to
not distrust one another for fear of
the unknown, what another can or
might do or have intent to do that
may be of mal intent.
This innate fear, I think, this intrinsic mistrust bolstered by the survival instinct is the subtle cause of
racism though multiplied many
times over by the exigencies of
modern life: peers, profits and
property.
Racism is manifest in the professions not by overt machinations
(scheming, crafty action of artful
design intended to accomplish
some usually evil end), but instead
by subtle denial of opportunity.
I have written extensively in one or
another of my writings about the
Love/Hate Principle: that, namely,
one out of ten people will hate you
and one out of ten people will love
you for no real cause of your own
doing, but just because you are
you; and that all others on the
scale, numbers two to nine, fall
somewhere in between on a bell
curve.
Accordingly, race orientation is often the cause of either the love or
the hate one experiences.

Possibly, though, if a member of an
ethnic minority and working within
an ethnic majority community or
area, the numbers can or will be
skewed to, maybe, five out of ten,
or six or seven out of ten hating
(not really hating, but mistrusting)
you and only a few liking you; but
what if it is skewed in such a way
that instead of half or more possibly working with you that only one
or two possibly would, or none out
of ten but only one or a few out of
a hundred or a few hundred.
In a situation like this, you would
have to grow your numbers of contacts to one-to-three hundred to
find, maybe, only one-to-ten that
would or might work with you. Is
this your fault, of course not?
Importantly, this works both ways.
If your ethnic orientation is such
that you are a member of a dominant ethnic orientation in some
area, but you choose to work
within an ethnic minority community or area, you will experience
exactly the same type of subtle distrust and denial of opportunity.
How to Overcome This?
The first obvious tact might be to
work mostly or only within a community whose ethnic orientation is
largely the same as yours. This is
not a bad idea and many top producers of every racial orientation
do this, but this is not always practical or wanted nor am I advising
this tact, but it is not a bad idea.
Why spend your life's time butting
your head up against a wall just to
prove a point.

Many do this and get nowhere,
eventually acting out subtle, subliminal methodologies of procrastination that put off doing the work
of listing and sale relationshipbuilding strategies that lead to success one day or week or month at a
time until they just stop trying.
Let's not go there.
The second less obvious tact is
learning to live inside-out instead
of outside-in. Racism is an outsidein experience that, you would
think, you can have little influence
over. I'd like to advise otherwise,
but it will require a diligent mindset of you and a belief system that
adamantly affirms the power of
thought's influence on experience.
People the world over are mostly
superstitious about the invisible
power of thought and, because of
this, look for and are waiting for
prophets, saints and saviors to save
them and, of course, God.
To end racism in your experience
you need to do this for your-self
by unifying your thought with experience and not by looking to
others, government or God (as a
separate entity) to do this for you.
This starts with a belief that a Universal Creative Force or Divine
Spirit or God, if you want, is the
knower in us, somehow unified
with what we like to think of as our
soul and that thought is the medium through which things in our
experience are created. Think it to
see it, goes the saying.
If all of this Universal Creative
Force is everywhere present, then

the entire possibility of action and
reaction of thought and experience
is everywhere available: results are
merely a reflected image, never a
thing in themselves but always effects projected by cause (thought)
over which conditions follow.
People of faith never have a problem with thinking that the Word of
God is the Law of God, but even
people of faith are not used to
thinking of their own word as the
activity of this universal presence
and law. We tend to think of ourselves as separated from “It” rather than one with it. We go in
search of that which we already
possess but are not using. Instead,
accept that you are the representative of it.
As “Its” representative, think, feel
and affirm something like this before reaching out to people in the
field or before, possibly, every single contact until it becomes the
core operating system driving your
actions and creating your mental
atmosphere:
“I -- the silent witness -- am the indwelling universal spirit speaking
through this body, mind and soul;
and, the contact I am about to visit
with also is the universal spirit
speaking through their body, mind
and soul; this we have in common
and unifies us toward common objectives. Additionally, I know that I
and the contact I am about to
make are 99.99 percent genetically
the same irrespective of our physical appearance, that we are
brother and sister, cousins of a

common ancestry and seek common goals: life and love, health and
vigor, prosperity and property.
Also, upon first contact, first sight,
first sensing we each feel deep into
the other this unity and are
warmed by it like old friends meeting after a long time apart; this is
the cause of my welcoming smile,
friendly demeanor, warming eye
contact and touch should we shake
hands. Because we are one, the
words I speak, whether extemporaneous or rote are the words they
want to hear as though they were
speaking them themselves through
me and all my thoughts flow in that
direction: unity of thought, unity of
expression. Because we are one
and because we seek common objectives and because we are
brother and sister or cousins of a
common ancestry we come to
agreement underlying the purpose
of my visit. It is so.”
Just above I expressed that “it will
require a diligent mind-set of you
and a belief system that adamantly
affirms the power of thought's influence on experience” to end racism in your experience.
Accordingly, you will need to do
this before every contact until both
your intention and your experience
match up; this will then work for
you in the background, like a computer’s operating system, and you
will no longer have to will this before making contacts.
Do you have the will and stamina
to do this? If you do, success in this
endeavor – the ending of racism in
your experience – is assured.

If you don't or if you just can't believe it, the think it to see it thing,
then take the alternate of choice
tact and target communities
mostly matching your ethnic orientation. This is just common sense.
We've all seen images of homeless
zones of frigid cities where street
people gather around a blazing
barrel to warm themselves sometimes amid a blizzard of swirling
wind and snow.
Cold-to-the-bone out standers are
not likely to be concerned with the
ethnic origin of those inside the
comfort zone as they approach
seeking refuge from the cold.
Drawn by the eminence of life-giving heat, they gather as a community of one for a common purpose:
life itself.
People that harbor racist sentiments are like the out standers in
this scenario that want to experience the warmth of life experienced when in the comfort zone
but are blocked from doing this by
psychological loops learned,
maybe, in childhood that just play
and replay over and over again;
and people that create a magnetic
atmosphere warm with the glow of
life that draws out standers in like
moths to a light by purposeful
thinking are like the blazing barrel,
the harbingers of life itself; but,
again, only if they believe they can
do this and practice purposeful
thought.
How many times in your life have
you been with a friend or loved
one and have had the same

thoughts mutually arise and spoken with vigor at the same time as
though speaking words in rhyme.
Often, I am sure. Friends and I as
kids would say “You owe me a
coke” when this happened. The
first one to say that after rhyming
something said would be the winner. Where that came from, I don't
know. My wife and I still do this.
Isn't the fact that this happens
proof enough that thoughts emanate and indwell one another as
we interact? Purposeful thought
does this all the more and is the
path to ending racism in your experience wherever you might encounter it.
You need no other proof unless
you are just determined to be an
out stander all your life.
Should you go through life playing
and replaying your own racist-oriented psychological loops learned,
maybe, in childhood about both
yourself and others; should you
continue to pour into your mind
the outpouring of negative, invidious, subversive racist thinking that
others put into music and verse,
then this will likely be the radiant
mental atmosphere you self-create
and experience.
One of my favorite teachers, Jim
Rohn, now passed, used to say,
“There's nothing worse than going
through life stupid.” Alternately, it
is our goal in the Fellowship to
work with intelligence and not
time and money.

Part II.
The Government’s Role.
You know as well as I that there
have been many thousands of Congressmen and Senators elected to
national office since the Emancipation Proclamation of 1863, the government’s first stab at ending racism in the United States.
Beginning with Lincoln, not actually, but as the figurehead of the
movement, many have carried on
the fight seeking to establish laws
for doing this a hundred and fifty
years hence and much progress
has been made; but sometimes,
seemingly, to little or no avail. I
think this is because of the “beings
of a different stripe” thing and not
because grand efforts haven’t been
made and laws passed to do this.
The Preamble to the Constitution
of the United States actually states
the government’s role in this very
clearly.
If I may, “We the People of the
United States, in Order to form a
more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility,
provide for the common Defense,
promote the general Welfare, and
secure the Blessings of Liberty to
ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution
for the United States of America.”
A mission statement in effect, it
very clearly states that the role of
the government in regards to most
all things and, this must include
racism, is “...to promote the general Welfare” of its people and not

much else. I’d say that this is well
accomplished and a hundred and
fifty years of trying proves out
what the government – made up of
at least hundreds of well-intentioned Congressmen and Senators
since 1863 – can and can’t do.
The onus of ending racism in your
experience and I in mine falls on
our shoulders alone.
Lastly, I’d like to add that this
whole self-engendered mental atmosphere “think it to see it” thing
applies to every situation in which
a person feels inferior or experiences an “ism” of any kind whatsoever in their outreach relationshipbuilding activities in all areas of
life: gender/ism for example, as
well as age/ism, height/ism,
weight/ism, color/ism, religion/ism, preference/ism, handicap/ism, experience/ism, company/ism, etc.
Neither racism nor these matter a
stitch unless you “think” it so.
Part III.
Now the Whitewash.
How to Build Relationships
with People of Different Cultural
Backgrounds.
(1) Learn about the person's culture. Any effort to do this will go a
long way in showing that you care
enough to find out about the reality of another person's life.
(2) Be empathetic; imagine yourself at the center of another person's culture and see how you feel
when there. If you are getting to

know someone who is not a part of
a majority culture, ask if you might
go to a cultural event where you
are the minority. If you are willing
to take risks and put yourself in situations in which you might feel uncomfortable, people will be more
inclined to want to get to know you
as well.
(3) Take a stand against a person's
oppression. People who experience oppression need allies both
figuratively and actively. Strong relationships are forged when people
act courageously on behalf of each
other.
(4) Know that it's okay to make
mistakes. You may make mistakes
as you build relationships with people who have different cultural
backgrounds than your own, but
people are generally forgiving if
your intentions are good.
Best Wishes.
4.
How to Sell
A House a Week, Part-Time,
Weekends Only.
Part I.
The Premise / The Weekend Warrior "Sales" plan is designed to empower and enable agents to sell
anywhere from one to fifty houses
a year part-time, weekends only,
even though they are not active
Listing Agents, themselves, turning
listings at the rate of one or more a
week to do this.

To achieve this it is necessary to
adopt, adapt, and execute a business plan for selling the listings of
other agents at the rate sought and
to have a weekday partner to coordinate and complete the multilevel
closing contingencies analogous to
all transactions; Broker, Al Lewis,
will fill that role. The sales rate is
doable, because:
(1) Qualified buyers – buyers that
have made a decision to buy in the
immediate-present or near-future
at market price and know where
they intend to buy – abound at
some identifiable rate based on
past sales for every neighborhood.
A neighborhood, for example, that
experienced twelve-sales twelve
months past will likely experience
the same number of sales twelve
months hence irrespective of how
many homes actually go up for
sale. This level of demand would
amount to an average sales rate of
one sale every four weeks; twentyfour sales a year would amount to
an average sales rate of one sale
every two weeks, and so forth.
(2) The first thing a qualified
buyer does when they come into
the market to buy is drive the locale or area within which they are
interested in living to see what’s
for sale. It is by doing this, by calling on signs or stopping at open
houses, that they reveal themselves to agents with signs in yards
and holding houses open for walkin viewing.
(3) Because buyers are drawn, like
bears to honey, to neighborhoods

within which they want to live to
see what’s for sale we can easily
gain an opportunity – often the
first chance – to work with them by
conducting an incentive based attention-getting open house such as
a Home Buyer’s Information Center
or the sale of a property by Auction
within the area of their interest
week-to-week until the odds,
based on demand, result in our
meeting. We then can represent
them in the purchase of the home
first seen or another.
We, therefore, can create demand
so-to-speak by widening the placement of open house signs over an
area large enough to indicate the
potential for a sale a week provided, of course, that the signs are
incentive based Navigator Signs
which are unique to our program.
These signs drive buyers from afar
to your open house.
(4) Once a buyer walks into either a
Home Buyer's Information Center
or Seller's Home you are holding
open, you can represent them for
the sale of the house held open or
another nearby property.
Summary / The popular means of
marketing for buyers available to
agents today other than Open
House will not provide opportunities for sales at the rate desired
part-time deep into one's career.
Agents, by the thousands, believe
internet leads provided by leadgeneration programs and companies, and both personal and social
network referrals, that often boost
an upstart career, will get them to
where they want to go in their life

and career, but they soon find
these fade and are not long-haul
solutions.
Therefore, it is necessary that we
adopt, adapt, and execute a business development plan for meeting
buyers at places they go to themselves to find a home and, by doing
that, reveal themselves to us like
buyers of new homes that visit a
Builder's model complex to consider same-day buying. These
places are neighborhood-specific
open houses. It is by this means-toan-end that Weekend Warriors
create their own futures, their own
success, and their own wealth.
From here out, think of Open
House as The Money Door. Its
value is incalculable.
Part II.
Attention-Getting
Open House Marketing.
The Standard Open House / The
role of marketing is to create the
right conditions for a sale to take
place, to create product awareness
and facilitate desire without getting in the way. The standard Open
House is a means to achieving that
end.
The roll of selling is to create the
right conditions for a purchase to
take place, to facilitate the buying
process without getting in the way.
The standard Open House is a
means to achieving that end as
well.
Sidebar / When was the last time
you saw a football team win a

game without first running onto
the field? When was the last time
you saw a tennis pro win a match
without first walking onto the
court? And, when was the last time
you saw a fighter win a fight without first climbing into the ring?
I'd say, you have never seen these
things happen, yet, in real estate,
agents seem to think or have been
led to believe they can experience a
formidable sales career without
stepping into or onto the playing
field, themselves, week-to-week to
meet the competition, the Buyers,
where and when they are in a buying mood on the playing field -- the
Neighborhood -- of their choice. Infield marketing is the pivot point:
the place where principle becomes
process, where rubber meets the
road.
Admittedly, so that we don't get
into an argument, I agree that everything works at least a little bit
(1) Expensive internet lead source
services (2) Internet oriented broker marketing programs and agent
relationships (3) Costly website
and advertising lead capture setups (4) High-priced REO, NOD,
Foreclosure and Short Sale lead
mechanisms, and (5) Time consuming personal and social network
marketing activities. All have the
potential to boost sales for agents
engaged in working these methodologies to meet buyers and sell real
estate; but for most, they only
work a little bit or not at all; and
for many (smart, motivated,

achievers), are a source of frustration and an overwhelming sense of
disempowerment.
Nothing, however, maybe, even, all
the above combined reach the potential for meeting qualified, neighborhood-specific buyers that can
be derived from the virtually costfree, single day, weekend only,
three-to-four hour, single source
marketing activity we call Open
House that we, as agents, are in
charge of doing when and where
we want; this represents empowerment as opposed to disempowerment.
Professional sellers, Builders, know
the importance of keeping their
homes, their models, open five-toseven days a week, all weekends,
five-to-eight hours a day, year
round: this, even, is Open house
and is the main source of sales.
When the Standard Open House is
combined with the unique and extraordinary, like The Home Buyer's
Information Center and The Do It
Yourself Auction that follow, the
potential for success from a single
day's effort is magnified many
times over.
The Home Buyer's Information
Center / The Home Buyer's Information Center, like the example
shown, is nothing more than the
Open House of a currently listed
property as usual, but promoted by
attention-getting, value-benefit
signs as shown instead of the
standard arrow signs to give buyers
a reason to stop in addition to the
look over of the open home itself.

These signs substantially increase
buyer stops.
The establishment and/or creation
of a Home Buyer's Information
Center, though, is not limited to
the availability of a currently listed
property.
Weekend Warriors can select
both a neighborhood and a highly
visible – Not Listed Property – at
which to conduct a weekend only
Home Buyer’s Information Center.
This would be a property not for
sale but located at the corner of a
thoroughfare and street that buyers must pass to enter a neighborhood within which there are properties for sale for the purpose of
stopping and meeting them (the
buyers) as they enter the area.
This can be done by a prearranged
day-use fee agreement with the
property owner: anything from $25
to $100 a day. Trading $100 for a
3% commission gained on the sale
of a $500,000 home, for example,
seems a good trade. Imagine the
effect of this commitment on your
motivation to succeed: substantial,
I'd say.
By offering passers by a "Free Listings List" of local area properties
for sale, the agent conducting the
information center will have a first
chance to show the visitors local
area properties seeking to consummate a same-day sale.
The Fast Sale Auction / Utilizing
our proprietary "Fast Sale Auction"
it's not uncommon for a home
owner, owner's agent or Weekend

Warrior to put a home on the market by auction that has been for
sale for six months, a year or even
longer and then to sell that house
in six-to-eight weeks irrespective of
the price of the home. This program gives sellers an edge on competition in the market by making
their home the first one a buyer
will look at if they want to buy in
their area: the value-buy message
inherent to selling by auction demands that.
This program is portable in that it
can be initiated by a Weekend
Warrior on any day, on any property at the discretion of the agent
and the property's owner or listing
agent by merely signing the property on- and off-site as "For Sale by
Auction." The auction is conducted
by our proprietary “Letter of Intent
to Buy Bid Form.”
More information about the
Real Estate Professionals' Fast Sale
Auction can be found within the
Fellowship Library found at:
TheRealEstateFellowship.com.
Part III.
The Property.
There are no restrictions on Weekend Warriors as to where and/or
on what properties they can conduct an Open House as shown
above, however, it is recommended by Broker that the efforts
to secure approval from brokers
and agents not associated with
Real Estate Professionals World Enterprise Marketing to hold their
listed properties open be aimed at

brokers and agents of vacant properties currently for sale. Agents in
general are reluctant to hold vacant properties open week-toweek. They may conduct one here
or there but are not usually consistent and the services of a disciplined open house assistant, even
one associated with another company, can be a big help.
We, after all, are only in pursuit of
the commission offered a cooperating agent through MLS and nothing more. These types of properties
are ubiquitous in the southern California market. They can be found
everywhere and within every price
range. Just call on the listing agents
of these properties to ask for the
opportunity. You might state that
you are seeking to show the property sometime Saturday or Sunday
afternoon between the hours of
one-to-four (which is true) and are
wondering if the house will be
open? If not, you can offer to hold
it open for them to both meet a
buyer you have directed there (or
may be able to direct there) and
any that might be driving the
neighborhood. If necessary to close
the deal, so to speak, you can offer
an opportunity fee, essentially a referral fee for the opportunity:
twenty- to thirty-percent cash back
on the sales fee should you sell the
house to either your buyer or a
drive-by visitor.
Alternately, agents in general are
reluctant to allow agents associated with a company outside their
own to hold a property open that is
occupied by its owner, however

beneficial their services may be.
Owners generally want their listing
agent to do this and a listing agent
can never be really sure of how
things will go with an unknown
person onsite in the house.
If you want to sell within an area
where there are no vacant listed
properties to seek an Open House
opportunity, or if denied, that is
the purpose of the Home Buyer's
Information Center. It can be conducted anywhere a cooperating
owner allows for a reasonable daily
fee (always execute a day-use
rental agreement similar to a sublet or rent-a-room agreement). Put
yourself in a typical home owner's
shoes for a moment, especially one
in the moderate to lower price
range, and imagine the benefit to
them of $200 to $800 a month of
added income; this is substantial.
They don't even have to leave the
house. Percentage based referral/success fees are not allowed.
They can only be paid to licensed
agents.
Part IV.
The Tact.
A personalized Weekend Warrior
marketing card is to be handed out
to all Open House or Home Buyer's
Information Center visitors. It is
the objective of the Weekend Warrior to help a ready, willing, able
buyer find and purchase a home
the very weekend they meet at a
Home Buyer's Information Center
or Open House. The card is to emphatically state your intention and

that you are exclusively a Buyer's
Agent.
As a Weekend Warrior you are to
(1) Fill yourself with belief by affirmation of the Secret of Success
published within the Real Estate
Professional’s Seller Services Portfolio which defines the value and
secret intention of a predisposed
buyer to buy at the place and locale within which you meet them
(2) You are to prepare yourself for
success by being ready to write an
offer on a moment's notice to anyone that walks into your Open
House and wants to buy it and/or
for when a buyer indicates they are
a buyer, not for the house they
walked into, but, possibly, another
nearby property (3) When this happens you are to offer to drop everything, pull your signs from the
house you are holding open and
show them every house currently
for sale in the entire neighborhood, locale or area (4) You are to
show them how you are prepared
to do this by showing them a list of
houses for sale in the entire area to
which you have access, and (5) You
are to say something like, “Let's
jump into my car or yours and go
to see these homes now. We'll use
your or my navigator (or my portable navigator) to find our way
around quickly with ease and
knock on the door or use my pass
key to see every house you like.”
You then achieve your sales goal by
(1) Writing an offer to purchase
one of the houses shown – at any
price – per the Real Estate Professionals' Home Buyer's Negotiation

Work-sheet for your buyer, and by
(2) Negotiating the offer to acceptance with its Seller when you
present the offer in person or
through Broker Al Lewis, and by (3)
Doing this again and again weekto-week.
Go to The Fellowship Library found
at the bottom of the introductory
links, left of the body copy of the
main WeekendWarriorSales.com
website, and read article 10-A, Top
Producer Selling: Principle and Process, for more on this and to look
over a series of actions, operations
and motions involved in a professional one-contact, one-day sales
process.
Importantly / A standout qualitative element of the Weekend
Warrior Sales Program is that Broker Al Lewis will, in your absence
(1) Work hand-in-hand with you, so
to speak, to present offers written
by you direct to sellers or through
agents weekdays or weekday evenings as needed and will, in your
absence
(2) Negotiate offers presented to
acceptance and will, in your absence (3) Open escrows and will, in
your absence (4) Manage escrows
to conclusion weekdays because
you, the Weekend Warrior, have
an alternate career or day-job that
limits your ability to do this.
The Marketing Partner provision of
the Associate-Licensee Agreement
provides for this.
One place or another in my writings you may have read the statement, "Though stated as a job, real

estate is not actually a job at all, it
is an activity. Specific activities produce specific results."
It is not important whether you
work only a few hours a week,
twenty-to-forty hours a week, or
more. What matters is what you do
when you work.
I have mainly referenced this relative to Listing activities; the Weekend Warrior Sales Program, however, like the Weekend Warrior
Listing Program, is a correlative expression of this principle: it is a
means by which you invite yourself
to the party, part-time, weekends
only, Saturday or Sunday or both,
when wanted.
Listing is Job One / Though this is
a dialogue about Selling, the fact
that listing is job one cannot be
emphasized enough. Even if it is
your interest, desire or intention to
sell weekends only for the express
purpose of opening escrows on a
weekly basis and not of managing
listings that might go months unsold or, even, expire after arduous
effort, it is more-often-than-not
the successful Listing Agent that
establishes a place for himself or
herself in the market as an independent professional in charge of
his or her own future by creating a
log of clients that will list with
them during some time-period like
the next month, six months or
year, than a Selling Agent, even a
successful one.
Harsh words, maybe, but imagine
for a moment doing any or all the
above selling activities from your

own listings, weekends only, every
now and then or better yet, having
Open House Marketing Assistants
under your direction doing these
things for you on multiple properties every week without your ever
holding a property open yourself.
This is how you multiply yourself in
the market and create a future by
design as opposed to merely encountering one as it occurs.
Listing is Job One.
Part V.
Conclusion.
Assertiveness as a Warrior characteristic is a stance toward life that
rouses, energizes and motivates, it
pushes us to take the offensive and
to move out of a defensive or holding position about life's tasks and
problems. A person with Warrior
energy knows what he or she
wants and takes steps to get it. As
a function of his or her clarity of
mind, (he) is a strategist and a tactician, (she) can evaluate her circumstances accurately and adapt
to the situation. The Warrior
doesn't think too much, because
thinking too much can lead to
doubt, and doubt to hesitation,
and hesitation to inaction, and inaction possibly to losing the battle
which is of course not getting to
where you want to go, wherever
that is, in your life and work.
Thus the Weekend Warrior sales
methodology: a stance toward
work that rouses, energizes and
motivates; an organized strategy

for use of aggressive energy focused on a specific result; the sale
of a house every week worked
from one-to-fifty (or twenty-tothirty) a year, part-time, weekends
only.
Act Now / Only action determines
your value in the marketplace. To
multiply your value you need to
multiply your actions. Walk where
the failure fears to walk. Work
when the failure seeks rest. Talk
when the failure remains silent.
Success will not wait on you. When
you delay she becomes wedded to
another and lost forever. Be an Eagle in the marketplace and a Lion
among men.
You Can Do This.
Best Wishes.
5.
California Gold.
The Thirty-Day Retirement Plan.
Part I.
The California Gold Rush began on
January 24, 1848, when gold was
found by James Marshall at
Sutter's Mill in Coloma, California
and lasted about seven years.
The news of gold brought some
300,000 people to California from
the rest of the United States and
abroad. Of the 300,000, approximately half arrived by sea and half
came overland from the east on
the California Trail and the Gila
River trail.
The gold-seekers, called fortyniners, traveled by sailing ship and

covered wagon and faced substantial hardships on the trip.
While most of the newly arrived
were Americans, the Gold Rush attracted tens of thousands from
Latin America, Europe, Australia,
and Asia.
At first, loose gold and gold nuggets could be picked up off the
ground. Later, gold was recovered
from streams and riverbeds using
simple techniques, such as panning. More sophisticated methods
were developed and later adopted
elsewhere. At its peak, technological advances reached a point
where significant financing was required, and mining companies became important.
Gold worth tens of billions of today's dollars was recovered, which
led to great wealth for a few.
Many, however, returned home
with little more than what they
had started with.
The effects of the Gold Rush were
substantial. San Francisco grew
from a small settlement of about
200 residents in 1846 to a
boomtown of about 36,000 by
1852. Roads and other towns were
built throughout California. In 1849
a state constitution was written,
and a governor and legislature
were chosen. California became a
state as part of the Compromise of
1850.
New methods of transportation developed as steamships came into
regular service. By 1869 railroads
were built across the country from
California to the eastern United

States. Agriculture and ranching
expanded throughout the state to
meet the needs of the settlers. At
the beginning of the Gold Rush,
there was no law regarding property rights in the goldfields and a
system of "staking claims" was developed.
All this from the discovery of gold
and one man, newspaper publisher
Samuel Brannan, striding the
streets of San Francisco holding a
vial of gold shouting “Gold!, Gold!,
Gold!”
The Power of Attention.
I began this essay with a short
story about the California Gold
Rush because it’s so fascinating, inspiring and motivating a tale that
can be both admired and duplicated today.
What, after all, with the spirit of
adventure, raw courage and desire that we Realtors have, like the
forty-niners, could stand in our
way of tapping into billions of dollars’ worth of wealth building listings and sales at the high-end of
the market except fear of the unknown, self-doubt and laziness.
Laziness, I think, is the curse of
modern man. When water can be
gotten from a tap; food from a
fridge; heat from a furnace; light
from a switch; entertainment from
a button; and when waste can be
disposed of by a flush and trash
disappears to nowhere inside the
back of a truck that picks it up by
automatic lift; when the mail

comes six-days a week; FedX delivers daily; and medicine’s only an
arm’s reach away inside a cabinet
above the bathroom sink, of what
need is audacious ambition?
Ideas, dreams and wants, though
they arise, because of modern-day
convenience that births laziness
just fade away like morning mist.
This has got to be the reason why
so many “so many” people get a license to grow a career in real estate only to let it go within two
years’ time.
What a waste.
The cure for this is forceful attention, for “An idea is endowed with
power only to the degree of attention that is paid to it.”
Relationships, we know, grow if we
pay attention to them and fade if
we don’t. Ideas, dreams and wants
are subject to the same rule.
The rigor of crossing the country by
wagon or rounding the Cape by sail
to strike it rich in California required unrelenting, forceful attention to this idea by the forty-niners.
Those that couldn’t hold the single
idea of “striking it rich in California” in mind often perished along
the way. The Great Plains, Indian
Nations and open seas, after all, offered little respite to dropout wayfarers of the day.
“Attention,” as quoted above from
The Power of Awareness by Neville
Goddard, 1952, and as follows, “is
forceful in proportion to the narrowness of its focus. That is, when
it is obsessed with a single idea or

sensation. It is steadied and powerfully focused only by such an adjustment of the mind as permits
you to see one thing only, for you
steady the attention and increase
its power by confining it.”
Desires which seem to realize
themselves are always desires
upon which attention is exclusively
concentrated.
Concentrated imaging of an idea,
dream or want in mind – like a motion picture – is attention directed
at an idea as though already accomplished. From this, the world
you see and the experience you
mold with you own hands merge to
mirror the image held in mind.
This is brief, but “think it to see it”
seems to be at work here. We’ve
heard this a million times, but how
does this work?
According to Goddard, “The idea
which excludes all others from the
field of attention discharges in action.”
Discharges in action !!!
What a great idea and, I think, the
final authoritative answer to how
“think it to see it” works.
Attention, mere attention, discharges in action like a battery discharges as it provides the energy of
modern-day machinery to perform
the work of modern-day life. This
happens automatically, without
forethought or plan. Attention,
therefore, like a battery, discharges

as ambition, motivation, aspiration, drive, avidity, eagerness, energy, enterprise and adventure.
Attention, mere attention, is the
power behind the revisiting of
goals; the rereading of affirmations; the citing of mantras; the
thinking or uttering of prayers; the
lighting of candles; and of every
kind of beseeching, imploring,
pleading, appeal, application or entreaty to a higher power and is the
secret of the super successful for
these things are what they are
masters of: unrelenting, forceful
attention that discharges in action
like that of the forty-niners.
You could spend a lifetime looking
for a key that opens the doors of
opportunity, or for a person or relationship, or job, or path that will
get you to where you want to go
and never find it for it is not out
there, but in here in mind and it is
nothing more than attention, mere
attention to some great idea,
dream or want that, itself, will do
this for you by discharging in action.
It took me forty-years of vigorous
study, deep introspection, and
hard work to stumble upon this
simple phrase laid down by Neville
Goddard, “the idea which excludes
all others from the field of attention discharges in action,” and as
said, it just seems to wrap things
up, “it’s the final authoritative answer to how ‘think it to see it’
works.”
This puts the responsibility of
achievement on our shoulders and

not in the hands of a Universal
first-cause creative force or creator, however conceived or believed-in by your or I, and propagates the principle of self-reliance.
How things actually work inside the
mind and body of creation itself is
the posturing of all high thinking
whatever the discipline and not the
objective of this discourse, but
whatever the reality is relative to
the influence of a higher-force on
the doing of things, it cannot be
denied that great things have always been accomplished by those
of us that, like the forty-niners, can
focus their attention on an idea,
wish or thing until the attention is
discharged in goal achieving action.
This begs the question, “What are
you doing to keep your wishes,
wants and dreams at the forefront
of your mind and thought?”
Personally, relative to business, I
have developed the habit of creating what I call marketing cards: essentially post cards like the one
you may have seen headlined
“Turnaround Sales and Marketing”
for each idea, program or plan I
wish to accomplish. Each card is
what some sales trainers would call
an elevator speech: a mission
statement of sorts that quickly outlines the objective of the idea, program or plan that can be reviewed
or stated in one-to-three minutes’
time. At the time of this writing I
have twenty overall and try to look
each over once daily. I do this to
keep my mind’s eye on the objective of my wishes, wants and
dreams so that they don’t just fade

away after first coming into view
like, as said, morning mist.
It would be my pleasure to send
you the one representing The Real
Estate Fellowship; email or text me
your address and I’ll send it over.
Think Gold !!!
Gold, time immemorial, seems to
have the power to cause the focus
of attention in man leading to a
discharge of action causing, even,
the rise and fall of empires and expansion of the human race worldwide. The Spaniards, after all, came
to the new world in search of gold.
So, now, with all of this in mind,
and like Texans think of Texas oil as
black gold, let’s think of California’s
high-end real estate as California
gold and endow this idea with
forceful attention.
The forty-niners came to California
from every part of the eastern
United States and other parts of
the world. The “adventurers” of
the population, they were the
gene-pool of the population that
seeded California’s population today. Whatever your heritage and
from wherever you think you are
from, their DNA is your DNA. Look
in the mirror and see a forty-niner.
They are our forefathers. Their
blood courses through our arteries
and veins, now, this moment, and
we possess the same power of attention that drove them to travel
by wagon a year at a time or by
ship around the Cape to get to California to pan or mine for gold, California gold, but possessing the

power of attention and using it are
two different things.

and partners, your take-home cash
pay would be $588,000.

The cure for laziness – often mislabeled as fear, self-doubt and procrastination – is forceful attention,
for “An ideas is endowed with
power only to the degree of attention that is paid to it.”

This is California Gold !!!

You are a forty-niner, think gold,
and this will discharge in action.
Part II.
Realtors.
How to Grow a Secure,
Renewable Retirement Fund in
Thirty-Days’ Time.
Have one good month with me listing and selling in the high-end and
put a half-million dollars into your
bank account.
Every agent every now and then
has a great month. You know what
I mean by this: two or three or four
closings in one month.
My best "day" in forty-years of trying was twenty-three closings on
one day; three or four closings a
month every now and then among
active agents is common.
Do this in the high-end on properties priced from $2/Million to
$10/Million and one good month
can set you up for life.
Imagine closing, maybe, two
$3/Million dollar escrows and two
$4/Million dollar escrows in one
month’s time and earning a sixpercent commission on all. This
comes to $840,000. If you were on
an overall 70/30 split with broker

Do it now, this year, and again
each of the next five or ten years.
Imagine that? You could, though,
do this – or something like it – two
or three times a year or more if
wanted.
Do the math on a number of different scenarios and see if this
doesn’t motivate you to action?
Nothing can stop you, not a wild
bear, thief or thug, nothing except
fear of the unknown, self-doubt
and laziness.
The same principle of reaching for
California gold applies to all brokers and agents wherever located:
areas outside southern California,
other regions and states.
Go for Gold.
6.
Positive Self-Dimension
The Love/Hate Principle
Sometimes, while conducting a
workshop, I will ask group members individually, "How many people out of, say, any ten will like
you?"
The answer I get is very predictable. They usually say, "All ten!"
Unless these group members had
an inherent dislike of themselves,
how could their answers be otherwise?

But then I ask if they had ever
heard of something called the "Bell
Curve."
Theoretically, the Bell Curve states
that "all" naturally occurring phenomena are made up of extremes
and norms.
Extremes are the excessive, outermost, far from conventional elements of a situation; while norms
are the median, average or middle
of the road elements.
In politics, for example, there are
the extreme liberals, the extreme
conservatives and the moderates.
Moderates are the middle of the
road citizen not necessarily concerned with the opinions or obsessions of either of the other extremist groups; they are the bulk of the
population as are the norms of any
situation.
Considering the mathematical
probability implied by the Bell
Curve, we might conclude, for example, that out of any ten persons
introduced to you, there will always be at least one extremist that
really likes (loves) you and one extremist that really dislikes (hates)
you, and that everyone else will fall
somewhere in between.
Thus "The Love/Hate Principle."
But of those in between it must be
known that the Bell Curve applies
to them also. If person #1 can love
you, then persons #2 and 3 should
like you a lot.
Persons #4, 5, 6 and 7, however,
are likely to be indifferent: they

could take you or leave you; while
persons #8 and 9 will dislike you,
leaving only person #10: the one
that really dislikes you for no cause
of your own doing or knowing. It's
just the way it is.
Accepting "The Love/Hate Principle" is paramount to your success
because, as a general rule, only
people that like you will do business with you.
If you go around high-minded,
thinking that everyone likes you,
then the disappointment and sense
of rejection you will experience
when business goes elsewhere will
be overwhelming and the first
cause of your wanting to quit the
business.
So let's look at it positively. What if
(and this will not be the case) only
the one-out-of-ten extremist person that loves you will do business
with you? Well then, that's great.
You see, for example, there are approximately four million people in
Orange County, California -- my
hometown at the time of this writing -- and if working here one-outof-ten comes to 400,000 persons
that would do business with you.
Now, they don't all own homes,
but if they did and 20 percent of
them went up for sale every year,
that would be an opportunity
equal to 80,000 listings.
So let's say only 10% of them own
homes. That is still 40,000 homes
of which 20% will go up for sale
during the following year, and
that's an opportunity equal to

8,000 listings. Heck, you only want
fifty (50) and we haven't even
counted in the sort-of-likes-you
persons and the indifferents. They
will do business with you too.
Get over needing to be liked by
everybody. That's not your job.
Your job is listing real estate and
selling real estate among persons
that will do business with you and
not among persons that won’t.
Positive Self-Dimension
Positive self-dimension is a broad
psychological attitude underscored
by a mindset (an established set of
attitudes held by someone) that
drives the things a person will be
interested in, their ambitions, and
work ethic. The things they will do
and the things they won’t are predetermined by this.
Internalizing The Love/Hate Principle as an Attitude part-and-parcel
of a Mindset that will lead to success is Priority-One of anyone in
sales, particularly among those
who’s success is dependent on the
solicitation of persons for the express purpose of developing relationships that will lead to opportune situations for doing business
relative to the purpose of the relationship: Agent/Seller relationships
for example.
A person (an Agent) with Positive
Self-Dimension sees their place in
the world and takes steps to realize
it by means of goals, strategies,
tactics, and actions. This is their
work in life.

If they have to talk with ten people
to find one that is a fit to their picture of their place in the world, so
be it, and they tough out the work
of doing this one person (door in
real estate) at a time; but even
they need salves, ointments, and
band aids to survive the work.
The Love/Hate Principle, internalized, is the salve of the winners in
real estate whether they know it or
not. They get up day-in and dayout and work a plan of outreach
that establishes a future with their
place in it as they see it: one day
and one contact at a time.
Sidebar / I once put a personal residence on the market and set the initial price high to see what might
develop. When it didn’t sell, I just
let the listing expire.
Shortly, thereafter, I was surprised
to get a personal call from one of
the most successful real estate
agents in the entire nation, herself,
to pitch me on listing with her. I
mean, she really laid it on, it was
one of the best forthright pitches I
ever heard put forth with enthusiasm and want. She wanted the listing and let me know it in no uncertain terms -- I could hardly get off
the phone – and she didn’t give a
damn about whether I would like
her or not prior to calling. She just
made the call to see if we might be
a fit relative to our mutually-arisen
ambitions and, then, when rejected, just moved on: Bye!
I share this with you because it is
so commonly believed by inactive

agents in real estate that established producers don’t get-up, getout, and get-it-on every day in the
business. They are wrong about
this. This is what makes them winners.
Get-up, Get-out, and
Get-It-On.
7.
The 95% Rule.
In late November 1975 (last century), I saw a small ad announcing
a talk by John Lumbleau at the
Huntington Beach/Fountain Valley
Board of Realtors.
If I remember right, Lumbleau was
sixty-nine at the time, yet owned
and continued to operate a chain
of more than 20 real estate licensing schools in California (back
when brick-and-mortar was the
standard of operation).
He had been training real estate
sales and marketing for more than
forty years and, additionally, had
published nearly ten years earlier a
book, "How to Be a Successful Real
Estate Salesman," that influenced
me during my start-up and I knew I
had to see him (note the chauvinism).
I remember the morning well because a huge storm was raging, it
was raining cats and dogs, literally.
These cats and dogs were falling
out of the sky, that's how bad the
storm was.
So, being new to the Board, I quite
naturally went to the meeting in
Levi's, a sweat shirt and tennis

shoes, not knowing how sophisticated the beach side Board of Realtors had become, nor how well
turned-out, dressed to the hilt, the
attendants would be.
Upon arriving, let me just say this,
I felt like a pair of brown shoes in a
room full of tuxedos and because
of that took a lowly place in the
back of a room filled with more
than five-hundred well-dressed
Realtors.
Lumbleau's topic that morning
was, "Why sellers list with a particular agent."
To summarize his talk, Lumbleau,
first, confessed that he had fallen
into the role of teacher or trainer
by taking over his father’s licensing
school and, thereby, repeated by
rote (routine or repetition, mechanically or unthinkingly) what he
was taught to teach agents about
listing and selling and never, virtually, a thing he had ever learned in
the field himself by doing the work
or by research. That was some confession, the first time, he said, that
he had ever said these things publically.
He continued by saying that now
after forty years he had just recently decided to do some research about this or that to proveout or disprove long held beliefs
about real estate sales and marketing and that this morning’s talk was
about the results of one of those
efforts: Why sellers list with a particular agent.

To determine this, he said, he put
together a small team of tele-marketers and had them call on onethousand home owners with a
home currently for sale. He had
them ask a series of questions designed to determine the “real” reason they listed with the agent that
currently had their home for sale
and not the “ostensible” reason,
and he was very surprised at the
results.
When all was said and done, his research indicated 95% of the sellers
listed with the first agent they met
once they made a firm decision to
sell irrespective of who they knew
in the business, who had been
farming their neighborhood, or
who had been cultivating them
into a client knowing they would
be selling sometime soon.
I call this "The 95% Rule."
That being true, Lumbleau concluded it was not the company an
agent was associated with; the
company's position within the marketplace or the agent's position
within the marketplace; it wasn't
their home marketing activities; it
wasn't the company's franchise or
non-franchise status; nor was it
agent gender, age, race, experience, clothes, car, etc. that was the
cause of an agent's listing success;
but timing while prospecting for
listings.
Timing, said Lumbleau, was everything, little else counts for much.
Once a decision to sell has been
made, said Lumbleau, sellers will

work with the workable, do the doable. They will list with the first
able agent they meet.
If there is a rule at work, it is this:
Urgency Nullifies Loyalty.
The basic principles involved in
sound real estate salesmanship are
enduring and changeless. The 95%
Rule is one of them.
Wow!, I thought to myself sitting at
the back of the room that morning.
Right then and there I decided to
drop any self-centered, personal
hang-ups I may have had about
prospecting and to begin working
aggressively for listings under a
methodology solely designed to effect The 95% Rule, a system based
on (1) Customer Identification (2)
Customer Contact and (3) Customer Cultivation.
I now call customer cultivation the
manufacture of relationships; both
then and now it is the means by
which “The 95% Rule” is effected
(realized).
Working a systematic program I
then called The Un/Conventional
Farm, once I met a seller by door
knocking that suggested they may
sell or sell again (if an expired listing) during the next year, I just decided to show up whether welcomed or not every couple of
weeks by mail (by sending a post
card) and in person every sixth or
seventh week to say hello. I’d tiedown the timing-thing at the end
of every conversation and was just
determined to be there when the
decision to sell or moment of sale

arrived. By doing this, according to
Lumbleau, by being there at the
right time (or approximately the
right time) I would likely get the
listing.

At the age of twenty-four and after
having been active in real estate
for only about six months, my wife
and I decided to take a leap of faith
and to move-up in the world.

He was thoroughly right. It
worked out that way exactly!

We moved-up from a one bedroom
apartment in Anaheim to a two
bedroom apartment in Huntington
Beach. I made the second bedroom
my office and even printed the
apartment address on my business
card.

Sidebar / I called my listing program The Un/Conventional Farm
because once I had put fifty leads,
gained as said from knocking on
doors, into my lead book I quit prospecting completely for new leads
and focused all my attention on following-up the leads gained with
clockwork precision to make sure I
would be the agent that “happened” to show up when the decision to sell was made by the various sellers. The fifty leads became
my Farm, so to speak, in an unconventional manner that led to my often listing two houses a week. So
much business followed this practice that I rarely had to knock on
doors to replenish my Lead Book
for another two-to-three years:
one, as we have learned, turns into
two, and two to four, and four to
eight, and eight to sixteen, and sixteen to thirty-two and so forth.
At a time in real estate when virtually no one worked from a homeoffice (after all, in 1975 there were
no computers, no fax machines, no
voice mail, not even an answering
phone recorder, no pagers, no cell
phones, no copy machines, no navigators, and no internet), I decided
to work independently from a
home office. That's how influential
Lumbleau's talk that morning was
for me.

I knew, like Lumbleau said, that
work in real estate is something
you do in the field, not someplace
you go to like a desk in an office.
I knew I could succeed without
ever once asking a client or customer into my office.
I knew there were more people
willing to do business with me this
way then it was possible for me to
do business with, I just had to find
them; and, if I ever ran up against a
client or customer that had to
know about my office, or organization, or how I would compete
against others; I knew I could
choose to pass on working with
this buyer or seller if needed without experiencing a sense of failure
or loss. I could choose my customers.
As it turned out, I was right.
At the end of the year (1975), my
mother-in-law took my wife and I
to her bank to do our taxes because, as a customer, she could get
them done for us free. Let me put
this time frame in perspective: I

only graduated from college mid
May of the same year.
My father-in-law, now, had been
working as a professional draftsman within the airline industry for
nearly 30 years. His annual salary
at the time was about $25,000 (a
good salary in 1975).
I can remember clearly sitting at
the front of the tax man's desk
with my mother-in-law and my
wife. He had just completed my return on which I claimed about
$15,000 dollars and he asked how
much money I expected to earn
during the next year.
Not knowing better, I said about
$50,000, an amount I was sure I
could make.
That invoked the biggest "Phhhhh"
from my mother-in-law that I had
ever gotten before or since and the
tax man just looked down with a
sarcastic smirk on his face in agreement with her.
My wife, however, just sat there
with a perfectly confident expression. We're still married.
Beginning nearly mid year 1976 because of time off for good behavior, I embarked on a fascinating adventure in real estate doing things
my way, working from a home office I had organized within a rented
apartment on Warner Avenue at
Beach Boulevard in Huntington
Beach (a time when no one did
this).
I made a firm decision never to
begin work until one o'clock in the

afternoon weekdays and not to
work weekends. Weekday mornings and weekends were to be reserved for mine and my wife's use
however we wanted.
Calls to escrow officers, lenders,
buyers, sellers, vendors, etc. could
just wait until after one o'clock.
There was no need to prospect for
listings until after one o'clock as
well, I had learned that during my
short time in the business.
I chose not to learn inventory by
doing caravans or previews, I figured I'd learn inventory as my buyers did, one house at a time while
previewing (showing) property;
and I was sure Realtors could find
my listings on their own when they
had buyers, so there was no need
to hold Caravan or Broker previews
for Realtors Wednesday and Thursday mornings as well.
I figured I might need or want to
hold an occasional Saturday or
Sunday open house, but my plan
included working with open house
marketing assistants to alleviate a
need for my time there while keeping every house I listed open just
about every weekend (I’m still doing that). I knew I might show
property on a weekend day every
now and then, but decided I would
not schedule this type of activity
too often.
I told the tax man I expected to
earn $50,000 during the next year,
1976, and was chagrined.
As it turned out, working just over
a half-year I closed 42 transactions,

all from my apartment bedroom,
and earned just over $75,000.
That was serious money at that
time. Then in 1977 I earned about
$125,000, $225,000 in '78 and so
forth up to a point prior to my 29th
birthday when I earned more than
a half-million dollars in commissions, all gained from my personal
listings, sold.
If you accept one principle shared
with you above, The Love/Hate
Principle, and The 95% Rule, and
follow a program suggested by The
Un/Conventional Farm, you can
and will have the same experience
that I have, except with an income
relative to today's real estate values.
You will gain status and wealth.
I might, additionally, add the following tidbit of knowledge to what
we have just reviewed.
Recent research has shown 95% of
all business generated within a real
estate office is agent-produced independently in the field. It is business gained without the support of
the office or organization with
which the agent is associated.
This value is not exactly a restatement of "The 95% Rule," but it is
an indicator of the truth of its basic
premise.
Agents, it seems, are attracted to
franchise organizations for one
reason or another; but sellers are
not. They could care less.
This is Working with Intelligence
and Not Time and Money.

8.
The Goeswith Principle.
Imagine a wine bottle lying on its
side on top of a table.
If I were to lift the neck of the bottle up, what would go with it?
Naturally, the body and bottom of
the bottle would move along with
the neck. Lifting the neck of a bottle lying on its side implies lifting
the bottom as well.
The bottom of the bottle, you
might say, "goeswith" the top.
Total situations are the rule, not
the exception. The various features
of a situation "arise mutually" or
imply one another as back implies
front, as top implies bottom, etc.
All situations are moving patterns
in time and space and exist in relation to each other like the poles of
a magnet. There are no independent situations.
As a principle of success the implications of "The Goeswith Principle"
and its applications are infinite.
What goeswith the preparation of
your tools, for example?
... Their use!
What goeswith proper grooming,
etiquette and manners?
... Social acceptance!
What goeswith the placement of
ads in newspapers or signs in
yards?
... Calls from buyers!

What goeswith mental preparation?
... Action!
Specifically, it's mental preparation
I want to focus on here.
You do not need to use memorized
closes to be a top producer of listings if you are honest, practice professional and systematic methods
of prospecting to meet sellers and
are able to implement home marketing techniques you believe in
supported by a “Seller Services
Portfolio.”
Pre-memorized closes can be helpful when used with weak decision
makers, but should never be relied
upon. Always assume your clientele, whether buyers or sellers, are
smart, educated and above petty
pitches.
Besides the basic tools of the
trade, your honesty and methods
of marketing, truly great success at
obtaining listings will require more
of you. It will require mental preparation.
All of the knowledge and methods
in the world relative to listing success are useless without belief in
yourself and confidence that your
expectations will be reached.
Irrespective of your age or experience, you must start where you are
right now with belief.
I have learned there are just a couple of simple things we need to do
to develop belief, but we need to
do them.

First, we must consciously decide
what we want to believe in: our
desires. Then, we must internalize
them into belief through affirmation and suggestion.
Affirmations (positive written
statements about our desires and
beliefs) and auto-suggestion (the
speaking of affirmations out loud
to ourselves) are nothing more
than exercises for magnifying our
desires consciously and subconsciously.
Our affirmations should be read
and verbalized if possible morning,
noon and night. Emotionally believing the eventual outcome of our
desires will be positive, and visualizing their completeness is an important part of the process.
I started my career with little but
belief. Here are the affirmations
and suggestions I practiced when I
first began listing and selling real
estate in 1975.
These are them exactly:
“The infinite intelligence of my subconscious mind is guiding, directing
and prospering me spiritually, mentally, materially and physically.
“I believe this!
“My definite major goal is to follow
my daily work schedule and to list
one house a week (minimum) regardless of activity, working part
time.
“I can follow my daily schedule
with health and vigor every day. I
like knocking on doors, selling myself, listing and selling houses. I

want to like following my daily
schedule every day, because it's
good for me and my pocketbook.
“These are the things I want, I like
and look forward to: I can list a
house today if I want to, and/or I
can cause a house to be listed with
me today, even if it's three months
from now. I can do this by using the
energy necessary to talk to 50
property owners about buying or
selling real estate in person today.
“I can see myself listing a house a
week minimum by following my
daily prospecting schedule.
“People will list with me because of
the excellent services I offer in real
estate. I am a real professional. I
will prove I am a professional by
following through with honesty
and good faith all of the services
that I offer.
“All my listings will sell because the
services I offer, when applied, will
assure a sale. I do more than is
needed for prospects and clients
and treat them as unique individuals!
“The infinite intelligence of my subconscious mind which gave me this
desire leads, guides and reveals to
me the perfect plan for the unfolding of my desires each day.
“I know the deeper wisdom of my
subconscious mind is now responding with desire To Act, To Do, and
To Be Done!”
Can you see that I "wanted" to list
houses? I practiced this meditation
morning, noon and night and from

nothing, the place we must all
start, I succeeded.
I prepared my mind and heart for
success and, I might ask, what
"Goeswith" mental preparation?
… Success!, naturally.
This type of preparation, however,
can be accomplished with much
greater simplicity.
Try This / Take a 3” by 5” index
card and write these words on one
side, “I am a listing magnet.” Then
write these words on the other
side, “I am a listing machine.” Then
read each message twice daily: just
before sleep at night and upon
waking every morning. Imagine
how these messages over time, say
three months, or six months, or a
year will begin to program your
daily outlook and by changing your
outlook, your activities?
You will soon be a listing magnet
and a listing machine.
Verifiably So !!!
9.
How to List
A House a Week, Part-Time,
Weekends Only.

They each can be found within
The Fellowship Library, Item Numbers 7-A and 7-B.
The Fellowship Library can be
found by going to TheRealEstateFellowship.com and scrolling down
the introductory links on the left to
The Fellowship Library.
Go to:
Item # 7-A, Top Producer Listing:
The Un/Conventional Farm, if you
seek to out list and out sell the
competition at prices under
$1/Million within any city, region
or locale.
Item # 7-B, The Power of One:
The Top Job in Real Estate, if you
seek to list and sell at the top of
the market: prices ranging from
$1/Million to $10/Million or more.
These worksheet define how to
use intelligence and “Not” time
and money to get to where you
want to go in real estate, and how
to grow status and wealth through
real estate by out listing the competition. A house a week? Yes.
Enjoy.
10.
Go for No.

This topic, I believe should naturally follow Item #4 above – How
to Sell a House a Week – and the
principles relative to listing residential real estate that follow, but
it is not a topic that can be shared
appropriately with brevity.

I'd like to share with you today the
get-rejected-get-rich plan. It starts
with this, “The most empowering
word you can encounter on your
way to success today is the word,
“No.”

In that regard, I’d like to invite
you to look over two articles addressing this topic.

Skill is overrated. Studies show that
as many as 80% of all salespeople
in any endeavor don't make it

through “a first year” for the simple reason that they fail to make
enough calls. That's it; nothing
else.
While some in sales spend months,
years, even decades polishing their
skills, getting organized, getting
ready to sell, many with far less
skill and polish zoom right by them
on the road to success. A motivated person with little skill that
gets in front of enough people to
tell their story to will almost always
outsell a well prepared sales pro.
Richard Fenton, in a great little
book, Go for No!, tells this story,
paraphrased a bit:
There was an insurance company
in Chicago that called in a consultant to analyze why their profits
were declining. The company was
averaging only two and a half sales
per agent per month and they
were in serious trouble. So the
consultant comes in and immediately puts his finger on the problem. He tells them, “Your only
problem is that your agents are not
calling on enough people.”
This solution was way too simple
for the top executives at the company. After all, they'd paid the consultant big money and wanted him
to deliver a big answer. So the consultant said, “I'll prove it to you.”
He took a group of their salespeople, a cross-section of the sales
force from best to worst, and told
them, “Effective today, you are going to start selling policies door to
door in neighborhoods where you
don't know a soul. There will be no

leads provided. There will be no
qualifying of prospects and, when a
person opens the door, you must
start the sales call with the following statement-question, “You don't
want to buy life insurance, do
you?”
Their mission was to simply see
how many people they could call
on every day and, specifically, not
how many they could sell insurance to. That was it. Needless to
say, the salespeople thought this
would be a waste of time.
In the end, the approach recommended by the consultant was
very ineffective. Fifty-nine out of
every sixty people the agents
called on said, “Your right, I don't
want to buy life insurance,” but
one out of every sixty said, “As a
matter of fact, I do need insurance,
what do you have?”
If only one out of sixty bought insurance and the salespeople only
talked to sixty people a month the
insurance company would have
gone broke, but with the simplified
approach recommended by the
consultant they found the average
agent could call on sixty prospects
a day and that it only took about
seven hours a day to do this. As a
result they immediately began averaging a sale a day each. That's
nearly a thousand percent improvement in production each and,
as a result, both the agents and the
company got rich.
Approaching enough people, even
with a negative message, can save
both careers and whole companies.

The rule at work is this: if you want
to accelerate your sales you have
to fail faster; you have to “Go for
No” quicker and more often. If your
message is good, all the better.
No doesn't mean never, mostly it
just means not yet. Research
shows that forty-four percent of
salespeople crush upon hearing
just one, no. Twenty-two more
give up after the second, no. Fourteen percent more give up after
the third, no. Twelve more give up
after the fourth, no. Altogether,
that's ninety-two percent that give
up before hearing “no” just five
times. This wouldn't matter except
that statistics have shown a correlating fact that most people don't
buy a product or service of any
kind until being asked to do so five
times.
The implication of all this is that if
you want to succeed big, you do
this by failing big; and while you're
at it, common sense says that if
you're going to “Go for No” you
might as well get your “No's” from
Whales as opposed to Minnows.
One “no” is the same as another;
thus our program for listing and
selling in the high-end.
Fail Exponentially / A primary key
to creating outrageous success is
to understand the need to fail exponentially (more and more). Once
this is understood, having a plan
for doing it is the next obvious
step, but the thing wrong with
plans is that they are just that, future oriented goals and objectives;
and, as you know, tomorrow never
comes. It's more relevant to create

an agenda for doing it, a present
moment day-to-day “To Do List” of
activity centered on failing hourby-hour, day-by-day.
Relevant to our program for listing
and selling in the high-end, I know,
for example, that it is almost impossible to visit twenty-five
“Houses,” let alone “People,” without meeting at least two sellers
that will affirm an intention to sell
sometime soon and suggest an
openness to looking our program
over before listing. This can be
done by a Weekend Warrior Saturdays or Sundays only until they fill
their lead book with fifty prospects
to “Manufacture Relationships”
with for the next year so-to-speak;
but it can be done by full-timers
two or three or four days a week.
Sure you might have to start at
10:30 am and “work” four, five or
six hours to do this; but this
doesn't seem much of a task to me
to earn a half-million to one-million
dollars a year listing and selling in
the high-end. Or am I wrong, is it
too much to ask?
Get to where you want to go in
real estate by failing more, please,
that is the key to success.
We all have a failure quotient: how
many times we are willing to fail
before succeeding. Accordingly,
know that you are an increasing
awareness, an ever-growing and
expanding consciousness, a never
ceasing progress of individual and
collective evolution, a constant
ever expanding joy, an enthusiastic
adventurer and, most important, a

progressive unfoldment of transmutative knowledge.

switch, a switch that will darken it
even more.

This being the case, your failure
quotient has already been upped
just by this reading.

The dark switch, like the electrically-oriented light switch, is connected to a power generator as
well, but not by copper wires. The
dark switch stretches backwards in
time by means of an unbroken line
of memory traces to a situation
generator even more powerful
than a hydro electrical or nuclear
power plant: a single negative,
dark experience, that once recalled, lights the atmosphere with
its mood and expectation and is
the cause of a constant stream of
experience mirroring the old
memory.

Prove Me Wrong.
I Dare You.
11.
A Single Thought of Light.
I would say every time you enter a
dark or dimly lit ROOM, you reach
for the light.
The light: this is what we generally
call the switch that completes an
electrical circuit that allows electricity to flow through a local light
device (a light bulb).
The electrical lines which provide
the source of energy stretch in an
unbroken line, hundreds, maybe,
even, thousands of miles to an
electrical generator that probably
cost hundreds of millions of dollars
to build, something like the Hoover
Dam hydro electrical plant on the
Colorado River or the San Onofre
nuclear power plant in California;
and their source of power, of
course, is derived from the infinite
wealth of the Universe, itself; some
connector, that light switch, the
bringer of light.
On the other hand, by analogy, I
would say that it is possible that
most every time you enter a dark
or dimly lighted SITUATION, that
instead of reaching for the light
switch to lighten it, you instead
reach for what I call the dark

Importantly, the dark memory that
manifests the dark experience is,
for most, not consciously recalled,
only relived and, for most, is not
even a like or relative-experience.
If, though, you are a person that
habitually, consciously, recalls dark
experiences one following another
in an unbroken line of memory
traces, the situation is exacerbated
and repeat experience is assured.
This is why some people in real estate never experience success
knocking on doors.
They drive up to a house and, not
knowing what to expect, create by
that thought a dimly lighted SITUATION, and, then, without their consciously having anything to do with
it, their unconscious mind reaches
for the dark switch, switches it, and
thusly colors the atmosphere with
an expectation of a repeat experience which then manifests.

On the other hand, by analogy, I
would say that it is possible that
most every time you enter a dark
or dimly lighted SITUATION, that
instead of allowing this to happen
by rote, that you, instead, consciously (on purpose), take a moment's pause and on purpose recall a success experience, any experience whether relative or not,
but relative is better, that by its recall will thusly color the atmosphere with an expectation of a repeat experience which then manifests.
This is why (or how) some people
in real estate always experience
success knocking on doors.
The atmosphere they create is the
harbinger of their experience.
If, for example, you had a great experience winning the hundred-yard
dash when you were sixteen, think
of that; or if you had a great experience winning the Spelling Bee
when you were twelve, think of
that; or if you have had a “Single”
success experience knocking on
one particular door in real estate
or a “Single” great listing experience, think of that; or any other
success experiences you want to
recall, any wide variety of them
over any number of years, think of
them. But how many times can you
do this?
Well, how often do you reach for
the light switch when you enter a
dark room, the same room, the
same switch day-after-day, year-after-year and the room always lights
up? I'd say, that, even if you only

recalled the same memory over
and over before every dim situation, that you could color the situation of each positively into a winning situation by recalling, even,
the same memory any number of
times.
When a child wants to color red,
for example, they pick up the red
crayon and, never, the blue, always
the red (extrapolate that).
So, if you get it, the key to success
in this is the pause, isn't it?
Take Charge / Imagine driving up
to a house, stopping in front of it
and taking “pause” before getting
out of the car and, during the
pause, taking a moment to recall a
success experience, A Single
Thought of Light, and know that by
the thinking you are coloring the
atmosphere with a positive expectation of a repeat experience. This
is how you create habitual success
in any endeavor and is a Golden
Key of Success.

It could be used for about twenty
hours of active typing on four AA
batteries and maintain memory for
up to thirty-days. If you did not
save what you had typed into
memory onto some external device, which didn't really exist, or
print it out to a printer before that
time, your work would be lost.
Writers within every field, media
and genre had to have one and
Tandy sold more than six-million.
You'd see one in just about every
brief case you got a peak into and
in front of executives everywhere
you went.

What You Think About
Expands.

I bought an improved version of
the TRS-80, the NEC 8201. It operated on MS Basic 1.0, the first real
Microsoft operating system and
predecessor to Windows 10 being
released this month some thirtytwo years later at the time of this
writing. I loved that little gadget
and used it to death; death, of
course, by obsolescence. I believe I
have bought every single computer
that represented a technical leap in
either hardware, operating system
or software since.

12.

WYSIWYG.

The Last Time.

The big dream of early computer
designers, software programmers,
and users was “What You See is
What You Get” computing, pronounced as a single word like it
looks, WYSIWYG, that would allow
paper-like editing on screen. This
would come to be known as desktop publishing.

Tandy Corporation, owner of Radio
Shack, released the first truly portable computer, the TRS-80 Model
100, in 1983. It was a little eightline screen word processor about
the size of a notebook, thus the
phrase notebook computer, and
sold for $1,099.00. Serious money
in 1983.

I purchased the first popular desktop publishing package for an IBM

PC compatible computer, Ventura
Publisher, created and distributed
by Xerox in 1986. By mastering it, I
was able to do alone what previously had to be done by a copywriter, fine-art artist, graphic-art
layout artist, typesetter, halftone
output camera shop, and advertising pick-up and delivery service to
get the finished production of a
single ad somewhere across town
to a newspaper or magazine on
time for publication.
Desktop publishing (DTP) has often
been criticized by professional
graphic designers as being responsible for lowering design standards.
The reasons for this are related to
the ease at which DTP has made it
for amateurs to produce published
documents for professional use. I
couldn't agree more, but the cost
savings by people in advertising,
like myself, would outweigh the
drawbacks. In the long run, those
that could produce high-quality
graphics would survive and those
that couldn't would fade away
evening things up a bit.
When Ventura Publisher first came
out, I was operating an advertising
agency and brokerage for the
building trade with all the above
mentioned professionals on paid
staff and didn't think much about
switching to DTP, but I made the
decision to explore the option one
day when browsing software at a
computer store and came upon the
Ventura Publisher package. It
promised a lot.

It was very expensive, I think about
$600, but I bought it. While purchasing it, some onlooker standing
nearby decided to tell me that he
had recently bought the software,
himself, but regretted doing so because it was too hard to use, a
waste of time and money. I pretty
much just gave him the standard
raised-eyebrow expression and
nod with a, “Hmm,” thrown in for
good measure.
The box it came in, I must admit,
was intimidating all by itself. It was
about nine-inches square and had
all this on-screen graphic stuff to
look at printed on it that I had
never seen before and it weighed
about three pounds. Software didn't weigh anything or take up any
space, so the bulk had to be long
complicated manuals that would
require endless hours of study to
master. I figured the unnamed guy
with the advisory comment was
probably right.
When I got to my office, I put it on
the table where my computer was
located and slid it unopened to the
back, up against the wall next to
my computer where it laid unopened for a full year. It was too imposing a task to take on, though I
thought about it thousands and
thousands of times, every time I
looked at the package just sitting
there.
Finally, then, out of dire need and
frustration and a want to use the
software before it became outdated itself, I decided to devote a
whole Saturday to familiarizing my-

self with the contents of the package and elemental bits and pieces
of the software. I got to the office
early, about 10:00 am, and figured
I'd stay until about 5:00 pm doing
just this one thing.
By 11:30 am, I'd say, maybe even a
little earlier, I was operating the
software like an expert: setting
type, doing layouts, importing
graphics, drawing boxes, sizing and
resizing elements, moving things
around, doing shadows, etc.
I was mad enough to make thunder. I would have out cursed a
sailor and wrestled a bear had either come by. I had let my own
fear and doubt and the idiocy of
some unnamed nincompoop sway
me into believing mastering a new
skill, though both appearing to be
and actually being a sophisticated
undertaking, would be above my
skill set.
This was the last time I would underestimate my ability to do a
thing I desired !!!
Sometimes, I'm thinking, brokers
and agents, even brokers and
agents in the Fellowship, believe or
continue to believe that breakinginto the high-end of the market,
the listing and sale of $1/Million to
$10/Million Estates, Custom
Homes and Resort-Oriented Residences, requires some amazing
skill set that will prevent or hinder
them from doing this. If just,
maybe, this is you, get over it. You
can be successful doing this in as
little as ninety-minutes yourself,
just like I with Ventura Publisher.

The tools for doing this are in your
hands. Just open the box and get
started.
Never underestimate “Your” ability to do a thing you desire !!!
Sidebar / I had forgotten the name
of Ventura Publisher and its release date so I had to do a little research for this article and was very
surprised and pleased to find that
the software I use today for all my
graphic design and artistic needs,
CorelDraw, is an outgrowth of Ventura Publisher. The application was
acquired by Corel in 1993, repackaged as Corel Ventura 4.2, and
later renamed to CorelDraw (a single word pronoun). I started with
CorelDraw 3 at the behest of some
other unnamed do-gooder, not
knowing it was an evolved version
of Ventura Publisher, but the advice of this sage worked out. I have
bought nearly every upgrade to
CorelDraw since and am currently
using Version X4 (Version 14). It is
a great program, very easy to use,
and I recommend it highly.
Just Ninety-Minutes.
Imagine That?
13.
The Guest List.
I can't hardly remember the last
time I had a negative in-house or
in-office listing experience. Thinking about this, I had to reach back
to the mid-nineties (last century)
to come up with a bad experience
where I did not leave with either a
signed listing or a commitment to
an advance, a comeback, but left

with my tail, so-to-speak, between
my legs.
I'm not bragging or boasting, just
reflecting stimulated by some
reading that made me think of this.
The reading first made me think of
a colorful experience I had about
the same time and, then, by extrapolation, related that to the art
of listing and selling real estate.
A friend invited me to a German
Chamber of Commerce mixer to be
held at a country club of some sort
up in Burbank or Glendale, I can't
remember. The uniqueness of the
event was that it was going to be
catered by a gourmet chef's school
somewhere up there also and the
theme of the presentation was, of
course, to be German food. Who
could resist?
Once we arrived we were pleasantly surprised to find the most
fantastic gourmet buffet we either
had ever seen laid out across a
forty foot, artfully designed table
along one side of the meeting
room. Not only was this buffet
beautiful by any standard of buffet
display, but it was a true cornucopia of German cuisine never seen
before; let's just say it was not
bratwurst and mustard. Additionally, when later eaten, I can attest
to the fact that it was the most delicious food I had ever feasted on.
The guests were entertained by a
live jazz trio both before and after
dining, there was light drinking and
the ambiance of the whole proceeding was just great. When din-

ner was announced, the two-hundred or so guests were requested
to line up outside the meeting
room and to enter a side door adjacent the buffet tables one at a
time to fill their plates down the
line. This essentially emptied the
room. I was in no rush to eat and
for no particular reason decided to
park myself upside the door frame
of the entry door in such a way
that each of the two-hundred
would have to slide past me to enter. Wine in hand, I greeted each
one individually, almost as though I
were the host, and had polite conversation with each:
“How are you today? Lovely shoes.
Where'd you get that tie? What
brings you here? Your hair is so
beautiful. Smells good, doesn't it?
Great suit. Beautiful scarf. Love
your outfit. Are you German?
What's your business? Where do
you live? Like your necklace. Hmm,
what's that you're wearing, delicious? Fantastic ring, let me see.”
Jesting in good humor, it was great
fun. Then, when the last passed, I
sidled behind and filled my plate.
After dinner, the trio played the
most rousing jazz. The tables were
coursed around a nice little herringbone dance floor, but no one
danced, well almost. Though not a
single couple danced, a single lady
about eighty, dressed to the hilt,
danced all alone flailing her arms
about, dodging this way and that
as though she were doing a modern-dance interpretation of some
kind on stage. She did this song after song. It didn't seem chivalrous

of the men present to let her
dance alone. If she were a disheveled miscreant that just happened
to make the event, I would have
left her alone too, but she was
dressed like a million-dollars and
looked something like Gloria Swanson -- Hollywood royalty from the
mid- thirties -- wearing a richly decorative brocade suit, fantastic jewels, ornamented heels, heavy
make-up and, to top it off, she had
long coal black hair. If she were
eighty this put her at about twenty
in 1935 Germany and, of course,
twenty-five in 1940 and thirty in
1945. A survivor, she was a tough
cookie, bold and enterprising, and
didn't let what other people
thought decide what she could or
couldn't do (I had a new hero). I
walked onto the floor and asked if I
might dance with her. I never left
the floor. The two of us danced the
night away: Swing, Fox Trot, Cha
Cha Cha, the Hully-Gully, the Jerk
and, even, the Twist. At the conclusion of the last song, still alone on
the floor, arms around me, holding
tight because it was a slow dance,
she looked up and said, “I came
alone.” After a moment's respectful pause I said, “Thank you, but its
late and I need to go home with
my friend.”
So What's This About?
The evening was a success for two
major reasons:
First, the buffet was long planned;
its display was organized and structured; its presentation, display art
of the highest quality; its content
real and not contrived; its depth

and reach into historic foundation
valid; it was colorful, aromatic and
sensual; it was a touchy-feely taste
experience; it moved and breathed
as though alive and lifted the spirits of all who experienced it.
Secondly, the guest list was targeted. The buffet, fantastic as it
was, might not have been enjoyed
or of any interest, maybe even disgusting and distasteful, to high
mountain Tibetans or Koreans, or
visiting Africans or Guatemalans, or
Venezuelans or Scandinavians, and
surely Russians. They might have
tolerated the food, but its awful
greasy taste and smell might have
lingered in memory for weeks.
Targeting is everything.
Back to Listing / I have struggled
for decades to build a presentation
that, like the German buffet, when
presented to properly targeted
guests, will be overwhelmingly enjoyed. They each, once we dance
the night away, figuratively speaking, will look up to me and say, “I
came alone.” We, however, unlike I
the night of the mixer, will close
the deal and leave with a signed
listing or advance at the conclusion
of every meeting.
Regarding the mid-nineties negative listing experience I mentioned
in the first paragraph, it was with a
builder. Though “he” called me and
“asked” me to visit to see how I
might help him turnaround a deadin-the-water project, when after
arriving to his office and exchanging a bit of introductory conversation I sat at the front of his desk

and asked if he might tell me a bit
about what he's been doing to
market his project, he barked back
with, and I mean tersely, that he
would ask the questions and I was
to answer them. It got worse after
that.
I left the meeting about threehours and fifty-minutes short of
success, meaning, in less than tenminutes-time I was gone.
Relative to our program for listing
and selling in the high-end (1) I
have the buffet (2) You create the
guest list.
Let's List Some Real Estate.
14.
Contemplation.
“Where there is no vision, the people perish.” Proverbs 29:18
Biblical scholars have determined
that it is not possible to determine
precise dates for the sayings in
Proverbs, thought to be a collection of collections of sayings formulated as though advice from a
parent to a student or child, and
that it is not possible to determine
precisely who said them.
A recurring theme throughout
Proverbs is that “the fear of God is
the beginning of wisdom,” the interpretation of “fear of God”
meaning submission to God's will,
and the interpretation of “God's
will” meaning conforming to the
order of creation; the idea being
that if one conforms to the way
things happen, then one can bring
order to chaos and have life and

prosperity according to the context
within-which and steadfastness
with-which one does this.
Vision, then, according to Proverbs,
is how one brings order to chaos.
Life lived accordingly (with vision)
brings reward, and life lived in violation (without vision) brings disaster (chaos). This is the premise.
I begin my thoughts about contemplation with this because I know
that whether you are Judeo-Christian-Islamic or not, that you are influenced by the teachings of the Bible because the Judeo-Christian-Islamic tradition is ubiquitous, ineluctable, and apodictic to American
life. It's “Within You Without You”
as sung by George Harrison on Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band and, again, whether JudeoChristian-Islamic or not, maybe
Proverbs' got this one right.
Even in science, the modern approach or quest to know the Creator (“Vger wants to know the Creator,” for you Trekkies) it is known
that observation (vision) alters
matter. I reach to grasp this in a
couple of articles I have written
and published within The Fellowship Library that I'd like to invite
you to read now, or again, if it's
been awhile: The Quantum Physics
of Success and The Secret of the
Golden Flower.
When it comes to vision, or practicing it, most people just give it lip
service, like I in this essay, so this
begs the question, how does one
actually practice “Vision” so as to
bring order to chaos according to

one's desires? Maybe it's easier
done than said.
Wisdom teacher Wayne Dyer, who
has spent a lifetime studying the
process as defined by hundreds or
even thousands of wisdom teachers the world over during many
time periods, and who because of
his studies roils with insight, says in
an audio he produced entitled
“Excuses Be Gone” to just spend
five minutes a day repeating this
mantra, “I contemplate myself surrounded by the conditions I wish to
attract into my life.”
“Say it quickly and repeatedly,”
says Dyer, “even if it sounds ludicrous to do so.” The repetition, he
says, will help you imagine that you
are the causation for all that you
need: resources, people, surroundings, ideas, health, vigor, stamina,
ideas, motivation and the like.
Dyer says we should view our contemplative moments the same way
we would view the practice of
some skill-set like playing tennis to
improve our game: an hour a day
practicing hitting balls would surely
improve our volley and scoring
ability. “A few moments several
times a day,” says Dyer, “musing
about what you intend to manifest
in some area of your life will have
precisely the same effect on your
manifesting average.”
Wow! Did you hear that: Manifesting Average!
Did you ever think that your life experience represents nothing more
than a “manifesting average”

based on your self-developed ability (or not) to volley, so to speak,
with the creator in the game of
creation?
This, I think, is life changing information for those open to hearing
it.
“Contemplation is action,” says
Dyer, “it's necessary mind training
for the implementation of anything
you desire.” I think this would be
better stated as “necessary mind
activity” for the implementation of
anything you desire.
I'd like to add that I believe the use
of talismans is proper and befitting
to this exercise. A talisman is an
object, thing or image that is
thought by a believer to be able to
produce a magical or miraculous
effect. In this context I am drawing
on the common practice of posting
photos of a car, boat, house or
other such things you want on your
bathroom mirror to remind you of
the purpose of your endeavors
every time you see them and,
again, in this context to stimulate
motivation every time you look
upon them.
Similarly, while repeating the mantra Dyer suggests you can surround
yourself with these things to stimulate your “Vision” to higher states
of awareness somewhere deep
within your conscious, subconscious and collective-unconscious
mind. I'd say that even your business card or your “Turnaround
Sales and Marketing” card or your
in-field “Seller Services Portfolio”
can do this. Hold them, look at

them, say your mantra and visualize the listings you want, the sales
you'll achieve, the escrows you'll
close, etc. then move on to something else.

comes totally equipped with everything it needs to survive; everything within is systematized for
function: heart, lungs, nervous system and the like.

Do this thing and your manifesting
score, like your tennis game when
practiced, will improve and increase in harmony with your effort.

We also come into the world ready
to function intellectually, though it
appears that we don't. The intellectual system that is energized the
moment of birth that is designed
to help you function within the environment within which you are
born is a system we call the Ego.

“Where there is no vision, the people perish.” I think this probably
applies to Realtors too.
Be warned (Proverbs); be encouraged (Proverbs).
The Choice is Yours.
15.
Motivation.
How to Get It. How to
Sustain It.
It takes a while to learn about God:
the word used to identify the underlying, universal creative force
from which all form arises out of
nothing.
Born from out of the emptiness of
the Universe, so to speak, into the
world of form it takes a lifetime for
most to get hold of a practical understanding of what this “creative
thing” is that is not laden with artifice and ritual (religion). Most
don’t care enough to ever get
there.
To function in the world of form
from the moment of birth, you
must come equipped with operating systems that will allow you to
do this. Your body, for example,

Neither your body nor soul knows
for sure what environment you will
be born into, so the Ego's function
is to adopt, from the moment of
birth, whatever is presented it. It's
programmed to assume your midwife or doctor, parents, elders, siblings, neighbors and peers know
best how to live within the environment within which you are
born, and within which they are
bringing you to life, otherwise they
would not be doing this. This assumption, or imprint, becomes
your intellectual OS (operating system) through which all other input
is filtered (filtered implies “not”
being let through).
The Ego's job is stasis. Change implies risk and if your midwife or
doctor, parents, elders, siblings,
neighbors and peers know best
how to survive within the environment they all are functioning, however good or bad in modern terms,
the Ego assumes that upsetting the
status-quo could lead to risk of life
and limb. This becomes subliminal
and is the basis of a lifetime of
function for most.

God, this non-personal creative
force, doesn't necessarily know
that we are human; this is a human
fantasy. Deer function best within
the environment of their birth;
take them out and they die, this is
why they stand in front of oncoming cars, the cars don't belong
there. The same goes for bears,
birds, squirrels and, even, trees. I
once heard said that a dog thinks
it's human. What's that say for us?
Religions don't suggest this because they all are anthropomorphic, ethnocentric belief systems.
So, here's the screw up. It's obvious by all that happens in our experience of the Universe that God
is on a learning curve: that’s the essential meaning of evolution. Get
over thinking that there are no
screw ups, because there are. The
screw up is that the Ego thinks “It”
is God (in charge) and never
acknowledges – or at least tries not
to acknowledge – You and You.
You are both you/god and you/ego
involved (stirred up) in each other.
Are you not seed of the earth flowered to maturity, or seed of the
womb grown to manhood or womanhood; and are not the earth and
the womb themselves seed of the
universal creative force manifest as
form.
Think of yourself, your thinking
mind, as a little vortex of energy
housed in or about your body and
moved around from here to there
by your legs. Isn't this what actu-

ally happens? Think of your consciousness as this mind, now in this
room, then the next, walked out to
your car and driven around. Imagine that your ego is centered in this
mind and moves with it. This thinking self, this vortex of energy, is
“You” number one.
Now think of the other you, “You”
number two: the creative force itself from which all life evolves; this
is you too for you exist and live in
it, not separately, but holistically.
“You” number one could not exist
if not involved (stirred up) into and
one with “You” number two. If its
light went out, yours, “You” number one, would go out with it. If the
Universe was just a light, and the
light went out, wouldn't all existence as we know or imagine it go
out with it as well? Of course it
would.
Motivation / Here's the crux of the
matter. When you (you/ego)
awake in the morning and just before waking intuit this or that
about something you are doing or
thinking about doing, this is “You”
number two (you/god) seeking to
advise you (you/ego) about what
to do; or when you experience a
synchronicity, a coincidental experience or answer to a conundrum,
prayer, wish, want or desire, this
also is “You” number two
(you/god) seeking to advise you
(you/ego) about what to do; or
when you get a good idea about
something you are wanting to do,
this again is “You” number two
(you/god) seeking to advise you
(you/ego) about what to do.

Resources, energy, health, confidence, motivation, etc. abound for
doing the things intuited; this is
why you received the input, they
are mutually arisen. Ah, but enter
“You” number one (you/ego), who
upon arising floats along the hallway, carried by legs of course, to
the restroom or kitchen to make
coffee and begins to ponder the
sobriety of doing the things intuited. If the things suggested will require change of one kind or another not relevant to its survivalimprint, the immediate response of
“You” number one (you/ego) is to
not collaborate with that highbrow
“You” number two (you/god) and it
conjures up a thousand reasons at
the speed of light not to proceed:
lack of resources, lack of energy,
lack of health, lack of confidence,
motivation and the like. The ideas
are tabled.

Go to The Real Estate Fellowship
(.com) to find it.
I would suggest scrolling to the
back to look over the graphic
presentation first, and the new vocabulary, then the rest.
Your ego is always saying, “Yes,” to
something, either change or stasis;
usually stasis. To grow your motivation all you need to do is to pay
attention to what “You” number
two is saying to "You" number one
and to say yes to it. Motivation,
then, would not be a struggle, but
a happenstance.
If motivation is a struggle, this is a
tell that you have a strong, healthy,
well satisfied, self-centered ego.
Only a nobody, can be a somebody.
Quash It !!!
16.

You often hear people speak of
other people in a sorrowful tone,
“Oh he has such a low self-image,
or she has such low self-esteem,
that's why they have such a pitiful
life; if only they could improve
their self-image and self-esteem,
they would be happier.” Hog wash.
The greater the Ego, the sadder the
life; and the lesser, the greater.
People that have learned to manage this You and You thing, to understand the Ego's role strive to
quash it. I have written about this
in a workbook titled “The Collaborative Ego” and extend to you an
invitation to explore it now. It can
be found in the Fellowship Library.

The Future Belongs to Those
Who Create It.
Determinism-Structure.
Is it possible that there are only
two kinds of people -- Cause People and Effect People – and which
you are determines whether
“goals” work for you or not.
Cause People believe their environment and or experience here and
now is entirely determined by previous events, one past event following another, you might say,
leading up to now. They generally
are backward looking and, because
of this, are victims of the past stuck
in the present.

Effect People are less concerned
with the present and not at all interested in the past; they, instead,
work here and now to turn the future into a present they want to
experience; a future, they know,
that is created by what they do today.
Cause People do not see forward,
only backward. They are hard set
on a belief that today is a result of
yesterday and they live inside of
that here and now.
It is because of this subtle way of
looking at things that goals do not
work for them.
Goals are exclusively forward looking devices of change and, specifically, not backward-oriented; they
do not work in reverse.
Effect People only see forward, and
not backward. They see today as a
tool for creating tomorrow, and
they know the present slowly, day
by day, changes into the present
they want because of their efforts
to create it today.
Subtly, one is a victim and one a
hero of their own life; one is a
doubter and one a doer. We all,
though, can be heroes of change
by mastering the art of what I call
“Determinism-Structure.”
You can change the present into
the present you want to experience by developing a “So That” attitude about things instead of a
“because of” attitude or way of
looking at things. Quit, you might

say, looking back to here and, instead, from here to there (the
“there” will arrive soon enough).
The old way of reaching for success, relative to real estate, involved setting an objective-oriented present moment goal such
as (1) Get a listing (2) This was followed by determining objectives
for reaching the goal and (3) Organizing timelines and to do lists
for doing the work. These activities, generally, do not work for
backward-oriented Cause People,
possibly 80% of the population, because, as said, goals don't work in
reverse.
I suggest the possibility that 80%
of the population are Cause People because 80% of new licensees
never find success and leave the
business within two years of
starting.
If goals haven't worked for you,
this is a clue that you may be a
Cause person; what an insult, so
what, laugh at this, accept that this
is possible and decide to change.
Hiding this from your conscious
mind is a trick of the ego. More on
this can be explored by reading
“The Collaborative Ego” within the
Fellowship Library.
Instead of being trapped inside a
goal-oriented methodology of future making, I'd like to suggest trying a softer approach underscored
by a new vocabulary. Determine to
be an Effect Person and not a
Cause Person, think about this,
write it down somewhere and affirm it; and determine to live for

the future, not the present (as said,
it will arrive soon enough); and instead of thinking of things as goals
and objectives, be kinder to yourself and simply say once in a while,
“I think I'll endeavor or strive to do
'this' today or this week 'So That' I
will experience 'this' in my future
and from that, 'this' and 'this.'”
To succeed at this, it is important
that you pay less and less attention
to today, and more and more attention to tomorrow: the future
that will become today. The future
belongs to those who create it and
it is by simple, friendly determinism-structures (forward thinking)
that Effect People create it. It is by
intelligence and not money and
time or arduous effort that your
aims are easily reached and your
wants fulfilled through real estate.
If, for example, you want to list
two houses a month for the next
twelve months in a row, then you
only need twenty-four friends that
have indicated to you by their
friendship (or yours with them)
that they will look at your program
when the time for them to sell arrives. When “your friends” look at
your/our program, you'll/we'll get
the listing.
If you do not at the present time
have these twenty-four friends,
then all you have to do to get (or
make) them is to reach-out to people you would like to be friends
with today for listings tomorrow;
what friends, after all, do you have
or keep without reaching-out being
part of the making and keeping formula of success?

One of the good friendships I have
today was made by reaching-out to
him about fifty-years ago in the
seventh-grade courtyard of Irvine
Junior High (in Garden Grove) during the first week of school. I and
about a dozen friends from elementary school were standing in a
circle talking, he was new to the
area and standing alone nearby, I
turned to him and said, “Want to
join us,” he said, “Yea,” and we are
still friends today. This is just as
easy to do in real estate today as it
was there, then; and, essentially, is
what the initial CRM (Client Relation-ship Management) portion of
our program is about.
Sounds like the “50/50/50 for Fifty
Plan” to me; what could be more
fun?
The Crux of the Matter / If you are
completely wrapped up in being an
Effect Person, then cause, which is
a real thing, roils in the background
creating an ever bigger present rising to the level of your wishes and
dreams. On the other hand, if you
are completely wrapped up in being a Cause Person, causation roils
in the background for you as well,
but instead of growing a bigger
present, it has no future to chase,
so the present you experience just
tightens and shrinks, struggle and
strife become the operations of
the day.
The Future Belongs to Those
Who Create It.

17.
The Pivot.
I've been thinking a lot lately about
pivot points.
In basketball, players must dribble
(bounce) the ball with each step
taken. If a player walks or runs
without dribbling, this is a penalty
offense called walking. If a player,
walking and dribbling, stops and
holds the ball for any reason, they
cannot walk and dribble again but
must shoot the ball at the basket
or pass the ball to another player
to put the ball back in play. If the
stationary player dribbles again before doing either of these things,
this also is a penalty offense called
double-dribbling. The stationary
player, though, can from either his
left or right foot pivot left or right,
full circle if he wants to, just so
long as the foot chosen, the pivot
point, does not change position on
the court by lifting or sliding in any
direction; if it does, this is a sneaky
way of walking and is a penalty offense.
Mechanically, a door hinge is a
pivot point machine we use all day
many ways on many objects; every
joint within our bodies are pivot
point machines that enable all
body movement; even the Space
Shuttle's robotic arm is a pivot
point machine that leaves Earth to
do its work; all automotive engines
are pivot point machines, though
the pivoting is interior and invisible
to the eye.
We use pivot points a thousand
ways all day every day to get to

where we want to go and, I believe, we use them moment by moment in our thinking as well.
Ideas and thoughts come to us like
the highway at sixty-five miles an
hour when driving. At that speed
we can look left or right momentarily, but not long if we wish to
stay center and safe. Mostly, this
roadway of ideas comes to us from
the future and, like the highway,
disappears into mind by an entry
portal right between our eyes
never to be seen again; but every
now and then something, some
idea, catches our eye left or right
of the roadway and, coming fast,
we must decide to act on turning
into it or not before it passes; this
is the pivot, the place where all
else changes from this point on or,
again, not.
Imagine driving down the road and
seeing a brand new Mercedes 550
come into view, and in an instant
of time having a wish thought that
you'd like to have one just like it.
This experience creates a threefold mental pivot point upon which
your entire future depends.
Like the highway at sixty-five miles
an hour, the wish thought can enter the portal of mind between
your eyes never to be thought of
again or, left, it can become a desire admired of others or, right, a
want that you plan out to fulfillment; which way you turn (pivot)
will determine the outcome.
Importantly, we have all read and
heard a thousand times that the
mind knows no difference between

an imagined event and an actual
one. This is why we can stimulate
our mouth to salivate when thinking of biting into a lemon, and not
actually doing it.
This is the paradox of affirmation:
if thinking and doing are the same
in mind, imaginative affirmation,
then, can lead to inaction as well as
action for the uninitiated depending on the way, left or right, one
pivots. There are two sides to
every coin; both a divinatory
meaning and its reverse in the
reading of the Tarot; a yin and yang
to all things.
Along this line, I believe that for
many, going left and “desiring” the
Mercedes is stimulation enough to
feel unconsciously that they have it
and, thereby, because of this never
find the motivation to work out a
plan for getting it. Alternately, I believe that for many, going right and
“wanting” the Mercedes is stimulation enough to feel both unconsciously and consciously that they
must have it and, because of that,
birth and nurture plans, schemes
and motivation to get it.
There's a great difference between
desire and want; knowing how this
pivot works can impact how you
will treat your wishes. Many people, for example, come into real estate motivated by the desire to experience some outcome based on
wishes stimulated by the success of
others who have gotten what they
want through real estate. Alternately, many people come into real
estate because they want to do the
work; the rest, the wishes, just

come as a natural result of doing
that.
The difference between the two
may be subtle to the point of
hardly being distinguishable, but
one leads to stasis (lackadaisical indolence and capricious indecision)
and the other to change (courageous action in the face of fear and
the unknown).
I have written much about wants
and, if I may, I'd like to close by
quoting myself from The Quantum
Physics of Success, “Real go getters, real dream makers, real
achievers, I have learned, don't really set goals at all; they, mostly,
are wanters. They just want and
want and want.
“They want to get something; to go
somewhere; to learn something; to
see something; to do something; to
be something; to start something;
to finish something; to write something; to invent something; to invest in something; to win something; to have something; to be the
biggest; the smallest; the richest,
smartest, longest, tallest, etc.”
Elbow grease – an idiom for hard
work -- is the means wanters employ to get what they want: a humorous inflection of the fact that
some tasks can only be achieved by
hard effort and human energy,
contrasting the idea that some special oil, tool or magic could make
the job easier.
Want something for real and doable plans for getting it spout like
water from a fountain: what you
must do today, tomorrow, next

week, etc. to get to where you
want to go. I know you've experienced this.
Want and not wish or desire is the
pivot that will get you to where
you want to go, but you must turn
to it and do the work, left or right,
the choice is yours; hold, shoot or
pass.
Say it out loud, “I Want,” and
again, “I Want.”
This is the pivot that harmonizes
the universal creative force with
your intention; some would say,
how you put God on your side.
Again, “I Want.”
I Can Hear You
from Here.
18.
Intelligence.
The underlying premise of our program for listing and selling in the
high-end is that we work with intelligence and “not” time and
money.
This is easier said than done, not
because of a lack of intelligence by
either myself or associates and affiliates, but because working with
intelligence demands so much of
us, particularly the courage to
stand independently against the
zeitgeist (spirit of the age or spirit
of the time); to swim upstream or
against the tide; to walk against
the crowd (in when everyone is
walking out or out when everyone
is walking in); to run while others
walk; to win, even, while others
lose.

Though a “thing” or idea or process
be ubiquitous (constantly encountered), apodictic (apparently incontestable), or ineluctable (incapable
of being evaded such as politics or
religion), these qualities do not
make a thing, idea or process an intelligent thing to pursue. Extreme
nationalism, such as that of the
1920's, thirties and forties in Europe would be the utmost example
of that; but the pull of the zeitgeist,
like gravity, quashes independent
thinking and narrows vision, leading many down a path to nowhere.
Fasten your seat belts; it's going to
be a bumpy ride.
The Wheel.
Once upon a time a tinkerer invented the wheel. Showing it
around, seeking investors he explained that it will relieve us of
work and make civilization much
less complicated. Once upon a time
an electronics wiz invented the television, explaining how it worked
he said it will be a boon to culture
and education. Not long ago a couple of guys in a garage invented the
personal computer. They told the
world it will eliminate paper and
free us from tedious, unfulfilling
jobs.
If we knew the wheel would lead
to hurry, noise, pollution, waste
and war; the TV to idleness, indolence and idiocy; and the computer
to isolation, tedium, long hours
and physical atrophy would we
have pursued them? I think, yes,
because we have a tendency to be
optimistic about a future based on

greater and greater technological
complexity. How, after all, can
smart be a bad thing; but, as you
see, this is counterintuitive.
Progress based on a false assumption that more is better has invaded the personal service business too.
Personal service implies no technology, none: no phone, no mail,
no internet, no telemarketing call
systems, no telemarketers; no lead
capture SEO (search engine optimization) Web based pay-per-click
advertising schemes, email or
email blasts; no websites (agent or
company), LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook or Google accounts and/or
technology of any kind.
Real Estate is a Personal
Service Business.
The technicians that create the
technologies we in real estate have
grown so fond of and reliant on
are, themselves, isolated, non-interpersonal, non-relationship oriented, impersonal, dull, lonely, unconnected, clumsy keyboard freaks
(nerds) that have no idea what a
personal service business is, but
they have bamboozled personal
service industries into believing
they know what's best. We, the optimists, have fallen for it. How, after all, can such smart setups be
wrong? The counterintuitive logic,
again, is that greater technological
complexity must lead to greater
success.
The wheel, okay, we're stuck with
that, but in a personal service business less is more.

“Hello,” said with eye contact with
even one person in the right place
at the right time can lead to a fortune. One client can make you rich
and you never know which door
that client stands behind waiting
for you to knock, but you've got to
knock.
As you know, in our program I only
recommend your beginning a relationship for follow-up that will lead
to a program look over with,
maybe, one person a week for fifty
weeks a year; or two a week for
twenty-five weeks; or five a week
for ten weeks. Either will lead to
your having fifty personal relationships with people that can make
you rich by doing business with you
because of the relationship and not
the program; though a great program is a must in the high-end.
Real estate is a personal service
business and less (fifty a year?) is
more. Try turning everything electrical that you normally use for
business off for a day (except your
car). I mean it, everything! What's
left except what you must do with
your feet, your hands, your eyes
and your mouth in the field because there would be nothing to
do in the office? Then, on this day,
when you succeed with these, turn
your electrical gadgets back on to
check your email, return calls and
process your files.
Success, the developing of relationships that lead to listings and sales,
you'll find, is achievable on any
given day and not a fantasy projected into the future. Listings and
sales, though they in no time at all

become a weekly routine, are
merely byproducts of the relationships.
Look closely and you'll see that
technology is future based and not
present moment because this is
what technicians do: project results based on input (impersonal,
electronic, ciphering). The future,
as you know, never comes.
Stop projecting, planning and
strategizing and, instead, start connecting. If, “Hello,” can make you
rich, why not focus on that alone?
All else will follow.
The other side of the coin, of
course, is that everything works at
least a little bit, but saying, “Hello,”
is free.
Free, and it works, that's some formula for success.
Sounds Smart to Me.
19.
Now What?
It is my intention that the words,
thoughts and ideas that make up
the next few sentences and paragraphs be the undercurrent of a
belief system that will open doors
of opportunity for you that you
never thought possible; listing and
selling in the high-end being just
one door among thousands.
First / The cogito, “I think therefore I am,” coined more or less by
the father of modern philosophy,
Rene Descartes, is a philosophical
proposition that thinking about our

existence proves, in and of itself,
that we exist to do the thinking.
Accordingly, while other
knowledge could be a figment of
imagination, deception or mistake,
the very act of doubting one's existence arguably serves as proof of
the reality of one's existence, or at
least of one's thought.
Second / The universe, the conceptual environment or place we live
to do our thinking, is commonly
defined as the totality of existence
including space, planets, stars and
galaxies; and the things they are
made of including matter, the
atom, subatomic particles, energy,
etc.
The observable universe is estimated to be about 92 billion light
years in diameter and is governed
by the same physical laws and organizational constants from one
end to the other. What lies beyond
is speculative.
Third / If constants are the rule,
than what works locally also works
universally; this is seen as an enfoldment of the macrocosm in the
microcosm and the reverse: an ancient Greek way of seeing the same
patterns reproduced in all levels of
the cosmos, even the metaphysical.
Accordingly, the metaphysical
(spirit, thought, soul) elements of
existence are governed by the
same laws as the physical elements
of existence and the physical elements of existence are governed
by the same laws as the metaphysical (spirit, thought, soul).

This brings us full circle to Descartes, “I think therefore I am,” and
what that implies: that a thinking
creator precedes all existence
whether local (I/me) or nonlocal
(the universe). What “you” or the
“creator” thinks about expands;
that's the law.
Essentially, the physical universe is
the manifestation of an infinite array of unfolding patterns of nonphysical thought whether that
thought is the outpouring of a localized individual, an I/me thinker,
or a thinking creator however you
choose to conceive this; and it
evolves solely in the direction of
change, what we call the future, or
the principle of “Now What?” and
not “Now Then.”
Sidebar / Just how this array of
thought works in harmony to fulfill
each, however diversified, I think is
probably beyond our capability to
conceive, but we're working on it.
Much has been written about the
“butterfly effect,” how one thing
effects (not affects) an outcome by
researchers in both the science and
non-science disciplines and the one
thing that keeps coming up by both
is the possibility or likelihood of an
infinite number of universes coexisting inside one another; maybe,
one for you and one for me. Wouldn't that be something? If that were
true, there'd be no end to what you
or I could conceive, believe and
achieve (Napoleon Hill), would
there? Instead of thinking outside
the box, how about we just turn it
inside-out and go from there.

“Now What?” thinking is thinking
oriented to changing the present
(Now) into the present you would
like to experience based on
thought focused on change (what
we call the future). “Now Then”
thinking is what we are experiencing now, a manifestation of
thoughts we had then (past), no future can evolve out of “Now Then”
thinking, only stasis. The future,
the present you want to experience, is a forward chaining of
“Now What?” thinking. It's the law,
use it.
This is the challenge, to conceive
and believe that every thought and
action counts, like little shoves of a
push cart toward the realization of
an expanded present moment experience: the future you will experience as now, soon enough. Act
on this.
Stand before a mirror once or
twice daily, stare deep into the pupil of your own eyes and know that
the spirit inside, the thinker, you,
the self-enfolded with creation is
looking back through this body at
your conscious mind (that's a good
way to think of this odd duality),
and state as the thinker your selfcentered, self-manifesting wish:
the future you want to experience
now, as today, soon. Enlightened
self-interest suggests that your
wishes are good for everyone outside yourself as well as yourself.
Make today wishes and make tomorrow wishes. Be specific. Say
something like, “This is what I want
to experience today, tomorrow,
soon, etc.” Elaborate, talk at

length, fantasize and close with, “I
believe this can happen,” and go
about doing your work in the real
world.
The secret power underlying evolution will take over from here without your having to think about it all
the time and then at day's end, or
week's end, or year's end, you'll be
able to affirm by demonstration,
the getting, the power of creation
by thought you acknowledge; actions naturally follow thought.
Sidebar / I haven't had a job since
college. As an independent businessman since that time I have always had to plan for today money
as well as tomorrow money, cash
flow and big wins, a combination of
both to get what I want out of my
work and career. Similarly, this is
what I mean by today wishes and
tomorrow wishes.
An exciting today and a better future are entirely predictable based
on your doing this. You will see in
your experience exactly what you
think about if your thinking is consistent deep-purpose directed.
Casual, lackadaisical wants and
wishes, occasional wisps of
thought about this and that, an affirmation here and there, written
goals and goal-oriented worksheets will have an effect creating
the future you want but often
something more akin to your
swimming laps in a swift moving
river, you'll get some swimming in
but who knows where you'll end
up, rather than your swimming in a

lined Olympic pool where you can
count laps and miles.
“Now What?” or “Now Then”
thinking, the choice is yours. This is
how things happen.
What's Your Wish
for Today?
20.
Stupid Money.
Being in real estate and making
money in real estate are not the
same things. Most agents are “in”
real estate and make no money.
Some agents “use” real estate to
make money and are very successful.
An agent makes money in real estate by doing one or both of two
things (1) By leading sellers to list
with them and (2) By helping buyers buy property whether their listings or the listings of other agents.
Our program is about Item #1,
listing at the Top or high-end of the
market and this you do in partnership with me.
The great future, the one we all
want filled with prosperity and
financial wherewithal, is gained by
using real estate to make money
and not by being in real estate.
Similarly, a car salesman can be a
car salesman and make no money,
or he or she can use selling cars to
make money. These two, again, are
not the same things. The world's
greatest car salesman, according
the Guinness Book of World Records, is a man named Joe Gerard.

Joe sold 13001 cars at a Chevrolet
dealer between 1963 and 1978.
I have read his autobiography and
he clearly states that there was a
time when he was a car salesman
and made no money; frustrated,
he changed and decided to use
selling cars to make money. Instead of seeing customers as prospects that he would help buy a
car, he instead saw them as grocery bags representing, literally,
groceries for his family and money
in the bank. It was his job, he realized, to use them to build a great
future; the car thing, well, that was
incidental.
Joe turned to prospecting to do
this. He realized that his job was
not selling cars, because buying a
car is what people do when they
come to the lot and they do this,
for the most part, on their own; his
job, he realized, was getting people
to the lot by the dozens on a daily
and weekly basis. The rest, he surmised, would take care of itself.
Similarly, the real estate thing is incidental as well. To use real estate
to build a great future you have to
have, like Joe, lots of grocery bags
lined up that you can act on to
both take the groceries within
them home and the money within
them to the bank.
Lining up the grocery bags in
real estate, sellers that will list with
you, is Job One.
If at least once a day, or per
some pre-determined schedule,
you don’t begin the cultivation of
a new friend – a prospective

seller you dropped in on and said
hello to -- and added this new
friend to a lead book for follow-up,
then you are not in the business of
future building, but instead are just
in real estate and pretending to do
the things that make money but,
maybe, making no money at all:
listings turn into money.
Real estate is still a go-to business.
Relying on marketing tools, tactics
or programs whether print or electronic that you imagine will build
your business by stimulating sellers
to call on you will get you nowhere
and, instead of making you money,
will just wither away what you
have.
To turn into a Joe Gerard, simply
reorder your priorities as follow:
(1) Start the day at whatever time
you want to start it.
(2) Neither make or take calls of
any kind (they can wait); order no
files; adjust no goals; place no ads;
read no articles; go to no meetings;
do no caravans; but instead go
straight into the field and to the
homes of sellers that have experienced, maybe, an expired listing,
those are good targets, sometime
during the last nine months one-after-another until you talk with a
real live seller that happens to be
home and then, per my program or
one of your own, and irrespective
of anything they may say about
selling or not, add them to your
lead book to begin the manufacture of a relationship that will lead
to a program look over (a listing

presentation) sometime during the
next year.
How can you change if you do not
see exactly what it is you no longer
have use for and willfully do the
things that matter?
(3) Do this (a) One day a week, fifty
weeks in a row or (b) Two days a
week, twenty-five weeks in a row
or (c) Three days a week, sixteen
weeks in a row or (d) Five days a
week, ten weeks in a row to build a
great money making future in real
estate by having “fifty” committed
or semi-committed friends that
may give you the first opportunity
to list their house when the time
comes.
Who couldn't succeed with a lead
book like this in hand?
(4) Imagine, though, going for gold
and doing this five days a week,
fifty weeks in a row; that would
mean that you, like Joe Gerard,
would have so many grocery bags
(250) coming your way filled with
both groceries and money that
you, possibly, would find yourself
in the Guinness Book of Records.
This can happen.
(5) Then, on any given day, after
you have added a new friend to
your lead book, whether you did
this in one hour or it took you eight
hours to complete because you
cannot quit until you are successful, you can go back “into” real estate and do all the variety of things
that agents do to not make money,
usually all day, every day.

I challenge you to do this now.
Your lead book will grow so thick
with friends that will list with you
when the time to sell comes, provided you are disciplined with your
follow-up, that you will hardly have
the time to fill their listing needs
and your treasury will be filled to
overflowing with stupid-money:
money you can spend stupidly and
it just won't matter.
Regarding this whole getting up
the courage to talk with people
thing, who's afraid of a grocery
bag? No one I ever met.
“Change the way you look at a
thing and the thing you look at
will change” Wayne Dyer
Get up and go. I mean it, get up
and go. What, after all, are you doing right now that is making you
money in real estate?
Answer this carefully. Get up, get
in your car and go and don't come
back to home or office until you
have added one new friend to your
lead book. This is the action that
will change your life. I know.
The future belongs to those who
create it and that future comes to
us one day at a time like an unstoppable locomotive.
Act now, today, this hour to fill
those days with listings and
money.
Best Wishes.
21.
A Great Salesman.
Part I / Principle

A great salesman is like the air that
expands and rises when hot and
condenses and falls when cold;
that collects water vapor, condenses it and carries rain around
the earth, nothing on earth could
live without it; as wind, it carries
pollen and spores across the land
impregnating plants with life and in
movement plunges into the earth
and roils in seas, rivers and lakes
acting as an oxidizing agent releasing heat and energy without which
nothing could live.
All things have life and, therefore,
purpose. If not a creator of life, air
and wind are conductors of life as
are great salespersons. Wind has
purpose and so do salespeople.
Great salesmen sees themselves as
agents of life like the wind and, because of this, their words and
thoughts vibrate in harmony with
all life-giving forces beyond the
threshold of seeing and hearing in
a pulsating rhythm petitioning it –
Life -- to flower according to their
wants: around every corner and
behind every door they find waiting what they seek. They are not
concerned with how this happens
for they are too busy being in the
happening. They live here and now
and not there and then.
Every person has within them the
seed of a great salesman waiting to
be germinated and flowered. This
is a spiritual thing, so all one needs
to do to do this – to flower -- is a
spiritual thing as well and that is to
think it. When was the last time
you saw thought bottled up at the
store? It is a spiritual thing that

cannot be contained and, like the
wind, spreads across the land,
plunges into the earth and roils in
the sea.
If one were to close their eyes and
say to the seed of greatness within,
“I command you to be birthed,
now,” and continue with, “I will
nurture you to maturity,” and believe that it is done and, then, acts
like it, they will rise every morning
finding they are the thing they wish
to be. This is transferrable to art,
music, language, sport, fashion,
health, vigor, and virility.
If you are doing this by example of
your work, I congratulate you; if
not, I encourage you.
Part II / Process
When things look bad and it looks
like they're not going to make it,
great salespeople get mean, I
mean mad-dog-mean because they
know if they lose their head and
give up that they will neither win
nor lose, but like an old soldier,
“just fade away.” Douglas MacArthur
They know that when their business and efforts become a strain
and start to hurt that, like an athlete in training, they know the hurt
is what they must get through to
get to where they want to go: they
run until their throat feels like
sandpaper; they run until their legs
feel like they will fall from under
them, until it feels like they are going to stumble and fall.
They run until their heart pounds
and feels like it's going to burst.

They run until they just want to
quit because they are sure they
can't go another step or another
inch, but that's when they summon
up the gumption to run yet another mile. Then after running the
extra mile, after that, they realize
they have only gotten about halfway to where they want to go so
they keep on going.
Then one day before they hardly
know it, by doing these things, they
turn around and looking back ask
themselves, “Where'd everybody
go?,” because they're all alone at
the head of the pack, but so far
ahead that they can't even see the
trailers.
If you are doing this by example of
your work, I congratulate you; if
not, I encourage you.
This is principle and process in action; not mind over matter but
mind and matter unified in experience. Right objective action (the
doing) will always follow right subjective action (the thinking).

with the environment I want to
protect the image of myself that I
have made.
The “work” required to morph the
environment I surround myself
with into a mirror reflection of a
new image of myself I have chosen
by thought to believe and see in
my mind's eye is the easy part of
the equation; the “thinking” is the
hard part. Most people would rather work for wages eight-totwelve hours a day than to think
themselves to a better life fifteen
minutes a day.
This is old, but it fits better here
than anywhere I've seen it used,
“We cannot solve our problems
with the same thinking we used
when we created them.” Albert
Einstein

I surround myself with the environment I want to protect the image
of myself that I have made. This is
self-preservation in action, the first
goal of life.

If, metaphorically speaking, our
lives are problems or ciphers or
proofs we'd like to solve, change or
evolve, then this starts by our
thinking about ourselves a new
way; all else will follow, but we
must do this hour-by-hour, day-byday, week-by-week, month-bymonth, year-by-year. We must be
relentless, never letting doubt or
circumstance, opinion or criticism,
time or energy, health, age or vigor
knock us off course.

Logically, then, if I change the way I
think about myself, I will again surround myself with the environment I want to protect the image
of myself that I have made; and, if I
change the way I think about myself again or again and again, I will
always work to surround myself

Our thinking created and is creating the environment within which
we live and our thinking is evolving
this environment into the image
we want to protect the image of
ourselves that we have made and
are making in mind; it is a moving
target, this self-image thing, and

Part III / Mutual Arising

though the environment may lag
the thinking, it will catch up.
There can be no permanent
“Power” in life without a spiritualization of consciousness. This is
the path to mutual arising: the inner with the outer; the thinking
with the seeing; the wanting with
the having.
If I were to give you one-hundred
thousand dollars ($100,000) of tax
free money today with the stipulation that you can spend it on anything you want, but that you must
spend at least 95% of if by day's
end or have to return it all, what
would you buy with it?
Please think about this (spend it
all) before reading further.
See how easy it is to surround
yourself -- by your thinking -- with
an environment you want that includes things you'd like to have?
That's all there is to it, but now I
have you. If you didn't play the
game, what does that say about
your willingness to “think” your
way to success? Maybe you prefer
wages.
I contemplate myself surrounded
by the conditions I wish to attract
into my life and that includes being
a great salesman and working with
great salesmen: you and others like
you. We are mutually arisen.
I Appreciate You and Our
Mutual Interest.
22.
Brain or Back?

Today I'd like to ask you to practice
a simple principle of change. It is
this: How you want the world to be
is the sole determiner of how you
will “think” it is.

This is living inside-out as opposed
to outside-in and is the path of
least resistance for the intelligent.
It is working with your brain and
not your back.

The content of all thought and
therefore of all situations is one of
two states: positive or negative
(peace or conflict, comfort or anxiety, gentleness or brutality, happiness or sadness, supply or want,
prosperity or poverty). Today, I ask
you to take control of this and to
not arbitrarily follow what flows
from mind (the way you are used
to seeing things), but instead to
bend it – the flow – to your wishes.

You may ask, negatively, because
your ego will insist that you do not
play this game, “How will thinking
move a single shovel full of earth
from here to there without my
back having to do it?” And I would
answer, ridiculously, of course,
that I have no idea how this will
happen, but that somehow harmony rules experience: what is
thought is experienced.

Realize that every thought you
think appears in some external
form within your experience because it is how you “can” see
things through the lens of your
perception; and that, like blinders,
it is your thought that prevents you
from seeing or experiencing anything other than what you habitually think.
Same Old, Same Old,
That’s the Rule.
Today, choose to believe that the
content of all your thought is entirely subject to your will, that you
“can” change the content of your
thought by saying, “I choose to
think this…, about this…,” and you
will see that the things you are
used to seeing one way, you will
see a different way and, thus, experience them anew.
Form follows content, therefore,
only content need ever be considered to effect change, not form.

Every great thinker from Aristotle
to Jesus or Buddha to Dyer says
this is so, who am I to challenge it?
Edison, so to speak, taught us
about electricity, I don't have a
problem with this, I use it to my
advantage every day though scientist aren't completely sure, even
today, what it is: a wave, a particle,
a flow of electrons or what. They
have built models – ohms, volts,
etc. – that accurately predict its
power, what it does or can do but
regarding what it is, one says this,
one says something else.
Imagine for a moment, that before
someone, Edison or Tesla for example, thought about this, that
electricity as a force didn't exist in
human experience; nutty.
When a bit younger and knocking
on doors by the thousands to get
listings, I used to think this thought
between every door, “Someone in
this neighborhood wants to sell,

and I'm going to find out who,” and
I always did.
The things we think and the things
we experience are somehow mutually arisen. You would think the
real world is always a cause and effect thing, the horse before the
cart, but somehow it's not.
It takes courage to think your way
to success. I know, to sit and wishful think/believe this and that as
though real in your experience,
and then to go out into the world,
to leave your house, to get into
your car to go wherever and to EXPECT to see what you have chosen
to think/believe, but this is the
Brain and not the Back principle of
effecting change in action. Form
follows content, expect it.
Aristotle to Jesus, Buddha to Dyer
to Lewis, why not?
What Have You
Got to Lose?
23.
Marbles.
Driving home from a meeting, listening to an audio, Excuses Be
Gone by Wayne Dyer, Dyer challenged listeners to pick an innocuous subject, something with which
you had no vested interest, no
needs or wants, no exigencies,
nothing to accomplish and then to
just invite awareness, interaction,
receipt or giving relative to the
subject into your experience, to
forget it and then to see what happens.

I thought about this for a minute
and chose marbles. “I invite marbles into my experience,” I said to
myself, and then just continued to
drive and to listen to Dyer as he
moved on quickly as he does, subject to subject.
Not long after, I looked up to read
a billboard and when I saw the O's
and Zero's printed on it, I thought
to myself, “marbles.” When I came
to the first stop after thinking, marbles, I looked up to see the red,
green and yellow circular lights and
again thought to myself, “marbles.” Though a bit of a stretch,
marbles?, really!, this went on sign
after sign and light after light for a
short while before I began thinking
about something else and forgot all
about it.
I had a bit of free time on my
hands so I thought I'd visit a used
bookstore on my way home to
browse for a book. Outside the
store were a number of ninetythree cent racks so I browsed these
before going in and came across a
book of short stories by comedian
Jonathan Winters. This looked
good so I stopped there and
bought it. This only took a few
minutes from stopping to purchase.
I try to walk an hour or so every
day, don't always make it, but I try.
I had the time on this day so after
leaving the book store I went to a
park and walked. Afterwards, I sat
in a beach chair I always have with
me to read the first of Winters' stories and on page two came across
the printed word, “marbles.”

I can't remember the last time I encountered the word “marbles” in
print, but there it was and, according to Dyer, it showed up in less
than two hours of my asking it to
just because I asked it to. That's it.
That's all. That's the magic formula
but, according to Dyer, the key to
success in this kind of endeavor
which we can apply to any want or
need, is to not burden the wish
with vested interest.
Ever overloaded something to
breaking defeating the whole purpose of your effort whatever it was
you were doing? I once had some
furniture to move, so I went out
and bought a new moving dolly.
The very first object I put on it was
a super heavy armoire. Rolling it
out the door and down a single
step the wheels on the dolly
crushed. I couldn't believe it, but it
was I who overloaded it, it wasn't
the fault of the manufacturer or a
weakness in the product.
This, according to Dyer, is what
vested interest does to our goals
and ambitions. It crushes them, delaying reward and accomplishment
and this is why he had his listeners
do the wish experiment with an
idea or thing with which we had no
vested interest, some innocuous
subject just to prove how fast it
will show up; for me, two hours
was pretty quick.
How to avoid burdening your
wants and wishes with vested interest is easy done as said. Just
back out of your want and reduce
the reward to its essential cause

and, then, like with my marbles, invite “it” into your awareness and
experience.
Essential Cause / In real estate, in
our program, if you want money,
you want a listing that will sell; if
you want a listing, you want to
know a seller that will list with you;
if you want to know a seller that
will list with you, it will help to be
in a relationship with a seller that
you like and that likes you; if you
want to meet and get to know a
seller like this, you have to reach
out by some means to do this; if
you want to reach out, you can call
or mail or go direct door-to-door; if
you go direct, you have to have a
plan of introduction and interaction that will lead to a relationship
and a program look over when the
time to sell comes; when the time
to sell comes, you have to have a
sales and marketing program that
the seller will approve; when the
seller approves, you have to implement your sales and marketing
plan to meet a buyer that will buy
the specific home and, then, close
escrow so that you can get some
money.
That's a lot of essential cause for
just the want of money, isn't it, but
one thing always leads to another
and though it seems we are always
striving to move forward with our
efforts, in reality, we are just
“backing out,” as Dyer says, to get
what we wanted in the “first”
place; but it’s the last that gets the
first and we are really moving
backwards to get where we want
to go.

So, how to manifest this today,
well, first, just imagine that a selforganizing universe is listening to
your thoughts; think or say this and
believe it and, then, express your
wish as simply as possible and forget it.
How about something like this!
“Today I invite Sellers into my
awareness and experience that I
can help by my program and expertise in real estate get to where
they want to go by the sale of
their home.”
Having said or thought this, go to
work, take a drive, walk or go to a
bookstore. See what happens or,
well, back out and go talk to one.
I can see now why, when in my
twenties, I was so successful as a
listing agent by knocking on doors,
generally listing one to two houses
a week year round, practicing what
I now call “The Un/Conventional
Farm” that can be found as Item
No. 7-B in The Fellowship Library. It
came to mind one day to say to
myself, “Someone in this neighborhood wants to sell and I’m going to
find out who,” between each and
every house I visited. This was like
inviting marbles into my awareness
and finding them.
The self-organizing universe knows
what is required of it and you to
accomplish this and will leave
nothing undone; you know “the lilies of the field” thing, from this, big
wins, commissions numbered in
the hundreds-of-thousands of dollars and such will flow to you.

This is Living Inside-Out Instead of
Outside-In.
On a lighter note, at what point in
a rodeo cowboy’s experience does
he know he can call himself a bull
rider and not just a wannabee?
Each day at practice he fills his
mouth with marbles and mounts a
bull striving for an eight-second
ride. Each time he is thrown but
gets back on irrespective of pain
and fear he takes a marble from his
mouth. The day he does this until
he has lost all his marbles, he is a
bull rider.
Back out.
24.
The Daily.
I can type. Though I only took one
typing class in eighth grade, I took
to it like Beethoven to music. Silly
but true. I hardly typed a word in
high school, but the skill stayed
with me, I think, because I would
air type or tap my desk as though
typing the things a teacher said
class to class, year to year. You
couldn't tell by looking that I was
typing and I did this without hardly
noticing myself.
Then I got a portable Remington
Electric for doing homework in college and have typed something
daily, I'd say, ever since. I've been
clocked a number of times at 120
words a minute error free.
Every now and then I find myself in
a small group of buyers, sellers,
agents and attorneys brainstorming the verbiage we'd like to see on

an addendum about this or that to
close a deal. I eventually say, “I'll
sit at the computer and hammer
this out right now so that we can
take action on it today.” They look
at me with surprise but, of course,
shrug in agreement.
When I start to type the room goes
still for a moment, always, before
talking resumes. I've experienced
the wide-eyed, jaw-dropping surprise at how I can type many times.
It's a great way to take control;
who, after all, but the one writing
the words is really in control?
Because I can type, I always figured
I could play the piano too, but
never touched one until I was
forty-five. Once visiting and talking
about music with an older family
member, I was told that when
about eight or nine I sat at her piano to poke around the keyboard
and my stepfather, Walt, barked at
me to stop and sadistically said,
“You'll never play the piano.” She
said that angered her, but what
could she do?
That was typical of the relationship
I had with my step dad. He planted
a seed that flourished for nearly
forty years. Thank goodness, I say,
that my mom got rid of him.
One day, visiting with an associate
in real estate that was also a piano
teacher, I asked if she had some
beginner piano playing books that
she might give me. She gave me a
couple of kindergarten books, literally, that read, “This is the white
key, touch it. This is the black key,
touch it,” etc. I had a couple of girls

in high school at the time and they
and their mother enjoyed some TV
show or another every night that I
couldn't stomach for two minutes,
so I decided that I would steal off
to the living room and play (pound
at) the piano for an hour a day,
seven days a week starting with
these books.
Then one day, early morning, playing (pounding out maybe two bars
of some musical piece over and
over and over), my oldest daughter
came out and shouted, “Would
you stop that, I can't stand it anymore.” I thought that was relevant
so I bought an electric piano, earphones, and retreated to my office
where I played an hour a day in solitude. I emerged five years later,
without hardly ever during that
time even playing for my family,
and one day sat at the piano to
play for a small group of family and
friends gathered in the house.
There's a famous line in advertising
that pops up in just about every
book written about advertising
that is considered to be the one, all
time, best headline ever written to
sell a product. The product was piano lessons and the line was, “They
laughed when I sat at the piano.”
This dates to 1926.
I know the feeling. Let's just say
that when I played show tunes and
standards, song after song with
light, rhythmic feeling and fortitude as though a long playing professional that mouth's dropped in
shock and awe; my wife's and
daughter's as well. Walt was
wrong.

I once heard Andre Agassi in an interview when asked about his talent for playing tennis reply that he
had no talent for tennis at all. He
said, “Who couldn't play well if
they started playing at the age of
five, hitting, maybe, two-hundred
serves and two-thousand balls a
day for twenty years? It's not talent,” he said, “it's skill.”
The Daily / When a newspaper is
called The Daily, and there are
many across the country, it is because it comes out daily. Like my
typing, daily, even if only in fantasy; like my piano playing, daily,
pounding out the notes until they
flowed pleasantly from keyboard
to ear; and like Agassi, hitting balls
daily until the last ball hit is the
Grand Slam winner, it is the things
we do, maybe, for just an hour a
day, daily, that bring us the success, well being, stability, power
and money we want to experience.
So the question, what in real estate
are you doing for, maybe, one hour
a day, daily, irrespective of the
mind-blowing boring plodding required of the activity, the weather,
your mood or temper of the day,
your health or well being, your
stress-relieving recreation or media
entertainment schedule that will
get you to where you want to go in
both real estate and life?
In Closing.
The law of success which supersedes all intellection is that good
habits are the key to success:
highly potent, doubtless acts of intent and will designed to shape

and mold personal experience, repeated.
The law of success which enfolds
all others is that we experience
more of the reality that dominates
our thoughts and actions than any
other.
Keep at It.
25.
Faith 101.
Suppose that you wish to draw
from the creative force of the universe some definite idea, some
guidance, some information, some
leading. How are you going to do
this?
First you must be convinced that
you can.
The Rule of Faith (1) Something
created the Universe (2) It is obvious that the Universe is a work in
progress (3) So, logically, the Creator is still present, creating (4)
Thus, the Creator is omnipresent,
omniscient and omnipotent (5)
These tenets are central to all theological orientations and texts
worldwide.
Some people spend a lot of time
thinking about science: math, astrophysics, nuclear science and the
like. Some people spend a lot of
time thinking about fine living: fine
dining, libations, home and life and
the like. We trust, generally, their
revelations about these things.
Some people spend a lot of time
thinking about matters of the
heart: love, hate, psychology, spirituality. There's no reason we can't

trust them and their guidance as
well. If they – all theological orientations and texts world wide –
agree on the Rule of Faith, let's just
go with that for now.
Every idea or invention or discovery is but a realization of something that already is in creation,
though previously unseen: electricity, the microwave or penicillin for
example.
Accordingly, where does the harmony of music come from? Where
could it originate except, first, in
the mind of the Creator, and then
the Mind of the musician?
The musician spends a lot of time
thinking about music, songs, harmony, etc. and is thusly filled to
overflowing with the wish of his intention by the Creator. It is his
thinking that eventually harmonizes with what “already is” that
becomes the answer to his wish
(prayer). It's easy, though, for a
musician to be self-centered and to
think that he or she created the
harmony; importantly, this is not
objectionable to the Creator, it
doesn't matter; but self-centered
thinking usually leads to a blocked
mind and not a receptive one. This
is why, to be filled to overflowing
with creative insight and reward
here and now, self-centeredness
must be purged from one's heart.
Metaphorically, we are surrounded
by the music (inspiration) of Creation and steeped in answers to all
our wishes (prayers), but a selfcentered, over busy, goal oriented

mind plugs our ears from the hearing. We are so filled with trouble
and wants and needs and doubt
that the Divine Melody cannot be
heard. If our ears (our mind) were
not blocked and totally open, what
could we not do?
Let's work on this.
When you want to know a certain
thing, or knowledge about how to
begin a certain line of action that
you imagine will lead to the fulfillment of a wish (prayer), first, you
must be quiet within. You must not
be confused by any outward appearance. Never become disturbed
by effects. They didn't make themselves and have no intelligence to
contradict you or “The Creator”
that you imagine seeks to serve
your will.
Be quiet until you realize the presence of a listening “Intelligence”
that has the power to create, to
evolve, to change things from this
to that that simultaneously
presses-in on and expands-out
from everything or object or person in your sphere of awareness:
for some their sphere of awareness
is just ten feet this way or that; for
some it is a neighborhood or area,
or city or county; for some, the various Presidents of the United
States for example, it is national
and international; for astrophysicists it is Universal.
After quieting your mind, get a perfect picture of just what you desire.
Harmonize yourself with the Creator by thinking or saying just what

it is you want. Remember, the Creator is long past judgment and will
not judge you for your wants:
good, bad, saintly or evil, no judgment means no judgment, these
are labels you apply.
After a few moments of waiting
and hearing nothing, because the
Creator does not talk, close the
moment by declaring that you believe the answer to the steps
needed to get what you want; the
motivation needed to get up and
do the work; the confidence
needed to expose yourself to criticism, risk or failure yet proceed to
conclusion; the passion to speak
from the heart have all been
planted in your deep mind, your
subconscious as ideas or wisps of
magical energy that like seeds will
germinate and flower up and into
your conscious mind from below
and, thus, will lead you to manifest in the here and now by your
super-intelligent self-motivated actions what “Already Is” in the infinite mind of the Creator now dummied-down to you (or I). This is a
good start.
The time will come when your wish
(prayer) will begin to take form;
and the time will come when you
one day look back and realize the
gain you sought, having been realized and enjoyed, is long behind
you.
What can be wrong with taking a
few moments to do this every day?
This is how to work with intelligence and not time or money.

What You Think About
Expands.
26.
Content.
My wife and I married while in college. We first lived in a great little
furnished apartment across the
street from one of the entries to
the San Jose State college campus
where we went to school. We
walked from home to class every
day and pretty-much only got into
our car to enjoy Bay Area nightlife
on date night.
Though our apartment was furnished, it did not come with a TV,
this we had to provide ourselves.
On a budget, no budget actually,
we bought a small black and white
that served our needs perfectly.
We moved back home to Orange
County the day after graduation
and I went into real estate thirty
days later. We brought our TV with
us.
We rented an unfurnished apartment in Anaheim and, having no
furniture, furnished the place with
bits and pieces given to us by my
in-laws. This worked out pretty
good. We bought our first condo
within a year and first hillside
home within two; but all along,
toted this black and white TV to all
the places we lived and used it as
our sole means of in-home TV entertainment.
I remember once putting on a
great movie, can't remember what,
only that it starred Barbara Streisand and that my wife and I had to

take turns holding the TV's rabbit
ears (antenna) extended out about
three feet from the TV up into the
air at arm's reach twisting it right
and left as airplanes passed overhead to keep the image onscreen
in focus. When our arms got tired
we'd switch places. This went on
for two hours and that was for just
one movie. As said, it was a great
movie we enjoyed immensely,
struggle, fading, blurring and all.

tor of the world famous Crystal Cathedral in Garden Grove and author of the nationwide best seller
“Move Ahead with Possibility
Thinking” when he was in his later
forties and early fifties about forty
years past. His book, along with
Norman Vincent Peale's “The
Power of Positive Thinking,”
launched the positive thinking
movement in the United States, I
believe, more than any others.

Many years later, watching talk
about high-tech products on my
large screen color TV, the techie
guest was commenting that good
entertainment is not the result of
high-tech delivery systems like today's smart TV's but the result of
the content of the entertainment
itself. Bad entertainment, he said,
delivered by fantastic high-tech devices is still bad entertainment; but
good entertainment, he said, delivered by bad delivery devices is still
good entertainment. He actually
went on to say that a great movie
delivered badly through a hissing
black and white TV not connected
to cable will actually be enjoyed as
much as when delivered by a hightech device once you get used to
the color and the sound.

Schuller was fire personified and
an inspirational motivational
leader to millions the world over.
One of my favorite lines of his was,
“I am not what I think I am, nor am
I what you think I am, but what I
think you think I am.” This, he
taught, was a false premise upon
which most of us operate. It can be
thought of as having a self-image
defined by outside-in forces instead of inside-out.

I was taken back by his comments
to the Streisand movie experience
on my black and white and was in
complete agreement with what he
was saying; a nice look-back moment.
The Tie-In / I was fortunate, I believe, to have known Robert
Schuller, founder, builder and pas-

The paradigm shifting analogy I
wish to share by which you may
draw inference that will benefit
both your work and personal life
is that related above: that it is
content that provides a qualitative-experience and not the delivery mechanism.
If, however, you believe it is outside-in forces that determine
whether you will likely be successful or not listing and selling in the
high-end and not the content of
your mind and program, then this
will lead to plausibilities that will
cripple your drive to succeed like,
“If I were black and not white or
white and not black; or Persian and
not Jew or Jew and not Christian;

or Chinese and not Hispanic or Vietnamese and not Taiwanese; or
tall and not short or short and not
tall; or thin and not fat or full bodied and not skinny; or old and not
young or youthful and not mature;
or experienced and not new or
new and hungry; or smart and not
dumb; or glib and not tongue-tied
or gregarious and not a wallflower;
or humorous instead of serious; or
rich and not poor; or had a great
car and not a clunker; or great
gadgetry and not an outdated computer; or a smart phone and not a
clamshell or an iPad and not a
PalmPilot; or if the economy were
up and not down; or if it were summer and not winter or spring and
not fall; et cetera, ad infinitum.
When you strip away the self-projecting importance of these plausibilities and pile them up one atop
another for a broad overview they
look ridiculous, don't they?
Plausibilities, like crop stifling
weeds, suck the life force out of
the ground-of-being neutralizing
one's power to succeed by projecting into the conscious mind a thousand reasons to procrastinate until;
but until never comes. Times
passes and the procrastinator
eventually moves on to something
less challenging; for some this goes
on until, and on until, and on until;
and on until the only thing left is
wages and, “anything is better
than wages,” per cowboy Gay
Langland played by Clark Gable in
“The Misfits.”
Let content (your “self” and “program” both perfect in every way)

be the ground-of-being of your
drive and not false projections;
from this your internal operating
system (your OS) will function like
a skipping record and repeat success after success, ad infinitum,
based on the premise, “I am not
what you think I am, nor am I what
I think you think I am, but what I
choose to be.” This is living insideout and not outside-in.
I’ll See You at The Top !!!
27.
Sublime Indifference.
When an idea or thing is exalted or
elevated to a position of dignity or
honor or thought to be of higher or
greater worth it can be thought of
as, or said to be, sublime.
Indifference, on the other hand, is
an attitude marked by impartiality:
no special liking for or dislike of
something; lack of interest, enthusiasm or concern about an idea,
thing or person; it is a neutral, undifferentiated, aloof state of mind.
Can you imagine being sublimely
indifferent? This would amount to
your raising indifference to a level
of extreme importance, a thing of
fine quality worth having; an oxymoron if ever I saw one but,
maybe, a state of mind worth having.
In competitive athletics, there are
two states of activity all athletes
must pursue and endure: practice
and competition. During practice,
athletes endeavor to improve their

competitive potential by (1) Increasing their strength or endurance and (2) Improving their skills
and growing their competence.
The first is largely done by strenuous exercise whether of a specific
skill set or not: weight lifting, for
example, will benefit an athlete
within most any sport. The second
is accomplished by the practice of
some skill set like hitting balls or
shooting baskets.
In golf, a duffer is a golfer that just
keeps practicing his or her bad
habits over and over; even though
he or she are ostensibly practicing
to improve their game, their game
never improves. Competitive athletes work with coaches to try to
avoid this pitfall of practice so that
they grow better day by day.
In competitive sports, however,
athletes often falter in competition
in spite of their skill. This is called
choking. We see this all the time:
some great athlete, for example,
that outperforms everyone in practice, that out throws or out scores,
or out hits or out runs all teammates but falls on his or her face in
competition for no apparent reason at all.
This is a bad thing for both athlete
and team and a conundrum for the
coach because first-team or varsity
positions are competed for and
awarded in practice based on performance there.
This choking thing is mental and
can be easily overcome or worked
through, but most coaches are not
mentalists (mind practitioners or

psychologists), most are all about
getting stronger, running faster,
throwing harder, strategy and the
like, and are sure routines that
build skills specific to their sports
will lead to success on the field or
court, but outcomes often leave
them disappointed.
Think of real estate as a sport and
you'll see that this applies to real
estate oriented broker/agent relationships too.
Sublime Regard / The skillful athlete in practice that chokes in competition practices with sublime indifference, but competes with its
opposite: sublime regard.
When a person has high regard for
something they pay attention to it,
care about outcomes, are concerned with commitment, show
enthusiasm and are awash with
duty.
In practice, a pole vaulter for example, though seeking to vault successfully with every attempt could
care less who's watching (usually
no one), about the outcome of any
particular vault (it's only practice),
the height (no one's marking a
score card), the competition (there
isn't any), how he or she looks and
so forth and, because of these
things, practices with sublime indifference as to outcome relative to
effort.
On the competitive field, however,
this same athlete boxed-in by the
rules of competition which allow
for only three attempts to score
high enough to stay in competition
at any height, maybe, because of

this, focuses all of his or her energy
on a high-pressure outcome of
short duration and instead of going
through the motions of vaulting in
a relaxed, fluid motion like on the
practice field where nothing really
matters, he or she freezes up, falters (chokes) and scores low or not
at all because his or her mind was
somewhere other than it should
have been: regard for team and
winning.
There's nothing wrong with regard
for team, duty, or obsession with
outcomes provided they don't interfere with performance.
This was understood and written
about nearly four-hundred years
ago by Miyamoto Musashi, the
quintessential Samurai swordsman
of Japanese culture, when he
wrote, “In fighting and in everyday
life, you should (1) Be determined
though calm (2) Meet all situations
without tenseness yet not recklessly (3) Be settled in spirit yet
open and unbiased (4) Know that a
low spirit is weak, but that an elevated spirit is also weak and (4) Be
a mystery to your enemy.”
Musashi taught a principle he
called “Being Open on All Sides.”
When he would go into battle, he
said he would do so with no forethought about what he would do
to defeat the enemy: no plan or
formula; no strategy, moves or maneuvers; no thought of self or of
winning or losing, of life or death.
When facing an enemy, he said he
would just stand there with sword
at his side, relaxed, lost in thought

as though not in battle at all (open
on all sides). When the enemy
moved, he said he would just react
naturally however his body and
mind felt they needed to react to
whatever the enemy or opponent
did. His opponents, he said, always
had a strategy [Sublime Regard?]
and that that was their downfall.
This, I'd say, is a sublime example
of indifference where and when it
mattered most: in a life and death
situation. Possibly this -- Being
Open on All Sides – state of mind is
what athletes in competition, like
pole vaulters, are seeking to enter
when they stand in place and rock
for minutes at a time as though in
a trance or seeking to get in a
trance before running down the
track to plant the pole. Today we
would call this getting into the
“Zone.”
Knowledge is Power / This has
everything to do with what we do
in real estate.
Preparedness is the quintessential
quality of being a professional;
even Musashi addressed this when
he said to disciples of his way of
strategy, “The way is training (1)
Become acquainted with every art
(2) Know the ways of all professions (3) Develop intuitive judgment and understanding for everything (4) Perceive things which cannot be seen (5) Pay attention even
to trifles and (6) Do nothing which
is of no use.”
It is imperative that we are prepared, intuitive and insightful

when contacting our leads, following-up, making presentations, marketing, selling and closing, but
these things are best channeled
through those of us that practice
by choice the art of being “Sublimely Indifferent” to self, others
and outcomes.
There is an art to everything. Like
Musashi advised, it would be good
to know something about the art
or ways of all professions, but
closer to home the art of procrastination is something we all know
about and practice with alacrity.
This began in childhood when we
stalled going to bed.
We can come up with a thousand
reasons for not doing something
and in real estate, to remain professional, connive to group most of
them within the category of sublime regard. I'm all in on this; if we
must wait to do something until it
can be done right, what can be
wrong with that?
Like the future, though, right
never comes. In real estate, this is
choking, it is the big choke.
Know these things -- Sublime Indifference vs. Sublime Regard -- how
they work, how they can aid or hinder your success. Think about them
and share them with others; then,
by this knowing and sharing you,
like Musashi, will grow to be an unconsciously competent “Indifferent,” now a thing to be and as an
Indifferent, victorious in all your
endeavors.
If I may, one last thing from
Musashi, “There is nothing outside

of yourself that can ever enable
you to get better, stronger, richer,
quicker, or smarter. Everything is
within. Seek nothing outside yourself.”
Sublime indifference -- Being Open
on All Sides -- is the way to victory.
Master This and I'll See You
At The Top !!!
28.
The Null Hypothesis.
The Null Hypothesis -- of a scientific experiment – refers to a position that there is no relationship
between two measured phenomena; that a treatment or action or
activity has no effect on an outcome: null means no/nothing/zero.
The null hypothesis in real estate, I
believe, is the main cause of attrition: why 80% of new licensees
leave real estate within two years
of signing with Keller Williams or
the like and never return, and
probably 80% of the remaining
20% within, maybe, five years; almost everybody.
There are just over 60,000 active licensed real estate agents right
now in Orange County and about
twice that many in Los Angeles
County. To get to this number in
just these two counties at least
900,000 people had to get their license in the first place over the last
forty or so years.
This is some turnover and it can't
just be intelligence, or looks, or
heritage, or handicap, or style, or
grooming, or gender, or height, or

weight, or company that is the
cause of this, because from afar all
look alike in the great mirage of
life: all are doable for the great majority of buyers and sellers. If this
weren't true, then neither De Niro
or Jagger, or Opra or Streisand, or
a thousand other uneducated, unattractive, mixed-heritage media
figures could be superstars, but
they are for the things they do and
not the things they are.
I think the cause of the dropout
rate in real estate is the null hypothesis: most of the dropouts, by
the hundreds of thousands, just
can't get over believing there is no
real relationship between two
measured phenomena in real estate or that a potential treatment
or action or activity has no effect.
“I mean,” they say to themselves,
“I knocked on ten doors (or a hundred) and didn't get a listing. I sent
ten post cards and didn't get a call.
I made ten calls and didn't talk to
anyone interested in buying or selling. I held an open house and only
had three stops and didn't sell the
house. I showed property, twentyfour houses over six weeks to one
buyer, and didn't get a sale.” And
they continue, “There can be no
real relationship between these
things and success in real estate,
what a waste of time.” These
eighty-percenters use this paradigm to justify dropping out.
Among the twenty-percenters that
stay we hear this, “I knocked on
ten doors (or a hundred) and got a
listing. I sent ten post cards and got
a call. I made ten calls and talked

to two interested in buying or selling. I held an open house and only
had three stops, but sold the
house. I showed property, twentyfour houses over six weeks to one
buyer, whew, what hard work, but
I made a sale.” And they continue,
“There is a real relationship between these things and success in
real estate, what an easy business
to succeed at. Just do these things
and success is assured.” These
eighty-percenters use this paradigm to justify building a career.
Can it only be success or failure by
accident that leads to an agent fixating on one paradigm or the
other?
We all know both potentials exist
and by our efforts, particularly our
first efforts, strive to be in the successful group; why else would we
have taken the time to get a real
estate license?
Enter Passion-Quotidian.
A “Quotidian” is something that
occurs or reoccurs every day.
Let's start this with an inquiry,
“What’s your passion-quotidian
rating? Is it high or low?”
I ask this because I believe the
thing, the “one” thing, that separates the twenty-percenters from
the eighty-percenters is their passion-quotidian quotient: the passion they imbue the things they do
with – like a sponge heavy with water -- while doing them every hour
of everyday.

Going through the motions in a
polite, professional, courteous
manner; dressed appropriately,
speaking authoritatively, clearly
and confidently; and representing
your company and product respectfully is a good thing; but these
things done without passion will
engender the null-effect. Nothing
will happen.
Going through the same motions,
though, unprofessionally, not really
courteous; dressed inappropriately, speaking unclearly without
obvious authority; and representing your company and product less
qualitatively than should be done
would generally be considered to
be a bad thing; but these things
done with over-the-top passion will
engender success. Things will happen.
This is why new people to real
estate with nothing but passion to
offer often out produce the experienced pros until they, themselves,
become polite and courteous; then
their production drops.
Passion.
How to get it? How to Have it?
How to manifest it every hour of
everyday? How to up our passionquotidian? These are the things we
should ask ourselves and imbue
our work with moment by moment.
By way of analogy, I think the answers can be found among four unlikely bedfellows (1) Zen Buddhism
(2) The Way of the Samurai (3)
American Extreme Sports and (4) A
Course in Miracles.

(1) Zen Buddhism is not a religion,
never was, never will be, though its
practices and practitioners pay
much attention to spirit, the spirit
of the individual and not the godhead. They pay attention to the
grounding, up-building and bolstering of the inner-self that manifests
the outer-self.
The core of all Zen methodology is
the bolstering of presentness and
focus: like a high-tech telescope
that took the entire industrial
wherewithal of the human race to
create can focus strands of light
coming from tens of thousands of
light-years away into a visible object touching the eye of a peering
observer, Zen seeks to help its adherents focus on the now, the
things they are doing in their present life and activity with the same
intensity.
This is why simple things like the
“Tea Ceremony” are so important
in Zen practicing cultures; the point
of which is not making tea, but
knowing that even a simple thing
like this when done to the exclusion of all else with pure, unadulterated attention (focus) can be
imbued with godlike luminosity
(passion).
According to the wisdom-teaching
of Zen, being here now and not
there then, being in an activity and
not an outcome (based on some
past expectation or future want) is
the key to firing passion. This is
why, when at a door for the first
time, we open our dialogue with,

“I'm not here to list your house today.” That's seeking an outcome
that dulls the moment.
(2) Early practitioners of Zen in Japanese society were the “upper
class” Samurai warriors. Basically
mercenaries, they had a lot of time
on their hands between wars and
pursued Zen Buddhism as high-art.
The path or way, or practice of Zen
Buddhism for the Samurai warrior
was the “way of the sword” because what more than an immediate presentness of death during
battle does one need to focus their
attention on the now and not on
other extraneous events past or future?
The practices of Zen and the “way”
of the sword were a perfect match
for adding passion to life.
(3) Enter American extreme sports:
a popular term for certain activities
perceived as having a high level of
inherent danger. These activities
often involve speed, height and a
high level of physical exertion.
Among them are both motorized
and non-motorized activities like
thrill skiing; free climbing; highspeed racing and competitive motorized jumping of all kinds; highrisk skateboarding, surfing, parachuting, sailing, biking, etc. These
all, though entertainment sports
for the casual observer, are American forms of the Samurai's “Way of
The Sword.”
The implication of an extreme
sport is death and thus the value of
the entertainment; but I'm not
passing judgment on this for it is

just modern Zen Buddhism, the
way of the Samurai for a sport's
participants American style, a way
and means of getting through the
clutter and forcing focus and attention on the now.
The participants experience passion and the observers live vicariously through them.
(4) A Course in Miracles: A Course
in Miracles is a self-study curriculum which aims to assist its readers
in achieving spiritual transformation. I am not an expert on this,
but I have been working for some
time to get through a self-study of
the text and I see chapter after
chapter parallels with Zen Buddhism. Essentially, it seems to me
that the “Miracle” is found in the
moment, any moment, a tea ceremony for example, by a non-biased
observation and living of the moment instead of a self-centered
projection of a reality that doesn't
exist.
In other words, if you see things as
they are and not as you think they
are, the miracle of life will reveal itself to you in some kind of passionate beauty moment by moment:
that's the “miracle” of A Course in
Miracles, again, American style.
Be here now and not there then is
the methodology for growing passion in your life and work.
Focus on a small thing – even in
real estate – while doing it as
though nothing else counted and
you will imbue it with “Passion.”

When was the last time you played
with a five-year old as a five-year
old yourself? This is the only way
this can be done effectively. Be
here now and not there then.
Conclusion.
I think the twenty-percenters that
build a long successful career in
real estate do something others
just don't see because it's just not
ordinarily thought of as a thing or
activity: I think they just pay attention to what they are doing, whatever little activity it is, as though
nothing else counted while doing
it. This imbues their doings with
passion and this and not the activity grows their success.
Care About What
You Do and What You Do will
Care for You.
29.
Nothing Happens by Chance.
Principle / Nothing happens by
chance. Everything comes about in
accordance with some law. This is
the essence of billiards, the ultimate game of cause and effect.
We might think of our life and
work as a game of billiards: do this
and that will happen; a little spin
here, a little English there.
Few among us that play pool,
maybe Eight Ball, for years on end
ever take time to learn the language of the game, the vernacular
that would lead to a greater awareness of the possibilities such as the
following shortlist in alphabetical
order…

… Angle Shot, Apex of Triangle,
Around the Table Balance Point,
Ball in Hand, Ball On, Bank Shot,
Baulk, Baulk-Line, Bed of Table,
Blind Draw, Bottle Bottom, Cushion
Break Bridge, Burst, Butt of Cue,
Call Shot, Called Ball, Called Pocket
Carom, Carom, Scoring Center Pot,
Chuck Nurse, Clean Bank, Clear Ball
Combination, Combination On
Combination, Contact Point, Corner-Hooked, Count, The Cross Corner, Cross Side Table Shot, Crotch
Crutch, Cue Ball, Cue Ball in Hand,
Cue Ball in Hand Behind the Head,
String Cue Ball in Hand, Cue Ball in
Hand within the Half-Circle, Cue
Tip, Cushion, Cut Shot, Dead Ball,
Dead Ball Shot, Dead Combination,
Diamonds, Draw Shot, Drop Pockets, Double Elimination, Double Hit,
Double Round Robin, English,
Feather Shot, Ferrule, Follow Shot,
Follow-Through, Foot of Table,
Foot Spot, Foot String, Force, Force
Draw, Force Follow, Foul, Foul
Stroke, Frame, Free Ball, Free
Break, Frozen, Full Ball, Game Ball,
Gather Shot, Grip, Gully Table,
Handicapping, Head of Table, Head
Spot, Head String, Hickey, High Run
Hold, Inning, In Hand, In Hand Behind the Head String, In-Off, In the
Rack, Jaw, Jawed Ball, Joint, Jump
Shot, Jumped Ball, Key Ball, Kick
Shot, Kill Shot, Kiss, Kiss Shot, KissOut, Kitchen, Lag, Lag for Break,
Leave, Long, Long String, Losing
Hazard, Lot, Match Shot, Match,
Mechanical Bridge, Miscue, Miss,
Natural, Natural English, Natural
Roll, Nip Draw, Nurses, Object Ball,
Object Balls, Open Break, Opening

Break Shot, Peas, Pills, Plan, Position, Pot, Powder, Power Draw
Shot, Push Shot, Pyramid, Pyramid
Spot, Race, Rack, Rails, Red Ball,
Rest, Reverse English, Round Robin,
Running English, Run, Safety,
Scratch, Seeding, Set, Shaft, Shake
Bottle, Shot, Shot Clock, Short,
Short-Rack, Single Elimination,
Snake, Snookered, Split Double
Elimination, Split Hit, Spot, Spot
Ball, Spot Shot, Spotting Balls,
Stance, Stop Shot, Striker, Stroke,
Successive Fouls, Table in Position,
Throw Shot, Time Shot, Top Cushion, Triangle, Yellow Ball…
When in elementary school a
friend next door had a full-sized
pool table set up in his garage; we
kids, as you can imagine, gathered
there and played hours on end. I
have often played since, but I
couldn't define ten-percent of the
terms given if I tried. My skill
matches that awareness exactly.
Our thoughts, like billiard balls in
motion set upon a predetermined
outcome by the law of their being,
take form through the law of their
being as well. Unless one had a
deep conviction that there is a
principle of mind which operates
from thought to thing, however accomplished through a definite law,
he would have no principle to
demonstrate. We cannot separate
thoughts from things and hope to
demonstrate things through our
thinking. The things we think about
take form and the things we don't,
don't. If this were not true, then
we might as well scrub the earth of

inventors and scientists. They create in form what first is seen in
mind only. We do the same.
I like to think of ourselves, though
merely in real estate, as spiritual
mind practitioners: spiritual because thought is incorporeal, of no
material substance, and thus spiritual in nature. As practitioners we
work with ideas and theoretically
resolve things into thoughts – realizing that's whence they have
come -- and thoughts into things
with no sense of personal responsibility because the law of their being is the doer and not we, ourselves. Think it to see it, that's both
the principle and the law.
Process / Did you ever count the
number of traffic lights, stop signs,
lane markers, left arrows, right arrows, u-turn signs, do not turn on
red signs, speed limit signs, yield
signs, etc. that you encounter on
your way to anywhere? There are
many.
These are placed to remind you of
what you must do to navigate the
road safely and there are extreme
penalties incurred for violating
them because when you violate
them you risk both your life and
the life of other drivers paying attention to the signs and not you on
their way to somewhere. Other
drivers count on you to obey the
signs while they think about this or
that or fumble with their Starbucks’ Creamed Mocha.
The need for signs is obvious, yet
we often fail to put even a few reminders in front of us during our

workday to remind us of what it is
we must do to get to where we
want to go in our life and work. Of
the two-sided coin Principle and
Process, process is the hands-on
things we can do to make things
happen in the real world and “Personal Signs” is one of them.
If there is a human frailty in all of
us, it's memory and focus, because
of this we need signs, lots of signs
to help keep us on track. Written
reminders of what it is we want to
do will help us do it when we need
to do it and thus put off procrastination (pun intended). If you
“Think It, Ink It,” goes the saying.
Written goals with day-by-day,
hour-by-hour objectives with steps
to follow to complete them will
lead you, like roadway signs, to
successful living.
Personally, I have an “Inked” calendar of events to complete for every
day, week and month of the year. I
have learned from years of practice
that if I am fifty-percent successful
in completing the tasks I have written down to complete I will excel
and prosper; If I am seventy-percent successful completing the
tasks I want to do I will succeed beyond even the limited imagination
of where it is I think I want to go.
It's not possible to be 100% effective in completing the tasks I have
set for myself because of higherpriority things that get in the way
such as listing appointments, sales
activity and the like and, of course,
the stuff my wife comes up with
that botches the whole thing, but I

get back to them soon as possible
day-to-day.
Jotting yourself a note on a piece
of paper relative to some goal or
objective and slipping the note
through the ring of your car keys
before going to bed, even, can redirect your whole day when you
grab your keys to rush to Starbucks
the following morning.
Then there is of course the (1)
Post-It on the mirror thing (2) The
3 x 5 card thing (3) The list of
things to do thing (4) The ideas on
your wall calendar thing (5) The
hang an idea on your door knob
thing (6) The tape a note to your
steering wheel thing (7) The rubber
band on the wrist thing (8) The
have a friend call you to remind
you thing, and many other things
you can do to remind you of what
it is you want to do and where it is
you want to go; but a simple prewritten calendar of events to follow is best.
Every single day you must have a
project and series of mini projects
that you're working on to increase
your knowledge or effectiveness or
skills, or to increase your number
of contacts or leads or listings or
sales, and this is just for your work
life. The same goes for your personal and family life.
The great need of the human race
is for people that not only can sift
and sort out what needs to be
done, but that can do it as well.
This is the essence of a great listing
agent (1) They sift and sort out
what needs to be done to get a

property sold (2) They share this
with sellers (3) They list property
for sale and then (4) They do the
work.
When you want to do something,
write it down, read what you have
written every day and after reading
it say to yourself, “I can do this,
and a whole lot more,” and see
what happens.
This Puts Principle and Process
to Work for You.
30.
Surrender and
Allowance.
The Role of Marketing.
Relative to listing (1) The role of
marketing is to create the right
conditions for a listing to take
place (2) To create both agent and
program awareness and (3) To facilitate action without getting in
the way.
My favorite example of how this
works is derived from the question,
“How do you catch an elephant?”
Imagine being given an order by
the Raj, the king or ruler of some
province in India, a place where
wild elephants live and roam, to
bring him a live, mature, six-ton
bull elephant, a model of the species. How would you go about this?
You could find one and try to corral
it, but it won't be led or coaxed
into a corral, nor would any pen
you could build hold it if it wanted
out. You could try to lasso it, but I
don't think so. You could drug it by

shooting it from afar with a tranquilizer gun and trailing it until it
collapses, but then it will wake up
with a bad attitude and you won't
like that.

works. Good marketing, the best,
really, for real estate agents is all
about digging pits and waiting for
buyers and sellers, the prey, to
come along and fall in.

Elephants are creatures of habit, as
are we, and in days of old when
hunters wanted to hunt an elephant, well, they would go to
where they habitually roam. That
makes sense, doesn’t it!

The idea is that we, then, like elephant hunters, upon creating a
metaphorical pit by means of a
swirl of marketing made up of ads,
signs, mailers, websites, social media, etc. can sit back, surrender to a
state of allowance, and patiently
wait for the prey to arrive and fall
in.

Elephants when roaming from one
region of the country to another in
search of water, food, or comfortable weather, walk well-worn trails
established by ancestors pre-dating them by hundreds, even thousands of years. Because of this they
are easy to find.
The hunter’s trick, therefore,
would merely be to go to a trail
traversed by elephants and dig a
large pit along it, one large enough
to corral a bull elephant should
one come along and fall in; they'd
camouflage the pit and wait patiently for the prey to arrive.
Elephants aren't very good climbers, so getting out wasn't something they could easily do or do at
all upon stumbling in. Once caught,
the hunters could begin the long
breaking or training process like
the breaking of a wild horse by
American cowboys until the elephant was docile enough to be dug
out and led to the Raj. This must
have taken quite a while.
How all this worked out with all the
ramifications one can imagine, I
can't really say, but the story is a
good depiction of how marketing

That is what most agents that
dream of getting listings do, they
spend their money and time on
trying to make things happen by
digging pits, lots of them, spending
their hard-earned money on ads,
signs, mailers, websites, social media, etc. and surrender to the fate
of roaming elephants (sellers) finding them and falling in… But hold
on!
At the time of this writing there are
about 40,000 active agents in San
Diego County, 60,000 active agents
in Orange County, and 120,000 active agents in Los Angeles County;
from among these 220,000 active
agents, they want sellers to find
them (the one [you] out of
220,000) and to say, “I saw your
ad, please come over and list my
house and, oh, yea, it's a $3/Million dollar house so I will sign a
note and deed of trust against it (a
listing agreement) guaranteeing
that I will give you a six-percent
commission, $180,000, off the top
upon its sale even though I don't

know you. How soon can you get
here? Quickly, I hope, please!”
I, not too long ago, had an agent
tell me she wanted sellers to come
to her and not to have to go to
them, and that she was going to
use advertising and social media to
accomplish this. I said I wish you
good luck in your endeavors.
She likely, maybe, will get a listing,
maybe even two during the next
year or two or three, but I don’t
think so, and will propound the
greatness of her marketing, the
digging of pits, to all that will listen;
but without spending a dime, so to
speak, or waiting a year or two or
three for something to happen, if
ever, if she were instead proactive
and self-generated a network of
friends, maybe fifty, that more or
less promised to list with her because of the relationship and not
because of any form of marketing,
she could list, maybe, ninety-percent of them in a single year’s time
and experience the joy of success
that would come by listing fortyfive properties during the same
one or two years.
Assimilate This / Real Estate is a
Go-to Business and, Not, a Cometo Business.
When I turned sixteen, the very
week, I decided to get my first official job. There was only one
McDonalds in Orange County at
the time, and it was located right
between my home and high
school. I walked by it every day;
what better place to start than
there?

I knocked on the back door to ask
for a job. I was let inside and directed to this old guy, Howie,
hunched over a little manager's
desk fidgeting paper. I asked if
there were any openings and
stated, if there were, that I would
like to apply for one. Without
hardly looking up, he reached into
a drawer and said, here, fill this
out. He handed me an application.
I stepped out back, sat on a curb in
the parking lot and filled out the
application. When finished I
knocked on the door again, was led
to Howie, and handed it to him. He
said there were no jobs.
A week later I went back, knocked
on the door and asked to speak to
Howie. Upon being let in, I found
him at the same place, doing the
same thing. I mentioned that I left
an application a week ago and
wondered if there were any openings yet, he said no, and I left.
I did the same a week later and
again a third time a week after
that. This time, though, when
standing beside Howie and waiting
to be acknowledged, for he still
didn't look up, he asked what my
name was. Upon telling him he
reached into the file drawer at the
bottom of the right side of his desk
and pulled out a thick two-handed
stack of completed applications.
He meticulously thumbed through
the stack from top to bottom and
said to me that my application was
not there. I emphasized that I
handed it to him personally three
weeks earlier.

Upon hearing that he groaned,
turned to the bottom drawer
again, opened it, stared into it for a
moment, reached in and said,
“Here it is, stuck to the bottom.”
He literally pealed the sticky form
from the bottom of the drawer and
asked when I could start. I said,
“How about now.”
I like to think that my maker, the
creative force of the Universe, my
God and yours however you see
this said to me by this experience
that, “Al, you will be in sales one
day and, you don't know it yet, but
this is your first lesson, that your
application will always be stuck to
the bottom of the drawer, and that
it is by being proactive in the development of relationships that you
will find your success and not by
waiting for people, like Howie, to
call on you.”
That was some lesson and, though
I didn't consciously know it underscored schemes by the hundreds I
would invent to succeed in business throughout the decades that
followed, I realize now it was always the influencer of actions that
found success: always, it has been
dogged, persistent efforts at building relationships that got me to
where I wanted to go in real estate
and little else.
Back to McDonalds / Advertising,
millions a day worldwide; and pit
digging, restaurant development,
costing about two and a half-million dollars per site everywhere imaginable for passersby (elephants)
to fall into, is okay for McDonalds,
they have the cash; but even after

doing that, they must sell tens of
thousands of burgers and millions
of fries during some time frame,
weekly or monthly, just to make
ends meet at each site; profit follows that.
We, on the other hand, as independently operating entrepreneurs
are mobile, can go to wherever we
like (to where the money is) and,
basically, without cost knock on a
door (the pit in reverse) to introduce ourselves and program to a
seller that failed trying to sell and
needs (1) Our program, and needs
(2) To meet an agent like you or I
that represents it so (3) They can
get back on the market with confidence and on (4) To wherever it is
they want to go.
Importantly, except for a little gas
to drive around, with portfolio
and card in hand neither you nor I
have to spend a dime to do this,
no (1) Ads (2) Signs (3) Mailers (4)
Websites (5) Social Media, etc.,
and when successful we just might
get a little cash, maybe $180,000
at the closing of just one house.
You know the rest, the in-fill, how
all this comes together.
My long learned advice is, really (1)
Just not to try too hard, ever, just
think of your infield activities as,
what the Australians would say, a
walkabout, and (2) Just not to expect too much when knocking on
doors, this takes the pressure off,
and (3) To expect to get lots of rejection (another pressure release),
and (4) To keep records of your activity so as not to be able to lie to
yourself about working hard and

doing the work (The “See You at
The Top” card), and (5) Still, to expect the best, meaning finding a
seller, even if only one out of fifty
you talk with, that you have a great
affinity for and they for you that
leads to a listing presentation
when the time to sell comes and
on “You” getting the listing. This
will happen, don’t just expect this,
know this.
You job application, for whatever
job it is you want, is always at the
bottom of the pile in an overcrowded occupation like ours; to
overcome this, once you meet a
special seller you have that affinity
for and they for you, go back, and
back, and back until they, your future employer (the Owner of a
house you want to list) takes notice
of you and just decides to give
“You” what you want and not
some other that wants the same
thing.
Money will not do this for you, but
your knuckles, your smile, and your
persistence can.
There’s a Friendly Smile
and Waiting Seller Behind
Every Door.
I Wish You Good Luck
In Your Endeavors.
31.
Deflation.
Every one of us will at some time
or another go to a bar, but some
people go to bars all the time.
This sounds like something Abraham Lincoln might have said, you

know, the “You can fool all of the
people some of the time, and some
of the people all the time, but you
cannot fool all the people all the
time,” thing, but it will be found
nowhere among his writings.
Among those that go to bars all the
time will be found your un-couth,
loud-mouth beer drinking guzzlers
that have opinions, the right opinions, of course, about everything
and let everyone present know exactly what they are.
They cannot be argued with because the alcohol in them blocks
deep thinking, thus empowering
the ego, the thinnest part of our
mind like a thin veil of cream atop
a glass of unpasteurized milk, with
a kind of self-centered rightness
that believes every thought that
arises to be divine inspiration.
That's the ego's job, to be right
even when wrong to the point of
even when wrong, not wanting to
be right (thank you Luther Ingram).
Once at a biker's bar, I found myself in conversation with a group of
guys talking about music. I had just
the same week watched a documentary about the Doors and
learned that they did not have a
conventional base player, but that
the base was played on the organ
by the group's keyboardist; furthermore, I witnessed this watching the documentary while they
played in concert on stage.
I told the group about what I had
seen and was verbally accosted by
one of the revelers that that was
absolutely not true, that he knew

the base player of the Doors – he
was only about thirty, and the
Doors had broken up upon Morrison's death before he was even
born, but whatever – and that I
didn't know what I was talking
about. Rather than argue, I said,
“Oh, I must be remembering
wrong, thanks.” He nodded pridefully.
Later, I verified that I was right.
Maybe, they sometime or other
had a base player, I don't know, I
can admit that, but not on their hit
records or during their early onstage performances.
The purpose of my sharing this
with you is that we every now and
then while doing our work are accosted by uncouth, loud-mouthed,
functioning-alcoholic sellers that
have opinions, the right opinions,
though negative, about who we
are and what we do, who believe
that they, even though they are
not in real estate, know everything
there is to know about real estate
and, even if wrong, don't want to
be right(ed).
I probably stretch the boundary a
bit by calling these types of sellers
functioning-alcoholics, but on the
other hand, I have learned from
decades of in-field door knocking
that the higher the price the nicer
the people. That's the rule !!!
Times three !!! Why, then, or for
what reason would one of this
group be a crabapple except for
some underlying cause not related
to our being at their door. Enter
the alcohol boosted ego of a functioning-alcoholic: someone that is

always drunk though appearing sober.
Okay, enough of that, maybe I
have stimulated you to read a bit
more about this subject. The object
of this discourse is deflation.
When verbally accosted by the
young man while in conversation
at a biker's bar among a group of
guys talking about music, I deflated
the argument that could have followed, like letting hot air out of a
balloon, by agreeing with what he
had to say; he, after all, was right
in mind and with beer in hand didn't want to be righted. I have no
problem with being wrong, even
when right, and keeping my teeth
at the same time.
You can do the same.
When at a door and a seller says to
you, “You agents are all alike,” see
that as a queue that you're dealing
with a right-winger (another use of
the phrase) and deflate the situation by agreeing, “Yes, you're right,
we are all alike, almost.”
Then continue, “We often are challenged by a statement that real estate agents are all alike. That's definitely true of 99.999% of active
agents; that means you're way
over the top right. It only takes
ninety-days, after all, to get a real
estate license so doctors and lawyers we're not, but there is a bright
side.
“There are sixty-thousand active
agents in Orange County and that
little teeny one-ten-thousandth of
one-percent at the top means

there are, maybe, six standout
marketing professionals with super-excellent structures and strategies for making things happen that
the 99.999% know nothing about;
and among the standout six (1)
One has to have been in business
the longest: four-decades in my
partner's case, we are a team (2)
One has to have had the widest variety of professional sales and marketing experiences: builder sales,
for example, on hundreds of projects as both the advertising
agency of record and broker in addition to resales, again representational of our experience and (3)
One has to have sold the most real
estate: we, again.

whatever you like about this and
continue.

Sidebar / There are 40,000 active
agents in San Diego County, 60,000
in Orange County, and 120,000 in
Los Angeles County. Substitute the
numbers accordingly.

You want to argue about it?

“My partner Al Lewis and I, together, qualify on all counts.
“Though my role right now is firstcontact and specifically not the
lead relative to our program, credentials gained over a career spanning four-decades doing one thing,
High-Level Residential Sales and
Marketing, are the collateral we
put up to establish the viability of
our programs and this, of course, is
done in-house during a proper listing presentation when the time
comes that you decide to sell
again.
Sidebar / At this point, open and
share your in-field Talking Points
and Seller Services Portfolio. Say

“To do better you have to get better. Should you go on the market
again with the same company or a
similar local area agent who had
equal access to MLS the whole
time your house was for sale
whose combined magic, when you
get down to it, is just the multiple
listing service, it's likely you'll have
the same experience again and go
another six-months or year unsold.
We are the alternate of choice.”
Now, if you think that I would in no
way say this whole thing to a seller
at a door, you couldn't be more
wrong.

You Real Estate Agents
Are All Alike.
32.
Entitlement.
If you thought like a poet, would
you write poetry?
Yes, of course you would. You’d
write things like Maya Angelou’s
Phenomenal Woman or Robert
Frost’s The Road Not Taken; you’d
possibly write something like Edgar
Allan Poe’s Annabel Lee or Rudyard
Kipling’s If; you might write William
Wordsworth’s I Wandered Lonely
as a Cloud or Dylan Thomas’ Do
Not Go Gentle into that Good
Night or Emily Dickinson’s Hope.
If you thought like an artist, would
you paint or sculpt?

Yes, of course you would. With
brush in hand you might paint
something like Birth of Venus by
Sandro Botticelli or Water Lilies by
Claude Monet; you might paint
something from the Dutch Golden
Age like The Night Watch by Rembrandt van Rijn or Girl with a Pearl
Earring by Johannes Vermeer; you
might sculpt a modern Bronze David by Donatello or The Savannah
Bird Girl Statue by Sylvia Shaw Judson.
If you thought like a musician,
would you make music?
Yes, of course you would. You
might compose great works like
Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9 in D
Minor or Dvorak’s Symphony No. 9
in E Minor; you might compose
moving film scores like the score
from Meet Joe Black or Crouching
Tiger, The Lord of the Rings or
American Beauty; you might be a
rock and roller like Elvis or Eric
Clapton; you might write original
hits like Barbara Streisand or Mariah Carey.
If you thought like a diplomat,
would you draw opposing sides
together by means of purposeful
thought, applied?
Yes, of course you would. You
might, like Henry Kissinger, seek to
end a no-win war like the Vietnam
War or like Mother Theresa, seek
to teach the world altruism by example; you might like Benjamin
Franklin bring world powers together the way he allied the Colonies with France to help win independence for the Colonies that led,

of course, to the greater United
States or you might like every modern day President, seek to unite a
people for the common good.
All the above are examples of purposeful thought, applied, but let’s
up the stakes.
If you thought like God under any
name, old world or new age, would
you manifest your thought or, possibly, would your thought manifest
or morph under its own authority
from an incorporeal idea (spiritual,
having no material body or form)
to a corporeal experience (not spiritual, material) just by the thinking?
Yes, of course it would. That’s the
essence of our concept of the creative force we call God: it is after all,
the creative force.
This ups the value of what we
think about, doesn’t it?
By this logic we choose our selfmanifested experience moment to
moment by what I call self-centered imagination; we are entitled
to experience the things we think
about and always do. We can see
this everywhere we look. Think it
see it, think it see it, this happens
all the time. What can be back of
that except entitled self-centered
imagination.
Entitlement implies a right to benefits specified by law or contract.
The benefits are religious in that
they are derived out of an intimate
relationship with the Spirit that

everything is (whether acknowledged or not) and Scientific in that
they deal with law and order,
cause and effect. The two are involved in each other and immutable.
If you thought like a top producing
high-end listing agent or, merely,
though about being that once in a
while is it likely that, like plants
leaning toward the sun, that you
would lean that way as well and
wind up being that?
Yes, of course you would.
Personally, I like to think about listing and selling high-end real estate
and think about it a lot. I have
clearly defined written goals and
affirmations I look over once in a
while to help me do this and I always experience what I think
about.
What Dominates Your Thoughts?
The Choice is Yours.
33.
Magic and Real Estate.
The way magic is conceptualized
changes as shifts in thinking occur.
The Spirit Model of Magic.
The spirit model of magic basically
states that “Otherworlds” are real
and are inhabited by scores of entities: demons, angels, goddesses,
gods, etc. The task of a practitioner, magician or shaman is to
develop a map of the Otherworld:
to know the shortcuts to contacting forces, relatives or other people over there. Having done this,

they interact with these spirits in
certain ways to get them to execute their will. Accordingly, clergymen and rabbis pray, shamans eat
sacred mushrooms and demonologists threaten entities into submission by thundering out bits of
the Old Testament. Spirit models
include Catholicism, Christianity,
Protestantism, Mormonism, Lutheranism, Judaism, Jainism, Hinduism, Taoism, Shintoism, Islamism
and the like.
The Energy Model of Magic.
The rise of science during the
Eighteenth Century gave rise to the
idea of “Animal Magnetism” and
an “Energy” model of magic. This
model places emphasis on the
presence of subtle energies which
can be manipulated by specific
techniques of a practitioner: some
examples of energy or energetic
models of magic are: Viral energy,
Prana, Chakras, Kundalini, Orgone
energy, the Vortex, the Secret and
all forms of The Law of Attraction.
Today's top practitioner/teachers
of the energy model of magic are
Wayne Dyer and Deepak Chopra.
My favorite energy model of magic
is “Personal Magnetism” taught by
Theron Q. Dumont in writings dating from 1914. The energy model
of magic I actually practice on a
daily basis, though, is The Science
of Mind by Ernest Holmes. I study
and am inspired by all, but I’d say
the most genuine of heart are the
spiritual practices advised by Hugh
Prather in a number of his works,
but particularly A Book of Games:

A Course in Spiritual Play by Prather, 1975.
The Psychology Model of Magic.
The next development came with
the popularization of “Psychology”
mainly due to the influence of
Freud, Jung, Maslow, B. F. Skinner
and company. During this phase,
the Otherworlds became the Innerworlds: demons were rehoused
into the unconscious mind and hidden causes were revealed as manifestations of the subconscious
mind. Tarot cards were switched
from being a magical-divinatory
system to being tools for personal
transformation and gods and goddesses came to be seen as not real
entities, but psychological symbols
or archetypes of the collective unconscious.
The Cybernetic Model of Magic.
The current and growing paradigm
is the “Cybernetic” model of magic
(automatic control systems), occurring as we swing into being an information-based society. This
model says that the Universe, despite appearances, is fractal: selfsimilar at any scale in nature. The
magic of a practitioner is a set of
techniques for rousing a neurological storm in the brain which brings
about microscopic fluctuations in
the Universe which lead eventually
to macroscopic changes in accordance with the magician's intent:
the Butterfly Effect and all that.
There are signs that the Cybernetic
model dovetails back into the spirit
model. I guess what goes around
comes around.

Each model has its own attractive
glamour with exponents or opponents on either side. Many occult
textbooks blend elements of the
Spirit, Energy, and Psychological
models quite comfortably. Should
you ever find yourself in the position of having to explain all this
weird stuff to an non-aficionado or
skeptic, the Psychological model is
probably your best bet.
These days, people who ascribe to
the Spirit model tend to think that
they have an exclusive copyright
over the use of spirits (ask a Republican if that isn't so). If a person
is a computer buff or fractal freak,
then by all means they go for the
cybernetic model of magic. Scientists only tend to accept something
if a scientific rationale can be
wheeled up. Acupuncture, for example, was until recently explained
using the Energy model and poopoohed by the scientific establishment until someone came up with
endorphin stimulation. Now most
hospital physiotherapy departments have a set of needles.
While most magicians (we all) tend
to stick to a favorite model, it is
useful to shift among them as the
situation befits. Some models have
a stronger explaining power and
account for some aspects of magic
(experience) better than others.
The Spirit model, by far the oldest,
can account for just about any aspect of magic. The Psychological
model, while being useful for looking at magic as a process for personal development, has difficulty
with situations such as a tribal

shaman cursing a Westerner who
(a) doesn't believe in magic, (b)
doesn't know a shaman (c) and
breaks out in hives anyway.
If you only use one magical model,
sooner or later the Universe will
present you with something that
won't fit your parameters, something that won't fit in your brain.
When you spend more time defending your model than enjoying
or modifying it, then you know it's
time for a bit of de-conditioning. It
is limiting to stay with any one
model too long.
Relative to Magic and Real Estate,
Here's what I Know.
Saying “Hi” to sellers that have experienced an expired listing and
suggesting to them that you have a
program that can get them to
where they want to go results in
listings and sales.
That's Magic to Me.
34.
The Read Down.
An Outsider’s Opinion.
It’s about that time, three or four
times a year, when I like to let you
know what I think of you; maybe,
even, to put you in your place if
need be, to tell you exactly how I
see you.
When I Think of You
In My Mind’s Eye, Here’s
What I See.
I see an attractive, forthright, authoritative figure whose work is
methodized; a pragmatic person
who’s mindful that whoever signs

your pay check, that you are selfemployed. I see an expectant,
punctual, exuberant, goal-oriented,
quick-witted, ambitious person
who is habituated to the positive in
both mind and action, a steadfast,
persistent, possibility thinker. I see
an enterprising team-player who is
appreciative of the fortune real estate offers through selfless work. I
see an agent that knows copycat
marketing is not the path to success but, instead, working with intelligence and not time and money
to accomplish your goals independent of rubber-stamped new business methodologies drilled into
mind by the franchise giants. These
are the conditions that empower
you to administer yourself and
guide you to occupational security
in a no-job-security world.
I see an industrious agent who is
prudent, frugal and conserving of
both company and personal resources and who both plans and
executes a levelheaded daily plan
based, always, on new business development through new relationship-building activities, one who
knows that if they are not adding
new prospective clients to their
pool of future buyers and sellers
on a daily basis, that instead of
their business snowballing, that it
will decline and disappear, that instead of being in real estate for the
long haul, that they will soon be
out of real estate. I see an agent
that has a conscientious pride in
the efforts they have extended to
develop a capability based on competency, expertise and know-how.
This is not easy, congratulations. I
see an agent that spends a lot of
time on appropriateness, a new

way of looking at organization, appearance and grooming. This enables you to be your best and do
your best at a moment’s notice
and keeps your self-image tuned,
like a fine instrument, for success.
These are the characteristics which
enable you to enjoy success “for
Life” in real estate.
I see a sympathetic, understanding,
kindhearted supporter who is a
mindful, unselfish, tender, tolerant, forbearing, sensitive, affable,
heedful, cheerful person. You are
an appurtenant of success for others in real estate and subsidiary of
success for both your customers
(buyers) and clients (sellers). You
do this in a non-invasive, elegant
manor with grace and style. You
are a friend-and-family oriented
person and give a heartfelt, openminded, sympathetic ear to those
in need. This makes you a good
finder. These are endowments
which empower, facilitate and capacitate you to build good relationships among all you work and live
with.
I see an agent with an incorruptible
spirit, who with straightforwardness is able to both withstand the
whims and will of those that for
self-gain lead astray and with rectitude upholds uprightness in both
your personal and business dealings channeling paths of success instead of failure for all (self and others). You are a person of intelligence who mixes judgment with
circumspection, practicality with
savoir faire, experience with foresight, and who is fearless in their
practical application in the real
world. You have the ability to manage yourself and the capacity to

lead others. You do this seamlessly
day-in and day-out.
I see an agent who, though knowledgeable and self-assured, is
simply grateful for the things and
experiences that make up your life.
You are equitable, aboveboard,
nonpartisan, malleable, clever, adventurous, determined, definitive,
and an extra-miler with a helpmate attitude who relates well to
others. You are a true piece of
work admired by all you encounter, a personable teacher-educator-friend of a caliber unbeknownst to workaday life. Those
that find you, because you are a
good finder, are the beneficiaries
of grace. You are balanced in your
personal, family and business life,
have a passion for being, doing and
learning more today so you can be
and do more tomorrow.
I see an agent who is a plodder,
one who merely does their bit day
by day. That's why you are successful, wealthy, secure, healthy and
happy. In relation to business, you
are a magnet-marketing plodder.
You draw business to you like a
powerful magnet draws metal to it
by expending your energy in the
marketing effort at a steady rate,
which makes for a more productive, pleasing lifestyle and profitable operation. You enjoy executing
your daily sales and marketing
plan, knowing that day by day,
month by month its effect on business development snowballs making you a virtual marketing powerhouse, enabling you to achieve all
your business related goals.
The way you move, the way you
bear yourself, your talk, the way
you dress, the way you hold your

head, the way you look into all you
communicate with, all reflect both
your inner- and outer-self. Your
heedful, upstanding demeanor is a
sign of self-confidence and
strength.
Accepting these things, laying claim
to them, growing and embellishing
them propagates like seed to
flower a happy, healthy, prosperous, secure experience of life; a
truly success “for Life” experience
in real estate.
These are the qualities I see in you.
So, There, Now You have It.
35.
The Cause of Wealth.
Any businessperson worth their
salt would admit the truth of the
apparent randomness of business
strategies (1) Sometimes a conservative financial move fails, and
sometimes it's the only thing that
works (2) Sometimes a risky financial move succeeds, and sometimes it leads to disaster.
It's the same for smart businesspeople and not-so-smart businesspeople (1) Some smart ones succeed, some smart ones fail (2)
Some not-to-smart ones fail, but
some not-so-smart ones succeed.
No criterion, if we are really honest
with ourselves, seem to be foolproof or predictable at all. It seems
that we just have to try things and
see what happens.
Additionally, the amount of wealth
the world over that is available for
distribution is not a fixed thing, and
never has been. Wealth comes and

goes as individual people come and
go; it comes and goes as whole
countries and empires rise and fall;
it seems to spread throughout the
world itself in times of great prosperity, and then shrink throughout
the world in times of depression or
war. Inventions, such as the computer, can either increase or decrease the absolute wealth of the
entire population of the world,
sometimes quickly, sometimes
over a long period of time and,
sometimes, does the reverse.
We, then, because we can never
be really sure of what it is that creates wealth or of what will work in
business walk a razor's edge when
investing our time and resources
toward the aim of creating wealth,
the endeavor of all business. This,
like the Puritan's dilemma (of old),
that of trying to do right in a world
of wrong, is the dilemma we face
daily.
A causative remedy, as usual, cannot be found by more of more conjuring with the mind of the ego:
plans, schemes, and foolproof
methodologies of success, this will
just lead to more of the same; but
if we get out of the mind and, as
usual, look to nature for guidance
we may have some luck with this.
The only fixed rule of prosperity –
growth, flowering, abundance, life,
health, profusion – is the law of the
seed. This is nature's law, not mine
or yours or some other
thinker/philosopher that has put
pen to paper about this. Plant a
seed, any kind, nurture it, and
abundance happens.

To gain wealth, then, causativeseeds-of-wealth must be planted
for wealth to happen. It just happens. It isn't earned, though it appears that way. This begs the questions, “Where do we get these
seeds,” and “How and where do
we plant them?”
If I may be bold enough to say,
there is only one causative-seedof-wealth in existence and the only
place it can be planted that will
benefit you is in you. A causativeseed-of-wealth is born, like a child
to mother, every time you nurture
the want or need of another: every
time you help another toward an
aim of theirs whether it will benefit
you or not (it is not a hindrance
that it may benefit you).
Though the deed is for another, a
seed is planted in you by means of
what psychologists call an imprint
in mind. Imprints are not mere
memories but like little self-fulfilling programs in that they mete
out over time ideas, insights and
correlations drawn from your life's
experience and memories to form
a context-value-matrix of behavior
matching the imprint itself. The
time immemorial, “Do unto others
as you would have them do unto
you,” is transversed as, “Do unto
myself as I have done unto others.”
Imprints take on a life of their own
and, like seeds, seek growth –
flowering, abundance, life, health,
profusion – of a like nature by
means of release through self-motivated action along a line of behavior that generates the self-same

imprint in the world of things outside the body. Wealth beneficent
behavior, therefore, manifests as
wealth for you.

to help its recipients get to where
they want to go, but you must be
willing to do the work the seed implies.

The only requisite is that your beneficence implies wealth and not
just happiness or a car or something. Real estate is the perfect activity for this. We help people with
their want to gain hundreds-ofthousands to millions of dollars by
the sale of their properties and this
help just rams-back at us doing the
work of real estate as commissions
gained listing and selling.

This (will)ingness is the stimulator
that activates the seed-of-greatness that lies within.

Motivational trainer Zig Zigler is
probably most famous for saying in
a long southern drawl, “You can
get anything you want if you just
help enough other people get what
they want,” and that is this in a
nutshell.
Real estate is a great outlet for doing this. That's what it is, an outlet,
not a job, for planting causativeseeds-of-wealth. By being in real
estate, particularly, of course, the
Fellowship, you are yourself by
your knowledge, tools and programs a cornucopia of wealthbuilding potential that when released by means of serving others
will get both you and they what is
wanted out of life, but you have to
plant seeds for this to happen; lots
of them, lots and lots of them.
Our main seed, as you know, is our
“Turnaround” sales and marketing
card. Plant it however you want
and a harvest will follow; it must,
it's the cause of wealth by implication, by the promise of hard work

I'll Help with That.
36.
Trending Now.
What follows is not intended to be
an evangelical message, but merely
a look at numbers using the
world's longest bestseller, the Bible, to make a point about the significance of a couple of numbers:
forty and seven.
When I asked Google what the significance of the numbers 40 and 7
are in language or philosophy or
religion, the following were the
most common results.
The Meaning of the
Number 40.
Mentioned 146 times in Scripture,
the number 40 generally symbolizes a period of testing, trial or probation. During Moses' life he lived
40 years in Egypt and 40 years in
the desert before God selected him
to lead his people out of slavery.
Moses was also on Mount Sinai for
40 days and nights on two separate
occasions receiving God's laws. He
also sent spies for 40 days to investigate the land God promised the
Israelites as an inheritance.
The prophet Jonah powerfully
warned ancient Nineveh, for 40

days, that its destruction would
come because of its many sins. The
prophet Ezekiel laid on his right
side for 40 days to symbolize Judah's sins. Elijah went 40 days
without food or water at Mount
Horeb. Jesus was tempted by the
devil not just three times, but
many times during the 40 days and
nights he fasted just before his
ministry began. He also appeared
to his disciples and others for 40
days after his resurrection.
The number 40 can also represent
a generation of man. Because of
their sins after leaving Egypt, God
swore that the generation of Israelites who left Egyptian bondage
would not enter their inheritance
in Canaan. The children of Israel
were punished by having to wander the wilderness for 40 years before a new generation was allowed
to possess the Promised Land.
Jesus, just days before his crucifixion, prophesied the total destruction of Jerusalem. Forty years after
his crucifixion, the Roman Empire
destroyed the city and burned its
beloved temple to the ground.
The Meaning of the
Number 7.
Used 735 times in the Bible, 54
times in the book of Revelation,
the number 7 according to theologians is the foundation of God's
word. If we include with this count
how many times sevenfold (6), and
seventh (119) are used, the total
jumps to 860 references.

Seven is considered to be the number of completeness and perfection, both physical and spiritual,
and derives much of its meaning
from being tied directly to God's
creation of all things.
According to Jewish tradition, the
creation of Adam occurred on October 7th, 3761 B.C., the first day
of Tishri, which is the seventh
month on the Hebrew calendar.
The word “created” is used 7 times
describing God's creative work.
There are 7 days in a week and
God's Sabbath is the 7th day.
The Bible, as a whole, was originally divided into 7 major divisions.
They are (1) the Law (2) the Prophets (3) the Writings, or Psalms (4)
the Gospels and Acts (5) the General Epistles (6) the Epistles of Paul
and (7) the book of Revelation. The
total number of originally inspired
books was forty-nine
(7 x 7) demonstrating the absolute
perfection of the Word of God.
In the book of Hebrews, written by
the apostle Paul, he uses 7 titles to
refer to Christ. The titles are (1)
Heir of all things (2) Captain of our
salvation (3) Apostle (4) Author of
salvation (5) Forerunner (6) High
Priest and (7) Author and finisher
of our faith.
A series of 7 things crop up often in
the Bible. For example, we find 7
pairs of each clean animal on the
ark, 7 stems on the tabernacle's
lampstand: 7 qualities of the Messiah; 7 signs in John's Gospel;

7 things the Lord hates; 7 parables
in Matthew 13; and 7 woes in Matthew 23.
Multiples of 7 also figure into the
biblical narrative: the seventy
weeks prophecy in Daniel; Jeremiah 29:10 predicted the Babylonian Captivity would last for seventy years; and, According to Leviticus 25:8, the Year of Jubilee was
to begin after the passing of every
forty-ninth year (7 x 7).
Sometimes, the symbolism of
7 is a great comfort to us: Jesus is
the seven-fold “I AM” in the Gospel
of John. Other times, it challenges
us: Jesus told Peter to forgive a
wrongdoer “seventy times seven”
times. And then there are passages
in which the number 7 is associated with God's judgment: the 7
bowls of the Great Tribulation, for
example.
Speaking of the Book of Revelation,
the number 7 is used there more
than fifty times in a variety of contexts: there are 7 letters to 7
churches in Asia and 7 spirits before God's throne, 7 golden
lampstands, 7 stars in Christ's right
hand, 7 seals of God's judgment,
and 7 angels with 7 trumpets.
In all likelihood, the number 7
again represents completeness or
totality: the 7 churches represent
the completeness of the body of
Christ, the 7 seals on the scroll represent the fullness of God's punishment of a sinful earth, and so on.
And, lastly, the book of Revelation
itself with all its 7s is the capstone

of God's Word to man. With the
book of Revelation, the Word was
complete.

We find much of the same in sectarian literature, philosophy and,
even, science.

things work in the cosmos; and,
though laid out in plain English, so
to speak, we still often need interpreters: our priests, ministers,
shaman, psychologists, philosophers, theologians and scientists,
to understand the lessons intended.

I look for meaning in things, benchmarks, portends and signs. I look
for significance in events, for
omens and anticipatory trends.
Trending is very popular today,
though it is not thought of as mystical, but it is; it is a portend of
things to come just like divination.

Accordingly, relative to the rule of
40, my period of testing, trial and
probation is over; school's out, finally, so to speak, and I can go to
work unhindered. Wow, I can go to
work. Who would have thought
that was what I was laboring to do
these past 40 years?

August 2nd, yesterday, 2015, was
the actual fortieth anniversary of
the day I got my real estate license
and, literally, the day I went to
work listing and selling real estate
in 1975. You might say, “So what,”
to this or wonder of what significance this is to you?

How many in real estate get here,
quit or die before this happens? I
feel blessed.

This is a good start.

First, may I say, I am proud of my
work and the things I have done,
and proud of the life for both myself and family that real estate has
enabled but, maybe, most of all I
am proud that the experiment, real
estate, became for me a career
and not just a moneymaking activity.
The crux of the matter…
The thing about spiritual texts and
the lessons the stories within them
teach, is that of whatever origin,
Christian, Buddhist, etc. and
whether the stories are real, metaphor or allegory, the lessons they
teach are mirror reflections of how

The portend of this is that I am expecting greater things to happen in
my work and experience than I
have before experienced, have
planned for and am working for
now. What's coming, all good, I am
imagining, will come with ease and
not difficulty. I also expect all I
work with (you) to prosper with
me with ease and not difficulty.
That is the implication of an affiliation. I carried the cross, relative to
our work in real estate, like someone else is professed to have done
for us, so that you need not do it
too: the cross of learning by trial
and error. That was my path, it
need not be yours. I'd much rather
use a recipe for baking a tasty apple pie than try to invent one from
scratch by trial and error. I may
never succeed.

Accordingly, relative to the rule of
7, well, it is has been seven years
since the greatest financial crash
the US has ever experienced occurred, August of 2008, and I am
inviting you with me to consider
the long lasting trial of that experience to be past and over as well. If,
according to biblical scholars, the
number 7 is the number of completeness and perfection, we
should just assume the lessons we
had to learn by that experience
have been learned and that we
now can prosper from them by it
being behind us as well.
Accordingly, if associated with me
one way or another my 40 is your
40, believe this, and whether associated with me or not, the rule of 7
regarding the crash of 2008 will
benefit you too. It's good to know
what's trending.
That they, the 40 and 7 I shared
herein, coincide in my experience
this month is just a nice thing for
me to realize and experience
though I imagine there are parallel
similitudes of 40 and 7 occurring to
infinity every moment that I do not
see or recognize, that are invisible
to my intellect.
Such is the nature of creation, it is
multilayered beyond comprehension.
What's trending now?
Expect the best.

37.
Crutches.

There was no formal training or
setup where I first worked in real
estate. It was a hands-on learn as
you go operation.
Upon arriving at 9:00 am sharp my
first day on the job as instructed to
do I was given one of four desks
within the small four-desk office
where my broker worked with two
other brokers and handed a stack
of “tear sheets” to rip and sort.
There were, of course, no computers in 1975, so new listings were
printed onto sheets of paper four
to a page called tear sheets because they were divided by perforation for tearing apart. These
were hand delivered and dropped
at the door of each office of the local Board of Realtors late night or
early morning every day of the
week.
Each tear sheet had one street
photo of a new listing on the front
side and information with description on the back. These could be
torn apart, punched and put into a
small notebook divided by city and
area.
Tearing, punching and organizing
the tear sheets was my job. It took
about a half day to do. My broker
said I would learn inventory and
territory by doing this. He was
right. I guess that is training of
sorts and it was hands-on, but I
only did this for about a month before I said I would not do it anymore. It was his book I was organizing and I got a dirty look for that.
A few weeks in he had me follow
him in my car to do something at a

property located in the one-ways
in Norwalk. This is the name they,
the brokers, had given to a unique
little area of homes located on
one-way streets. Upon arriving, I
saw an elderly woman placing a
sale-by-owner sign in front of her
house just a few doors down from
our stop. Can you imagine the timing? I have not experienced that
since.
After doing the chore, whatever it
was, I said that I was going to stay
and talk to her. A couple hours
later I got my first listing. It was a
small two bedroom house that I
listed for $16,500. It sold within a
few weeks' time, VA, not a good
thing back then, and took six
months to close. My 50% of the 3%
listing side of the transaction came
to $247.50, about $41.00 a month
and I said, “Whew,” when it closed.
I winged the listing presentation
because I had nothing formal to
use: no book, strategies, program,
success stories, etc. I just talked
and talked and talked. It was a
good experience because I later
coined the principle that, “When
the conversation comes to an end,
the sales process ends with it,” but
I did not enjoy it. Though successful, the feeling of unpreparedness
was very unsettling. Glibness is an
outstanding quality of a sales producer -- an ease and fluency in
speaking – but it's no way to build
or stumble through a career.
Because of this experience I enrolled in the Abraham Lincoln
School of Self Education. I started
gobbling up everything I could find

about real estate listing and sales,
and everything I could find about
sales in general; then everything
about psychology, philosophy and
religion because of the many references made to these things by the
authors I was reading. I'd say I read
hundreds of such books, really,
hundreds, during my first five years
in.
Sometime, though, during maybe
about the end of my second month
in real estate I came to the office
with a formal listing presentation I
had put together. I had just graduated from college about ninetydays earlier and was used to piecing together fine written pieces
with the intent of impressing my
professors. This seemed the normal thing to do here too.
Upon showing it to my broker, he
just sort of looked at it with contempt and disdain and then at me
the same. He didn't think much of
it and actually just sort of threw it
back at me onto my desk and said,
“A listing presentation is just a
crutch needed by weak agents.”
Whatever, I thought.
I started listing a house a week and
sometimes two, and in six months'
time was designated the third top
listing agent among more than
twenty-three hundred agents on
our local board, agents that had a
whole year to produce and, oh yea,
I quit December 31st and went on
my own.
I have been upgrading, modifying,
advancing, elevating, colorizing,
picturizing and boosting my listing

presentation for both new and resale homes ever since, nonstop, it
is a never ending process designed
to impress a seller, whether a professional like a builder or a little old
lady with a $16,500 house, in such
a way that sometime during its
presentation they say to me, “Let's
do it.”
Sidebar / This is the thinking behind the four hour presentation I
often mention. When in-house I
have no intention of talking for
four or five hours with a seller to
gain a listing, but if it should come
to that before a listing is gained I
am prepared to move from one
subject to another and back again
if needed hour upon hour following
their lead, not mine, with new information layer upon layer until I
hear the magic words as said,
“Let's do it.” It takes some real
planning and preparation to be
able to do this. In the high-end,
when signing listing agreements
worth hundreds of thousands of
dollars, I do not see this as a problem, but instead a performance
that will guarantee applause.
“Crutches, crutches, crutches,” I
say. The more the better.
The thing we most need help with,
though, much more than just having a good listing presentation,
program or strategy is something a
little less obvious, our self-confidence. This wanes and waxes like
the seasons even for those among
us that have great self-esteem and
always seem to exude confidence.
Like a listing presentation, it too
needs constant work.

Most of my writings, you may have
noticed, deal with this for with “It”
anything is possible, even for the
unprepared glib as you often see in
sales; and without it, little happens.
May I advise, please, that if you are
not reading or listening to something every single day, like a meditation first thing in the morning,
midafternoon, or before going to
sleep at night, that is confidencebuilding in nature then, like a gas
tank with a small leak and into
which no new fuel is added, your
tank will grow dry, your confidence
will fade and your success-building
engine will stop.
Our minds are filled with confidence draining information, images
and bylines all day everyday if we
read or watch multimedia of any
kind, even if we don't, it can't be
helped, even the people we talk
with fill our minds with confidence
draining garbage; but the reverse is
not true, we must seek out and ingest confidence-building material
to stay positive and strong. This is
hard work, I know, doing affirmations for me is sometimes like
swallowing a large pill that I just
don't want to swallow, but I swallow anyway to stay healthy.
Confidence building reading, affirmation and stimulation, also, my
first broker said was a crutch unneeded by strong willed persons
and a waste of time. I'm sad to say
that some twenty-years later he
took his own life. Though prosperous, I think his tank went dry.

If you want to be slammed about
this, read The Warrior/Gambler
Paradox found within The Fellowship Library.
“Crutches, crutches, crutches,” I
say. The more the better.
Crutches, More Crutches.
38.
The Real World is Tougher than
the Seminar World.
I recently completed the license renewal courses with Duane Gomer
Seminars and in the last lesson got
quite an admonishment; thought
you might enjoy it as much as I
(paraphrased a bit).
“You hear statements by different
experts claiming that anyone can
be successful in real estate. I have
a different opinion. There are
many people who cannot make
money in the real estate. There are
some people who are just not capable. Now, this may be a small
percentage, but there are certain
people who will always be thinking
of becoming successful instead of
doing anything about it. They have
a tremendous desire to be rich, but
they do not have the ability.
“Most that do not find success,
however, are just lazy. They just do
not have the initiative to get out
and do the work. There is some
work involved. It helps to have ability but, mostly, you have to have a
desire to work.
“Other people just never get
started. They are “seminar junkies.” They keep going to seminar

after seminar. If they are without a
seminar or a cassette tape for
more than two weeks, they get
withdrawal pains. They have to be
buoyed up. They are getting more
and more prepared. They have terrific files on what they are going to
do. They have set their goals. They
are ready. They just never take
that first step.
“To make money, you have to do
some reading and listening. If a
person lacks intelligence or can't
read, I think that they will have
problems trying to do anything.
One serious problem some people
have is a negative attitude. Their
attitude is so pessimistic that they
think nothing can ever be done. If
you go through life thinking that
everything is going to turn out
wrong, the chances are that everything will turn out wrong. In real
estate particularly, there are many
times when you will have emotional ups and downs and if you
have the wrong attitude, you will
be handicapped.
“You have to be optimistic. Some
recent government studies verified
that optimistic people even live
longer than pessimists. In addition,
it's very important to have proper
peer groups. You should associate
with people who are optimistic, intelligent, ambitious and motivated.
Being associated with failures has
ruined many people. If you want to
be a success, you have to be
around people who are successful.
If you are in a negative group, it
will be difficult for you to have an

optimistic outlook about real estate.
“Another thing people lack is confidence. You're going to need selfconfidence because you have to
make many important decisions. If
you lack confidence, this will be reflected in your decisions.
“In summary, almost anyone can
make money in real estate. If you
have a bad attitude, if you are lazy,
if you're associating with a bunch
of losers, or if you lack confidence,
you may have problems.
“How important is money? Money
is helpful, but many people have
made money in real estate without
having any money at all. It is possible. Some of the stories that you
hear about people making tremendous amounts of money are true
and some are not true. It is not all
sweetness and light.
“What does it take? It takes some
education. You have to acquire
knowledge from some place. You
can acquire this knowledge by going to meetings, talking to experts,
reading, or using any other
method. You have to get some
basic background information before you go rushing into the field.
“You must have some desire. There
has to be some motivation and a
competitive nature. You have to
want this badly. If you do not want
the rewards enough, it will be very
hard to put up with many of the
problems that occur as you start
out, and you have to be willing to
work.

“Another thing that you must have
is confidence and courage. If you
do not have the courage to get
started, you will not ever have the
courage to make it big. Courage
and confidence are very important
for you to get started and, if you
don't have it, fake it until you make
it.”
The Real World Tougher than
the Seminar World.
39.
Precognition.
The Joy of Expectation.
You may have read in one or more
of my writings that I believe the
things we do or plan to do relative
to our work must feel natural and
abiding to our sense of wellbeing;
that if a thing goes against the
grain of our most natural selves we
will not do it for long or do it at all.
“Thinking from The End,” under
any number of names as espoused
by just about every metaphysical
pundit and positive thinking guru
from Abraham to Zoroaster or Anthony Robins to Zig Zigler, is one of
those things that has always
rubbed me wrong. Author Neville
Goddard calls it The Law of Assumption.
According to Neville Goddard in
The Power of Awareness, “You
must make your dream a present
fact. You do this by assuming the
feeling of your wish fulfilled. By desiring to be other than what you
are, you can create an ideal of the
person you want to be and assume

that you are already that person. If
this assumption is persisted in until
it becomes your dominant feeling,
the attainment of your ideal or
goal is inevitable. You must be the
thing itself and not merely talk
about it.
“You must assume the feeling of
the wish fulfilled until your assumption has all the sensory vividness of reality. You must imagine
that you are already experiencing
what you desire. That is, you must
assume the feeling of the fulfilment of your desire until you are
possessed by it and this feeling
crowds all other ideas out of your
consciousness.
“The man who is not prepared for
the conscious plunge into the assumption of the wish fulfilled in
the faith that it is the only way to
the realization of his dream is not
yet ready to live consciously by the
law of assumption, although there
is no doubt that he does live by the
law of assumption unconsciously.
But for you who accept this principle and are ready to live by consciously assuming that your wish is
already fulfilled, the adventure of
life begins.”
This is all good but I just hate the
game (1) Imagining myself sitting
inside a BMW 750 driving down
the road, parking it in my garage
and taking it to the wash knowing
that I'm just wanting this (2) I can't
stand taking the time sitting in
trance seeing myself walking the
streets of Paris or Rome in my imagination knowing that I'm just
hoping to go there (3) I feel totally

stupid looking into a mirror and
forcing an image of a young, slim,
fit, forty-year old into my mind
knowing I'm over sixty and seeing
me in the mirror (who's that?); and
it's just tiring to try and pretend
this or that about my business and
work.
Because of my studies and all the
leadership that emphasizes we do
these things, I have done it or tried
to do it over and over, and have
started and stopped so many times
that I think it's just a waste of time.
What really works to get what you
want is always work to get what
you want, I have concluded, and
not much else; however, listening
to an audio of Goddard's Power of
Awareness while walking the other
day, right in the middle of him saying these things at length I was
blinded to my surroundings momentarily as I went inward in
thought; I remember slowing my
walk to almost a stumble while my
mind's eye was opened to a new
understanding about this “Thinking
from The End” thing.
Seems we sometimes have to hear
messages about a thing or teaching
a thousand times, or ten thousand
times, to finally get the esoteric
meaning about the thing the authors of the messages are trying to
teach.
Right in the middle of Goddard's
belaboring, the single word “Goal”
written in English flashed into my
mind and I realized that a “Goal” is
thinking from the end, even if for
only an infinitesimal moment like

the infinitesimal amount of time it
takes cars to collide, what we call a
crash is what follows the collision,
and that I get every goal I set,
maybe, because like all the metaphysical pundits and positive thinking gurus attest, the moment I conceive, write, think, visualize, remember, read or speak a goal I
must simultaneously see myself experience the aim, end, object or
objective of the goal irrespective of
the magnitude of undertakings it
will take to get there; this is thinking from the end and I have always
done this I thought to myself. I had
a really deep “wow” moment and
said, “Praise the Lord,” out loud as
I realized this.
Emphatically, we virtually always
achieve our goals and, maybe, this
is so because it is the process by
which we think from the end; by
virtually always I mean at least
some ninety-nine to one-hundred
percent of the time; the one-percent that we don't is when “we”
think that we might not.
When was the last time, for example, you said or thought, “I need to
go to the grocery store to get this
or that (a goal),” and when you
went to where the grocery store
was supposed to be, you found
that it was exactly where you expected it to be and you got what
you wanted. If, by chance, it was
closed or went out of business, you
would merely alter your goal to go
the next day during business hours
or to another store, wouldn't you?
Extrapolate this ten billion times to

every circumstance of your life minute-by-minute, hour-by-hour and
day-by-day. We live by goals, always have, and always get what
we want.
“Oh, I'm thirsty, excuse me, I'm going to go get something to drink (a
goal), I'll be right back (a goal).”
Get it? When I set the goals “go get
something to drink” and “I'll be
right back” in motion by saying or
thinking them I visualized for an infinitesimal moment the end result,
and that's thinking from the end: a
precognition of things to come; not
of things I hope will come.
Why would the great organizer,
Creation, need more than an infinitesimal moment's thought to
change the order of things experienced for you to get what you
want?, and why wouldn't It want
you to get everything you want?
Master metaphysician, Ernest
Holmes, put it this way, “You are
an expanding awareness, an evergrowing and expanding consciousness, a never ceasing progress of
individual and collective evolution.” The play of Life, he teaches,
goes on within itself forever as
spontaneous self-realization flowing from a sea of infinite potential.
Self-realization means getting what
you want.
The farther you decide to see into
the future by the establishment
self-fulfilling goals, the greater a future you will experience. This is
called leapfrogging: see it/be it, see
it/be it, to infinity.

Mostly, we should keep our goals
to ourselves, but just between you
and I, here are a few of mine:
Before sleeping I sometimes say or
think to myself, “It is my goal tomorrow to be pleasantly surprised
by new business received over the
phone; and my goal tomorrow to
be pleasantly surprised by new
business gotten by email; and my
goal tomorrow to be pleasantly
surprised by the success of a marketing partner seeking new listing
opportunities in the field; and my
goal tomorrow to experience a listing gained or offer received on one
or more of my listings.
Upon rising I sometimes say or
think to myself, “It is my goal today
to be pleasantly surprised by new
business received over the phone;
and my goal today to be pleasantly
surprised by new business gotten
by email; and my goal today to be
pleasantly surprised by the success
of a marketing partner seeking
new listing opportunities in the
field; and my goal today to experience a listing gained or offer received on one or more of my listings.
I enjoy being “in” expectation and
find joy there. These, of course, are
just my business goals. I have goals
related to my personal and family
life as well.
Since having the “wow” experience
while walking the other day, I've
changed my mind about this
“Thinking from The End” thing and
know now that it is the wherewithal of change, but I know now

that I don't have to force this in imagination. I just have to set goals in
motion, like the hike of a football
and, emphatically, to let go and let
God, as a Christian would say. Surrender is essential.
A racehorse, after all, cannot run
until its gate is opened and its
reigns loosed.
It was said of the miracle worker
that, “He calleth things that are not
seen as though they were, and the
unseen becomes seen.” Sounds
like the works of goals to me (odd
English, I know).
Man alive, we do this too all day
every day !!!
I have no idea what “man alive”
means, but my dad would say that
when encountering something of
great surprise: when Ali knocked
out Foreman, “Man alive,” when
Nixon resigned, “Man alive,” when
I did my chores, “Man alive,” when
I graduated from college, “Man
alive,” and so forth.
I say it all the time too.
What are your goals and how do
you set them in motion?
Hike!
40.
Excuse Me.
“Excuse me” is an interesting turn
of phrase we generally use to ask
forgiveness for an “act to come”
that could cause offense, such as
“Excuse me for butting in, but I
must step ahead or interrupt.”

Opposite that, it can follow an act
of offense to seek allowance or forgiveness for bad manners of one
type or another, a form of apology.
In real estate, I often use it as a
point-of-emphasis turnaround in
negotiations to seek to get what I
want instead of what someone else
wants.
Once, for example, when presenting an offer to a seller I had written
on another agent's listing, I followed conventional wisdom in that
I requested a meeting with the
seller to do this and refused to
send my offer over by email or fax.
In the house I started by telling the
seller a bit about the buyer and
their motivation for buying, then
what they liked and disliked about
the house, followed by the terms
of the transaction, financing, closing date, etc., and last the price.
Upon stating the price offered, I
asked if it was a price that would
be acceptable to them and stated
that if it was, we would go to escrow the next day and close in
about six weeks.
Upon stating the price, the seller's
agent said, “Oh, no, that's not a
price we can accept.”
“Excuse me,” I said indignantly,
“We?, I asked Mr. and Mrs. Goodseller what they thought about the
price and, specifically, not you.
Would you mind letting them answer for themselves.”
This agent was the established big
fish in a small pond agent in this
community. He was, I must admit,
a bit intimidating in that he was

tall, mature, handsome, and
dressed impeccably well, blue suit
and all, a bit overdressed I'd say for
a modestly priced house in a modest neighborhood. Indignant, himself, at my statement, angry as all
get-out, strutting a bit though
seated, hub-hubbing not knowing
exactly what to say, he went redfaced quiet.
The sellers smirked a bit at me,
themselves and he, and then Mr.
Goodseller, without even consulting his wife, said, “We'll take it.”
They obviously had already decided on a price point they would
accept. My buyer's offer had either
met or exceeded it.
I am confident that if I had not
butted in with “Excuse Me” to
turnaround the negotiations, that I
would not have been successful.
We would have had a counter and I
probably would have lost the deal.
When in-house negotiating price
with a seller during a listing presentation, and they come up with
something way over the mark, I often use the “Excuse Me” turnaround there too. I say, “Excuse
me,” but a bit softer, “Where exactly did you get information that
justifies that price?”
Once a builder hired me to turnaround a dead-in-the-water development of 179 lots for manufactured homes in Redlands. Buyers
had to buy one of four model
homes he had constructed on site
that he would then construct on a
lot of their choice. In nearly a year
and a half of sales they had sold

only 21 houses. About to go broke
and lose a substantial net worth
gained from a lifetime's work, I was
brought in to advise, repackage
and sell, and I was the last chance
he had at making this project work.
The first thing I did was advise that
he close the project down for
about three months, sell off his
models because it was they that
nobody wanted, order new, completely different models and build
a new model complex. Can you imagine?
This, he said, would cost him about
$300,000 to do and added that he
didn't have the money. It's that or
nothing I said. So I created an entirely new pro forma for the project: budget, advertising, signs,
sales plan, etc. that he took to the
bank for funding, which he got.
Off to the races.
Then one day, just a few weeks
into the planned changes, but after
lender's approval for the change, I
stopped by his office for something
and was directed into a conference
room where he was having a meeting. As I walked in I was a bit surprised to see him seated at the far
end of a long table surrounded by
four standing men. Three were big
intimidating contractor types, the
actual contractors that had built
the first set of models, and the
fourth was his slender rich-kid son,
the project manager that had
brought the others in. His ineptness was the cause of all his father's problems, but that is beside
the point right now.

The builder was actually bent over
a set of contracts with pen in hand
pressing down ready to sign when I
walked in. I said, “Mr. Goodbuilder,
what are you doing.” He said he
was signing an order for a new set
of models. I said, “Excuse me,”
loud and indignantly, “but aren't
these the same contractors that
built the last set and not the builders of the new models we have
been planning?” He said, yes. I
then asked, “Why are you doing
that?” And he said, I don't know.
It was at his son's behest, of
course.
He lifted his pen and did not sign. If
looks could kill. You could have
heard foot stomping a block away
as the contractors left. We later
got the right models, I executed my
marketing plan and the project was
designated the #1 selling manufactured home project of the year in
California.
Sidebar / I received a call during
the next week from a representative of the contractor offering me a
substantial bonus on-the-side, just
between us, if I would just have
Mr. Goodbuilder go ahead on the
order of homes they had put before him (twenty by the way). They
said they could make changes
later. Right. I refused.
“Excuse Me” to the Rescue.
Try it.
41.
Strategy.

Though we reference it most every
day in business, strategy is a term
taken from war. Webster's New
World Dictionary defines strategy
as, “The science of planning and directing large-scale military operations. Of maneuvering forces into
the most advantageous position
prior to actual engagement with
the enemy.”
The enemy, of course, relative to
business is both the customer and
the competition. The battle ground
is both, the playing field of competition where the customer chooses
among rivaling products whether
services or goods, and the minds of
the customers and prospects we
seek to do business with.
When a customer chooses us over
a competitor it means we have
won the battle, maybe the war, of
perception, of differentiation, in
such a degree of magnitude that
we have positioned ourselves as
the advantageous alternate of
choice for whatever action is to
come for no one knows the future.
You see this in geopolitics all the
time: women throwing flowers at
invading forces. People jump ship
and go with the flow of the winner
based on perception. This is the
object of high-level selling.
Some say that strategy is one thing
and marketing another, but they
must be thought of as one to be
successful. Maybe we should coin a
new word for this, something like
“strategicmarketinginization” to
make the point, but this sounds a

little too German and warlike, but
it's growing on me.
A great business without strategy
and a great product without marketing are doomed to failure. Strategicmarketinginization is the key
to success -- Yea, now I like it – but
this is a little too overarching, a little too professorial, how to put this
into action is the question?
The answer is this:
If business is like war, the way to
lead the field, to dominate the
market, and be confident in all undertakings (battles) is to be better
than your competition at one
thing: specialization is the key to
success.
People in all walks of life are impressed by those of us who concentrate on a specific activity or
product. I mean, really, have you
ever stopped to buy a donut from
a baker that advertises “Donuts
and Chinese Food” in their window
though you've seen this a hundred
times? And have you ever stopped
to eat a hamburger within a restaurant whose sign says “Hamburgers and Mexican Food” over the
door though you see this every
now and then too?
Actually, I once did stop to buy and
eat a donut made at a place advertising both donuts and Chinese
food. The donut tasted like fried
shrimp. I didn’t finish it nor did I
ever go back.
Specialists are perceived as experts
and experts are who people want

to do business with. I wouldn't select a brain surgeon before another
because he or she also does dentistry; nor would I hire an interior designer because he or she is also a
house painter; nor would you.
Generalists are rarely given credit
for expertise whatever the field of
endeavor.
This is why we specialize in “Luxury
Home Sales” per Seller Services
Portfolio (.com), and I as a luxury
home sales and marketing professional per Allstate Luxury Home
Sales (.com) and my personal profile, Al Lewis Profile (.com).
I have striven to distinguish I and
we, I/We, from the competition
and to position ourselves in the
minds of the enemy, our beloved
customers, as the alternate of
choice once the local competition,
the big fish in a small pond agents,
eliminate themselves from the
field of endeavor by means of an
expired listing.
This, as you know, is our break-in
strategy; but someone, still, has to
do the marketing, make the contact (remembers strategicmarketinginization) and this is done, as
you know, by you.
We do not profess to list REOs,
NODs, Short Sales, Foreclosures,
Bank Owned Properties, Commercial Real Estate, Land, Affordable
Housing, etc. but specialize in the
sale and marketing of high-end luxury homes priced from $1/Million
to $10/Million or more as opportunities arise.

Suggest otherwise to a seller of
one of these homes and they will
show you the door.
If you want to list and sell at the
“Top” of the market, then capsulize
your efforts to do so in such a way
that your endeavors otherwise are
invisible to that clientele.
The Real Estate Fellowship is that
capsule. Never let yourself be seen
mixing donuts with shrimp.
42.
Words.
I have been thinking a lot the last
few days about words, and I'd like
to close by sharing my recent
thoughts on the subject, but I must
start with life.
Life, I think, because we are immersed in it like a fish in water, is
something we largely take for
granted. We know it's what animates us, that when it leaves we
no longer are referred to as a man
or woman, but instead as a corpse.
This gives me the creeps, though I
know I will one day be just that.
We know it's what animates the
birds and the bees, the flowers and
trees, the grass we walk on and,
even, virus and disease. We know
it's what laughs through us and
what cries when disparaged. Life, it
seems, pushes up through us from
some unknown source and exits all
our pores and portals and, conversely, enters likewise.
We, while alive, are a channel for
this thing we call life.

I have thought about this a million
times, but I had so many synchronistic experiences this last week regarding words, that I have realized
that words, themselves, as
standalone concepts are also channels for life's expression, like we,
and that they too are alive when
animate and corpses when dead.
Recently, among my eye opening
experiences this week, for example, were the following:
1st
Simple, but Elegant.
I was watching an eighteen year
old movie in which David Hasselhoff was mentioned. I hadn't
thought of him in years, then
within a few minutes after the
movie's end, he came up on a different channel in an entirely different context in some strange reference. Weird!
2nd
Odd, but Interesting.
This last Friday I went to a restaurant with a display-cooking counter
and saw a chef put two eggs onto
the grill to fry for an egg sandwich
and pop the yolks with the forefinger of his right hand. Ugh, I
thought, but so what. Then that
evening, again watching a movie, I
saw a chef do the exact same thing
on screen. I had never seen either
happen before. Can you imagine?

3rd
Weird, and Bizarre.

Driving down a very busy thoroughfare near my home, I turned
right onto another and as turning
noticed a flat five-pound barbell
weight lying in the street at the top
of the arc of the turn. I have ridden
motorcycles for years and thought
to myself that this could be dangerous to a rider. While turning,
should a cycle's front wheel happen onto the slippery piece of
metal, the wheel would grab the
weight, slip out from under the
bike and the biker could fall. I
drove about a half-mile before deciding to turnaround to go back to
take this from the street. That
evening, again, while watching a
movie on YouTube made in the
70s, the very first scene of the
movie was a biker zooming down a
thoroughfare, he turned wildly
onto another street and while
turning his front wheel rolled over
a small piece of sheet metal that
the director did a close-up on, the
wheel grabbed it as said and
slipped out from under him, he
crashed and was killed. What are
the odds of my happening on this?
How about infinity to one. This was
truly bizarre.
I haven't mentioned “words” in the
above experiences, but these synchronistic experiences (meaningful
coincidences among unrelated
events) reminded me of the constant refrain of one of America's
top metaphysical thinkers, recently
passed Wayne Dyer, that “What
we think about expands.”

Every time I think about this, I
think about my goals. I can't help
it.

what other proof should I need to
want to do this by choice all the
time?

The tie-in is this:

Words, though not appearing to be
things, I believe are channels, literal pipelines through which life
expresses itself like it does through
you and I, the plants and trees, the
birds and bees; but again, because
we are immersed in them like a
fish in water, we take them for
granted and splash them around as
though they just don't matter.

I have a practice of theming each
of my goals and things I want to experience under a title of a single
word or short phrase, and just
about every time I contemplate the
word or phrase for each I experience a synchronistic event, a flow
of life through the words and
phrases themselves exactly the
same way that life flows through
me. You are familiar with a couple
of these: The Real Estate Fellowship and Turn-around Sales and
Marketing.
I actually believe I experience a
synchronistic event, a flow of life,
in the direction of my contemplations every time I think the
thoughts and think the things I
think by choice, but don't know
what they are because of the
depth of their causation, out of
sight and out of mind for the time
being, but know they will one day
surface.
This “thinking our way to success”
thing is what a Zen Buddhist would
call “doing without doing” and has
been both taught and practiced by
the initiated for thousands of
years. It is said of a wise man that
he can change the world without
leaving his room (his bedroom I
guess). The synchronistic events I
experienced this past week are all I
need to both know and be reminded that this is true. If, sometimes, I think a thing and see it

Stop that, now.
It is by your use of words both
physically pronounced to the world
and quietly flashed in mind one following another in thought like pulsating lights that you will master
strategicmarketinginization and by
doing that, be the master of your
fate.
If this results, in part, in your listing
and selling high-end real estate in
partnership with me, so be it.
The future belongs to those who
create it. Why not do it in style by
doing it without doing, by thinking
your way to success?
Have at It!

43.
Clairvoyant or Wizard?
What we desire does not lie in the
future but in ourselves at this very
moment.
At every moment of our lives we
are either spending a desire that

lies within or investing toward it,
and it is by one or the other that
our desires are put off or realized.
The force within that spends or invests is the vortex of thought, will
and ambition that swirls around in
mind.
To spend, generally, is to lay out
without expectation of return. To
invest, alternately, is to lay out for
a purpose from which a profit is expected. The context of this message is about the transformation of
experience by paying attention to
which you habitually do: spend or
invest.
What faces us each moment,
though it's hard to believe, is
choice (1) Choice to either continue being what we are (spending)
and (2) Choice to progress to what
we want to be (investing).
Balance as always, the middle road
as Buddha would say, is a relevant
consideration regarding this idea.
Sometimes you just want to relax
with a good book or movie, but regarding our daily activities how
many times do we decide to walk
the same walk and talk the same
talk as opposed to venturing out
into the unknown by investing our
mental wherewithal, time, money
and self-esteem to get to where a
desire lies waiting for us to show
up?
Behavioral studies suggest that
more than ninety-percent of our
thoughts, talk and actions are exactly the same as the ones we had
the day before and the day before
that. I can imagine getting by on

just thirty-percent, how about
you? But this would take some effort (investing) in new things.
It is only what is done now that
counts. The present moment does
not recede into the past, it advances into the future to confront
us as spent or invested. This is a
very important concept to consider, let's look at that again.
We usually think goofy, wasted
time, recedes into the past, and
that we can start over at some
time future whenever we feel like
it to build a life and career. Yea?
Ask any flunky about that when
he's forty-five and see if he doesn't
face his past in the present moment every day. The present
doesn't recede into the past, it advances to the future to confront us
as spent or invested.
Thought, it has been said, is the
coin of heaven. Money is one of its
earthly symbols. We should strive
to imbue our present moments
with coins (thoughts) that drive
fearless action toward the attainment of the things we want out of
our life and work; things that build
a family, career and joyful experience. We can choose wisely, if
wanted, what we think and feel for
these are the things that shoot out
into the future to meet us when
the calendar of time and place
bring us together.
When you feel misunderstood,
misused, neglected, suspicious or
afraid, you are spending your
thought energy negatively and

building a negative future. Alternately, whenever you assume the
feeling of being what you want to
be, when you are positive and feel
fearless, you are investing in a future that will picture-out these
thoughts sooner than later.
Not Gone is the Last Moment, but
Oncoming.
The present moment is always ripe
for investing and, in the real world
and within the context of this message, this doesn't cost you a thing.
That's the kind of investment any
intelligent person would pursue.
People, generally, worry about the
future, but not the initiated, those
that know how things work. They
know a blind future is the result of
ignorance of the effect of inner
talking today.
Clairvoyant/wizard. Seer/creator.
These are skills, I'd say, worth pursuing.
Consider Yourself an Initiate.
44.
Respect.
Persons that succeed the most in
real estate are those that create
genuine emotional connections
with the people among which they
live and work. They get up close
and personal with their customers
(buyers) and clients (sellers).
Sidebar / These are the legal distinctions of the two. Listing agents
have lost commissions when challenged by sellers in court because
upon presentation of an offer they

said, “My client this… and My client
that…,” when referencing a buyer's
offer that they also are representing. Buyers are to be referred to as
buyers or customers, and Sellers
are to be referred to as sellers or
clients. The grounds for this are
that “Clients” pay fees, not buyers.
People, though, won't let you get
close and personal unless they respect who you are and what you
do. To enjoy success for the long
haul we need to do more than just
provide a good product and service, we need to engender respect
too, but how to do this?
Doing things well and doing what
we say we will do is a sure path to
both gaining and maintaining respect, that is obvious, but maybe
there is a code of conduct we can
adhere to as well such as this:
Perform / Respect grows out of
performance. Performance at each
and every interaction. Peak performance is the main path to gaining
respect. Never let down your guard
for an instant. Be aware that when
with customers, clients or associates your performance is being observed. It is your job to perform.
Do it and you will gain and maintain respect.
Innovate / Innovation just means
continuous improvement of your
product and service. If, as you may
have read among my writings, you
realize that your product is “relationships” and your byproducts are
listings and sales, then always work

to improve your relationship building practices and skills. People will
see this and respect you for it.
Go the Distance / Going the distance is the price of respect. Today's buyers and sellers judge you
at every encounter, every interaction and will punish you for not going the distance; scuffed shoes,
even, could lead to one or the
other not doing business with you
because you just didn't go the distance preparing for a meeting.
Commit to going the distance in all
things to get and grow respect.
Be Easy / The increasing complexity of business has raised the
stakes of who will survive and who
will fail in business today, especially in real estate. Make things
easy. Be easy to do business with,
easy to talk to. Always compliment
and apologize for anything and
everything you can and you will
find that people seek you out when
they need counsel and service relative to the buying or selling of
property. They will respect you for
being easy to do business with and
will do business with you because
of it.
Expose Yourself / People can only
respect you if they know who you
are and are in a relationship with
you. This is the reason for our goto service. Real estate is a go-to
business and specifically not a
come-to business. If you want respect, go get it. Don't wait for people to come to you.
Put Up Fences / Reputations built
over a lifetime can be destroyed in

an instant. Buyers and Sellers today are ruthless if you let them
down. So don't. Jealously guard
both your personal and business
life, what people see and don't see,
what is and isn't their business;
and, know, that you are not required to answer a question just
because someone asks it. Just say,
“Somethings I keep to myself.”
Lead the Pack / Being out front can
be lonely, but the front runner is
always held in high regard. This
means that you will be in the field
a lot, in neighborhoods and homes
talking with people as though they
were your friends that really are
not your friends except from a
business point of view. This can be
lonely, I know. This is why you do
not do this 24/7, but only once or
twice or three times a week a few
hours at a time. Done this way, it is
a joy and not a burden and a task
you can enjoy years on end. Work
smart. When you decide when and
how you will work with people, the
people you work with will respect
you for this.
Be Truthful / Be open and admit
mistakes. Covering up will get you
every time. A principle I learned
early on is that, “The truth always
works best.” Just tell the truth, say
“I don't know,” or “Wow, that didn't work, did it?” when you need
to. It's not your job to make things
perfect, you're not the Creator, so
quit trying to be it and covering up
when things just don't go the way
wanted. Just help people buy and
sell real estate. Help doesn't imply
anything other than a helping

hand. Don't take on burdens that
are not yours. People always respect people that just front-up. Be
a front-upper.
Earn Trust / Buyers and sellers
want to trust you. They want you
to remain true to the goals and objectives you share with them. Endeavor to practice what you
preach, to do the things you say
you will do. Reliability, a thing totally incorporeal, and respect are
mutually arisen; both are free.
Come 'on now, don't say yea I
know, duh, to these things just because they represent the same old
positive attitude kinds of things
you've heard and read about all
your adult life. I'd say beginning
with your parents, then your preschool leaders and kindergarten
teacher, and followed by your
high-school babysitters and college
professors, that you've heard and
read them stated one way or another over and over again decades
on end. This is because respect is a
good thing to have and people that
have it, your leaders in all disciplines, want you to have it too.
So without having to join the army
to be all you can be, be all you can
be in real estate. This starts by paying attention to the little things
that earn respect. One thing always follows another.
Respect, just a little bit, goes a long
way.
Go get it.
45.

Past, Present and Future.
If you want to start selling real estate again, I say again because,
maybe, that is something you have
done successfully before but not
for a while, or start selling real estate now for the first time, either
way, if you want to sell real estate
in the manner of one transaction
following another without delay,
you must (1) Let go of the Future
(2) Ignore the Present and (3) Embrace the Past.
Technically, a successful selling career follows successful listing. I
have written extensively about this
in one or more articles about listing and selling found with The Fellowship Library and, except to
mention it here because it relates
to the object of this discourse, you
can explore that premise in greater
detail on your own by perusing the
articles mentioned.
First Things First / Neither you nor
your clients, sellers, are commodities. You nor they are a Rolex
watch, a Louis Vuitton purse, a Michael Kors sweater, a Maytag dishwashing machine, a Hoover vacuum cleaner, a Black and Decker
electric drill, a Harley Davidson motorcycle, a 500SE Mercedes Benz,
an ounce of gold or an ingot of silver. All these things can be found
online and because they all are
commodities, lifeless and exactly
alike, the retailer offering the lowest price on each gets the most
sales depending on locale for convenient pickup, availability and/or
delivery time. In California, out of
state vendors have a big advantage

over, even, local retailers with
stock on hand because they can
sell and deliver their products without having to charge sales tax.
Lifeless, all alike, are the intrinsic
qualities of a commodity. I wouldn't think you would like to be classified that way and I am sure of
this of your clients, but this is what
modern day media is attempting to
do to you: to minimize your value
as an individual and commoditize
your service.
That is the object of the “Preferred” agent status, however
named, sold to you at great cost by
Zillow, Trulia, Realtor.com, etc. as
though a seller can cherry pick an
agent from photo, locale and numbers of homes sold status to list
their home with; this has nothing
at all to do with your efficacy: your
ability to produce results nor your
commitment to service. Possibly a
lifeless numbskull seller with no
heart or personality, a cog-in-awheel Nineteen Eighty-Four drone
would do this; but they, even, in
today's Big Brother society are far
and few between: widely scattered.
Sidebar / In George Orwell's classic
novel, Nineteen Eighty-Four (1984),
a man loses his identity while living
under a repressive regime attempting through control to commoditize
its citizens.
Even women (wives) sold over the
internet commodity style require
their would-be benefactors (husbands) to fly to their homelands
from wherever to wherever to woo

and warm their hearts the old fashioned way: flowers, candy, dinner
and dancing to get to know each
other. The courtships are short, but
courtships they are nevertheless.
Marriages that shortcut this very
basic relationship-building process
seldom workout.
I must retreat now to an old Idea I
have covered elsewhere: Aunts,
Uncles and Cousins.
Sellers at the top of the market
first-and-foremost list with a trustworthy known business quantity
the first time they go on the market: a person with a magnitude of
perceived quality of experience
and service derived from working
their neighborhood or locale for
some years or decades running
they personally know. Circumventing this are out of area friends, acquaintances, partners, aunts, uncles or cousins they know in real
estate that by their relationship get
the listing because of the relationship and nothing else. I group all of
these under the category of Aunts,
Uncles and Cousins. Except when
you are one of these, you're out.
Sidebar / A no cost or time investment break-in strategy, of course,
per our unique selling proposition,
Turnaround Sales and Marketing, is
to come along second in line after a
listing with one of the above expires and the door, possibly, is open
for an upstart outsider that comes
from nowhere with program in
hand to earn and gain trust that
leads to a program look over and
listing anew.

Your object, then, if you want to
start selling real estate now as said,
through listing, is to become an
Aunt, Uncle or Cousin to as many
prospective sellers as you can, fast
as you can by some means of initial
contact and follow-up to establish
a relationship that matures to that
status and, not, to try with money
and time to establish yourself as a
commodity that can be selected
and bought online without effort
on your part; but you know, that's
the false dream the internet
pounds us with daily.
When something is apodictic:
clearly established in such a way
that it must be beyond dispute;
when something is ubiquitous: present or found everywhere; and
when something is ineluctable: unable to be resisted or avoided, it's
hard to put off. The internet and its
ways and means qualify on all
counts.
To Start Selling Real Estate Now
(and Never Stop) . . .
You've Got to Forget the Future /
The internet hype created by deskbound techies that don't even have
girlfriends except the commodities
of such they relate to on ygirl.com,
if there is such a thing, I made that
up, and you've got to . . .
Ignore the Present / Thinking
you're in the flow by establishing
yourself on Facebook, Twitter,
Linkedin, Pinterest, Google Plus+,
Tumblr, Instagram, VK, Flickr, Vine,
Meetup, Tagged, Ask, MeetMe and
ClassMates, the top fifteen social

networking sites, and you've got
to . . .
Embrace the Past / Know that human nature doesn't change in a
mere twenty years' time, the measly amount of time that has passed
since the internet sort of went
commercially public, that people
are still and always will be relationship oriented; even in Nineteen
Eighty-Four the protagonist strove
to break free of government control to pursue love.
It's rare to hear that you will be
more successful at what you want
to do in life by embracing the past
as opposed to the present and future, but real estate is a people
business and people, whatever
they want and need, do business
with people they know.
This all starts with “Hello” and,
well, I know you know the rest.
Let Go of the Future.
Ignore the Present. Embrace
the Past.
46.
Make the Call, Be
A Hero.
Grab and Call.
I once heard a long forgotten sales
instructor say “Make the call, be a
hero.”
Though I have forgotten who said
it, I think of that often when putting off calls I know I should make.
Sometimes I continue to procrastinate every way possible, but morethan-not grab my phone's handset

and input the number of the person I have been putting off calling
without forethought of what I will
say when he or she answers. I just
grab and call.
Think of this as the principle of
“Grab and Call.”
What, after all, in a conversation
can arise by doing this that you or I
can't spontaneously handle?
Thinking you will ever know what
you will say “next” in a conversation is absurd, even when following
a script. You don't know what you
will read in the next sentence of
this article any more than you
know what you will say next in a
conversation whether of a business
or personal nature; of what good,
then, is some extraordinary preparation that is procrastination?
When the result of calls thus made
turn out to be something benefitting both the prospects I call on
and myself, I as the instigator am
the hero of the situation and so the
saying “Make the call, be a hero.”
If things don't turn out well, well
then, like Edison's one-thousand
plus trials before finding the magic
formula for getting a light bulb to
work, you essentially did a similar
thing for the prospect you called
on: by allowing them to eliminate
you, you helped them get one step
closer to finding some person or
thing that will get them to where
they want to go, and isn't this customer service too?

Just imagine there's a scorecard
being kept somewhere that will ultimately benefit you for your sacrificial service. Every call, therefore,
is a good call but you have to make
the call to win either way.
Make the call, be a hero.
Zero-Plus Prospecting.
The sum total of all calls not made
is zero. I think you can agree with
that.
One call made whether by phone
or door is, therefore, zero plus one:
a hundred-percent gain.
There is no such thing as a percent
of a call made; I mean, how can
you call on a hundredth of a prospect? This can't be done, so a single call made is always a hundredpercent gain over zero calls made.
Plus two, therefore, is a two-hundred percent gain over zero calls
made and so forth up to ten calls
made which is a thousand-percent
gain over zero. Extrapolate that to
infinity.
Every call whatever the outcome,
as I have explained, is a good call.
One thing always follows another,
so think of it that way and you'll
experience it. This may sound like
nonsense, but every spiritual
teacher from Jesus to Olsteen, and
every influential thinker from Aristotle to Dyer have at one time or
another said “What you think
about expands.”
This being true, your path to success is clear: Grab and Call.

Businesses today operate on such
thin margins that it's no wonder
they are constantly going bankrupt. Grocery stores, for example,
operate on a one-percent profit
margin. This doesn't sound like
much, but it's a lot of profit when
they sell a billion dollars' worth of
product, which they do, but no
profit upon just a bit of miscalculation; a bit of human error here and
there can put their lights out.
Imagine what their profits would
be if they could work on the zeroplus principle like we? Wow.
Stop and Go.
The law of success which supersedes all intellection is that good
habits are the key to success:
highly potent, doubtless acts of intent and will designed to shape
and mold personal experience, repeated.
Grab and Call is exactly that, a
highly potent, doubtless act of intent and will designed to shape
and mold personal experience;
done habitually, success follows
whatever the endeavor.
Stop and Go is the same principle
in action, but one I put into practice in the field rather than at my
desk. When in the field calling on
home owners to discuss the sale of
their homes, I have developed the
habit of “Stop and Go” to overcome fear rousing thoughts and
self-doubt that always seem to be
dredged up from the sewers of my
mind when pulling up to a neighborhood or house I intend to visit.

The practice involves my driving up
to an address intended, parking,
and in one smooth motion beginning the moment I lift my foot
from the brake, turning off the engine, turning to the door, opening
it, sliding out of my car with materials in hand and walking to the
door without forethought of what
will come: thus Stop and Go.
Speed and fluidity, I have found, is
the key to success in this endeavor.
Success is found in and through action, it's a go-to experience. It
rarely comes-to you or I, we have
to go get it. I think of success as expected, wanted results and have
found that it is most efficiently experienced through quick, small,
simple, complete acts of intent and
will designed to shape and mold
personal experience, repeated.
(Did I just repeat that, again?)
Grab and Call, Stop and Go are
these exactly.
The law of success which enfolds
all others is that we experience
more of the reality that dominates
our thoughts and actions than any
other.
Make the Call, Be a Hero.
47.
Principles / Strategies
Tactics

The largest corporations in the
world are not immune to this but,
still, in spite of investing hundreds
of millions of dollars in product
launches they sometimes fail to adhere to it thinking money spent on
attention-getting advertising put
together by twenty-three year old
creatives inside some agency will
sell any product to any targeted
market; because of this, products
come and go like leaves in the
wind: some big like whole car lines,
some small like phones and tablets. You have to know how things
work, the principles, to grow programs that work.
The Rules.
Principles / A principle is a fundamental truth or proposition that
serves as the foundation for a system or belief or behavior or for a
chain of reasoning leading to some
wanted result.
Principles always work in accordance with the conditions provided
for their fulfillment (1) Strategies
(2) Tactics and (3) Action.
Strategies / A strategy is a plan of
action or policy designed to
achieve a major overall aim; it is
the art of planning and directing
overall operations and movements
of one kind or another.

Every great marketing program is
made up of three elements:

Strategies always work in accordance with the conditions provided
for their fulfillment (1) Tactics and
(2) Action.

(1) Principles (2) Strategies and
(3) Tactics. Think of this as the law,
meaning “the” law of marketing.

Tactics / A tactic is the action derived out of a carefully planned
strategy to achieve a specific end;

it is the art of organized operations
executed with clockwork proficiency and regularity.
Tactics always work in accordance
with the conditions provided for
their fulfillment (1) Action.
We at Real Estate Professionals
World Enterprise Marketing, our
associates, affiliates, marketing
partners and licensees have two
strategies founded on principles,
and two sets of tactics we execute
to fulfill each to get to where want
to go in real estate.
The First... is our twelve-step luxury home sales and marketing program we call the Seller Services
Portfolio, presented in-house to
sellers as our – Talking Points –
how we turn slow-sale real estate
into fast-sale real estate. The infield portfolio – The Listing Book –
outlines the principles such as “The
Secret of Success” and “The Money
Door” upon which the strategies
are structured chapter-by-chapter,
but not the tactics. The tactics are
shared with both sellers and marketing partners in-house.
The action-oriented tactics are outlined on a – Fast-Sale Marketing
Worksheet – a detailed marketing
program personalized for each
house listed. This is not published
or distributed anywhere within our
program because, essentially, it is
our secret weapon for both gaining
listings and marketing the listings
gained week-to-week until sold.
The Second... is The Wealth
Agenda and the 50/50/50 for Fifty
Plan: Our strategic marketing plan

for getting in front of sellers to present the Seller Services Portfolio,
Strategies and Tactics we execute
to get them to where they want to
go with the sale of their property.
The high-end listing break-in strategy for marketing partners new to
our program follows this pattern
(1) We select fifty sellers that own
a home that experienced an expired listing within a time-frame of
nine-months past that have not yet
re-listed (2) We call on these fifty
in person and once contacted (3)
We follow-up these fifty to develop
relationships that will lead to a
program look over (a listing
presentation) when the time to go
back on the market comes again
(90% re-list within nine-months)
and (4) It is our objective by doing
this to list and sell enough properties within a twelve-month period
to add up to an average income of
$50,000 a month each: The
50/50/50 for Fifty Plan.
The principles upon which this
strategy and its tactics are based
are that (1) Real estate for listing
agents is a go-to business and not a
come-to business (we go to them,
they do not come to us) and that
(2) It is relationship-oriented activity that leads to the creation of a
pipeline of sellers that will list with
we each individually like aunts, uncles and cousins without undue effort, cost or time to achieve when
they decide to sell.
Sidebar / Once listings are gained
within any particular community,
area or neighborhood, it is the list-

ing agent’s choice to pursue strategies and tactics that differ from the
break-in strategy to establish
themselves as a local area representative by means appropriate to
that end.
Understanding the Principles,
Strategies, Tactics thing is fundamental to working with intelligence
and not time and money to get to
where you want to go in real estate; and it is fundamental to developing a mind-set that does not
let setbacks or disappointment of
any kind alter or deter you from
achieving your wish: To be Successful in Real Estate.
Principles appropriately translated
into strategies, and strategies appropriately translated into tactics,
and tactics appropriately translated into action always result in
success. It is mandated by creation
itself.
If a political candidate wants to win
an election, he or she has to have
strategies about how to win and
means (tactics) for doing it. This is
just common sense. When marketing a product, whether self or service, you need to know how things
work – the principles that underscore your strategies and tactics –
just like a politician must have a
grasp of the issues important to
their constituents.
Defined principles, strategies and
tactics are the things that will keep
you focused. Vendors of multitudinous eye-catching products, programs and media attack you daily
with business enhancing products

– essentially strategies and tactics
sure to double, triple or quadruple
your business – but most are not
based on principles that validate
the activity and thus time and
money are wasted by agents that
pursue them.
Competitors have the same influence on you. I mean, if they are doing this or that then this or that
must work, why else would they be
doing this or that, goes the reasoning. Copycat marketing is the surest and fastest way to spend your
time and money on fruitless activities that strip you of resources like,
maybe, copycat betting in Las Vegas. Try this and see what you end
up with.
When considering some product,
service or activity relative to listing
and selling real estate, always
check it against the principles that
underscore success in real estate
and time-tested strategies and tactics for actualizing them in your experience. This will keep you clean.
There is no real art to marketing.
Get that out of your head and stop
thinking you need to be creative to
be successful. Everything works at
least a little bit, but what works a
lot are strategies that put you on
the playing field in front of sellers
with portfolio in hand talking real
estate.
Ignore This at Your Peril.

48.
Selfishness.
True selfishness is the very core of
success teaching and of success.
If you are not selfish enough to
care about how you feel or how
you are doing or about what you
do and have, if you are not willing
to continually redirect your
thought and actions to personal
growth and gain, you cannot come
into alignment with principles,
strategies, tactics and actions that
will manifest success in your experience: expected, wanted results.
The less you are in alignment with
these things, the less power you
have over your life. This is unselfish
go nowhere self-interest; congratulations if that's what you want.
Selfishly adhere to them and life
unfolds as you want. This is selfish
self-serving get to where you want
to go self-interest; congratulations
if that is what you want.
True success is a selfish alignment
with the true expanded version of
you that you want: selfish alignment with your desires, your confidence, your knowledge, your spiritual orientation, your love, your
wants and wishes whether they be
corporeal (things) or incorporeal
(something not a thing like love or
a relationship).
It is inside a self-centered vision of
self that the Law of Attraction assembles and is loosed on the
world, and only through a self-centered vision of self that you can get

the things you want by helping
other people get what they want.
Altogether, this is what has been
called enlightened self-interest.
Go Ahead, Be Selfish.
I Dare You.
49.
Stay Motivated.
Think Rich / Get Rich / Be Rich
The information I will share herein
is practical, not philosophical. It's
intended for men and women
whose most pressing want and
need is for money; those who wish
to get rich first, and philosophize
afterward. It's for those who have,
so far, found neither the time, the
means, nor even the interest to go
deeply into the study of metaphysics, but who want results and who
are willing to take the conclusions
of philosophy, religion and science
as a basis for action, without going
into all the processes by which
those conclusions were reached.
It's expected that the listener will
take the fundamental statements
of faith and science on faith just as
he would take statements concerning a law of electrical action put
forth by Marconi or Edison on faith
and prove their truth by acting
upon them without fear or hesitation.
Every person that does this with
the information provided in this series will get rich; for the science
herein applied is an exact science,
and failure is impossible. For the
benefit, however, of those who

wish to investigate philosophical
theories and so secure a logical basis for faith, I will here cite certain
authorities.
The monistic theory of the Universe that One is All and that All is
One; that one Substance manifests
itself as the seeming many elements of the material world is of
Hindu origin, and has been gradually winning its way into the
thought of the western world for
three hundred years. It's the foundation of all the Eastern philosophies, and of those of Descartes,
Spinoza, Leibnitz, Schopenhauer,
Hegel, and our own home grown
Emerson.
The plan of action laid down herein
was deduced from the conclusions
of philosophy; it has been thoroughly tested, and bears the supreme test of practical experiment;
it works. If you wish to know how
the conclusions were arrived at,
read the writings of the authors
mentioned and others they cite.
The Right to Be Rich.
Whatever may be said in praise of
poverty, the fact remains that it's
not possible to live a really complete or successful life unless one is
rich. No man can rise to his greatest possible height in talent or soul
development unless he has plenty
of money; for to unfold the soul
and to develop talent he must have
many things to use, and he cannot
have these things unless he has
money to buy them with.
A man develops in mind, soul, and
body by making use of things, and

society is so organized that man
must have money in order to become the possessor of things;
therefore, the basis of all advancement for man must be the science
of getting rich.
The object of all life is development; and everything that lives has
an inalienable right to all the development it is capable of attaining. A
tree, after all, will grow to as tall as
it can get subject to the resources
it has at hand to do this, why
shouldn't we as well.
In this article, I will not speak of
riches in a figurative way; to be really rich does not mean to be satisfied or contented with a little. No
man or woman ought to be satisfied with a little if he or she is capable of using and enjoying more.
The purpose of Nature is the advancement and unfoldment of life
to its fullest potential and every
man and woman should have all
that can contribute to this.
The man who has all he wants for
the living of all the life he is capable of living is rich; and no man
who has not plenty of money can
have all he wants. This is fact, not
fiction.
Modern life is so complex that
even the most ordinary man or
woman requires a great amount of
wealth in order to live in a manner
that even approaches completeness. If, therefore, success in life is
becoming what you want to be,
logic dictates that you can become
what you want to be only by making use of things and you can have

the free use of things only as you
become rich enough to buy them.
To understand the science of getting rich, therefore, is the most essential of all knowledge. There's
nothing wrong in wanting to get
rich is the whole point of this dialogue. The desire for riches is really
the desire for a richer, fuller, more
abundant life; and that desire is
praise worthy. Have I said enough
about this?
There are three motives for which
we live; we live for the body, we
live for the mind, and we live for
the soul. Not one of these is better
or holier than the other; all are desirable, and not one of the three-body, mind, or soul--can live fully if
either of the others is cut short of
full life and expression. It's not
right or noble to live only for the
soul and deny mind or body; and
it's wrong to live for the intellect
and deny body or soul.
We are all acquainted with the
consequences of living for the body
and denying both mind and soul;
and we see that real life means the
complete expression of all that
man can give forth through body,
mind, and soul. Whatever he can
say, no man can be really happy or
satisfied unless his body is living
fully in every function, and unless
the same is true of his mind and his
soul. Wherever there is unexpressed possibility, or function not
performed, there is unsatisfied desire (desire is possibility seeking expression, or function seeking performance).

Man cannot live fully in body without good food, comfortable clothing, and warm shelter; and without
freedom from excessive toil. Rest
and recreation are also necessary
to his physical life. He cannot live
fully in mind without intellectual
resources and time to study them,
without opportunity for travel and
observation, or without intellectual
companionship.
To live fully in mind he must have
intellectual recreations, and must
surround himself with all the objects of art and beauty he is capable of using and appreciating. To
live fully in soul, man must have
love; and love is denied expression
by poverty.
A man's highest happiness is found
in the bestowal of benefits on
those he loves; love finds its most
natural and spontaneous expression in giving. The man who has
nothing to give cannot fill his place
as a husband or father, as a citizen,
or as a man. It is in the use of material things that a man finds full
life for his body, develops his mind,
and unfolds his soul. It is therefore
of supreme importance to him that
he should Think Rich, Get Rich, and
Be Rich.
It is perfectly right that you should
desire to be rich; if you are a normal man or woman you cannot
help doing so. It is perfectly right
that you should give your best attention to methods for gaining
wealth, for it is the noblest and
most necessary of all studies.
Think Rich. Get Rich. Be Rich.

50.
Less Is More.
The per-capita consumption of advertising in America today is about
$560 a year for every man, woman
and child alive. This is so many trillions of dollars that it is unreasonable to even state it.
If you personally spent $1-Million a
year on advertising in Orange
County alone, you would hit the
average consumer with about 31Cents worth of advertising a year:
that’s if you spent a million dollars
hard cash in twelve-month’s time. I
don’t think you could compete effectively even doing this. I see organizations try now and then, but
they don’t last long and soon disappear.
In an overcommunicated society
like the US, to even talk of the impact of your marketing on some local market or area is to seriously
overestimate your impact on the
mind of the consumer. Over valuing one’s impact on anything in
business is just an ego-centered
way of looking at things. No one
else sees you how you see yourself.
In an overcommunicated environment, the only way to actually
have impact is to concentrate on a
narrow target-market made up of
select groups, if not select individuals, and to communicate with them
in such a way as to create relationships that will lead to doing business one individual at a time. Doing
this methodically, one contact at a
time, over time will develop a pool

of people that will do business with
you because of the relationship
and not the marketing, or a pipeline of business that will reach far
into the future: one always becomes two, and two/four, and
four/eight, and eight/sixteen, and
sixteen/thirty-two, and thirtytwo/sixty-four, and sixty-four/onehundred and twenty-four, and so
forth. Now we’re talking real numbers.
We, as individuals, are so bombarded by advertising that we have
to create screens for rejecting it. In
neuro-psychology this is taken care
of by what is called the ReticularActivating-System: a neural system
of the brain that helps mediate
transition from relaxed wakefulness to high-attention. Mostly we
function in relaxed wakefulness until something particularly important to survival stimulates highattention such as an oncoming car
entering our lane. All wants and
needs, though, however trivial trigger the survival complex (I have to
have it or else). This is how advertising gets through, but unless advertising is targeted to a very small
target market or, as said, to even
specific individuals it’s hit or miss
and, thus, just represents the burning of money. White bread, run-ofthe-mill, self-centered me too advertising is filtered out, ignored or
trashed as fast as it comes in.
The Reticular-Activating-System
only lets information vital to survival through to high-attention
awareness, though, again, however
trivial: an auto for one, perfume

for another; and, thus, operates on
what I like to call a predisposition
to this or that: something already
in mind. Our job, then, is what I call
“Predisposition Marketing.” What’s
in it for them or “What’s In It for
Me” self-interest marketing is the
key to success, the hoe that forges
a path through the Reticular-Activating-System. Do this a way that
stands out from the crowd and
you’ll wind up the last man standing.
Ah, but that’s the problem, isn’t it?
How to stand out from the crowd:
forty-thousand active agents in San
Diego County, all creative go getters; sixty-thousand active agents
in Orange County; one-hundredtwenty thousand active agents in
Los Angeles County; and so forth.
The only way to survive mentally in
an overcommunicated society
awash in advertising everywhere
one turns, looks or listens is with
an oversimplified mind; not in reality, but figuratively as though one
walked Times Square in New York
with blinders on.
The Reticular-Activating-System
effects this. Think of it as the best
funded system in the human body:
the power’s on twenty-four/seven,
cars are racing, tanks are rolling,
guns are blazing, and horses are
stampeding to-and-fro with riders
focused on devising way of keeping
the boogieman (junk advertising
and every other kind of miss-communication) out. Anything is possible in mind. Slim paths to high-attention exist but only for oversimplified high-value messages

deemed relevant to survival. Once
in, though, like seeds that sprout
flowers, attention blooms as selfinterest is stimulated: an advertised product or the advertiser,
him or herself, takes root in mind.
You can imagine what follows.
Glittering generalities and self-centered braggadocio have become
the gold standard of advertising in
real estate, but if I’m even partially
right about what I have shared
above, the chances of advertising
like this getting past the swashbuckle of mind at work protecting
itself from future harm are slim.
The key, then, of succeeding in
penetrating an oversimplified mind
and its defense mechanisms is with
an oversimplified message, slim
enough to slip through. Hmm, let
me see here, what can I use as an
example of this?
Hold for a moment, please, while I
dig into my bag of tricks. Oh yes,
this is what I am looking for, a perfect example of a simple media
with a simple message focused on
a relevant self-centered survivalinterest of a very narrow targeted
market (an individual that experience an expired listing) predisposed to finding a purveyor of a
program or service that can get
them to where they want to go.
Here, it’s just this little
post card, 4.25” x 5.5” in size,
headlined:
Turnaround Sales and Marketing
The sub-head reads:

How to Turn Slow-Sale Real Estate
(An Expired Listing) Into Fast-Sale
Real Estate (A Closed Escrow)
The body copy reads:
You can get anything you want in
real estate if you realize they are
gained by bold and enterprising
sales and marketing that move
through the market like juggernauts: unstoppable forces that
crush whatever are in their path.
Sell at the top of the market, first,
in your neighborhood irrespective
of price, place or conditions of the
time.
Real Estate Professionals World
Enterprise Marketing / Our programs and strategies both local
and outreach, personalized to (1)
Your house (2) The local market
and (3) The international community, stretch and break the boundaries of the mass-solution to real estate sales practiced by conventional area-bound agents, companies and franchise giants. Leadership, a structured program and
personal involvement will distinguish our service.
The base of the backside reads:
To Do Better You Have to Get Better / There’s a great difference between putting a home on the market and marketing a home. Should
you go on the market again with
the same company or a similar local area agent who had equal access to MLS the whole time your
house was for sale whose combined magic, when you get down
to it, is just the multiple listing service, it’s likely you’ll have the same

experience again and go another
six-months or longer unsold. Call
any time to talk. You’ll always be
glad you took action on this.
Conclusion.
There’s other information on the
card, an introductory website for
example and contact info, but this
is enough for now. This is a perfect
example of an oversimplified message about a big program designed
to stimulate the survival instinct
and self-interest of a narrow target
market, so narrow, in fact, that it
can be a single targeted individual;
but its real purpose and formidable
power is found in its use by a
street-smart agent that visits the
individual mentioned in person
with card in hand to discuss the
program it represents.
Then, after doing that (visiting with
the targeted individual), its influence on mind grows as it is sent by
mail biweekly to remind the prospect of both the program and the
agent’s interest in providing the
service it represents, followed-up,
again, by a visit to talk after every
third card mailed. Eventually, the
wall of resistance tumbles, a relationship is built and, from that,
business is transacted.
While other real estate companies
and agents spend thousands of
dollars, even tens-of-thousands of
dollars, devising advertising, websites, print media, signboards, etc.
made up of glittering generalities
and self-centered braggadocio to
stimulate non-targeted sellers to
call on them to come list their

houses, you can list all the houses
you want by spending just a few
cents on the card defined above
and making a few in-person calls
here and there.
This is Working with
Intelligence and Not Time and
Money to Get Where You Want to
Go in Real Estate.
51.
The Pillars of Success
I have the following posted on the
backside of my Daily Activities
Worksheet. I look it over once in a
while to help keep me focused on
things that count. Among them are
things like Marketing, Positioning,
Goals, and Leadership.
The Pillars of Success
(1) The sole purpose of marketing
is to sell more of your product or
service to more people, more often. Always think source of business: where will your next sale and
dollar of profit come from and how
will you get it? Define principles
and execute strategies, tactics and
actions for getting it.
(2) Set goals, desired results, that
you can envision, plan and commit
to achieving: personal and organizational end-points within reasonable time frames.
(3) Position and brand every idea,
program, product and service you
come up with.
(4) Figure out how you want to
position yourself, your company,
its products and services in the

minds of consumers relative to
competing companies, products
and services: professional vs. amateur, first, last, best, biggest, smallest, most expansive, far reaching,
comprehensive, structured, authoritative, intelligent, responsive,
efficacious, local, regional, national, global, etc. A well-positioned company, one that clearly
articulates what it does, why it is
relevant and how it is different, will
beat the competition that has a
comparable offering.
Positioning is the function of marketing that focuses on the problem
of getting heard in an over-communicated society, of standing out
from the crowd. Only a tiny fraction of what pours in, ends up in
the mind of the receiver. The best
approach to take in an over-communicated society is an oversimplified message. Sharpen your message to cut into the mind. Scrap
ambiguities, simplify the message,
and then simplify it more if you
want to make a long-lasting impression. Concentrate on the perceptions of the prospect and not
the reality of the products or services you offer whatever their
quality or efficacy.
The Mantle of Leadership / To be
recognized as a leader, you have to
do what a leader does: lead. In the
business of positioning, the perception of leadership is something
you can cash at the bank. When
your customers are impressed by
your mantle of leadership, you will
always do better than your competition.

(5) Create images for your brands.
Build your brands by using all the
elements of image: trademark image, product image, user image,
usage image and associative image.
Constantly refresh your brands and
strategies to maximize sales. Constantly evaluate packaging, promotion, distribution and advertising;
be open to change, but not for
change sake alone.
(6) Constantly refresh your products and services by giving your
customers more and more reasons
to buy. Refine and expand your
portfolio, presentation and pitch to
do this.
(7) Global brands are built on the
establishment of local markets
globally. Know your customers in
each market and market to their
wants, needs and desires.
(8) Once you have saturated an existing market, you have to move
into new areas, but not at the expense and profitability of the existing market. Fish where the fish are.
Concentrate your sales efforts on
consumers who are willing, able
and already buying your products
and services. Grow these markets,
but always go to new markets with
vigor.
(9) Constantly test, measure and
record the results of everything
you do.
(10) Hire professionals, not amateurs, lots of them, because it is
through people, lots of them, that
your company can expand and
your markets grow. Make sure eve-

rybody in your organization understands the strategy, the destination, and the business objectives,
but let them execute their way.
They, after all, will only do it that
way anyway.
(11) Find the best available marketing professionals culled from any
profession or business and invite
them create a job for themselves in
your organization. Ask, “How can
you make money with my program, products and services?”
When they answer, boldly go
where no man has gone before.
(12) Do all of this in lots of different markets.
52.
Moms to Mimosas.
An article published in California
Real Estate Magazine at the time of
this writing, October, 2016, caught
my eye.
It was about a successful listing
agent, Rachel Adams, in Roseville,
California, and what she did to find
success closing 39 transactions her
first year in real estate at the age
of 26; 100 transactions her second
year in the business; and 123 transactions her third year.
She credited her success to knocking on two-hundred doors a week
each year and to building a database of prospective clients from
zero to more than 4,500 in threeto-four years’ time. She is working
with a team, though, so these
numbers, both the doors and closings, are clouded a bit by that.

Important, though, to my interest
in Rachel is that two-hundred
doors a week comes to something
like ten-thousand doors a year and
a closing ratio of one out of every
256 doors her first year in real estate; one out of 100 doors her second year; and one out of 81 doors
her third.
I was taught by master lister,
Tom Hopkins, early in my career,
some forty-years ago, to expect to
get one listing out of 100 doors
knocked as an average and
achieved that exact rate in my experience; and she, now, forty-years
later, is proving that ratio still to be
true and doable.
Some things in “sales” never
change, but today’s professionals,
and I use that word sarcastically,
are doing everything they can to
sidestep the in-field, door-to-door,
facc-to-face sales activity that results in listings taken and sales
achieved by means of internetoriented lead-generation systems
conceived and programmed by
desk-bound techies that have
never listed or sold a house themselves in their entire lives.
Two-hundred doors a week is only
about forty doors a day. This can
be done in two hours’ time provided you have brief conversations
with owners met along the way. If
you are chatty or have longer conversations with prospective-sellers
that surface, it could take three
hours.
Having “conversations” with forty
sellers a day is vastly different than

forty-doors a day because, as you
know, not everyone is home. If you
were to only count “conversations”
and not doors, than this could take
from three-to-four hours a day because you would have to knock on
at least twice as many doors to do
this.
Either way, this is only part-time
work because, relative to sales,
strictly speaking, it is only client
contact that counts. Administrative
matters that arise from actually
taking listings, marketing, followup, selling the listings gained, and
coordinating closings shouldn’t
take more that another four-hours
daily. If it does, hire an assistant,
but don’t give your commissions
away to a team. This is my thinking, but back to Rachel.
The article went on to say that she
now, as a top producer, is making
presentations across the country to
brokerages on everything from
door-knocking scripts to the 3Ls -leads, listings, and leverage -- and
that she has co-written a book
called “Lost to Found in 90 Days”
about finding the power within to
transform her life, and has created
a program about how to take
charge of your life in ninety-days
that she intends to market globally.
All a distracting waste of time.
She did nothing to empower
her life. It’s a slippery road, but
money does that and money alone.
Were she an heiress, she would
have thought little about going
into real estate.

What she did was seek money
through real estate by knocking on
forty-doors a day to get listings.
Everything sells, eventually, so
there’s no magic to that and
money pours in. There you have it.
The magic formula to self-empowerment. [Start a seminar.]
She also hosts a “Moms to Mimosas” event quarterly, whatever that
is, sponsors a canned food drive
during the holidays, hosts a children’s coat collection for something, and a pancake breakfast
with Santa, so on and so forth.
I have seen many Rachels in my
time in real estate. Many, many.
Virtually all come and go because,
once the ego is fired-up, the thing,
the grassroots effort that is sales
that made them successful is hard
to return to: the sidewalk, are you
kidding?; the grass; dirt; cars; wind,
rain and weeds; people of every
kind, nature and creed; the houses,
some great, most not; the interiors, some great, most unbearably
filthy; snotty-nosed kids; rude
teenagers; unshaven men; arrogant asses; and the dogs, lots of
dogs; all the things, I mean “all”
the things that made knocking on
doors so exciting to do as a newcomer are rejected by a “risen” ego
and just hard to get back to.
Some try and are successful, but
most not, they just fade away and
tell people how they once were
successful in real estate and could
be again if they wanted to, but…
Whatever?
Okay, I’ve ranted enough.

The point of this is that we should
admire Rachel for her accomplishment and seek to emulate it by doing forty-doors a day ourselves to
wind up doing, maybe, forty-tofifty deals a year. Ten-to-twenty,
even, at today’s prices is over the
top. By keeping the prices up on
the homes we list and the numbers
down, we could work less and still
empower a lifestyle beyond maybe
what we each have even dreamed
about because the money will just
pour in and all things will change.
More important than that alone,
though, is to never stop doing the
basic thing that works: talking to
people face-to-face about listing
and selling real estate day-in and
day-out.
Moms to Mimosas? Don’t even
think about it.
We are all familiar with the breakin strategy for listing and selling
real estate at the top of the market
I seek to empower through our association in The Real Estate Fellowship and the break-in strategy I define in the article, The Power of
One: The Top Job in Real Estate,
item 7B of The Fellowship Library.
Go to www.TheRealEstateFellowship.com and The Fellowship Library, a link found just
above my photo.
This, though, is not what Rachel
did. She, basically, practiced one
form or another of article 7A of
The Fellowship Library, The UnConventional Farm, a break-in
strategy I define for listing and selling real estate at any rate wanted

realized, initially, by knocking on
doors up and down the streets of
one neighborhood or another at
lower prices than the “Top” of the
market, whatever that may be for
the locale, day-in and day-out until
the numbers wanted (listings
gained) are achieved.
I invite you to look these over now
if new to our program, or to review
them again to define or redefine a
strategy for being “in” the market
today, tomorrow, and forevermore
that will work for you.
With so few people in real
estate today doing this systematically, you will have little to no
competition.
Get in My Face, Please.
53.
Purchase Agreement
Time Frames.
The Residential Purchase Agreement (RPA-CA) is chock-full of
deadlines: three days to place the
deposit into escrow; seven days to
deliver disclosures; 17 days to perform investigations; and, of course,
the day of closing. Issues involving
time frames will often arise and
constitute the most frequently ask
questions by both buyers and
sellers.
This article will help explain how to
correctly plan for these deadlines
and how to both look like and be a
knowledgeable professional when
called on to explain how things will
proceed upon a sale.
Three Rules to Time Frames.

Rule No. 1: “Acceptance” requires
the return and personal receipt of
the signed offer back to the offer.
The day of acceptance is perhaps
the most important calculation,
since all other time periods depend
on it. “Acceptance” has a very particular meaning in the RPA-CA. It is
the day when the offer (or counter
offer) is accepted in writing and
then delivered back and “Personally received” by the other party.
Only when this occurs is there a
binding contract.
For example, imagine the buyer
makes an offer on Monday, and
the seller signs an acceptance of
that offer on Tuesday. The accepted offer, however, is only delivered back and personally received by the buyer on Wednesday. In this case, Wednesday is the
day of acceptance and the day
when a binding contract is created.
For purposes of counting the contract, that day, Wednesday, is day
zero. The next day after acceptance, Thursday, is day one.
What about the “Confirmation of
“Acceptance”? Must it be initialed
to create a binding contract? No,
the “Confirmation of Acceptance”
is not required to create a binding
contract. Only personal receipt of
the accepted offer is required.
Once that happens, there is an acceptance even if the confirmation
is never signed. Nonetheless, the
confirmation serves two purposes:
it is proof positive that the offer
has been personally received and it
helps the escrow to determine the
exact day of acceptance.

Notice, as well, that in the above
example, it is the buyer, not the
buyer’s agent, who must personally receive back the accepted offer. What happens if the buyer’s
agent receives back the accepted
offer? Well, in most cases, nothing.
However, the answer is different if
the name of the buyer’s agent was
written into the blank space just
above the buyer’s signature (in
paragraph 31 of the RPA-CA). Writing in the name of the agent here
will allow the agent’s receipt of the
offer to create an acceptance. Otherwise, only the buyer’s receipt of
the accepted offer can create a
binding contract.
All of the counter offer forms work
in essentially the same way. When
any counter offer is written,
whether made by the buyer or the
seller, the name of their agent may
be stated in paragraph two of the
counter offer form. This will allow
the agent’s receipt of the accepted
offer to create an acceptance. (The
multiple counter offer form is
slightly different. It reserves the
right of the seller to have final say
as to whether a binding agreement
is created.)
Rule No. 2: Count every day.
In all of the C.A.R. purchase agreements, “days” mean calendar days.
You count every day whether it’s a
Saturday, Sunday, or holiday. For
example, a common time frame in
the RPA-CA is the de4livery of disclosures which by default must be
done within seven days after acceptance. Assuming acceptance is
on a Wednesday, then seven days

after acceptance will be the next
Wednesday. You count the Saturday, Sunday, and any holidays that
fall in between.
There are two exceptions here. The
first is the time frames for placing
the deposit into escrow. For that,
the contract explicitly allows for
three business days. The second
exception is when the last day falls
on a Saturday, Sunday or holiday as
discussed in Rule No. 3 (in the next
section).
Rule No. 3: If the last day falls on a
Saturday, Sunday or holiday, skip
to the next business day.
Under the C.A.R. contracts, you
skip to the next business day when
the last day “for the performance
of any act required by this Agreement” falls on a Saturday, Sunday
or holiday. For example, the RPACA requires the buyer to remove
contingencies within 17 days. Supposing acceptance is on Oct. 6.
That’s a Thursday. Seventeen days
from Oct. 6 takes you to Oct. 23 –
that’s a Sunday (remember – You
don’t count the day of acceptance).
However, removing contingencies
is “an act required by the Agreement” so Sunday cannot be the
last day. Instead, it skips to the
next business day which is Monday, Oct. 24. The deadline for the
buyer to remove contingencies is
Oct. 24.
This same rule applies to delivery
of disclosures, delivery of verification of down payment, the buyer’s
return of statutory and lead disclosures, and the day of closing.

Are there any exceptions to this
rule? Yes. In the offer and counter
offer stages, there is no extra time
given should the expiration of the
offer or counter offer occur on a
Saturday, Sunday or holiday.
Also, if the seller has promised to
deliver possession after close and
the day falls on the weekend, the
seller does not get to stay in the
property until Monday. The seller
must deliver possession on the day
as promised.
Notice to Buyer to Perform.
In counting the Notice to Buyer to
Perform (NBP), the day it is personally received is counted as day
zero. The very next day is day one.
It does not matter what time during the day that the NBP is received. Whether it is received early
in the morning or late in the evening, the day it is received is day
zero, and the next day (starting at
midnight) is day one.
One of the differences in counting
the NBP, as opposed to the contract acceptance day, involves who
may receive the notice. Of course,
a buyer may receive the notice directly. But personal receipt of the
NBP by the buyer’s agent may also
count as receipt as long as that
agent is named in the Real Estate
Broker box on the last page of the
contract. When delivering a NBP, a
listing agent should always check
to make sure that the buyer’s
agent is specifically named.
Sometimes listing agents complain
that the buyer’s agent is attempting to dodge receipt of the NBP. A

new C.A.R. form, the “Delivery of
Notices Addendum” (Form DNA),
can help curtail the gamesmanship.
This form allows receipt of a NBP
to be effective upon delivery by either mail or email depending on
how it’s filled out. There is a
backup delivery requirement to ensure that the buyer’s agent is truly
aware that the NBP has been delivered.
All of the above rules regarding the
NBP apply equally to the Demand
to Close Escrow (C.A.R. form DCE,
as does the Delivery of Notices Addendum. Keep in mind that the
DCE is by default a three day notice
as opposed to the NBP which is by
default two days.
If you want to find the source of
these rules, turn to page nine of
the RPA-CA, and under “Definitions,” you will see the rules laid
out in black and white. Or, you can
put in a call the C.A.R. Legal Hotline
at (213) 739-8282, and a C.A.R. attorney can assist you.
When the NBP Needs
to Be Delivered.
Per the terms of the RPA, the NBP
cannot be delivered any earlier
than two days prior to the “expiration of the applicable time.” Arguably this wording permits delivery of
the NBP two days in advance of the
formal expiration date even where
the time for performance was extended because of a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday. However, it is predictable and inevitable that delivering the NBP “early” in this way will
lead to endless disputes with the

other agent. So the prudent broker
or agent will simply wait until two
days prior to the performance
deadline to deliver a NBP.
Conclusion.
This article was written by Robert
Bloom, Esq., who at the time of its
publication, October, 2016, in the
California Real Estate Magazine,
was Counsel with C.A.R.’s Member
Legal Services.
As you know, a real estate agent
or broker is a person qualified to
advise on real estate transactions
and specifically not on the legal
aspects of a contract as provided
herein. If a customer (a buyer) or
client (a seller that has listed a
property with you) wants specific
information relative to RPA-CA
timelines you could refer to this
article and highlight the issues in
question as defined by Robert
Bloom and suggest that if they
want or need more clarification
than that provided by Mr. Bloom,
that they consult an appropriate
professional. Do not interpret contracts or give legal advice.
Copy and Print to Carry in Your
“Sales” Portfolio.
54.
A Christmas Story
2017
This week forty-six years ago, a few
friends and I decided to make a run
to the Carlsbad Caverns in New
Mexico, figuring we could get there
from Orange County, California, in
about twenty-four hours’ drive

time with a few breaks in between
to eat and nap.
We planned to visit the Caverns,
hang for a day, take a side trip to
Juarez, Mexico, on the way back,
hang for another day, and get
home in time for Christmas. What,
after all, we thought, would be
hard about driving nine-hundred
miles, divided among four, in a
family-styled station wagon that
ran well and had good tires? We
were right, mostly, except because
of goofing off and all it took us two
days instead of one each way to
make the trip which put us on a
pretty tight calendar to make
Christmas.
My favorite memory of the drivetime that comes to mind every
Christmas is that we ate in familystyled diners all along the way for
just about every meal. Back in the
day, they all were equipped with
juke boxes that played those little
black disks made of plastic – they
called them records -- with a needle that dragged along grooves as a
record turned that produced sound
by picking up vibrations from patterns scored into the groves when
the records were pressed by molds
that spit them out by the millions.
These were not LPs (long playing
albums), but one-song per side
45s, called that because they spun
at forty-five revolutions per minute. Can you imagine?
Because it was Christmas, the juke
boxes all were loaded with Elvis
Presley’s Christmas recordings and,
of course, the standout was Blue
Christmas recorded in 1957. We

played it everywhere we went over
and over again. When I hear it today, I am pleasantly taken aback.
We arrived at the Caverns in the
middle of the night and slept in the
wagon at the Ranger Station, it is a
National Park, and figured we’d
have a makeshift breakfast somewhere, groom at the park facilities
and spend the day down below.
Our capital did not provide for hotel room stays, stops or wash-ups
of any kind. This old-styled wagon
was our motorhome. This suited us
just fine; we were, after all, only
eighteen years old, except the
granddad among us who had just
turned twenty.
The Caverns were as magnificent
as hoped for and made the trip totally worthwhile. The time of the
year, of course, was the same then
as now so the sun went down
somewhere between 4:30 and 5:00
pm and the temperature with it. At
the time of this writing, approximately 11:30 pm, December 18th,
2016, it is seventeen-degrees at
the Caverns (I checked). It was the
same then. OOOH, very cold.
We finished up our visit to the Caverns just before nightfall, packedup, so to speak, and turned the ignition key to “Start” expecting to
hear the low rumble of the
wagon’s engine, but nothing happened. Oops? We tried again and
again to no avail. The battery died
quickly.
A friendly passersby, which we
waved down, offered a jump;

though the engine turned over easily, again and again with his help, it
would not start and he apologetically had to leave. Hmm. It got dark
while trying this. The Ranger Station closed because it was after
5:00, the Rangers waved kindly as
they left one by one until all were
gone; the Station itself was deaddark. Being mid-winter there were
few tourists visiting the Caverns
and they too, few as there were, all
had left as well leaving us four
alone, stranded; but we bravely,
having no choice, decided to
tough-out the freezing night with
no heat, food, entertainment, light
or comfort to figure out what to do
the next day should we survive.
The first hour, laughing, jabbing,
heckling, blaming, etc. passed
quickly. Then it got cold, real cold,
and we sort of hunkered down inside the wagon hoping to fall
asleep early to pass the night
quickly, but that didn’t happen and
another hour passed.
Suddenly, lights from a car down
the mountain were visible slithering their way up the winding road
that led to the Caverns. We figured
we were saved, that someone had
sent help; but as they got near, the
car did not slow and passed us on
its way up to the Visitor’s Center;
that and the Ranger’s Station were
one and the same. I can’t remember why, but for some reason we
were not actually parked within
the parking lot that fronted the Visitor’s Center, but along a curb a bit
down road; probably because we
arrived in the middle of the night

and thought it prudent to park
there.
Hardly a few moments’ later we
saw another car making its way up
the hill to the Caverns; and just
about then, as well, the lights of
the Visitor’s Center lit shining
brightly into the perfectly clear
night. It passed us too, but was followed, slowly at first, but then with
rapid increase by car after car until
a rather large grouping of cars and
trucks of all kinds had nearly filled
the parking lot; all on this freezing
cold, weekday night in the middle
of, what to us, was the middle of
nowhere. There, after all, was not
even a town nearby, from where
had they all come?
What to do? Well, after a while, we
decide to hike up to see what was
going on. We couldn’t believe our
eyes. The Center was not decorated most any way at all for
Christmas this very day, but these
visitors in hardly any time at all had
set-up a fantastic Christmas fantasy the General Manager of New
York’s Manhattan based Macy’s
would be proud to place within its
store with, of course, Santa front
and center. Kids of all ages were
lined-up to let Santa in on their
wants and desires. How’d they do
this? We were amazed.
“Look at that,” one of us said.
Along a whole wall there were a
dozen tables lined-up, clothed in
red, laden with a buffet fit for a
Presidential Ball: Golden Brown
Turkey, Fried Chicken, Ham, Roast
Beef, Mashed Potatoes and Gravy,
Sweet Potatoes, Vegetables, Salads

of All Kinds, Bread and Butter,
Cake, Cookies, Coffee and Drinks;
but we were not guests. What to
do, again?
The guests were not dressed for a
ball, but they were nicely turned
out for a special event. We, on the
other hand, were unshaven, uncombed, disheveled kids from California and we were not invited.
What to do?
Our hunger got the best of us, so
after talking it over we decided to
slither in, nonchalantly, of course,
as though we belonged there and
to sort of by happenstance make
our way over to the buffet to fill a
plate hoping no one would notice,
but it didn’t work. We each were
approached by either a paternal or
matronly looking official that, instead of questioning our presence,
graciously acknowledged that they
knew we were the young men
stranded roadside and that we
were welcome to enjoy all the festivities of the evening, to stay as
long as we wanted, and to make
sure we ate well. We each got this
greeting over and over again
throughout the night.
On a Personal Note.
“As I peered into the hall with
my friends, I couldn’t help but see
something they didn’t, that even
though we were in New Mexico the
room was filled with what appeared to be persons of one-hundred percent white heritage, not a
one I saw was dark skinned like me.
“I know what racism is and
experienced it growing up. In real

estate terms, that put a cloud on
my title: my entitlement to living
free of self-doubt and thus self-denial, what I call racism in reverse.
My friends, young and handsome,
were white like them so party
crashing didn’t put the fear of God
in them like it did me. I hadn’t yet
had experiences that washed my
psyche of negative self-esteem that
followed as I matured so I thought
cautiously of this, but followed
them in.
“As shown by the welcome we
experienced, I prejudged the party
hosts wrongly and you, if ever you
feel that self-doubting probable
unwelcomed feeling in real estate,
will likely be wrong too. You must
push through to experience the
welcome waiting.
“This applies to all the wide
and varied causes of self-doubt
that lead to self-denial: height,
weight, age, gender, gender preference, religion, heritage, language,
accent, hair, clothes, car, etc. Get
over them, whatever the combination that put a cloud on your title.
I endow you with entitlement,
Now !!!
“Didn’t you know? I have the
power to do this.
“Alternately, to make my
point perfectly clear, should that
Christmas party have been hosted
by persons of dark skin heritage of
any type, Asian, Hispanic or African
American being the most common,
how likely would my friends have
been apt to crash it? Not too likely,
I’d say. We all are affected by self-

doubt that leads to self-denial,
aren’t we?”
This was some Christmas party:
music, singing, dancing, lots of
laughter, kids running around like
crazy, good conversation and, of
course, great food. Oh, yes, the
heat was on too.
It turned out that this was an annual event held for all the yearround workers at the Caverns,
their kids and families and, additionally, for all locals whether they
worked at the Caverns or not. This
night, we were one among them.
If our car would have started, we
would have missed the whole
thing.
Late in the evening I, additionally,
had one of the best experiences of
my life when after the party was
over, the revelers long gone, and
my friends asleep, I decided to
wrap-up best I could for warmth -coat, blanket, hat, muffs, etc. – and
walk down a curved path to the
open mouth of the Caverns to see
whatever I might see and, upon arriving, just took an overlooking
seat to gaze at the dark hole that
led underground.
The moon was full and the sky so
clear that it appeared larger than I
had ever seen before or since: a
giant orb filling the sky, pure white.
Then, without foreknowledge or
expectation, I heard a sudden explosion of sound as hundreds-ofthousands of Brazilian Free-Tailed
Bats exited the cave to forage for
food. Why they waited until this
late in the evening to leave the

cave, I have no idea, but I alone
this evening heard and saw them
fly out of the cave, silhouetted by
the moon as they swarmed sky
high. It was a breathtaking view
and an exhilarating experience. I
stayed until I could stand the cold
no longer.
If our car would have started, I
would have missed the whole
thing.
We had to call a tow-truck to visit
the next day to get the car started.
It turned out that the battery
indeed needed a jump, that we
knew, but also that the high-altitude, according to the driver,
caused a vapor-lock within the carburetor (a condition when liquid
fuel changes state from liquid to
gas while still in the fuel delivery
system common when a carburetor
set for low-altitude driving tries to
function in a high-altitude area)
and that this prevented the flow of
gas to the engine and the engine
from starting.
The driver just took the air filter
off the top of the carburetor,
poured some gas in, lit the gas on
fire and had one of us turn the engine over to suck the burning gas
in. This did the trick, it started instantly. Now you know should you
be driving a mid-60s Plymouth
wagon some day in New Mexico
and experience this.
The driver, we found, was at the
party the night before. Who
wasn’t?

When he was done and we asked
what we owed, he said, “No
charge.” We said, “Thank you.”
Whatever he might have charged
was not in our budget anyway.
Robert Schuller, founder of the
Crystal Cathedral in Garden Grove,
always said to “Turn Your Scars
into Stars” and wrote a book with
that title. I’m with him on that.
I guess this has something to do
with the “every cloud has a silver
lining” thing and “expect the best.”
We made it home Christmas Eve
morning, men, not boys; well, a bit
down the path.
A Trip to Remember.
55.
Part I.
Creating Atmosphere.
The things I think and the things I
experience are one and the same
thing. This is timeless wisdom
shared by every wisdom teacher I
have ever studied from Jesus to
Joel (Osteen).
My wife, for example, recently told
me of a conversation she had at
lunch with my youngest daughter
and of how they for some reason
talked about a movie starring Jon
Voight and Jane Fonda, Coming
Home, a story about a Vietnam
War veteran that through action
lost the use of his legs and of the
trials and tribulations he experienced because of that upon his return home.

Later that very evening, we
watched a totally unrelated movie
found at random on YouTube that
ran a clip from Coming Home. We
hadn’t ever seen that movie or the
scene from Coming Home in some
thirty-years. A coincidence? Fantastic as it seems, I think not. The
things we think and the things we
experience are one and the same
thing; they somehow are involved
in one another. That experience, I
believe, is a micro-cosmic expression of how things work. What
more proof do I (or you) need?

from his own thinking. He can create such a strong mental atmosphere of success that its power of
attraction will be irresistible. He
can send his thought throughout
the world and have it bring back to
him whatever he wants. He can so
fill his place of business with the
power of success that it will draw
from far and near. Thought will always bring back to us what we
send out. First we must clear our
thought of all unbelief.” Ernest
Holmes, Creative Mind and Success.

There are four conventionally accepted fundamental interactions in
nature (1) Gravitational (2) Electromagnetic (3) The Strong nuclear
and (4) Weak nuclear forces.
What’s fantastic about these is that
where or however observed,
whether in nature or the lab, they
do exactly the same things in the
micro- as well as the macro-cosmic
environment: little or large, reduced or magnified, the effect
these forces exert on an environment are always the same.

I think you can see where I’m going
with this. As we begin the New
Year, I implore you to know that
we experience more of the things
that dominate our thoughts than
any other things, and I implore you
to not take this on faith alone. Little synchronistic events like the
Coming Home story occur in our
lives all the time and, I believe, are
all the proof of Mental/Spiritual
Law at work we need. Proof does
not imply faith, but fact, accepting
this is how we “clear our thought”
of unbelief.

Mental and/or Spiritual Laws are
natural as well: the little is seen in
the large and the large in the little;
thus the value of the synchronistic
experience like that described. It is
a revelation of how things work.
[A synchronistic event is merely a
meaningful coincidence.]
“To the student who has realized
that all is Mind and that everything
is governed by Law, there comes
another thought: it is that he can
create, or have created for him,

This implies goal setting, visualization, affirmations, self-talk and the
like of every type, shape and form.
Once, about 1990/91, I had run my
inventory of new home projects for
sale down to none with nothing
new on the horizon because of an
economic downturn in new housing starts caused by the Savings
and Loan Crisis of the same time.
New home sales was my exclusive
source of business at that time; office, staff, home, cars, insurance,

kids in private school, etc. what to
do?
Feeling, isolated, cutoff from the
mainstream of business and, even,
desperate, alone in the back room
of my office one day I just started
ranting and raving out loud with
vigor about how new business was
going to come to me; how builders
would be calling to ask me to sell
their projects; where they would
be located; how I would create
standout advertising, merchandising, and sales programs to create
success for both they and I; about
how money would come to me;
how I would spend it; trips my family and I would take; cars, boats,
motorcycles and houses I would
buy; and more; I went on and on
without inhibition for about ten
minutes straight.
When I had exhausted myself, I
ended with some kind of benediction (a short invocation for divine
help, blessing and guidance, usually at the end of a worship service)
like, “It is so, Amen,” and walked to
the front of the office. There I
found a young man, a delivery boy
about twenty-one with a package
in hand seeking a proof-of-delivery
signature, and you should have
seen the expression on his face.
Shocked at what he had been listening to, looking inquiringly-deep
into my eyes, it was clear that he
had been listening for some time
and, frankly, couldn’t move or talk,
really. He was in some kind of a
state of suspended animation. I
just said, “Oh, Hi, let me sign for
that,” and took the clipboard with

receipt from his hand. After signing
he went on his way without ever
speaking. He just turned and
walked out.
I soon, again, dominated the sale
of new-development projects both
large and small for independent
builders up and down the California southland and enjoyed the atmosphere of success I desired almost twenty-years running, up to
2008, “Hmm.”
So you tell me?
I also simultaneously created the
first “Work from Home” real estate
organization in southern California,
this was just not done at that time,
and successfully managed a staff of
from 50-to-100 resell agents the
whole of the Nineties. To build and
maintain my team, I offered a free
seminar every week covering
twelve marketing topics, rotating
through the topics at the rate of
one or two a week, to any and all
brokers and agents that would like
to attend whether they ever joined
my company or not and did this
fifty-weeks a year, also, the whole
of the Nineties: that’s 500 seminars
given without interruption.
Using my programs and tools of
the time, agents often went from
earning, maybe, $50k a year for
many years prior to joining with
me, to well over $300k a year
working part time, from home.
That was a lot of money in the
Nineties.
Five hundred seminars is a lot of
real estate talk. Now you know the
wellspring of my verbosity.

I recently read a great book on
meditation and such written by
one of our Affiliates, Jill P. Thomas,
Alchemy Through the Art of Meditation.
I picked up a great idea and line
within, “Engage in Your Evolution.”
That’s what self-talk is all about,
engaging in our evolution, taking it
by the hand, so to speak, and participating on taking it to where we
want it to go. Life is not random or,
at least, not completely. Think it,
see it. It is So, Amen.
Part II
Punctuated Equilibrium.
Punctuated equilibrium is a theory
in evolutionary biology which proposes that once species appear in
the fossil record, they become stable, showing no evolutionary
change for the entirety of their geological history; then change occurs virtually instantly, the fossil
record is punctuated with a new
species that appears to be an evolutionary progression of the prior,
but there is no evidence of that, it
just appears bringing equilibrium
or harmony to the ecosystem by
being the new and leaving the old
behind: Punctuated Equilibrium.
It is proposed by the theory that
the degree of gradualism in evolution commonly attributed to
Charles Darwin is virtually nonexistent in the fossil record, and that
stasis with sudden change dominates the history of most fossil species.

What’s this got to do with real
estate, you may ask?
Well, back to think it, see it, of
course. Some people are really
good at this; my wife, for example,
can think about a new pendant of
some type hanging around her
neck and see it there the next day.
This power of hers is very troublesome.
That, I believe, is Punctuated
Equilibrium in action -- Think It,
See It -- and how easy it is to engage in our evolution.
When I first went into real estate,
I, like most that go into it, thought
business just happened. You know,
go to the office, get calls, make
appointments and the like, but
quickly learned that I was the generator, or not, of all that would
happen, or not.
I quickly made great plans for prospecting, telemarketing, mailing,
advertising, etc. that filled my
schedule from morning to night, all
designed to grow and expand a
business listing and selling residential real estate.
The problem was that I didn’t do
much about doing the work. What
to do? It turned out that planning
was the easy part.
I was twenty-three years old and a
college graduate, but knew nothing
about affirmations. Then I read
Joseph Murphy’s ground breaking
book, The Power of Your Subconscious Mind. Within it, he laid the
groundwork for “Think It, See It.”

I started writing out the things I
learned followed by affirmations.
Things like:
(1) You receive answers to prayer
[thought as he put it] because of
mental acceptance about how
prayer works: think it, see it. The
mechanics of this can be observed
and named – Synchronicity, Punctuated Equilibrium, etc. – but not
known.
(2) Faith has always been heralded
as the universal principle of
change, but “Believe it, see it” and
“Think it, see it” are not one and
the same thing.
Though counterintuitive, prayer is
answered because of natural mental/spiritual law and not faith.
(3) Your subconscious mind both
has and is the answer to all your
problems because it is unified with
the superconscious mind, God, so
to speak, and is a conduit or channel through which Its evolutionary
intention is communicated, and
the part you are to play in this
movement.
(4) Don’t compel your subconscious mind to accept your ideas by
will power, just think about them
and see how they evolve in correspondence with the superconscious mind.
(5) The world you live in is determined by what goes on in your
head; he, of course, said mind.
The first affirmations that followed were these:

“I like the daily work schedule I
created for reaching my objectives
and goals listing and selling real
estate, and I like following it.
“I rise early, motivated, eager to
get started to complete each task I
designed before day’s end knowing
they each, upon completion, will
lead to my reaching my goals successfully.”
I can see now that these affirmations were early rants and raves. I
faithfully read these, and many
more bleeding-heart statements,
morning, noon and night as instructed by Murphy for months on
end and this, I am sure, changed
my life.
These affirmation and others like
them left no room or time for speculation about things like age, education, training, experience, height,
weight, color, race, religion, gender, marital status, clothes, shoes,
hair, nails, car, company, broker,
etc. It just put me to work and,
from the work, success followed.
As the months and years came
and went, I thought less and less
about myself and more and more
about success, plain and simple,
but this always has a way of coming back at you; through success, I
got to think about me too: houses,
cars, boats, motorcycles, trips,
happy wife/happy life, kids, school,
Cheer/Flag, proms, formals, limousines, parties (Can you tell I had
girls?) and so on and so forth.
Today, more than forty-years later,
I continue to like doing the work
and receiving what I send out and,

I pray, that this is your experience
too. I’m thinking it, therefore, I
know I will see it.
Today, as I write this, I can see that
I am still guided by Murphy’s light.
I am confident that all I do and
create are Divine ideas ordained
and organized by the Supreme
Spirit for the definite purpose of Its
self-expression, though realized
through me and this is the blessing
of life. All that participate with me
in this/our endeavor share the
blessing. We learn and grow together.
Moreover, goals and intentions,
I believe, provide a path to
SynchroDestiny, a phrase coined
by Deepak Chopra, meaning
synchronized events leading to
God inspired destiny.
By putting my attention on a goal
or intention repeatedly I will grow
to understand and experience the
entire possibility contained within
it. Goals and intentions, like mantras in the East (sacred verbal formulas repeated in prayer, meditation or incantation, such as an invocation of a God, a magic spell, a
syllable or portion of scripture containing mystical potentialities capable of creating transformation), increase the statistical likelihood of
synchronized experience along predictable paths because, simply,
what you think about expands
from thought to experience.
This means that the more a goal,
intention or mantra is thought
about or used the greater the likelihood their end will be fulfilled.

My subconscious mind – apart
from my ego – understands the
meaning, depth and reach of a goal
or intention even if I at the time of
its imaging, reading or speaking do
not and, like an autopilot, will lead
me to its fulfillment. Every time I
visualize, read or speak a goal or
intention it effects an outcome in
my experience that mirrors the
goal or intention exactly: cause and
effect are simultaneous. Think it,
see it.
And, finally, I’d like to suggest that
there is no age in mind and no time
between memories. I still see myself as twenty-three and start each
day anew. How about you?
“Engage in Your Evolution”
Thank You, Jill.
56.
How to Build
and Maintain Relationships with
Prospective Sellers.
Real estate is a relationship-oriented business. Have them, get to
where you want to go; avoid them
and go nowhere.
Our program for listing and selling
in the high-end is dependent on
our ability to initiate, establish and
develop ongoing relationships with
home owners that have experienced an expired listing, that have
a lessened regard for real estate
agents because of this, and that
have not done a single thing by
call, mail or visit to initiate a relationship with us. Sounds cold.

Here are some tips for getting
prospective-seller-oriented relationships off the ground. Some of
these ideas we learned in first
grade but as adults, possibly, have
forgotten.

he robbed banks, the robber replied, "Because that's where the
money is." If you want to make
friends with home owners, you
have to go to where you can find
them: their homes, of course.

(1) Build relationships one at a
time. Fortunately or unfortunately,
there are no short cuts. Sending
out post cards can help you keep in
touch with lots of sellers, but it's
no way at all to begin a relationship with a seller or get to know
one.

(6) Accept people the way they
are. You don't have to agree with
them all the time, but always trying
to change what people think about
this or that is a real turnoff. No one
likes to be corrected, judged.

(2) Be friendly and make a connection. This may seem self-evident,
but a friendly word or smile can
make someone's day. Try to find
something in common to talk
about on your first visit and all follow-up visits. We all want to know
people that like the things we like.
(3) Ask questions about them;
don't just talk about yourself and
your objective for stopping by.
People love most to talk about
themselves and about what they
think and not about you and what
you think. If you ask people about
themselves and take the time to
listen attentively to what they say
with sincere interest, they can become a friend and, one day, a client.
(4) People won't trust you unless
you are willing to trust them. Tell
them what you genuinely care
about and what you think about
this or that when it seems appropriate to do so.
(5) Go to them; don't expect them
to come to you. When asked why

(7) Assume other people want to
form relationships too. Underneath
the crabbiest looking and acting
person is often a lonely soul hoping
someone will befriend them.
(8) Overcome your fear of rejection. Most of us suffer from a fear
of rejection and there's only one
thing to do about that: get over it.
If you want to form relationships,
plan on being rejected often. You
will be richly rewarded for the relationships you make in spite of the
rejection you experience.
(9) Be persistent. People are often
shy and suspicious. It takes a while
to win trust. You can almost always
form a relationship with anyone
you want to if you stick with it.
(10) Invite people to get involved in
both your ambition and objective
by looking your program over any
time they would like. People want
to become part of something bigger than themselves; be the bigger
thing.
(11) Enjoy people. If you genuinely
enjoy people, people will be attracted to you. People will more

likely want to be around you if you
want to be around them.
How to Sustain Relationships.
Okay, now you've built some relationships. Relationships, like any
other living thing, need care to
keep them alive and healthy.
(1) Pay attention to people. Check
in with people when you need to.
This may take only a few minutes
every few weeks or so, but those
few minutes can make the difference in helping your contact remember the importance of the
work you intend to do on their
behalf.
(2) Communicate openly. People
need to communicate. It's a good
idea to set aside some time just to
talk about the way things are going. When people don't have a
chance to talk about issues important to them, misunderstandings can occur and tensions build
up. Communication is a discipline
that has to be practiced regularly.
It's like doing push-ups; do them
regularly and they are easy to do;
do them rarely and they are very
hard to do. The more you stop to
talk with people, your prospective
sellers, the easier it gets.
(3) Appreciate your contacts. Everyone needs to be appreciated in
order to keep relationships going.
Let them know how important
they are to you. We are all human
beings and appreciation helps us
thrive.
(4) Extend yourself. Go a little out
of your way once in a while to visit

with a contact, they will appreciate
this. What's a few miles hither and
thither?

I don’t see how “work” and “relationship building activities” are related.

(5) If you find they can use help
with something not related to real
estate, offer to lend them a hand,
they will think well of you and
want to give something back in return.

Our job in real estate, if you want
to call it that, is solely centered on
finding people that want to either
buy or sell real estate and creating
relationships with them that, because of the relationships, lead to
our doing business with them.

(6) Be positive and encouraging
about all things. We all need a
buddy to help us stretch ourselves
beyond what we think we can do.
Who better than you to do that for
them?
(7) Be loyal. Loyalty is essential to
keeping relationships healthy. We
may not agree with everything a
contact says or does, but we can
stand by their decisions one way or
another whether it benefits us at
the time or not; loyalty always
boomerangs and benefits you in
the end.
Conclusion.
May I add that real estate is not
work. The long forgotten definition
of the word “work” has led us
down a long road of erroneous application of the word to everything
we do to make a living.
Specifically, work is “the transference of energy that is produced
by the motion of the point of application of a force and is measured
by multiplying the force and the
displacement of its point of application in the line of action” as
stated by the Merriam Webster
Dictionary.

Accordingly, the path to success
is clear. The only thing we need do
is talk to people about buying
and selling.
That’s It.
The Secret of Success.
Get to it.
57.
Advertising.
What Makes an Ad Work?
The biggest advertisers in real estate are not successful real estate
brokers and agents, nor any of the
residential real estate franchise
giants.
The biggest advertisers are newdevelopment builders. They spend
millions of dollars of other peoples’
money, banks, out of their construction loans, a year on both
print and online advertising prepared by teams of people at costly
advertising agencies to market
their projects.
People new to this, agency newcomers and raw builder employees, you might say, try new ideas
at a whirlwind pace to drive traffic
to their projects and sales thinking

it is “creativity” that makes things
happen.

Attention-Getting
Subdivision Advertising.

The old timers, though, those long
in the business stick with tried and
true methods of attention-getting
marketing and try little new at all.
They stick with the basics, executed with clockwork precision
week-to-week and month-tomonth to make things happen. The
basics, but what are they?

There are two basic kinds of attention-getting subdivision advertising: image-building advertising and
value-buy advertising.

I have had the benefit – and
unique experience – of being one
of these marketing professionals
for builders all across the California
southland decades-running and
honed my knowledge about what
works and what doesn’t by handson, sweat-earned experience.
Can we learn something from what
Builders do to market their projects to improve what we Agents
do to market our listings?
I Think So !!!
What Makes an Ad Work?
I'm have been asked that question
many times. There is no perfect answer, but there are some things
that work better than others. The
ad, itself, or the subject of the ad, I
usually say, must make an impression on its readers and inspire action. That is obvious, but doesn't
begin to answer the question.
"What makes an ad work?," requires a more detailed answer and,
although there is no perfect answer, my answer follows.

Every ad will fall closely within one
category or the other, although
each may be classified further as
project-oriented or non-projectoriented advertising.
Image-building advertising seeks to
implant ideas in the buyer's mind
about a project's unique advantages, appeal or quality through
feelings, without overtly revealing
in any detail the beneficial facts,
logic or cost-related reasons to
buy, even though they may truly
exist.
Value-buy advertising, on the other
hand, seeks to capture the attention of buyers through the use of
product oriented, savings related
attention-getters: value for money
story lines, feature lists, product
photos, reduced price announcements, below market financing,
giveaways, low cash down financing and the like.
Each has its place within your marketing plan, but as a general rule
image-building advertising will generate substantially more buyer interest than value-buy advertising
for some very simple reasons I
hope to define and convince you of
here.
Value-buy advertising, at times,
can work as well as image-building

advertising, but only when the savings-related attention-getters are
absolutely superior and excessively
better than any competitor on the
market. The deal has to be really
good or this type of advertising will
fall flat on its face, yet it is the
most common type of advertising
utilized by builders.
To try and combine the techniques
of each into one ad generally defeats the objectives of either. They
are independent of one another
and should remain so.
Image-Building vs.
Value-Buy Advertising.
"There is no reality, only perception," goes the saying. What the
eye sees and the mind remembers
are not necessarily the same thing.
Objects, ideas and experiences
move gracefully through time and
circumstance, emerging at the
other end as impressions rather
than a literal documentation of the
objects, ideas and experiences
themselves, and the impressions
are almost always better than the
reality.
While most people integrate this
phenomenon into their daily lives,
barely noticing the nuances of
change between reality and their
impressions or memory of it, artists go a little further and capture
the nuances of their impressions
on paper with sketches and illustrations; the best part of the reality, you might say.
The artist's work portrays an image
of some reality within our minds

and that portrayal is where “Marketing” begins.
Because the impressions the artist
captures are his or hers, and specifically not yours or mine, we are
challenged, even inspired to imagine what the reality is that his or
her impression is attempting to
portray, but it’s impossible to do.
It's a mind-game that can be interesting when visiting a gallery and
viewing art, but when reading an
ad regarding a product you may
want, it can be frustrating.
That’s exactly why a good imagebuilding ad, one that conveys impressions of a product rather than
product defining photos and facts,
will entice and disappoint you at
the same time. It's the disappointment-factor that makes it a good
ad.
Impressionist or image-building advertising dissolves solid objects related to the subject of the ad into
pleasant, but intense images, leaving behind an impression of the
subject rather than a literal picture.
The images built or impressions
made inspire action by its readers
somewhere down the line to discover reality for themselves, to satisfy the appetite for knowing whetted by the images within the ad.
They visit the project.
Freed from the obligation to imitate life, image-building ads can
pursue a broader spectrum of human interest by letting their readers decide for themselves what to

hope for. They just have to investigate the product (project), itself, to
find out if their hopes can be satisfied by it.

when they first visit a project. Their
basic intentions are to look and to
think about the possibilities, to develop their options.

An image-building ad will generate
up to four times more buyer interest and traffic per square inch than
its inch-for-inch counterpart: the
value-buy ad.

They intend to look and go, but the
fact that they want to buy makes
them closable, even on their first
visit provided you have an "A"
closer manning the sales office
(that is another subject).

Value-buy ads, on the other hand,
rarely if ever disappoint their readers. Should the reader have a question, they answer it.
For example:
What's the house look like?
"Oh, I see," says the reader.
How much will it cost to buy?
"Oh, I see."
What will my monthly payment
be?
"Oh, I see."
What are its amenities?
"Oh, I see."
How large is it?
"Oh, I see."
What's the neighborhood like?
"Oh, I see."
Should I go see it?
"Maybe later, I know enough for
now."
New home buyers, while it is important to know they want to buy
a new home, rarely if ever intend
to buy or have decided to buy

The money we spend on advertising is invested to make buyers
aware of our product (our projects)
and to motivate them to visit the
sales office. Once there we can
close them on the purchase.
I have yet seen an ad sell a home
to a buyer by filling out a purchase
agreement, solving move-in problems, financing and the like. Only
a salesperson can do that.
Yet many builders and agency people try to sell through both print
and online advertising with their
question-answering ads and media.
It doesn't work that way.
Value-buy advertising, the most
common type of product-oriented
advertising used by builders and
their agencies, actually diminishes
the potential for traffic by clarifying product reality to such a degree
that discovery by their readers is
unneeded.
These types of ads are usually just
too good at showing and telling.
They don't disappoint enough
people. The buyer's intentions to
look, to think, and to develop
options are completely satisfied
by the ads themselves.

It's commonly believed buyers peruse the "New Homes" section of a
newspaper in a process of selection. "Which of these wonderful
projects shall I visit?," is the question generally believed buyers ask
themselves as they turn the pages.
Because of that, builders and agencies are duped into developing ads
that define their product and answer questions in the hopes of being selected.
But the exact opposite is actually
true. Buyers peruse the "New
Homes" section in a process of
elimination and say to themselves,
“There's so much here, which projects do I definitely not want to
see?"
Both conscious and subconscious
mechanisms eliminate things from
our lives we don't need so that we
have the band-width so-to-speak
and the energy to focus on what
remains.
Value-buy ads with their wonderful
project photos, floor plans, maps,
prices, facts, features and benefits
offer an awful lot of opportunity
for the discriminating buyer to
eliminate the object of the ad from
their list of options: projects to
visit.
Image-building ads, if done correctly, really get the goat of most
buyers. They have to wash their
cars, get all dressed up, groom
their hair, figure out what to do
with the kids and drive to the project to find out what the heck the

ad was trying to say. In this instance, less definitely pays off, it is
more.
Once these perturbed buyers make
it to the sales office, you've
got’em; provided, again, you have
an "A" closer on site.
And finally, Yes!, value-buy ads can
be designed to resemble imagebuilding ads and to have appropriate value-buy information within
them, but only very craftily. When
done well, you can doublewhammy your buyers. There are
no rules.
Sidebar / I once had a visitor to an
open house complain that I did not
publish enough photos of the property on the internet and, because
of that, she had to come to the
property to see it.
I apologized for the mishap and
thanked her for coming. I invited
her to take her time viewing the
property as though it was her own
and to talk with me after.
I once invited a long-experienced
sign maker to a new office I was
opening to help me plan a grand
building-top sign. I had a sign all
laid-out I was eager to share with
him. It had my phone number
nicely placed at the bottom. He instructed me that the purpose of a
sign is to generate walk-ins and to
specifically, not, provide information that would diminish that in
any way like a phone number. Even
with signs, it seems less is more. I
took his advice and have followed
it since.

To make an impression, whack
your buyers upside the head with
powerful image-building advertising, get their attention, but don't
answer their major questions
about your product. Make them
come see you for that.
Demand they visit to discover the
answers for themselves. Images
can include leading project and/or
unit illustrations, sketches of one
kind or another, creative headlines
and the like.
It seems that agents in real estate
today think they are “Selling” by
publishing dozens and dozens of
photos of a house on the internet
when, in actuality, they are reducing their potential for capturing
buyer interest by doing this. I think,
maybe, four to six photos of a
property are adequate.
Sidebar / I once had a Builder call
seeking help for the marketing of a
dead-in-the-water project he had
on the market. During our conversation he proudly elaborated about
the great website he had developed and all the advertising he was
doing, but couldn’t understand why
his traffic and sales had dropped to
zero.
I looked at his website while talking
and, yes, he had made the classic
mistake of providing too much information: photos, illustrations,
floor plans, cost worksheets, photos of the area, neighborhood info,
and the like.
I asked when his traffic stopped, he
gave me a time period, and I followed by asking when his website

went live, he answered, then went
silent. They were simultaneous.
You may have read elsewhere one
of my favorite quotes, something
said now and then by a powerful
motivational speaker and writer,
Jim Rohn. He said “There’s nothing
worse than going through life stupid.” Yes, it’s better to work with
intelligence than time and money.
I’m with him on that.
When it Comes to Advertising,
Less is More.
Be Smart.
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The Easy Score.
I am dedicated to your success.
That’s why I write these articles,
knowing that, like a batter that
swings for homers every time at
bat, that sooner or later I, like he,
will score with an idea that you get
hold of, one out of maybe hundreds that grabs you, that you get
(intellectually), that you take to
heart (emotionally), and execute to
the fulfillment of your wants and
desires in real estate by hitting
homers yourself.
It only takes one hit to score big,
maybe this is it: The Easy Score.
Most people go through life and
business looking for the easy score.
This is especially true in sales of
any type, and particularly true in
real estate. That is why Direct Mail
Marketing is so popular; and No
Touch Farming; Telemarketing and
Telemarketing Machines; Fax

Broadcast Services and Fax Broadcast Machines; Lead Source Services; eMail Marketing; Website
Marketing with fantastic Lead Capture Systems and Optimization
Schemes; Google Adwords and
MSN Adsense; Preferred Agent
Marketing Programs put forth by
Zillow, Realtor.com and such;
Bench Ads; and the Franchise Office that will “drive business to
you” because of their name alone.
All these are popular among
agents, but particularly among
agents new to real estate because
they promise The Easy Score.
Now Hear This / Not a one of
these business development
schemes actually involves talking
to anyone in person. Not a single
one. Did you ever think of that?
Yet it is people that do business
with people they know that are
our clients and customers, especially at the Top of the market
(Sellers are clients, Buyers are customers).
Did you ever see a basketball team
win a game without first walking
onto the court; or a football team
win a game without first running
onto the field; or a track star win a
race without first stepping onto
the track; or a boxer win a fight
without first climbing into the ring?
I don’t think so.
Today’s “Big Idea” is to think small.
I mean, this can’t be a “Big Idea”
unless you take me seriously and
think really small. From here out I
want you to consider micro-managing your lead development activity and to think small to score big.

I have made much of The Power of
One. I have quoted often in my
writings a saying I picked up from
Dr. Robert H. Schuller, “Any fool
can count the seeds in an apple,
but only God can count the apples
in a seed.” This is The Power of
One, from one seed much follows.
With this in mind I am writing to
ask you to do less to get more.
Consider this, instead of day-long
door-to-door prospecting leaving
your cards at the doors of many
sellers not home, talking to one or
two or three here and there over a
few weeks’ or months’ time because you only get to it once in a
while; and instead of putting-off
following-up correctly because
you, maybe, feel futile doing this
with people you don’t really know
that initially rejected you anyway;
instead of all this and the advice I
have given regarding your pushing
through these things and working
like a prospecting machine, I want
you to consider focusing on one
house and its owner/seller alone
until a relationship is begun that
you feel obligated to follow-up because you said you would and,
then, and only then to focus on another house and its owner/seller to
do the same.
Instead of selecting a large number
of houses to visit every time out; of
planning a long route and mapping
it out, or inputting the addresses
into your navigator after first filling
out your lead sheets; instead of doing these things, just go out one
morning about 10:00 with a plan to
visit “one” selected expired listing

alone valued at, say, $3/Million
Dollars, and no others for the
whole day, and upon arriving to
walk up the drive to the door to
knock to visit with its seller about
selling again.
This is doable and let’s say, for example purposes, that you have
done it but no one answers. Appropriately, you leave your card with
the message, “I Sell Top of The
Mark Real Estate to Rich Overseas
Buyers and Locals with Means.
Stopped to Talk About Selling
Again,” written and signed on the
back. You stick this in the door
frame and leave.
Sidebar / Imagine you have decided to follow my advice about micro-managing your business development activity by doing less to get
more. Accordingly, this will be the
only house you call on this day,
week or month until you meet its
seller to pitch your program. I
mean, after all, if you were to list,
sell and close this property at its estimated value of $3/Million Dollars,
that would earn you a cool single
commission of $180,000 based on
a six-percent fee at the close of escrow. Sure, there will be commission splits involved, but we are not
going there now. This $180,000 fee
will likely be a serious boost to your
annual income. Right? So why be
vague, unspecific, unfocused in an
effort to tie it down. Do the opposite: be focused, specific, and purposeful.
So, you have left the property,
what to do? How about nothing related to real estate. Maybe go

home to spend time with your wife
or husband or kids or to watch TV,
to a park to walk, do errands, shop,
go to school or your kids school for
something, read, sleep, play or listen to music, or whatever interests
you, but go back to the house in an
hour or two or three to see if your
card is still there. If it is, drive by. If
it’s not, someone is home, so
knock again. If no answer, again,
leave your card again with the
same message written on the back,
and repeat.
I want you to think, know, and believe that someone lives there. It’s
not a vacant house. Someone will
soon be home. By soon I mean
12:00 noon, or 2:00, or 4:00, or
6:00, or 8:00, or 9:00 (the latest we
can knock on a door). If you devote
a single day or more to doing this
at one house, you soon will meet
its owner/seller and begin a relationship that you can nurture to
success: success being a program
look over when the time to sell
comes’ round again per our generalized follow-up program: and
that’s a listing presentation.
If you devote a whole day to doing
this and, still, no contact; well,
then, you’ve done a good job that
you can be proud of but, still, you
are not to go to another house until you are successful here. This is
working with vigor and a serious
micro-management of your time
and effort that will reap big rewards.
Wait one, two or three days, this is
up to you, and repeat. You may
have to do this on a Saturday or

Sunday and, possibly, before or after acceptable hours to finally
meet this property’s seller, but you
cannot imagine that you won’t because, be real, someone lives
there. Then, when you are successful, you can move on to the next
house.
If you did this with only one house
and its seller a week, well, then,
that’s fifty a year isn’t it; and, as I
have said in The Power of One, you
can expect to list up to ninety-percent of the leads in your Lead Book
that you follow-up properly. Can
you imagine? All from one contact
a week. The intensity with which
you work with ease is up to you.
When finally an owner/seller that
you have pursued this way comes
to the door, and you hold your
card up and say that you are “so
and so” and have stopped by to
talk with them about selling again,
they’ll say, “So you’re ‘so and so,’
your sure are persistent, very admirable, come in.”
Sidebar / I once went far and wide
to an expired listing to talk with its
owner about selling. The owner’s
roommate opened the door and
told me the seller wanted to sell
but that he is hard to reach because he leaves the house by 7:00
every morning and doesn’t return
until after 9:00 every night, sometimes weekends too. I asked if he
thought he, the seller, would mind
if I came by to talk about selling before he went to work in the morning. He said he thought that would
be fine.

The very next day I got up early
enough to arrive at the house at
6:00 am. It was still dark. I could
see clearly that no one was up so I
sat on the frigid porch to await
lights and movement in the house.
Finally, I saw and heard just that
about dawn, 6:30 am, so I got up,
stretched a bit and knocked. I apologized for coming so early and explained why, but he didn’t give it a
second thought. He said he was interested in selling but didn’t have
time to talk. I said I could take care
of that right now if we could just
decide on a price. We settled on his
last list price in about a minute’s
time. He asked how long it would
take me to fill out a listing agreement. I said about two minutes and
that I would do that while he got
dressed.
I listed and sold this property
quickly and twenty-two others in
and around that very neighborhood during the next twelve
months. This was an easy score still
paying dividends today. When was
the last time you knocked on a
door at 6:30 am? If I had only visited during normal business hours
once, or once or twice, it’s likely I
would never have met the seller
nor listed or sold this property, nor
the others.
Emphatically, real estate is an
“Easy Score” business. There’s
nothing to it just so long as you
micro-manage your listing development activity centered on inperson seller contact. One at a
time is just fine.

Sometimes I get letters, notes and
calls from associates and affiliates
telling me of the long hours they
have spent -- once or twice -- leaving cards at the doors of 20 or 30
or more houses to no avail; they
tell me of their only reaching one
or two or three persons home out
of all these stops; they tell me of
the hundreds of post cards they
have mailed, even though directmail is not part of our program;
and they tell me how disappointed
they are that they have gotten no
call backs or listings and indicate by
doing this that they are discouraged to the point of no return.
These one-time things work sometimes because everything works at
least a little bit, that’s actually the
first rule of marketing, but if the
“little bit” doesn’t fill your pot-oplenty, don’t be discouraged. Real
estate is a go-to business: we must
go to them – Sellers – in-person to
begin and build relationships that,
because of the relationships, lead
to our listing and selling their properties.
Even the one or two or three inperson contacts mentioned above
are a fantastic result of in-field efforts to talk with sellers about selling. If, statistically, ninety-percent
of expired listing owners go back
on the market within nine months
of the expiration, by rounding to
the nearest number all three are
going to sell again irrespective of
what they say to put you off (remember, that’s their job). Our program demands (1) That you

acknowledge this by saying something taken from our Infield Talking
Points (2) That you explain The
25/90 Rule found within The Power
of One and (3) That you systematic
follow-up all sellers met from the
very first-point of contact whether
invited to or not to initiate and
nurture a relationship that will
one-day lead to a program look
over per The Wealth Agenda. Doing these things “is” working with
intelligence and not time and
money; not doing them is the opposite.
Admittedly, it takes a lot of courage and dedication to do less as
described because we just are not
wired that way. It is counterintuitive, I acknowledge this, but decisively a way out of the doldrums.
We’ve been inculcated from birth
to believe in doing more to get
more and, paradoxically, scheming
every way imaginable to avoid it.
Even I in “Listing Madness” teach
to do more to get more. This all is
counterintuitive but, again, one or
another idea will eventually grab
you and bring you the success you
want. I’m thinking, maybe, this is
it?
The phrase “Less is More” is usually ascribed to architect Ludwig
Mies van der Rohe (1886-1969); a
pioneer of modernism, he is also
credited with “God is In the Details.” Though he popularized the
idea, the actual origin is believed to
be Robert Browning in the poem
“Andrew del Sarto,” written in
1855. I’ve read this (or tried to)

and can’t make head nor tail of it,
but I do understand “Less is More.”
Real Estate
is an “Easy Score”
Business.
Have at.
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Storytelling.
A Life and Death
Endeavor.
Who among agents will a seller list
with when they decide to sell and
why?
This is a question we all ask seeking
an answer that will lead us to preparing a foolproof program for
gaining listings. We at least consider its premise whether positing
the question or not planning the
things we will do to succeed in real
estate.
The answer is not complicated.
They list with (1) An agent they
know (2) An agent they like (3) An
agent that wants the work and (4)
An agent whose narrative makes
the most sense (a narrative, of
course, is a story). That’s the
clinker. Most any agent can meet
the first three objectives, but the
one that wins is usually the one
with the best story and who tells it
compellingly irrespective of their
sales and marketing experience,
expertise or program.
Our job, mainly, is to complete the
cycle, 1-to-4, with as many sellers
as possible. This of course begins at
a seller’s door by our stopping to
say hello to introduce ourselves

and program; but as we move
through the steps from (1) to (2) to
(3) we must always be cognizant of
(4), the stories we tell and the objective of telling our story – at
whatever stage -- better than the
other side tells theirs.
Sidebar / The Real Estate Professionals’ break-in strategy for gaining listings at the top of the market, as you know, targets sellers
that have experienced an expired
listing. In this instance, having a
great program, one that transcends the mundane, becomes a decision-making factor for sellers
seeking to sign with a new agent.
This we have but, still, a seller must
be convinced of it. The stories we
tell relevant to this are what bring
us together.
Talent and skill you have in abundance, I can assume that, but they
must be channeled to be of value in
the marketplace. To soar listing
and selling real estate at the top of
the market you have to have stories that make you interesting (a
standout agent that can satisfy the
demands of a high-end selling situation worth paying attention to).
Tell your/our stories with vigor and
be recognized.
A compelling story properly framed
-- relevant to some point -- funnels
thought along a line of reasoning a
prospect is able to relate to based
on past experience and draws
them into a sales-consideration cycle, one new idea or precept at a
time, along the line of self-interest
until self-interest is stimulated and

drives action. Storytelling, therefore, is selling.
When telling a story the energy
that flows and insights that come
that form the words you say are
largely determined by the wellpracticed familiarity you have with
matters of importance relevant to
your program and purpose.
A tennis champion, for example,
will hit thousands of balls in practice prior to a major tournament to
prepare for whatever comes
though they have done this hundreds of times before. Why should
we expect to be successful in our
business with any less effort
though our practice is mental and
not physical? How often do you
practice your scripts (stories) before proceeding to compete?
Sidebar / Our business is physical
as well. All practice sessions should
include the reading of your scripts
out loud with emphasis on slow,
well-articulated speech. Do this in
private and you’ll do it in public.
We’ve all heard the saying Practice
Makes Perfect. I once heard a star
of stage and screen say, “Amateurs
practice to get things right, but
professionals practice until it can’t
go wrong.”
Content Shapes Output / By that
I mean this (1) The Real Estate Professionals’ marketing cards, all
three of them, imply stories, tell
them (2) Our foldout marketing
strategy, The Talking Points, implies at least twelve stories, tell
them (3) Our tabbed Seller Services
Portfolio suggests a multitude of

stories, these could keep you talking for hours, tell them, and (4)
Both questions asked and statements made by sellers imply stories, possibly drawn from our InField Talking Points, tell them, and
so on and so forth.
What more could you want?
When you encounter a question
that you are not prepared to answer, excuse yourself from answering it by saying you’ll have to get
back to them on that and spin the
conversation to some point you
would like to make. Afterward, go
straightaway home to conjure up a
comeback for use with that prospect on follow-up or another
when encountered again.
Intuition that underscores nonscripted story telling is fluid and
highly personal; for a story to flow
from mind to mouth we must be
open, relaxed, informal, and trusting that what comes to mind to say
will represent exactly what we
wish to communicate.
Trust the flow of thoughts from
mind to mouth and your ability to
be extemporaneously creative will
grow; and don’t worry about saying things wrong. If something
comes out wrong, just say so, say
something like, “That came out
wrong, let me try again” and start
over. I do this often both in person
and on the phone, but I also compliment myself right in the presence of a seller or whomever when
something comes out really well. I
sometimes say, “That came out

good, didn’t it? Wish I had that recorded.” Trusting yourself and having fun with outcomes will give you
confidence to do the work and joy
doing it.
Distrusting yourself just leads to
putting off success. If you are putting off success because of selfdoubt just start hitting some balls - practicing the things you want to
say until it can’t go wrong -- and
see what happens. You’ll have listings, be holding open houses, and
processing sales faster than you
ever thought possible. That’s how
it works: one thing always follows
another.
Spend lots of time writing out dialogues and scripts that fit your personality and style covering every
imaginable topic you can conceive
encountering when visiting with
sellers whether on a first-call or
during follow-up. This is hard work,
but great fun.
There’s an old saying, “One hour
of preparation for every minute of
meeting.” This I have exceeded
many times over, maybe tens-ofhours of preparation for every minute of meeting. Do the math on a
four-hour meeting. It sometimes
must look to onlookers, meaning
my wife, that I am procrastinating,
that I just sit at my desk writing
and writing.
Maybe, though, this is how idea
and faith are blended and made
manifest. We’ve all heard “Believe
it to See It” professed by Wayne
Dyer, Deepak Chopra, Robins and
the like, but “See it to Believe It”

still is our common modus operandi. Possibly, “See it to See It” is
a blend of the two and leads to acting out in the real world what we
have acted out in mind. See it to
See It, Yea.
Whatever the case, when in front
of a seller with a multimillion dollar
home or a builder with a project
valued at tens-of-millions of dollars, stories flow effortlessly from
mind to mouth and I, generally,
come home with the bacon. This,
my wife likes.
When first visiting a seller and they
express disinterest in talking unless
you have something special to offer, how about telling a compelling
story something like what I would
say as follows (1) To align their
thinking with mine (2) To stimulate
self-interest and (3) To begin a relationship that will lead to a program look over sometime future?
A program look over is a euphemistic way of saying a Listing Presentation, a phrase you never utter in
front of a seller.
A Pitch for the Angels.
Let me start with this… Every
Great Endeavor or Program is Defined by a Mission Statement.
Ours is Mission Sold.
It’s our intention to get you more
money for your house than anyone
believes possible in today's market
and, possibly, more money than
anyone has ever gotten before for
a house like yours in this entire
area or neighborhood; and it’s our
intention to do it quickly: to list, sell

and close in ninety-days irrespective of your experience to date or
what you may personally think or
feel about the market. To do that
we have to do some Extraordinary
Things and few Ordinary Things,
but in an Extraordinary Way.
The Path to That is through The
Pillars of Success (1) Strategic
Planning (2) Intentioned Activity
and (3) Records to Substantiate Effort and Progress.
Our Seller Services Portfolio is
Expressive of This. It’s a pictorial
display of the principles that underscore our twelve-step marketing
strategy, The Talking Points, an
outline of the things we do – The
Game Changers – that turn slowsale real estate, usually an expired
listing, into fast-sale real estate.
Beginning with The Secret of
Success / Except for this document,
you won’t find it anywhere in real
estate. You have to know how
things work to be able to create a
plan that works.
Followed by Branding / “I Could
Live There!” is what a buyer will
say when they see marketing that
represents a well branded property. We will brand your property
with such strong image of success
that its power of attraction will be
irresistible.
The Money Door / This is what we
call the #1 Form of Advertising:
Open House Marketing. I’d like to
define why it’s important and how
to do it properly on a property like
this.

Advertising / We team with multiple online partners for maximum
exposure across multiple platforms
and customize a website for the
online marketing of your house
alone.
World Outreach Net/Work
Marketing / We draw both Rich
Overseas Buyers and Locals with
Means to your property in greater
numbers than any other program
in real estate by means of authentic (1) Co/Marketing Partnerships
to grow exposure exponentially
both locally and worldwide and
(2) Full Participation Commission
Agreements exclusive to our program with select brokers and
agents inside targeted markets
that would not otherwise ever
show your property to their Inbound or Top of The Mark Buyers.
And Sale-by-Auction Marketing /
We have sold more than a fewhundred homes with a Sale-by-Auction program we created for the
National housing crash of 1990/91
caused by the Savings & Loan Crisis
of the time. Utilizing it, it’s not uncommon for a homeowner to put a
home on the market by auction
with us that has been for sale for
six months, a year or even longer
and then to sell within six-to-eight
weeks irrespective of the conditions
of the time or price of the home.
The Principles, as Said, Underscore
the Strategies. The Strategies underscore the Action-Oriented-Tactics we define and execute to make
things happen outlined within a
personalized Fast-Sale Marketing
Worksheet we create for your

property alone. It’s on this worksheet -- I’ll share with you in-house
someday -- that we keep accurate
records of all goings-on to substantiate effort and progress that we
report to you every week. These all
are followed by The Money: A
Transaction Worksheet that once
begun is completed at the close of
escrow.
I Know You Want to Know How
We will Recommend Pricing this
Property. We call pricing the “It”
factor. When the time to sell comes
we’ll bring a new top-of-market appraisal of your property to show
how we will recommend pricing it
from our perspective.
Most sellers like yourself that experience an expired listing go back on
the market within nine-months of
the expiration, no matter how sure
they are they won’t, and somewhere along the way to doing that,
wish there was a professional marketing company they could list with
and not just another local area
agent; we are that alternate of
choice.
I’ll drop you this card once in a
while to remind you of that – unless you’re ready to go back on the
market now – if that’s the case let
me know. Other than that, I won’t
bother or pester you, but if I’m in
the neighborhood maybe two or
three months from now I’ll stop to
say “Hi” again to see if you are in
the same place in your thinking.
Thank you.
If you think it’s not possible that I
would say all this, you’re wrong. I

am of firm belief in an old sales
aphorism that “Silence Indicates
Acceptance.” I talk until I finish, am
stopped or redirected.
During my discourse, I of course
hold up my Mission Sold and Turnaround sales and marketing cards
at the appropriate times of my
quickly-spoken talk and deftly
manhandle my In-Field Portfolio
with the fold-out Talking Points all
ways necessary to make my points.
I flash through the relevant tabbed
chapters highlighting the essentials
stated above as though I’ve done it
a thousand times – this impresses
my listeners -- and when they want
more I consider it a close. I’ve
scored.
At this point, I slow down and discuss prospects for a full in-house
program look over when the time
is right and explain my plan for relationship-building follow-up.
I say and do all this because I figure
this very seller, one I just met, will
list with (1) An agent they know
(2) An agent they like (3) An agent
that wants the work and (4) An
agent whose narrative makes the
most sense.
I can help them (1) Get to know me
(2) Get to like me because I like
them (3) Prove I want the work by
systematic follow-up and (4) Enjoy
great stories relevant to professional sales and marketing. If there
were a fifth, it would just be my
helping them (5) Sign the listing.
Sidebar / A Pitch for The Angels is
the name of the second episode,

year one, of the original television
series The Twilight Zone. If you haven’t seen this, I recommend you
search it out and watch it now. It is
a life changer relevant to the subject of this article. I have not found
the full episode on YouTube, but it
can be seen on HULU at the time of
this writing.
Storytelling.
A Life and Death
Endeavor.
Say Yes to Life.
60.
Say Yes to Life.
I’d say there’s probably an expired
listing on today’s list within a quarter-mile of your front door.
Am I right?
If so, why not be neighborly?
Stop by today in casual clothes, introduce yourself as a neighbor and
agent, and express an interest in
helping them sell again. Odds are
you’ll get an opportunity to share
our program.
When you get it, say “Yes!”
Yes!
61.
Knockdown-Knowhow.
I recently received a text from a
Marketing Partner, Richard, as follows:
“Hey there, Al! I just spoke with a
homeowner, he’s in litigation, can’t
do a formal listing but would take
an offer right now if we could get

it. Its Zillow estimate is $2.54m.
Can we shop this to overseas buyers?”
I responded curtly as follows:
“Richard:
“Basically, a seller that can't list because of litigation, also cannot sell
because of the same litigation. It's
my experience to run, because they
play the, "If I get a great offer I can
take it to the plaintiff's attorney
and maybe do a deal," thing at our
expense. The plaintiff's attorney
says screw off. This is just about a
hundred-percent rule. Doable deals
are what we spend our time on.
“Also, our World Outreach Marketing program is liaison-oriented and
requires a listing with, even, an exaggerated commission paid by the
seller to participate. Thanks for
asking.”
Richard graciously answered as
follows:
“Great! Thanks for the advice!”
Knockdown-Knowhow / Today,
I’d like to elaborate on my comments and lay a bit of a foundation
underlying my advice to run, which
to many, I think, would seem a
negative response to a moneymaking opportunity, even if challenging.
If a Fellow, grab your Listing Book
and turn to Chapter 11: Sale-ByAuction Marketing.
The first two pages represent the
front and backsides of a property
workup (brochure) I created at my
expense for six unfinished infill custom homes in the downtown area
of Huntington Beach, California; by

infill it is meant that the seller, a
builder, removed an older residence on each of six lots to build
new custom homes on each inside
an older established neighborhood.
“At my expense” means that I paid
for the custom painted illustration
of one of the unfinished homes to
show prospective buyers what it
and the others would look like
upon completion, about five-hundred dollars, and paid for color
printing as well. The miniature ad
on the backside (Page 2 of this
Chapter) represents a larger ad I
ran to promote the auction in the
classified sections of both the Orange County Register and the Los
Angeles Times; very expensive. I
also customized a Sale-By-Auction
sign as shown on the front side for
all six properties located at different sites around the downtown
area, and paid to have them
posted; this was some time consuming effort and expense.
The seller specifically listed these
properties with me because of my
auction program. He told me he
had gotten a bit over-his-head financially and that he decided to
sell the properties unfinished to
whoever would buy them that
way, for a discount of course, but
that he hadn’t had any luck and
was running out of time.
The result of the auctions I set into
motion for each property were fantastic. I received an offer on all six
in a week’s time. Writing six offers
with six different buyers in that
short a timeframe was no easy
task, but I worked long and hard to
do this motivated by all the payoffs

(1) Client satisfaction (2) Justification of my Sale-By-Auction program (3) Peer recognition (4) The
growth of my program and, of
course (5) Money.
When I presented the offers to the
seller, he rudely said he didn’t
think it was possible to do that in a
week’s time and said outright that I
must have faked the offers to impress him, but the checks with
each convinced him otherwise.
Why he had a predisposition to
mistrust was beyond me.
He said he would take each under
advisement, meaning he would
think about them, and let me
know. At this time in my career, I
was already in the habit of writing
offers on custom homes with a
three-week acceptance timeframe
for the benefits of closure I layout
in Negotiation Magic: this can be
found in the Fellowship Library.
This gave him plenty of time to
think over the benefits of accepting
the offers as written. I advised the
buyers to be patient for a “good
deal” was coming.
In the meantime, I thought I’d continue with my plans for weekly
open house at the most finished of
the six homes to meet back-up
buyers. On the first Saturday following, I put out my open house
signs and settled in inside one of
the unfinished homes on a folding
chair with folding table, lunch, a radio and book in hand. About
midafternoon a pleasant looking,
casually dressed, middle-aged man
walked in and asked who I was and
what I was doing there. Obviously,
I said I was holding the house open
and conducting a sale-by-auction
of this property and five others like

it nearby for anyone that would
like to get a good deal on an unfinished home.
He asked who authorized me to do
this. I advised it was the property
owner, Mr. Atwood, of Atwood
Builders as posted on the sign. He
said that was odd, because he
doesn’t own these homes. He went
on to say that he worked for the
bank that had the construction
loans on these properties and that
they had recently foreclosed on
them. He advised that the bank
now owned the properties and not
Atwood, and that they had no intention of selling them unfinished,
that a sale was probably a year off.
I said, you mean the loans are in
default and that a sale date is
pending. He advised otherwise:
specifically, no, that that has come
and gone.
Hmm, I said, I don’t see how that is
possible. Mr. Atwood would know
this for sure, I said, why would he
list with me? He said, actually, that
he didn’t, that my listings were invalid contracts because he had no
right to sign them.
I waited until Monday to confront
Atwood about this. I arose early
and left the house sleepy-headed
at dawn to get to his office before
office hours in hopes of catching
him by surprise because he had
been hard to get hold of. This could
have been a time waster, but he
drove up about 8:00 am, parked
and walked in. I followed closely
behind. You should have seen the
look on his face when he turned to
see me upon hearing, “Good morning, Mr. Atwood, came to talk
about our deals.”

After laying out what I had learned,
he sheepishly admitted it was true,
but that he thought if he went to
the bank with some great take-out
offers that they would revert the
foreclosures and let him complete
the homes. He said he thought for
me to know this would lessen my
motivation to help.
He advised that he called on the
bank with offers in hand during the
week prior, but that they had no
interest in talking. He and I were
out, just like that. Calm and poised,
I asked if he would cover the expenses I incurred at his request.
You can imagine his answer. I just
left, never to look back or talk
again; well, not to talk anyway.
This was a Knockdown-Knowhow
experience. I was knocked-down
pretty hard to get some
knowhow, but still only one of
many such encounters I’ve had in
some forty-years of doing deals.
Sellers like this show up all the
time. When I encounter even a
possibility of such a timewaster,
I just walk.
I am always advising to work with
intelligence and not time and
money. We can’t always see what’s
coming, but a little knockdownknowhow shared by one that has
walked the razor’s edge before can
save a lot of time and money for
those with eyes to see and ears to
hear.
I’d say there are hundreds of
knockdown-knowhow experiences
underlying every element of our
Twelve-Step Marketing Strategy,
The Talking Points, though I
couldn’t begin to recall, define, or
elaborate on them even if I tried.

They are the in-field, sweat-earned
experiences that make up unconscious-competence though one
surfaces every now and then like
the story shared herein.
Turn Your Scars into Stars / This of
course is an old saying and the title
of a book published many years
ago by Robert H. Schuller, founder
of the Garden Grove Community
Church, and builder of the Crystal
Cathedral.
I may not have closed the deals
proposed by Atwood on the unfinished homes in Huntington Beach,
but I surely have made an incalculable amount of money for both
myself and agents, locally and nationally, that have done deals that
have closed because of listings
gained either by our Auction program itself, substantiated by the
Atwood experience, or premises
laid out in its literature that have
led to listings that have sold and
closed.
It is a fantastic success story still
paying dividends (earning commissions) today and a cautionary
Knockdown-Knowhow tale underscoring a more pleasurable way of
doing business by not chasing
every moneymaking opportunity
down the rabbit hole. I see no end
to this.
That scar is a “Star” that has benefited me and others greatly.
Balance / I often talk or write
about the importance of living a
balanced life, that there are three
areas of life that must be balanced
for either to flourish (1) Our personal life (2) Our family life and (3)
Our business life. One area is not

more or less important than the
others.
To focus all of one’s energy and resources on one area life at the expense of the others leads to imbalance and, like a badly out of balance tire hobbling down the road,
will shake everything apart, even
on the finest car.
I recently watched an old episode
of the Bob Newhart Show. It ran
during the mid-seventies and in it,
Newhart, a psychologist, was talking something over with his wife,
Suzanne Pleshette, and commented that the divorce rate in the
US was now (then) up to thirty-percent (30%) of married couples.
They were taken aback by this;
hard to believe. Today it is over
fifty-percent (50%). I was taken
aback by the increase in only about
forty-years; hard to believe.
I think we, us married couples, are
just shaken apart by the imbalance
mentioned. In business the killer is
time, just too much time given to
the pursuit of success. Much of this
time is devoted to chasing bad
deals. That’s the tie-in.
There are so many nice people,
straight shooting, honest, fair dealing people, out there that there is
just no need to greedily pursue
every moneymaking opportunity
that comes along.
I once was called to list two houses
in an area known as Orange Park
Acres, where I happened to live, by
a man that owned a fantastic custom home there he wanted to sell,
and to list his mother’s house
nearby as well. We met at his
mother’s house and listed it first
for about $1/Million in today’s

value, and then drove to his house
and listed it for about $3.5/Million.
After completing the paperwork he
decided to tell me about some of
his fantastic business dealings that
included a raucous telling of how
he sued this guy and that guy, and
this company and that company,
and even of how he was currently
involved in suing the US Government over something.
I hmm’d and ah’d to all, but that
was a rabbit hole I had no intention
of entering.
When I returned to my homeoffice, I wrote a cordial note to him
noting that I hadn’t realized how
overbooked I was and that because
of this I didn’t feel I could properly
service the listings, and terminated. I sent it to him by certified
mail the next day and walked from
a sizeable commission opportunity.
About three months later the
Orange County Register ran a full
page article on some guy that was
running a scheme of some kind
that the FBI cracked down on. They
published photos of the FBI impounding his Rolls Royce and of
them taking art from his home. The
article told of how he had run to
some foreign country to evade the
FBI, but stated that the FBI was
sure they would get him. This, of
course, was the same guy that
listed the two properties with me a
few months earlier that I terminated.
Whew!
I had made a decision to spend
time watching my daughter, on JV
Cheer at the time, cheer at JV football games, or to exercise and read,

or to spend time with my wife, and
not to work long hard hours chasing every shaky deal that came
along sometime before meeting
this fella in the pursuit of balance.
This empowered me to act appropriately in that situation. We can’t
always see what’s coming, but I
think we can feel it.
Today I watch my six year old
granddaughter do gym, or my nine
year old granddaughter play tennis
both mid-afternoon side-by-side
the same young lady (their mother)
I watched do JV Cheer, or take my
wife of 43 years at the time of this
writing to lunch, instead of chasing
bad money. I like how things have
worked out.
I think I’ve said enough.
Richard, I appreciate greatly the
respect you showed for this by
your gracious answer to my curt
reply.

After printing, cut and hole-punch
the two-up lead sheets into fifty individual sheets, one for each property you will visit and prospective
seller you will call on to represent
our program to.
Go to The weekly update of many
thousands of sellers of expired listings within the past nine-months
throughout southern California
that have not yet relisted their
properties for sale, and select fifty
as indicated above to call on (five
for each area). You can expand on
this later.
Complete the top part of each
sheet for each selected property.
Once organized this way you’ll find
that your Lead Book and Lead
Sheets will pull you into action.
The human brain and all its psychological systems are pattern creating
completion-oriented mechanisms.

I See Big Things in Your Future.
The Future is Now.
62.
Course:
The Wealth Agenda 101
Emphasis: The 50/50/50
for Fifty Plan.
Buy yourself a half-sized binder
and ten dividers, one for each city,
zip code, unique area, or Thomas
Bros Map Guide section within
which you will initially prospect for
listings and print twenty-five
sheets of the Lead Sheet Template
provided within your start-up materials and documents. You can
add or delete areas later.

The completion mechanism of the
brain, your brain, will manifest in
drive oriented along the line of enlightened self-interest transmuting
the client development phase of
our listing program -- from a timorous activity at best for many -- to
one of pleasure and excitation, but
it all starts with your taking the
time to organize a Lead Book and
Lead Sheets as outlined. Organization is the root-cause of motivation.
You needn’t believe this or even
trust that what I say is true, instead
I challenge you to experience and
know.

The Money.
The Money is in the No’s.
The sooner you visit your leads expecting each one of them to say,
“No, I do not want to sell, I have
changed my mind,” though this
may seem negative, the sooner
you can begin the Turnaround, the
process of converting them from
No’s to Yes’s by methodical followup and relationship building strategies per our program introduction,
The Power of One, published
within the Fellowship Library as:
The Power of One: The Top Job in
Real Estate.
Actually, we do not convert leads
from No’s to Yes’s, but instead by
our efforts become an alternateof-choice when a prospective client
(a seller you call on) decides to sell
again. An alternative that did not
exist prior to your visit.
Some on your first visit will say,
“Tell me more,” and list soon after;
but ninety-percent, generally, will
list with a new agent sometime
within nine-months of the expiration, as you know per the 25/90
Rule outlined within The Power of
One, thus reducing the chances of
a first stop “Yes” to a minuscule
potential. It’s for this reason that
the money, so to speak, is in the
No’s.
With disciplined attention to a
wealth agenda based on converting No’s to Yes’s over a long-haul
(nine-months) there’s no limit to
your listing potential.

Therefore, in spite of anything negative a seller may say about selling,
from your first visit (1) Follow-up
with biweekly “Turnaround” sales
and marketing cards and (2) In-person visits after every third card for
a period of up to nine-months from
the initial expiration to create a relationship that will lead to a program look over and a listing.
This pool of fifty selected leads or
more is your pipeline of listings to
come. It is my experience that we
can list up to ninety-percent of
leads contacted and followed-up in
this manner. Imagine that !!!
Update your lead sheets as you go,
add new leads week-to-week as
you wish up to a hundred max, and
toss out those you just don’t want
to go back to for whatever reason.
This is a sure path to success.
The 50/50/50 for Fifty Plan (1) Select fifty XL leads (eXpired Listings)
for initial contact and follow-up (2)
Talk with all fifty (3) Follow-up
these fifty with biweekly marketing
cards and occasional visits to see
your income skyrocket to beyond
(4) Fifty-thousand dollars a month.
This concludes this course, The
Wealth Agenda 101. If you have
read this far, you have passed. I
give you an “A.”
Please confirm by replying,
“Thanks for the A,” to make my
day.
Congratulations.

63.
The Miracle Manifest.
My youngest daughter, Anna, graduated from college in 2006. My
wife and I decided to use that
event as a benchmark or turning
point for a change-of-life move.
We had lived in the same neighborhood for twenty-eight years
and the current house for twenty.
It was a bit of a rambling singlelevel property with an oversized
three-car garage and a full-sized attic above the garage. The attic, just
because of its size, had become an
archeological depository of practically every piece of junk (keepsake)
relative to every event, hobby, or
experience the four of us had
reaching some thirty-years past.
We lived within a somewhat rural
setting in an area known as Orange
Park Acres in Orange County, California, and had made a decision to
buy a new home on Naples Island
in Long Beach, California. We, additionally, had made a decision to
buy all new furniture and accessories for the new home, to take
nothing from old to new, literally
nothing, including the junk (keepsakes) in the attic.
Once our property sold, I had three
weeks to clear it out. This turned
out to be harder to do than I imagined, but I went to work 8 am to 8
pm daily to do this every single day
of this three week period.
I had gotten the largest forty-foot
haul-away trash bin possible and
filled it to over flowing. I gave away

every bit of furniture that anybody
wanted to family and friends, and
advertised on Craigslist that all remaining contents of the house
could be gotten for free by anyone
that would take them away. People
showed up by the droves and
cleared everything out. I had a fantastic desk set that had to be built
inside a small room to get it in and
had one fella work on it a full day
disassembling it for removal. I
thought it would never go.
All was gone, except one thing. My
wife had inherited from her
mother a large, ornate, solid cedar,
antique Hope Chest that weighed
about one-hundred and fifty
pounds. Empty, it took two to
move. We had bought each of our
two daughters a Hope Chest to set
at the foot of their bed, but they
each were laminated soft top
benches compared to this. We had
decided to give the antique chest
away with all the other stuff but
hadn’t yet done so because it was
filled with family photos gathered
during our entire married life,
thirty-three years at the time, and
we just hadn’t figured out what to
do with them; but now, three
weeks had passed and I had arranged for the buyer to pick-up the
keys and to hand over the house at
5:00 pm Sunday evening.
Still working to clear the house of
the last discoverable remnants of
personal possessions hiding here
and there all day Sunday, cleaning,
sweeping, I finally finished-up
about 4:40 pm, twenty minutes be-

fore their scheduled arrival. Actually, I planned to just leave the
keys for them on a counter in the
garage and to leave with the door
open. I just didn’t want to talk with
them again; but, still, I had this
Hope Chest full of treasure to deal
with. What to do?
I had no boxes to hold the photos, I
couldn’t move the chest alone if I
tried, I didn’t want to see the buyers, I didn’t want to have to arrange a comeback with them, this
was a real conundrum. Leaning on
a window sill looking to the front of
the house, pondering my dilemma,
I saw a young girl about ten years
old turn the corner with, of course,
Girl Scout cookies in hand and
could see clearly that this was her
next stop.
I didn’t want her to have to come
down the drive to an obviously
empty ghost house to face a disheveled old-guy with broom in
hand that would open the door in
ghostly fashion to greet her, so I
moved quickly to meet her halfway up the drive. Even, still, she
furtively look about the neighborhood left-to-right a bit affright to
see who was around before talking. I tried in fatherly fashion to be
calming as possible.
She commented that her dad was
with her and would be here momentarily before she started pitching her cookies. And, understandably, to her great relief, as she
handed me her brochure and order
form, her father drove up. He
parked atop the drive and walked
down to stand beside her as she

talked. We just nodded to each
other, smiled, and listened. She
gave a good pitch.
Her father drove up in a workaday
pickup that had a sign on it that advertised Customized Cabinets. It
made me think of the Hope Chest
because it had a broken hinge that
cracked the top a bit on one side.
Then, of course, the “Aha” moment. When the young girl and I
finished our business I asked if he
would like to have an antique Hope
Chest for his daughter; a real antique, I said, made of solid wood
with the original manufacturer’s
brochure still inside from 1925.
He said he didn’t have any money
for a Hope Chest right now. I could
see that, but said I didn’t want any
money for it, that I was offering it
without cost if he, his daughter and
wife would want it. That perked
him up a bit and he said let’s see.
Walking down the drive I commented about the hinge and
cracked top, he said no problem,
that he was a cabinet maker.
When we entered the room where
the Hope Chest sat, I could see immediately that he wanted it. He excused himself for a moment to call
his wife to see what she thought.
She didn’t give it even a moment’s
thought before saying yes, but
what to do with the photos? I decided to just dump them onto the
floor two handfuls at a time – he
helped me do this -- and to help
him carry the chest out to his
truck. This, even, was trying. I
mean, not the carrying of the
chest, but the dumping of the

photos. When taken out of the
chest they expanded to a pile
about five feet wide in all directions and two feet tall. This done,
he and his daughter scurried on.

There is no end to how the intelligent can use this; in our program,
as you have read elsewhere, we
strive to work with intelligence
and, not, time and money.

Chest gone, ten minutes to go, I
moved like the wind blows and
used a small office-sized trash can
to gather the photos one load at a
time and dump them helter-skelter
into the trunk of my car. The trunk
accommodated this because I was
driving a full-sized Lincoln at the
time and you could put the moon
in there if you wanted. This took
about ten trips and I split a minute
before 5:00, never to return.

Imagine, for example, standing before an unopened door to speak
the first time with a home owner
about selling and, that, instead of
just being a self-interested agent
seeking a listing, that you, instead,
are a divine messenger of God (the
Universal Creative Force, however
you see it) whose job it is to make
miracles however they will manifest, present or future, from your
encounter with the owner on the
other side of the door.

Who could have imagined?
A miracle indeed.
The Miracle Manifest.
The word “miracle” is often used to
characterize a beneficial event that
is statistically unlikely to occur
without divine intervention: divine,
because, the event could not possibly occur without guided intervention beyond a capability or reach
ascribable to human power or,
even, the laws of nature. Some
theological texts suggest that for a
miracle to occur the events that
led up to it had to be set up by God
from the beginning of time.
The Miracle Manifest implies inevitability: that a synchronous inevitability exists in all things. It only
takes one or two personal experiences like the one above to prove
this out and I know you have had a
similar experience from which you
can draw inference.

And, imagine, that the owner on
the other side of the door is the
same as you, a divine messenger of
God (the Universal Creative Force,
however they see it) whose job it
is, also, to make miracles however
they will manifest, present or future, from their encounter with
whomever it is knocking on the
front side of the door.
And, imagine, that together you
will manifest a present-moment
miracle like my encounter with father and daughter to solve my dilemma regarding the disposition of
a Hope Chest, and their gaining of
a fantastic keepsake that may remain in the family for generations
to come; all within a twenty-minute last-call window of opportunity.
Like this, you and the owner become one in the moment and experience a synchronous event, a

miracle, with reach into the forevermore (sounds like a listing and a
sale to me).
What can be wrong with turning
the mundane into the magical,
even in real estate?
Essentially, this is what is Meant
by Expect the Best.
64.
Unity Consciousness.
I believe that we always find what
we look for, that we are completely unified with life.
Because of this, I do not speculate
about outcomes, nor intellectualize
or analyze things to death [death, I
say], but proceed in confidence to
playout my expectations: in business, be executing my daily plan; in
life, by just doing what I want to
do. I seek to be the embodiment of
my wants, rather than to seek my
wants.
This is why I am so interested in
what I call The Miracle Manifest:
obvious, conscious proof of the
unity of life (outcomes) with my
wants and needs. Even the
“Stones” sang in 1969, “You can't
always get what you want, but if
you try sometimes, well, you might
find you get what you need.”
Once, about 1978, I was flashing
new listings and came upon a fantastic looking property in Orange
Park Acres, a then rural area of Orange County, California, that I was
unfamiliar with but thought my
wife and I would be interested in. It
was only about ten miles from mid

Santa Ana where I had my office so
I jumped in my car and sped off to
see it. It was new, never occupied,
and selling for the hefty price of
$125,000; a bit pricey for the time.
Upon driving up, I knew I wanted it
without having to bother to see
the inside (remember the rule, 75%
of the decision to buy a home is
made curbside), and I knew my
wife would as well but I thought I’d
get to know the neighborhood before bringing her out.
Over the next few days, I gathered
info on homes for sale in the small
isolated community and set out to
see a few. Unfortunately, I came
upon a fantastic development of
custom homes and one unbelievable house – I wanted – selling for
$245,000 that almost spoiled my
interest in the lesser house, but it
was out of my range at the time.
I took my wife to the first, a vacant
house on a third of an acre,
opened the door for her and recall
her saying, “I want it,” upon her
stepping in. We were living in a
new, but much smaller condo at
the time, and this was some move
up. We bought it. Our experience
there over the next eight years was
just great. We started our family
there and prospered all ways: emotionally, spiritually, physically, and
financially.
Every now and then, though, as is
common we would look at other
houses both in OPA (Orange Park
Acres) and other areas to consider
a move-up, but never found a
house that motivated us to move.

We were happy just where we
were.
Then, as said, about eight years in
I was sitting at my desk when my
phone rang and I answered, “Al
Lewis speaking.” Still doing that.
The caller said that he was referred
to me by a man at his church that
said I had a special program for
selling custom homes that might
help him with a situation he was
involved in. He went on to say that
he lived in LA (Los Angeles) and
worked for a large company that
moved executives around the US
to one branch or another occasionally and, that, to accommodate this
they would buy their current residence to speed things up.
He then went on to say they had
just done that for an executive that
lived in an area known as Orange
Park Acres in Orange County and
asked if I had ever heard of it. I said
go on. He told me about a custom
home that sat on a half-acre lot
that was really nice right in the
middle of OPA, on the southwest
corner of Mustang Avenue that
seemed priced right at $345,000,
but sat unsold for the last six
months and that, as the executive
in charge of property disposition,
that he was looking for a broker
that could help rid them of it. I
liked the sound of that.
This was that house, the spoiler, I
knew it right off.
I said I assume you’re up to paying
a normal broker’s fee for this, and
he agreed. I then went on to say
that coincidentally, I live in OPA,

and have for the last eight years.
He said, “Fantastic!” Furthermore,
I said, I could actually be interested
in this house myself, that I wasn’t
kidding, and that I would look at it
today.
I took my wife to the property,
she stepped through the front
door and said, “I want it.”
We stole it, I mean purchased it,
for $320,000 and I as the broker
double-ended it, of course. We
lived there for the next twenty
years.
The Miracle Manifest.
The word “miracle” is often used to
characterize a beneficial event that
is statistically unlikely to occur
without divine intervention: divine,
because, the event could not possibly occur without guided intervention beyond a capability or reach
ascribable to human power or,
even, the laws of nature. Some
theological texts suggest that for a
miracle to occur the events that
led up to it had to be set up by God
from the beginning of time.
The Miracle Manifest implies inevitability: that a synchronous inevitability exists in all things. It only
takes one or two personal experiences like the one above to prove
this out and I know you have had a
similar experience from which you
can draw inference.
There is no end to how the intelligent can use this; in our program,
as you have read elsewhere, we
strive to work with intelligence
and, not, time and money.

Imagine, for example, standing before an unopened door to speak
the first time with a home owner
about selling and, that, instead of
just being a self-interested agent
seeking a listing, that you, instead,
are a divine messenger of God (the
Universal Creative Force, however
you see it) whose job it is to make
miracles however they will manifest, present or future, from your
encounter with the owner on the
other side of the door.
And, imagine, that the owner on
the other side of the door is the
same as you, a divine messenger of
God (the Universal Creative Force,
however they see it) whose job it
is, also, to make miracles however
they will manifest, present or future, from their encounter with
whomever it is knocking on the
front side of the door.
And, imagine, that together you
will manifest a present-moment
miracle like my encounter with the
man that wanted to sell some nice,
but obscure property, to him, in
some faraway place known as
Orange Park Acres that I happened
to have long wanted.
Like this, you and the owner become one in the moment and experience a synchronous event, a
miracle, with reach into the forevermore (sounds like a listing and a
sale to me).
What can be wrong with turning
the mundane into the magical,
even in real estate?
Essentially, this is what is Meant
by Expect the Best.

65.
New Telemarketing Guide.
I recently revised the Expired
Listing Telemarketing Guide published within the Fellowship
Library. To see this, go to TheReal
EstateFellowship.com, The Fellowship Library, and scroll to:
XL Telemarketing Guide
by Al Lewis
Of particular importance is the
now established “Company Policy”
regarding opportunities gained by
cold-calling expired listings. This is
found about two-thirds down the
calling guideline. Please look this
over.
At the very bottom of the guideline, I advise to say to yourself before each call, “Someone I will talk
with today/tonight wants to sell
and I’m going to find out who.” I
advise this because the fumbling,
failing human body and mind are
controlled by the conscious mind;
set it aside and your spirit mind,
subconscious mind if you prefer,
which has no fear can rule each,
thus performing up to par everything you have ever read, heard or
intuited about effective selling.
You can suspend time, space, and
multifaceted illusions of the conscious mind by chanting a mantra
that defines the outcome of your
activity as you do it. Your chant will
place you where you want to be
without your, maybe, even knowing exactly how you got there; it

will create your future in the moment. You’ll experience success
quickly and easily.
Success is evoked, not gained. This
is something to think about.
The guideline cannot be printed
onto either letter- or legal-sized
paper, but must be printed onto a
tabloid-sized worksheet: 11” x 17”
in size. If you do not have a printer
that can do this, take the file to
Staples or Office Max for color output. Print a couple dozen or more
at a time on index paper for daily,
weekly, or monthly use as wanted.
The idea of a guide is that you
speak with fluid-authority as you
share ideas about our program
with prospective sellers you reach
by phone. You can sometimes do
this successfully speaking off-thecuff, but you will fumble a lot and
leave a lot out. If you read, as instructed on the guideline, you
rarely if ever will leave things out
that you want to say, and you will
never fumble. Structure has the
added advantage of reminding you
of things you would like to share as
you go, things not on the guideline
that come to mind that will fill the
spaces between the lines, so to
speak.
To do this, to read, just place the
guideline next to your phone as
you talk or prop it up in front of
you. You soon will find yourself
scanning it with ease as the words
flow unhindered from mind to
mouth to phone to ear, like pillowtalk.

The Contact Journal, additionally,
will drive you to making calls in
numbers adequate to find success
as well. If you have to make fifty
calls to have one conclusory experience, well, then, you have to
make fifty calls to do this. Even
football players have to do this,
they mark off each yard gained one
or more at a time until they reach
the goal. No marks, no goal. Every
now and then, though, like they
you’ll score right off.
Goals, Chants, Mantras
and Intentions.
Goals, Chants, Mantras and
Intentions provide a path to
SynchroDestiny: synchronized
events leading to a goal-directed
destiny. By putting our attention
on a goal or intention repeatedly
we will grow to understand and experience the entire possibility contained within it.
Goals and intentions, like mantras
in the East…
…Sacred verbal formulas repeated
in prayer, meditation or incantation, such as an invocation of a
God, a magic spell, a syllable or
portion of scripture containing
mystical potentialities capable of
creating transformation…
…increase the statistical likelihood
of synchronized experience along
predictable paths because, simply,
what you think about expands
from thought to experience.
This means that the more a goal,
chant, mantra or intention is
thought about or used the greater

the likelihood their end will be fulfilled.
I call this “Jumping into the ocean
of our being.”
My subconscious mind – apart
from my ego – understands the
meaning, depth and reach of a goal
or intention even if I at the time of
its imaging, reading or speaking do
not and, like an autopilot, will lead
me to its fulfillment.
In actual practice we permit logic
or reason to carry us as far as it can
in daily life and, when it falls short,
we either quit or give up, or go inside. There is an intuition within us
which always backs up such reason
as we possess. When we state in a
chant or mantra or affirmation that
an idea, whatever it be, is working
itself out through us, we in essence
are letting go and letting… well,
you know.
Practitioners of this reason vs. faith
paradox are believers that there is
but one Spirit or Life Essence in the
universe; every manifestation is
therefore some form of this Essence or Source, and that Source is
centered in him- or her- self as it is
in everyone else. They proceed on
the basis that Mind in its unformed
state, and Mind in form are identical and by this “Intelligence,” there
I go again, know that form always
corresponds with an idea held in
Mind. I am of this mindset.
In essence I am leading or asking
you to use your mind to transpose
material facts into their spiritual
correspondents: thoughts, ideas,
and wishes; and to stay with the

spiritual correspondents until material fact, experience, surrenders
its discordant image to a pattern in
accord with that in Mind.
Cause and Effect are
Simultaneous.
Every time I visualize, read or
speak a goal or intention it effects
an outcome in my experience that
mirrors the goal or intention exactly. This is why I suggest chanting
the statement, “Someone I will talk
with today/tonight wants to sell
and I’m going to find out who,”
before each call.
I Wish You Good Luck in
Your Endeavors.
Say “Yes” to Life.
66.
Happy New Year
A New Year’s Resolution
2018.
I am writing this week to wish you
a Happy New Year, and to tell you
how much I have enjoyed sharing
my program with you this past
year.
If I were also to wish a New Year’s
Resolution upon you it would be
that you begin the new year dayone resolute to work with intelligence and not time and money to
get to where you want to go in real
estate.
To do that, to focus on what works
versus what doesn’t, you may have
to unwind a bit; by that I mean you
may have to let go of the new and
embrace the old.

Did you ever stop to think that no
matter what they do to a car that it
still rolls on four wheels; that a
train still rolls on two tracks; that a
plane still flies on two wings; that a
bike is still propelled by two feet
on two pedals; and that an apple
pie still tastes best when made
with sugar, flour, cinnamon, nutmeg and apples stirred in a large
bowl, poured onto pastry, and
baked forty-to-fifty minutes?
Some things, really, never change
and never will.
This is especially true of human nature. Consider, if you will, how a
woman wants to be courted. Has
this ever really changed?
First Comes Attention to Detail /
Oh the details! Women adore love
notes and sweet morning text messages. From little surprises to the
opening of car doors, it’s the little
things that women desire when
they are being courted. If he pays
attention them, she’ll pay attention to him.
Second is the Planning of Dates /
Spontaneous men can be very
sexy, it is said, but more so is a
man who is a planner. When a man
plans a date for a woman, it means
he is thinking of her ahead of time.
Planning a date takes effort. A man
has to research, pick a place, and
set reservations. These are all little
things, but sexy, that women love.
Third is the Confirming of Dates /
Women are sticklers for consistency. They love a man who is
reliable and organized. That’s why
they love it when a man confirms a

date. A man who calls to make a
date, calls to confirm it, and shows
up on time – to a woman -- is a responsible man worth consideration.
Fourth is Calling to Talk / In the
early stages of dating, women love
it when a man calls to check in and
get to know them. In this era of
email and texting, it’s not very
common. You can’t really get to
know someone through email and
text. Women love to be courted
over the phone. A man that picks
up the phone and calls is one-up
on the man that doesn’t; and you
know, you can’t get to second base
without first getting to first.
Fifth is Gifts Galore / Diamonds
are a girl’s best friend and that may
never change. Women want to receive gifts when being courted, but
nothing too lavish; well, the price
tag depends on the girl. Still,
women want men to treat them to
dinner, movies, and drinks. A man
that woos a woman with his wallet
can get from second to third with
most any woman (hmm, how’d you
like that one ladies?).
Sixth is Being Complimentary and
Affectionate / When a man tells a
woman she looks great, she feels
great. What woman doesn’t want
to hear sweet nothings? This is the
“way” of courting and it’s free.
When it comes from the heart with
hugs and kisses -- if the woman allows -- a relationship is established.
Seventh is for a Man to Want to
Know what She Wants / Sweet
nothings can only go so far, which

is why women love it when a man
courts them with honesty. “Tell me
you want me; Tell me you want to
kiss me; Then kiss me” is what a
woman wants to hear and experience. When a man is honest about
both his and a woman’s feelings a
woman knows there’s something
real going on. If a man wants to
commit, he must tell it to a woman
to win her over. This won’t happen
by osmosis.
And Last but Not Least (Courtship
Must Never End) / Women want
courtship to last forever! When realized, a living romance follows. In
sales, when the conversation
comes to an end, the sales process
ends with it. Likewise, when courting stops, women tend to check
out. So, men, don’t stop courting,
ever.
Are all the preceding Chauvinistic?
You bet.
I don’t know what’s with this thing
about male-chauvinism being some
kind of despoilment of a woman’s
self-reliance, independence,
power, or place in the world. The
definition of chauvinism is excessive or prejudiced support for
one’s own cause: that seems like
the aim of courtship to me. A living
romance requires chauvinism, a
good thing for all.
Men, if single and seeking a relationship… Court, Court, Court…
some things never change; and
consider, now, how a prospective
client wants to be courted, possibly
by the same methods exactly.

Let Go of the New, and
Embrace the Old.
I have written about this before, so
I will be brief, and if a “Red” hatter,
forgive me for the following.
I recently heard a respected Las
Vegas casino executive – that at
one time worked for Donald Trump
-- say that he, Donald Trump,
knows nothing about the casino
business. He said he knows nothing
about gaming, food service, the development and maintenance of a
loyal customer base, and the like;
but what he, Donald Trump, does
know very well, he said, is how to
pull money out of a casino to the
point of bankrupting it.
He went on and on about this and
was very convincing. While listening, my mind wandered off to a
similar evaluation I have of today’s
online interactive business community that reaches into every business, household, and wallet of virtually every adult nationwide today.
The sole purpose of these enterprises – Google, MSN, Yahoo, AOL,
Facebook, Amazon, Netflix,
YouTube, Zillow, Redfin, Trulia, and
a hundred others – is to pull
money out of our pockets and to
put it into theirs though it ostensibly is to serve our needs. They do
this while, even, plotting to kill our
business, but they are so overwhelmingly omnipresent that their
viability has become both “Apodictic” and “Ineluctable.” I highlight
these words because they are so

rarely seen or used that they are
just unknown by most.
When a thing or idea is “Apodictic”
it appears to be clearly established
beyond repute; and when a thing
or idea is “Ineluctable” it is unable
to be resisted and has become certain or necessary. This clearly describes the invasive properties and
characteristic of the Internet today.
As said, my wish for you this coming year is that you work with intelligence, and not time and
money to get to where you want
to go in real estate.
To do this you don’t need the Internet or to spend any money at
all; you just need to undertake a
program of business development
that will result in the development
of personal prospects that may or
will lead to listing appointments,
listings, and sales.
If new names are not added to
your personal prospect list daily or
weekly, or per some defined
schedule, you do not have a business development program in
place, it’s that simple, and a year
will pass without your doing business except by accident.
In real estate a potential customer
is any person that owns a home. A
personal prospect (or prospective
customer) is an owner that's volunteered their concession-deadline
relative to selling to you: the date
they must give-in-to or concede-to
making a decision to sell such as
March or June of the coming year.
That knowledge is considered a

lead to a listing and qualifies that
prospect for cultivation (courtship)
into an actual client.
How to do this?
Well, you must (1) Pay attention
to detail (2) Plan dates (3) Confirm
dates (4) Talk (5) Provide gifts (follow-up cards) (6) Compliment and
be sincere (7) Acknowledge what
they want and (8) Always court.
The Internet will not do this for
you, you must do this the old fashioned way in person by using your
feet to propel you up to their door;
your mouth to talk; and your hands
to gesture; one prospective customer at a time.
How do you find them?
Well, not by prospecting, that’s a
time waster looking for people that
might be considering selling and is
particularly hard to do at the “Top”
of the market. We, as you know, go
direct to sellers that have already
told us they want to sell by trying
and failing. Ninety-percent try
again, generally, within ninemonths of experiencing an expired
listing by signing with a new agent.
I send you these leads, about sixthousand a week, don’t I!
The rest you know.
I implore you to turn the electricity
off this coming year and to grow
your business the old fashioned
way, by talking to people, and
courting those you have an affinity
for into a relationship that will lead
to the listing and sale of their
homes.

Most any psychologist will tell you
there is a man inside every woman
and a woman inside every man;
relative to courting, they are one
and the same.

to be the same. I called, talked to a
sales manager about consigning
the car and was asked right off to
bring it down. I did and consigned
it for sale.

“Show me your love, show me
how much you care; Talk to my
heart, whisper my name; Show me
your love, I need you more than
air; Show me your love…” sings
Ukrainian artist, Tina Karol.

A few weeks passed without a follow-up call from them so I called to
get an update myself. The sales
manager said they consigned the
car to a field rep that specialized in
my type of car and that he was
showing it around to other dealers
to dig up a deal. I said, “Good.”

Courting your way to the top? Really, you might ask! Could it be that
easy?
You bet, but as with all things it
starts with you… “Change the way
you look at a thing and the thing
you’re looking at changes.”
Show Your Love.
67.
Success Counts.
I enjoy telling my real estate stories. I hope you enjoy reading them
as well.
Success Counts.
Not long ago I decided to sell a vintage Mercedes I’ve owned for
some time. I thought to sell it myself but figured a company that
specialized in quality foreign vintage cars might get a better price
and, even if not, handle the details
for me and provide some sort of
guarantee for the buyer.
I selected a company along PCH
(Pacific Coast Highway) in Newport
Beach; let’s just call it Newport Imports for fun. If a company exists
by that name now, don’t imagine it

A few weeks passed again without
a follow-up call from them so I
called again for an update. The
sales manager said he was sorry to
say, but that the field rep disappeared with the car and that I
should consider it stolen. I of
course asked what they were doing
about that. He said there was nothing they could do. As I began to discuss this, he interrupted me to
apologize for the problem, and
again said there was nothing they
could do and hung up. Just like
that.
I was flabbergasted. I waited a little
while to internalize this, called
back to talk this through but was
abruptly hung up on again in the
same manner and fashion. After internalizing this, I called the Police.
Upon calling I was directed to a detective that handled stolen cars
and told him my story. He said that
as a matter of fact, that dealer was
under investigation for fraud and
that he could direct me to a detective heading up the investigation,

but that it was within another department in another city, Santa
Ana. I called and was directed to a
detective we’ll just call Jose Esperanza. After talking briefly with
Detective Esperanza he invited me
in to make a formal theft report.
Upon arriving it was like being in a
detective movie of some sort. It
was a very busy Police Station. I
had to sit on a bench along a wall
with others for quite a while to
wait my turn and watch handcuffed hookers, drug dealers, thugs
and so-on-and-so-forth parade by,
by armed police of course, but I
was eventually called up (maybe I
stretched a bit on that).
Again, like being in a movie, Detective Esperanza asked me to sit on a
chair beside his desk. He began
typing almost immediately entering information into a blank theft
report form on his computer
screen. He asked my name and
such without so much as a glance
my direction, but then stopped,
looked at me hard and said, “Don’t
I know you?” I said, “I don’t think
so.”
He said, “Yea, I know you. Where
do you live?” Shaking a bit, I said
Orange Park Acres. He asked my
business and I of course said real
estate. He wanted to know where I
worked, what I specialized in, etc. I
answered as he asked. “Yea, now I
remember,” he said and continued,
“You sold me a house.”
My first thought was, “Oh, oh,” or
something along that line.

He went on to say in a contemptuous manner, “You remember, it
was the so and so house, over
there in so and so about this
month and year and so on and so
forth.” He was good with details,
elaborated greatly, and said that
he and his wife still laugh about it
once in a while when they remember back.
“Oh, oh,” again.
He said he remembered him and
his wife walking in and seeing me
sitting on a couch watching a game
on TV and just telling them to look
around and to let me know what
they think when done.
He said he remembered asking for
a brochure and that I quipped,
“What do you need a brochure
for? What good are facts and figures when you’re here in the
house? Look around.”
After a while, he said, he remembered my yelling out “What do you
think?” and “Do you want it?” to
where they were in another room
and their replying “Yes” and that I
just said to hang around awhile
and imagine themselves living
there while I removed the signs
and that we would take care of
business to get them the house
right there.
He also went on to say in great
detail that buying that house from
me was the best thing he ever did,
that he and his family were still
there, that they love it, and that he
remembered my getting it for
them and closing the deal without
a hitch.

“Whew…”
After a bit I did remember. He had
bought one of my own listings at
open house and I hadn’t actually
seen him but once or twice before
closing and never after. That’s why
I didn’t recognize him and, well,
there are a lot of Jose’s and a lot of
Esperanzas in Santa Ana.
Regarding the car, he said we can
dispense with this, the formal report, and that he would look into
my problem personally. Three days
later I got a call from an associate
detective that told me Jose found
my car and arranged for it to be
delivered to me at such-and-such
address in the parking lot at suchand-such time, and that I was to be
there to pick it up from whomever
brought it without question and to
just drive off.
The car and I showed simultaneously as arranged. A scraggilyhaired recalcitrant got out of the
car and asked if I was there for it, I
nodded, he walked over, handed
me the keys unceremoniously and
turned to walk away. I said, “Hey,
the car’s a mess.” It had some obvious new scratches, was filthy, and I
could see by a quick look inside
that it had some new interior damage as well. Someone had been
partying-hardy with it. He said, “I
don’t know noth’n about it,” and
split. Okay. I split too.
I never talked to Jose again. The associate detective told me that if it
wasn’t for Jose’s personal involvement in this case, for his driving to
LA and into the Lion’s Den, so to

speak, and confronting people that
knew people associated with this
car-theft operation and inquiring
about my car directly, at some personal risk, that I would never have
seen it again; and, he added, that I
wasn’t to call on Jose again for any
reason whatsoever. Okay.
Success Counts !!!
Afterwards, I traded the Mercedes
for a new Cadillac at a DEALER.
This sounds like a good old “What
Goes Around Comes Around” story
and it probably is, but I’d like to implicate further that we are possessive of a prerogative of spontaneous thinking and the ability to initiate a new “chain of causation” by
both our thoughts and actions. Relative to thoughts, we do not create
by thought, but decide by thought
what thought to follow, knowing
that our actions will manifest according to our thoughts, and the
results of our actions therewith.
Get it? You got to do some work to
get to where you want to go.
The “chain of causation” is far
reaching, infinitely so, and unknowable, but if one is diligent in
the pursuit of success for both oneself and others, we crisscross its
positive life-force (if positive) with
regularity and experience arises as
meaningful coincidence, synchronicity, like my encounter with Detective Esperanza. Nice, very nice.
A fault of “The Power of Attraction” theories that dominate New
Age thinking, I believe, is that the
emphasis is on thought alone. Your

“Vibrational Escrow” doesn’t close
without your also doing some
work. It goes something like this (1)
Knock on a door for a listing (2) Get
a listing (3) Hold an Open House at
the listing (4) Sell the listing at
open house (5) Close escrow (6)
Get a commission (7) Get busy with
life and go your own way (8) Many
years later, the buyer recovers
your stolen Mercedes.
That works for me.
While thinking about this just this
past week walking at the park, I
was holding the word “Causation”
in mind and looked up to see a sign
that had one word printed on it,
“Caution.” That was some synchronicity. The two words, I realized,
differed only by the “sa” in the
middle and, though different, put
forth an interlocked, or intertwined, or prophetic message.
The message, of course, is that
we must be cautious of that which
we are the causation of by our
thought that leads to action, the
manifestation of experience, and
an infinite chain of events that
follow.
Ernest Holmes in How to Use the
Science of Mind advised best how
to do this thusly, “In such degree
as our thinking is in accord with
original Nature, the same orderly
procession of harmonious ideas
will operate in our affairs that is already operating in that larger
world which we experience but
neither create nor control.” One
can extrapolate that the opposite
is implied as well.

The Finest of Arts.
Holmes’ “original Nature” implies a
creative Spirit that underscores
creation. It – okay, whatever It is –
knows how to do any and all
things. It knows how to take
thoughts – your thoughts – and
ideas and actually project them
into specific conditions through
you. This gives you the right to individualize Its creative power however wanted.
The conscious use of this “spiritual
power” is the finest of arts. It is the
greatest of all intellectual pursuits
because it is the most penetrating.
An artist’s work can only be seen in
a gallery, a writer’s work can only
be read in a book, but the work of
a spiritual practitioner, one that intentionally practices the art of creating by thought penetrates all.
Accept this proposition to see what
you can do with it. Reject it and,
well, there you go. Do you have or
can you conjure up enough conviction to turn from negative conditions and mentally contemplate
their opposites to see what new
thoughts arise, and from these, to
decide on what thoughts you will
act on with, again, courage and
conviction? The effective spiritual
mind practitioner has the will to
try.
This is how you turn from poverty
and want to what I call Success,
Well Being, Stability, Power, and
Money. Throw in sickness to
health, unhappiness to happiness,
discord to harmony, and so on and
so forth for good measure.

This, all this, is religious in that
these premises are based on a relationship of the “one Spirit” with
everything that is (including you). It
is scientific in that it deals with law
and order.
In the Collaborative Ego, Item #6
of The Fellowship Library, I state
that we are always saying “Yes” to
something and never “No” to anything. We say “Yes” to change or
we say “Yes” to stasis. Change
brings risk, but growth; stasis
safety, but sameness.
Contrary to popular thought, it is
by building your house on sand, so
to speak, by saying “Yes” to change
and uncertainty that your house
built on rock is gained. Who knows
(that’s the uncertainty) what will
happen when you knock on a door
to talk with a seller that experienced an expired listing about selling again? Fantastic things are possible, but if you don’t knock, nothing is possible.
In closing, may I just state that
“Yes” is the force that shapes success (1) Yes to getting up in the
morning with a plan to do some
work (2) Yes to grooming for success, not fashion (3) Yes to hitting
the field with the intention of developing some new listing-oriented
relationships before day’s end (4)
Yes to doing this by direct seller
contact (5) Yes to the ritual performance of relationship-building follow-up (6) Yes to cooperative listing and selling and (7) Yes to
success.

Be a “Yes” man. Why? Because
success counts.
68.
Switching Hats.
When two people talk, they, for
the most part, share stories of interest with each other about this
or that relative to some commonality of experience: one story stimulating another back and forth,
now I talk, now you talk, expanding, branching, bifurcating, cleaving
and so on and so forth winding up
who knows where but always,
even in the end, relative to a commonality of experience shared by
both.
It is the commonality of experience
that make both the telling and listening interesting. Try telling a
story to a child about something
the child knows nothing of and
hardly a moment will pass before
the child fidgets with a clear telling
expression -- How long is the going
to last? -- they, after all, have
places to go and things to do. It’s
the same with adults.
The narrator and listener must
share a commonality of experience
in order for an exchange of ideas to
take place at any level, but especially when a branching out by one
is to a new idea or concept. A storyteller may want or intend to go
there, somewhere new, but must
start here, with the familiar, first.
I share this with you because I’d
just like to point out that you
“never” have a conversation with
someone with whom you do not

share a commonality; and inversely, that you “have” a commonality with all persons you talk
with for any extended time about
this or that. Sometimes the commonality is obvious and sometimes
it is invisible, but it is there. When
a commonality is not established
within a moment’s time between
two persons talking, the conversation ends shortly after starting,
even abruptly after starting with
something like, “Well, have a good
day,” and off you each go.
I bring this up because some that
start in our program, maybe not
you, so don’t get into a tizzy about
this, fail to launch. The term “failure to launch” is a popular way of
describing a situation where one
puts off transitioning into a phase
of development which involves
greater independence and responsibility because of difficulties real
or imagined they want to avoid.
Put off is a euphemism for procrastinate.
A very funny movie by that name,
Failure to Launch, starring Matthew McConaughey and Sarah Jessica Parker came out in 2006, you
would enjoy this if you haven’t yet
seen it.
By “fail to launch” in this instance,
I am referencing a team-member’s
failure to implement the core business development tact of our program: that of building a pool of
prospective clients met by knocking on the doors of sellers that
have experienced an expired listing.

Switching Hats / Why they, maybe
you, put this off is not the object of
this discourse, that I’ve tackled
elsewhere in my writings. Today I
want to propose that we just
switch hats, so to speak, and consider an alternate approach or tact
to building a pool of clients you
may one day serve as either a
Buyer’s or Seller’s agent without
your having to knock on doors to
do it. Let’s call this alternate approach CMM Marketing. CMM, of
course, stands for Commonality
Marketing.
As expressed above, every time
you share interpersonal experiences with a person, talk, that is,
you can assume that you have a
commonality with him or her that
is either visible or invisible, but
that it is there. Much can be extrapolated from this, that you
share common interests relative
to, maybe, Work and Career, Politics, Love, Past Experiences, Future
Plans, Appetites, Goofiness, Compassion, Humor, Philosophy, Willingness to Learn and Grow, Travel,
Pets and Animals, Self-Development, Health and Exercise, Food,
Restaurants, Fashion, Style, Music,
Ambition, Values and, of course,
Race, Religion, Gender, Gender
Preference, and the like.
The most important thing to extrapolate from this is that because
of a commonality established, visible or invisible, that you are an
“Accepted” quantity of humanness
for just about anything you wish to
talk about and/or propose and that

because of this, “Rejection” is not a
strife to fear and avoid.
Talk about Love, Pets and/or,
hmm, Real Estate. Why not?
How to Benefit by This?
This, I hope, is obvious. Imagine
that sometime during a conversation with someone with whom you
have a commonality for any reason
whatsoever whether at work, play,
hobbying, recreation, home, travel,
shopping, wherever at and/or doing whatever, that you at some
time during your conversation say
something like…
“Oh, by the way, I don’t think I’ve
shared with you yet that I sell real
estate. I’m affiliated with a great
marketing company -- Real Estate
Professionals World Enterprise
Marketing -- our specialty is turning what we call slow-sale real estate (usually an expired listing) into
fast-sale real estate, mostly, but
not only, for owners of high-end
properties. Here’s my card.”
Upon saying that, reach into your
pocket, purse or brief and pull out
your Luxury Home Sales and Marketing card or your Mission Sold
marketing card, hand it to them
and continue…
“Maybe we can talk real estate
someday for you or a friend. If you
wouldn’t mind, I’d like to drop you
a card once in a while, maybe just
once or twice a year to -- Keep the
Conversation Going, This Has Been
Fun -- and remind you of the possibility of talking real estate too. Digging up business is hard work and I

can use all the help I can get
(rollover, need, and friends, sometimes friends you hardly know,
will respond with help).

succeed and, because of this, define strategies and tacts for both
finding and creating them that they
will actually do.

Get their info, drop it onto a Lead
Sheet in your Lead Book and note
to follow-up as said.

Why, after all, should we bother to
strategize, plan, and schedule activities that we just put off when
the time to do them comes. Do this
once or twice, or ten or twenty
times but, then, face the truth
about what you will and won’t do
and just stop it. Plan, strategize,
and schedule things you will do as
opposed to not do.

Imagine Your Doing this, First,
with Just One Person (The Power
of One).
Then, when you see how painless
it was to do, do it with five or ten;
and then, again, with twenty-five
to fifty or a hundred or more;
maybe, even, two- to three-hundred persons over some reasonable time that you met because of
circumstances relevant to a commonality shared between you and
each of them (don’t leave relatives
out, they count too).
How exactly you follow-up is up to
you. Yes, you can just send a card
once or twice a year; better, yet,
you could send a card inside a nice
Hallmark Card with a personally
hand written note inserted as well;
or you could send a card and call to
say, “Hi.” The possibilities are endless, well, almost, because I want
to advise against your relegating
this to FaceBook or some other
online social contact network. I
think that would be the kiss of
death for the whole thing.
Brokers and agents that find success in real estate operate according to a Philosophy of Life relative
to real estate based on a knowing
that real estate is a “Sales” business that requires a clientele to

The future belongs to those who
create it. CMM Marketing is a cost
free strategy and tact available
to all.
Failure to Launch? Good for You.
Go Get’m.
69.
Mission Sold.
Often when visiting with a seller
to list their house and sitting at the
table to make a formal listing
presentation, I begin or open by
saying, “Every great endeavor or
program is defined by a Mission
Statement. Ours is Mission Sold/Be
Sold Fast.”
While saying this I hold up our
Mission Sold marketing card showing the face of it to the seller. Depending on the mood and tenor of
the meeting, I may say this in jest,
sort of jovially, or I may lower my
head and voice and say it with
great seriousness.

After this, I flip to the backside and
continue, “Hold onto this because
it’s also a substantial discount coupon for non-recurring closing costs
redeemable at the close of escrow.
The offer on the backside is always
good.”
I then hand the card to them,
one each for everyone present,
and transition to The Power
Opener…
“It’s our intention to get you
more money for your house than
anyone believes possible in today's
market and, possibly, more money
than anyone has ever gotten before for a house like yours in this
entire area or neighborhood; and
it’s our intention to do it quickly: to
list, sell and close in ninety-days
irrespective of your experience to
date or what you may personally
think or feel about the market. To
do that we have to do some ExtraOrdinary-Things and few OrdinaryThings, but in an Extra-OrdinaryWay.”
This can be said or done with
most any seller anytime it seems
appropriate, not just during a listing presentation (1) At the door on
first meeting (2) During a follow-up
event poolside having tea or even
with (3) A stranger in line at the
grocery store if talking real estate
and (4) So on and so forth whenever and wherever you feel like it.
Every time you share this, it will be
well received. May I emphasize,
“EVERY TIME!”
Run with It and See this
for Yourself.

70.
How Things Happen.
Members of the Skeptics Society
might say a program based on the
development of relationships is old
school, that the internet has supplanted the need for hands-on relationship-oriented tactics to succeed in business, but some things
are long standing, timeless and
eternal. Human nature is one of
them.
People, and I'm just going to keep
saying this, people, real people are
first and foremost hands-on. We
both feel and smell a peach before
biting into it. We twist our spaghetti onto a fork before lifting it
to smell and our mouth to engulf;
we marvel at its flavor and swallow
quickly to repeat again and again
without knowing things like where
it came from or what it’s made of.
We, also, are first and foremost
relationship-oriented. We marry
the most marriageable person we
know who will marry us when we
are ready to get married. That's
why we often botch this up, we
don't really search out the best
mate possible and proceed to define and contract in writing a relationship that will last for decades.
This sometimes happens by accident, but most of the time it
doesn't. An orientation to life that
is hands-on relationship-oriented
doesn’t imply perfection but, in
fact, just the opposite: alive, interesting, chaos. We work with the
workable and do the doable. This
we accept.

Among our imperfect relationships
are a stylist we return to when
needing a cut; a doctor we know
when ill, a regular dentist for fillings, and a plastic surgeon we trust
and visit when things need a tuck
here and there. We use the same
cleaner and shoe repair guy year-in
and year-out; we buy our gas,
mostly, at the same station irrespective of its prices, high or low;
we always go to the same grocery
store, others are just not organized
right, and try to get the same
checker; we mostly eat at the same
restaurants and hope we get the
same waiters because they know
us there; we have kaffeeklatsch
(meaning “coffee chat”) with the
same people sometimes every day;
we use the same gardener, house
cleaner, painter, carpet cleaner
and so on and so forth years on
end; we use the same insurance
company and agent decades running; we use the same bank even
when they raise their fees and
mess things up, but always the
same teller long as he or she works
there; we buy our tires and get our
cars serviced at the same garages
and by the same people every time
the red light comes on; we even always go to the same car wash just
in case, better to know what we'll
be getting than not.
As one climbs the economic ladder
of success this is exaggerated. We
become devout loyalists, even
bonded, you might say, to our
banker, the president of course,
our stock broker, our golf and tennis pros, our personal trainer, our
astrologist, guru, and analyst.

We just are relationship oriented
relative to just about everything
we do.

and capture market share from
Realtors.

Jane Doe's and Mary Jane's we
compete with.

Important among our relationships
is a Realtor we have gotten to
know (Our Real Estate Man). When
the time to sell comes, it is he or
she a seller will most likely list with
and it is he or she that works to ensure this by the implementation of
procedural tactics that nurture a
purposeful friendship. Sounds like
our program to me.

The Disruptors that strike fear in
the hearts of Realtors today are of
a new nature, they are not solely
image-oriented franchise conglomerates empowering agents by association, but online trespassers intent on siphoning off the lifeblood
of a whole industry – our commission earnings for the listing and
sale of real estate – by means of
discount-oriented services.

Whatever the association of these
agents, be it with a Conventional
real estate company or Disruptor,
for this is not a concern of ours, I
say “God Bless Them for Doing a
Good Job” evidenced by the capture of a first-time on the market
“Top of The Mark” listing and, furthermore, thank them for doing a
bad job, so to speak, evidenced by
their expired listings.

Knowing how things happen gives
you more real power and ability to
get to where you want to go in
real estate than all the books,
workshops, procedures and tactics
put together the best of the best
can offer.

Each and every one cited by CAR
are discount-oriented registries
first, and agent-oriented service
providers second, if at all. Sellers at
the top of the market see this right
off and are apt to avoid them entirely, but some make their mark.

Knowing How Things Happen
Empowers You to Get to Where
You Want to Go in Real Estate.

Knowing how things don’t happen,
on the other hand, can be beneficial too.

Their impact is greater at the
“Mainstream” or lower price level
of the market and negligible to
nonexistent at the “Top” of the
market. Knowing this – How
Things Happen – is confidence
building relative to our program as
opposed to fear engendering. I
hope you see this.

Many brokers and agents, today,
belong to virtual real estate companies wafting somewhere in the
Cloud called “Disruptors” by virtue
of their disruptive effect on the traditional ways we do business in
real estate. This was addressed
succinctly by CAR in an issue of the
official magazine of the California
Association of Realtors, California
Real Estate, March/April 2018.
An article within it, The Disruptors:
Upstarts or Stalwarts?, asked the
question, “Which new business
models should be on our radar?,”
and went on to list twelve online
competitors with the biggest potential to disrupt the status quo

The online companies set forth as
examples by CAR were Compass,
eXp Realty, GoldenKey, Houwzer,
Knock, Offerpad, Opendoor, Open
Listings, Purplebricks, Reali, Redfin,
Zillow and Zillow Instant Offers.
Do these even sound like real estate companies? Emphatically, no,
they don’t, because they aren't but
they will by the fact of availability
capture some share of the market
when offered by the John Doe's,

Be Empowered !!!
71.
Standing Ground.
The 1960’s (the sixties) were my
stomping grounds. What a time to
mature from eight to eighteen:
Kennedy, Martin Luther, and John
(Lennon); Elvis, The Beatles, The
Mamas and the Papas; Joan Baez,
Crosby, Stills and Nash, Joni Mitchell; Led Zeppelin; Johnny Carson,
Dean Martin, Sinatra; Johnson, Vietnam, Nixon; James Bond; Elementary School, Middle School and
High School all wrapped up in one
decade. It was just great.
Stability was not the byword of the
time, but instead anything that
evoked change. One thing, though,
was always certain in my experience and that was that my Mom,
Sister and I ate dinner every night
at four-thirty sharp five days a

week, Monday to Friday all ten
years.
My Mom worked in aerospace the
whole time, got off work and was
home by four, prepared dinner by
four-thirty and the three of us ate,
talked and watched the early show
(a daily movie at four-thirty on
channel two) every evening. Afterward she fell asleep until eight.
Every night.
One evening a few months before
graduating from high school I commented during dinner that I was
going to go out and get a job. “You
mean now?” my sister said. I said,
“Yea.” She laughed, of course, and
said, “Right,” in her usual deprecating way of putting down anything I
or anyone else wanted to do. I had
just gotten free of sports and had
time on my hands after school to
work, needed the money too.
I got up from the table, walked out
the door and headed down the
main street near our place just a
block away. I had decided to just
go business to business to see if
anyone needed help. The third
place I stopped was Caldwell’s
Auto Service Center, a large combination Texaco Gas Station and
Goodyear Tire Service Center. I
found the owner, Tom Caldwell,
right off and said I stopped to see if
he might have a job opening. He
asked if I had any experience in a
gas station or working with tires
and I said I didn’t but that I would
learn fast and work hard. That was
the extent of my interview. He
asked what time I got out of school
and I said two o’clock. He said I

could start the next day at four
o’clock and that I would have to
work to nine or eleven every day
and weekends too. I said, “Thanks,
I’ll see you tomorrow.” My sister
couldn’t believe it.

required of training? If I messed up
here or there or just took too long
to complete a job, he’d just walk
over, fix or complete it and walk
away when done; no comment, no
problem, no hassle.

Working for Caldwell was a lucky
break, one I still am thankful for today. Unique about the experience
was that he didn’t teach by teaching, but by the doing. The first time
I washed a car’s windows, for example, I didn’t make much of an
impression on him; watching
nearby he walked over after I finished, wet the same windows with
a washing solution and laid into
them himself as though washing
those windows was the only thing
that counted in life (this was way
back when gas station attendants
washed the windows of every car
brought in for gas). When finished
he just walked away. That was
that. The next window I wiped
glinted and he never helped again.

“Huh? What trouble?” said Jeremiah Johnson (played by Robert
Redford in the movie of the same
name) to a fellow mountain man
(Bear Claws played by Will Greer)
after Bear Claws commented that
he, Johnson, had come a long way
since coming to the mountain and
asked, “If it were worth the trouble?”

He’d let me stand about dolt-like
and watch him work: raise and
lower a car on a lift, for example,
remove its tires, unmount the old
tires from their rims and mount
the new, balance them, put them
back onto the car, position and
clean its hubcaps and such and roll
the car out to the customer, all
wordless; and, then, when another
customer came in for tires he’d
say, “Put these,” pointing to some
tires he had set aside, “onto that
car.” and walk away expecting me
to do it as well as he.
If, after all, I was a fast learner and
a hard worker what else should be

Johnson/Tom, one and the same.
These are just a few of a thousand
lessons learned for we did engine
work too. It was a fast paced “do it
now” environment: tire work, gas,
engine work, gas, oil changes, gas,
clean-up, gas; tire work, gas, engine work, gas, oil changes, gas,
clean-up, gas; and always lots of
windows.
One Saturday morning a young
man, maybe about thirty-five,
drove in to inquire about tires.
Tom was there and handled the
sale himself. They came to agreement on a set of tires, their price
and such and Tom instructed me
to, “Put these tires on that car.” I
did, the whole thing. I had gotten
pretty quick at it and finished in
about a half-hour, balancing and
all.
Upon finishing, the customer
stepped into the order shack to
settle up with Tom. Standing
nearby I heard him complain that

Tom had not told him that part of
the price they agreed on included a
charge for new valve stems: sixtyfive cents each, two-dollars and
sixty cents in all out of about an
eighty-dollar deal. He said he did
not authorize that, but only the
tires and that he did not want to
pay for them. He wanted them
taken off the bill.
Tom politely explained the importance of putting new valve
stems on with new tires to prevent
possible air leakage and that it was
always standard operating procedure. The man didn’t care and demanded that the cost for them be
deducted or that he didn’t want
the tires.
Tom said, “Let me get this straight.
They can’t be removed, in spite of
that you’re saying that if you don’t
get the cost of the valve stems deducted from the price we agreed
on, that you don’t want the tires?”
The man agreed. Tom said, “Well,
then, you can have them for free.”
The man gloated. I saw him smile a
self-satisfied smile of victory.
Tom stepped out of the shack into
the garage and said to me, “Al, lift
the car, put his old tires back on
and roll it out.” He then turned and
walked away from all, the customer, I and the garage altogether.
The man was aghast, I mean sometimes people really do bug their
eyes, drop their jaws, open their
mouths and make a stupid face of
shock at something. He was a picture of aghast if I ever saw one. He

yelled out, “Fine!” and stood riged,
arms crossed, back to Tom.
The air-lift was still positioned under the car so I reached over to a
valve that operated it and pushed a
lever that directed air into or outof the lift in the direction that indicated “Up” to lift the car.
Upon doing this you hear a loud
PaWoooooosh as compressed air is
released from a nearby tank into a
sliding cylinder positioned under
the lift to push it up and you hear a
bit of clanking of metal on metal as
the lift presses up against the underside of the car. About three feet
into the air, the fella yelled out,
“Alright,” at Tom and agreed to
pay for the stems. Tom walked
back and took his money.
I worked for Caldwell through
graduation and until about a week
before starting college, all in all
about six months without a single
day off. I dropped by for gas nine
years after and hoped to find Tom
in to say, Hi. I know it was nine
years after because I graduated
from high school in 1970 and was
driving a new 1979 Coup de Ville
Cadillac, a fine car, and wearing a
fine suit as well.
Tom, his wife who managed the
books, and son Tommy Jr., a mechanic who also worked there
when I did gathered round to look
the car over and talk a bit. I was
twenty-seven, but probably still
looked eighteen, and was four
years into real estate. Tom, a large
burly fellow roughened all over
from decades of hard outdoor

work, was very cordial and commented that he always knew I
would make something of myself. I
didn’t know that? Thanks, Tom.
Whenever I see a man roughened
like Tom, I know how he got that
way and respect him right off.
Sidebar / The same week of this
writing I spoke with a young man
that just graduated from High
School himself. I asked what he
was going to do for the summer
and he said he was going to Brazil
for a little Surf and Turf with family
and friends he had there. Then, afterward, he said, he was going to
study abroad in Rome for a year.
Wow, I said enthusiastically. Inside,
though, I worried a little for this
young man who, also, I realized,
had yet to even have a job.
I organized my High School class
reunions a couple of times, the
Tenth and Fifteenth, and helped
with the Twentieth. Those I ran,
I’m proud to say, were the real
deal like the ten-year reunion held
at The Disneyland Hotel Grand Ballroom with a fine sit down dinner, a
live band that had a few 60’s hits,
dance, photos and all. They were
lots of fun and a big success.
The greatest reward or recognition, I should say, I got for doing
this was not the thanks I got from
classmates, that was nice, of
course, but comments said to me
more than a few times by alums
during one conversation or another that they knew I would make
something of myself, I didn’t know

that, and that I was ambitious right
out of the gate.
One fella, always a putdown artist
in school, said he was proud of me
for my accomplishments; that was
unexpected.
Another came up to me and said
contemptuously, “I hear you’re a
big real estate man!” I commented
that I never said that but, yes, I am
in real estate. We didn’t talk long.
Reflecting back now, I don’t think I
was all that ambitious when I finished college and went to work,
listing and selling real estate thirtydays after, but merely acting out
knowhow gained, of course, by a
thousand lessons here and there,
but specifically at the start, in the
pit, at Caldwell’s Auto Service Center with Tom Caldwell who taught
me how to “always” take care of
business and to “always” get the
money.
Does a bird know it’s flying when it
fledges the nest? I don’t think so, it
just flies.
Graduation orators are always espousing that the future is an open
door of opportunity, etc. but never
do they emphasize the importance
of a good start like that of a
sprinter leaving the blocks at the
start of a hundred-yard dash; mess
that up and, usually, all is lost.
Brazil, Rome, or the Pit? I say the
pit. Do with this what you will.
Fast Forward / Some few decadesplus later, and well into our program for listing and selling luxury

homes at the top of the market, I
and a Fellow, Ron, listed a beachside getaway house for two-million
dollars. We put it up for sale by
auction and, even though it had
been on the market for a full year
with two franchise real estate companies and local area agents, Ron
obtained a buyer for it at open
house in two weeks’ time.
He asked me to help with the sale
as well as the listing and made an
afterhours appointment for us to
meet with the buyer at their
nearby residence to write it up.
The man of the house, Ron, and I
sat at a large round dining table to
do business. The lady of the house,
a friendly hostess, served us cookies and tea and sat nearby watching TV while we talked.
The buyer offered to pay full price
for the property with no unique or
special conditions. He wanted to
put 40% down, $800,000, and
stated that he would get a loan for
the rest from his own bank and
close escrow in thirty-days. He
owned a small chain of restaurants
and was an astute business man.
So far so good.
I completed the Purchase Agreement as instructed as well as a few
disclosures about this or that, as
you know, and turned the documents to him for review and signature. As I did this he instructed me
to prepare an addendum to add to
the agreement stating that he was
to receive from each, the listing
and selling broker, Ron and I, onethird of our commission on each
side of the transaction, 2% of the

purchase price, as a cash rebate at
the close of escrow.
Surprised at the late request, I explained to him that “Cash to
Buyer” transactions are not legal.
That I am prevented by law from
doing that on a property that will
get a first-loan from a Federally Insured Bank or Savings and Loan:
basically all Banks and Savings and
Loans.
He, of course, came back with a
statement that he always gets it
from brokers he does business
with. I commented that I can’t
vouch for them, but I can’t do it.
He then advised that there are
other ways for me to give it to him
such as cash for costs, or as a
credit for repairs, etc. or even just
on the side, and he elaborated on
this a bit showing me how smart
he was and finished with a statement that if I didn’t do it, there
was no deal.
As he was saying this I heard arise
from somewhere deep at the back
of my mind, PaWoooooosh!
I said, “Let me get this straight.
You’re saying that if you don’t get
what amounts to two-percent of
the purchase price back as a cash
rebate at the close of escrow taken
from our commission, indicating
Ron and I, that you won’t do the
deal?” He said, “Yes.” After a moments’ pause I said sternly, “I don’t
do rebates.”
I looked at Ron, sitting stoically by,
and said, “I’m sorry, Ron, but
there’s no deal here.” I simultaneously reached double-armed

across the table as though to scoop
widely spilt popcorn towards me
and pulled all the documents laying
tabletop into a disheveled pile for
stuffing into my open briefcase.
Mrs. “Friendly” up to this point lost
her cool and from the TV room
blurted out that she had never
seen such a rude Realtor in her life
and so on and so forth -- bla, bla,
bla -- she really let go.
Not much was said by anyone after
that. I thanked them for the meeting, picked up my case, turned and
left without them even getting up
to follow. I just walked to the front
door and walked out. Ron followed
(he never complained, by the way,
I was impressed by that).
The next day about 10:30 am my
phone rang and it was the property’s seller. He advised me that he
received direct from a broker in LA
(Los Angeles), about fifty miles
from the subject property, a written offer for the property from the
same buyer specifying a 6% commission and that I, specifically, was
not to be part of the transaction.
The broker insinuated in a written
letter and by the terms of the offer
that the Seller could (should) cut
me out because of my unwillingness to help this buyer buy the
property the night before. No mention, of course, was made in the offer that the buyer would get a rebate from the broker.
The seller faxed me the offer and
asked me to look it over before we
talked in detail about it and the
ramifications of what the broker

suggested. The offer was very
poorly written, sloppy at best with
lots of mistakes and inconclusive
completions of this and that.
I decided to stand my ground. After thoroughly describing the last
evening’s experience, I advised the
seller that if he wanted to proceed
with this buyer independent of me,
his listing broker, that he could but
that the fee due as specified on our
listing agreement stands, 3% to
listing broker and 3% to selling broker at the close of escrow, and that
he need make this clear to both
the broker and buyer in writing.
I also advised that either he or I
could call on the broker and request that he resubmit the offer
through the proper channels as indicative of MLS, through me, the
property’s listing broker, and that
in such case I would seek to tiedown all the loose ends.
I then advised that by the disreputable action of the LA broker, and
that of the buyer the night before,
who together are now conniving to
gain advantage, that I do not believe the buyer could be trusted,
that he would likely put a wrench
in the works at the time of closing
to get something else out of the
deal benefiting him; but I also advised that there’s no way to know
for sure whether it might work out
perfectly well or otherwise.
Lastly, I advised that it was my
opinion by things said and done
that the buyer was probably a litigious type and could cause endless
troubles later, after closing, arising

from his purchase of a somewhat
questionable property at such a
high-price just feet from the
waves, literally, that’s what I
meant by questionable; this was
not offensive to the seller because
we talked of this before. I said,
“One Tsunami and he’ll blame it on
you,” but clearly stated that was
just a personal, not a professional,
opinion, that there was no way of
knowing for sure what people will
do except as indicated by their actions: one disreputable action usually leads to another and so-on and
so-forth as well as the reverse of
this: good people do good things.
He thought about my comments
quietly for a moment, actually a
long moment, I remained quiet
too. He then said he would trash
the offer and ask both the broker
that submitted the offer and the
buyer not to contact him again,
and said bye.
That was that.
I know what you’re thinking! That I
should have made a complaint
about this broker to the DRE or the
Board or something. What for! My
philosophy is simply “Catch me if
you can.”
Who has time for that!
We, Ron and I, sold the property
again just a week later ourselves to
an all cash buyer that agreed to
close escrow in three weeks’ time
as is: no loan, no contingencies, no
termite, no home inspection, and
no rebate. The buyer just wanted
the property and had the cash to
buy it; said he’d write a check for it

from his money market account
which I verified possible prior to
having the seller accept the offer.
Then, about a week after opening
escrow I got a call from the buyer’s
son. He advised that it was he that
found the property and brought his
father to it, and that if it wasn’t for
him there would be no deal. He
said he wanted a two-percent referral fee for his efforts, even
though he wasn’t an agent, and
said if he didn’t get it that I was to
cancel escrow.
Wowizowi, twice in just a couple of
weeks’ time!
I heard it again, PaWoooooosh,
and said to him, “Let me get this
straight…” you know the rest.
I had no reason to doubt the
veracity of his statement and imagined by his authoritative manner
that his father was in on it too.
To put things in order, I emailed a
note to his father the same day advising of his son’s demand and
noted that I would be requesting
escrow to prepare termination instructions by day’s end.
I promptly got a call from him
imploring me to ignore his son’s
statement and request. He said he
knew nothing about it and that I
was to proceed to close as is.
I agreed and we did: close that is.
When you just have to stand
your ground because it’s just the
right thing to do, just think
PaWoooooosh and do it. It’ll all
work out in the end. Hopefully.

PaWoooooosh!
Thanks, Tom.
72.
A Posture of Success.
Stance Awareness / The proper
development of an effective sales
stance is crucial to success for sales
associates that cold call on hot
leads whatever the product or service.
In some advanced martial arts,
Shaolin Kung Fu for example, beginning students spend anything
from six months to one year on
solid stance work alone before being allowed to learn anything else.
The main purposes behind stance
training are strengthening and conditioning of the legs, training of the
mind and spirit, rooting, internal
energy training and the improvement of posture-structure, all of
which lead to a positive self-expectancy in regards to outcome of an
intended purpose or action.
The key, for example, to our success in the field when calling on XL
Leads is positive self-expectancy
rooted in our awareness of the
conditions of the market (it’s always good), the statistical potential for gaining leads and listings
among XL Leads (the 25/90 rule),
the efficacy and reach of our program, and our intention to succeed
for both ourselves and clients alike.
Tempering, controlling and positing the mind to communicate
these things to a prospective client
requires a calm, focused intention,

will power and a strong spirit. Your
mental, moral and physical
strength is tested at every door.
Agents that can’t cope drop out.
They are easily pushed over and
have neither stability nor balance
even when they perform the simplest tasks. They lack strength and
speed in their presentation and do
not generate power by using the
whole body: a proper sales stance.
Agents that cope, grow professionally, gain respect and admiration
among family and peers, and
achieve the financial rewards of
success. Coping is an act of determination that begins with your
sales stance: when standing, be
like a mountain, strong and unmovable or like an oak tree, deeply
rooted; when moving be like the
wind or the bee, swift and fast.
When you knock on a door, step
back, if right handed point your left
foot forward, place your right foot
behind and point it to the right,
bend your left knee ever so slightly
leaning almost imperceptibly forward and root yourself to the
ground as though facing a hard
wind. Be determined to be unmoved. This may sound aggressive,
but you will learn to do it without
the client even noticing, except
subliminally by their having a feeling that there is someone at their
door worth paying attention to.
A namby-pamby, girlie, wigglewobble, swishy, smiley, swaying,
square facing, pigeon-toed,
slouchy, nice guy/girl sales stance
won’t get you anywhere even if

your attitude is upbeat, your pitch
is pragmatic and to the point. You
must become a Warrior, stand like
one, and be immovable in your intention.
Warrior Energy / An Attitude that
is a Way of Life.
A constructive, creative life is
forged out of raw ore, so to speak,
by courageous, disciplined use of
aggressive energy. Aggressive energy is an essential part of human
life. You can use it for good or for
ill, or deny it altogether in self-destructive abdication like a King that
gives up his crown.
To make it big in real estate you’ve
got to be a Hero or a Warrior, in either case whether masculine or
feminine, a Conan the Barbarian or
a Wonder Woman.
Life is a competition among both
the elements and the living.
There’s some truth to the ideas behind survival of the fittest. To
thrive you’ve got to compete with
vigor. If it’s only survival you want,
well, you’ve got to compete to do
that too.
The Warrior / Assertiveness is one
of the Warrior’s characteristics, it is
a stance toward life that rouses,
energizes and motivates. It pushes
us to take the offensive and to
move out of a defensive or holding
position about life’s tasks and
problems.
The Japanese samurai warrior tradition claimed that there is only
one position in which to face the

battle of life, frontally, and it proclaimed that there was only one direction, forward.
In the famous opening scene of the
movie Patton, the general, in full
battle gear is giving a motivational
speech to his army. Patton warns
his troops that he is not interested
in their holding their position in
battle. He says, “I don’t want to get
any messages saying that we are
holding our position. We are advancing constantly. We are not interested in holding onto anything
except the enemy! We’re going to
hold onto him by the nose, and
we’re going to kick him in the (back
side)! We’re going to kick the
(heck) out of him all the time, and
we’re going to go through him like
(you know what) through a goose!”
The Warrior is always alert, always
awake, never sleeping through life.
He knows how to focus his mind
and body; she’s mindful; he’s a
hunter; she’s a huntress.
Don Juan, the Yaqui Indian Warrior
in Carlos Castaneda’s The Teachings of Don Juan, says, a Warrior
knows what he wants and knows
how to get it. As a function of his
clarity of mind he is a strategist
and a tactician. He can evaluate his
circumstances accurately and then
adapt himself to the situation on
the ground on the run.
The Warrior traditions all affirm
that in addition to training what
enables a Warrior to reach clarity
of thought is living with the awareness of his or her own imminent

death. In business that might translate to the possibility of the death
of an enterprise or bankruptcy; or
the death of an hour or a day; or
the death of a week or a month; or
a year or a decade.
Rather than depressing him or her,
this awareness leads to an outpouring of life-force energy and activity resulting in an intense experience of life known by few where
every act counts. Each deed is
done as if life counted on it.
There’s no time for anything but
meaningful activity that leads to
success: positive, expected,
wanted, results. There’s no time
for hesitation.
This sense of imminence of death
energizes the man or woman accessing the Warrior energy to take
decisive action. He or she doesn’t
think too much, because thinking
too much can lead to doubt, and
doubt to hesitation, and hesitation
to inaction, and inaction, possibly,
to losing the battle which is, of
course, losing to the competition.
The pathways to activating the
Warrior life-force energy are threefold: mirroring and mimicking; intention and will; and belief-affirmation.
Be Empowered !!!
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Baby Steps.
The time it takes for your plans,
your wishes and dreams, your
goals to become fulfilled is directly
proportionate to the naturalness of

your feeling of already being what
you want to be; of already having
what you desire.
We hear or read that all the time.
Maybe, it is somewhat true, but
mostly it is just nonsense.
Progress, I agree, springs from our
imagination, from a desire to transcend a present condition or level of
life or work for surely, as you have
read in one or another of my writings, “We can never outgrow the
limits we place on ourselves; we
can only set new limits within
which we must live.”
This imagination thing is all fine
and dandy, but it doesn’t mean a
thing if your goals are not realized.
How does change really happen?
That’s the important thing.
Emphatically, change does not happen by thinking alone.
When was the last time because of
hunger and a want to eat (in mind)
that you were able to eat without
first having to go to the market to
buy something to bring home to
eat? Probably never.
Hunger is a great thing. It is a great
teacher for it must be filled even if
by only an apple, a grain of wheat
or a kernel of corn, though roasted
chicken is better. We pretty-much
decide on which it is we seek before leaving the house for the market. That is imagination “at work.”
Yes, I know, you know all this, but
if I may, I’d like to add something
to the formula.

It’s easy to get carried away with
the idea of imagination driving
change, to wish and want great
things: pole vaulting 16’ if on the
track team, or high-jumping 8’.
Can you imagine? People actually
do that.
I am of a firm belief that it is not
physically possible for the human
body to do this. Try right now to
see how high off the floor you can
jump. Really, it’s embarrassing isn’t
it! Now look up and see where 8’
is; most likely it is the height of the
ceiling of the room you are in.
How, then, does this happen! I am
of a firm belief that it is not physically possible for the human body
to do this, but that it is possible for
the human “mind” to do this and
that the body follows; but only as it
feels “Natural” to do.
The vaulter that reaches 16’ starts
vaulting, maybe, when a freshman
in high school and whose first successful vault is only over a crossbar
4’ high; then 4’ and 1”. This incremental change is hardly noticeable
to the body and feels natural, so it
(the body) follows the will of the
vaulter to get over a crossbar set to
4’ 1” and does this time and time
again, maybe hundreds of times,
without much trouble or consternation. This raising of the bar 1” at
a time goes on so-on and so-forth,
year after year, until a world record vault occurs at something over
16’ when he or she is twenty-eight
years old.
The high jumper does the same
thing.

If the Olympics, in spite of all its
sporting events, centers on these
two: the vault, the jump, and just a
few others, particularly who can
run 100 meters faster than any
other person on earth who also got
there by the same means and
methods of mind over matter as
the first two, the pole vaulter and
high jumper, doesn’t this imply or
can’t we extrapolate from this that
we could or should or must do the
same in real estate to get to where
we want to go!
The “Natural” order of the way
things happen is that they happen
incrementally.
If a vaulter and only a freshman in
high school the imagination must
be stimulated to see 16’ as some
wanted end, that’s the goal, the
big dream, though at the moment
only 4’ is possible; and the spirit,
the will, and determination of the
freshman vaulter must be stimulated to persist through the pain
and suffering of a complaining
body and environment that each
say, “Are you crazy?,” to get there.
If a Realtor, the imagination must
be stimulated to see the big
dream too and… Well, you get it!
The challenge is not dreaming the
big dream, that’s the easy part, but
getting to market in spite of a complaining body and mind.
Laziness is man’s basic instinct,
though any number of movies with
that title would suggest otherwise.
Going the distance is the hard part
and figuring how to do this incrementally the challenge.

That’s what The Power of One is
about.
The disciples came to Jesus and
asked, “Who, then, is the greatest
in the kingdom of heaven?”
He called a little child to him, and
placed the child among them. And
he said: “Truly I tell you, unless you
change and become like little children, you will never enter the kingdom of heaven. Therefore, whoever
takes the lowly position of this child
is the greatest in the kingdom of
heaven. And whoever welcomes
one such child in my name welcomes me.”
I’m not sure of this being a perfect
fit, but seems childlike baby steps
are somehow the natural order of
things and have always been.
Why not, childlike, get to where
you want to go one small step at a
time.
Think Baby Steps! Then
Give Them a Try.
74.
The Winning Edge.
How to Get It. How to Have it.
Unity consciousness or the conscious union of opposites is not a
rationally achievable state of mind,
generally, nor is it generally achievable by will; it is a transient state of
psychic awareness that comes and
goes stimulated by words, ideas,
energy releasing symbols, stories,
metaphor or parables, even by scientific thought, but always by

thinking about it all-the-while going with the flow of energy, images
and knowingness that thinking or
meditations arouse.
A meditation in this context is any
activity that brings you into contact
with a higher level of awareness.
Sometimes, when there, it seems
your state of unity consciousness is
so clear and rich and alive that it
can’t help but last forever, but it
rarely does. Generally, unity consciousness is momentary at best.
Duality supplants it as fast as it arrived but practice makes perfect.
The East (the regions or countries
lying to the east of Europe, especially China, Japan, and India) owes
the finding of this awareness to the
fact that they never forced the opposites in human nature, particularly the unconscious and the conscious mind, so far apart that all
conscious connection between
them was lost. Their ideologies
(myths, symbols and religions)
have always moved along the path
of unity as well, they have always
sought to be free of opposites
through balance. “Doing without
doing” is a perfect example of a
principle based on unity taken
from Eastern methodologies.
Maybe it was Buddha and the
“middle road” that was responsible
for this tact in the East.
In the West (the traditional Western viewpoint identifies Western
Countries as those with Christian
or Catholic-Protestant culture)
however, we filter all ideas to a
certain extent through the medium

of scientific understanding: socalled scientific objectivity.
Science is the tool of the Western
mind and with it many doors are
opened. It is part and parcel of
who we are, but that’s okay, for it
only obscures our insight when it
holds that the understanding given
by it is the only kind there is. The
East, generally, teaches another,
wider, more profound view of reality, a higher understanding, maybe,
through life and not science. In the
East there’s no objection to the
idea that opposites involve one another, there’s no objection to unity
in every aspect imaginable.
The development of unity consciousness for a Westerner is one
of the most costly of all things he
or she can do because once started
there’s no going back. Easterners
can fall back upon the authority of
their entire culture and all that implies but Westerners can’t; they always have the science and church
staring them hard in the face. In
the East, if one starts on the way,
they do what is recognized as being the best of all the things he or
she could do. But the Westerner
who wishes to start upon the way,
if he or she is truly serious about it,
has all the authority of society
against them: intellectual, moral
and religious. That’s why it’s infinitely easier for a Westerner to imitate the Eastern way – the ideas,
methodologies and principles that
birth awareness – than it is to embark on some intellectual search

for data regarding unity consciousness in hopes of gaining it in the
end.
In Eastern mythology a light emanates from the center of being and
is called The Golden Flower. That
works, I mean, it’s as good as any
other name, wouldn’t you say!
We’d probably call it the light of
God, but it is not the light of the
Christian God, the steadfast father
figure meting out rules, values and
methodologies by which “his” favor is gained and our path to
heaven earned. It is just a flower,
literally, and in art it is drawn from
above as a geometric ornament or
as a blossom growing from a plant
and is most always a mandala.
‘Mandala” means circle, more especially a magic circle. This symbol
is not only found in the East but
also in the West. The early Middle
Ages in Europe are especially rich
in Christian mandalas and, for the
most part, show Christ in the center with four evangelists, or their
symbols, at the cardinal points. The
most beautiful mandalas are those
belonging to Tibetan Buddhism.
The ultimate symbol of unity, a
mandala is a drawing that has a
center point, often a circle within a
square that, generally, represents
the meaning-giving center of the
personality, or the meaning-giving
center of life, or the meaning-giving center of, well, how do you say
everything; and of this self, or life,
or everything, the mandala represents the idea that manifest experience is not a linear phenomenon,

but instead a manifest circumambulation of the self, or life, or everything emanating from itself. Reality represented by the mandala is
experienced from the inside-out
via an enlarging circumambulation
of each (self, life, everything). Experience, therefore, is unified, selfmanifested.
Accordingly we are to know that
we do not just exist in the universe
to be bumped around by it, but are
the center of “a universe” we individually manifest to infinity, even
though we share in consensus with
every other being conditions of reality that make perception and experience possible; of what good,
after all, would an apple be without someone to eat it or for that
matter without someone to grow it
or someone to pick it? It is the paradox of existence that unboundedness and boundedness are conflicted. This duality permeates all
things through unity.
The mandala symbol is not only a
means of expression, but works an
effect as well. It reacts upon its
maker. In the East it is believed
very ancient magical effects lie hidden in this symbol (magic can be
considered to be any idea, activity
or thing that effects change). The
magic implied here is that a mandala, though created by man,
works in reverse on the psyche as
well, like a kind of spell on one’s
own personality. That is to say, by
means of the creation of a mandala, attention, or better said, interest is brought back to an inner,
sacred domain which is the source

and goal of the soul and which contains the unity of life and consciousness: unity once possessed,
then lost, is found again, Tao takes
over. In the East, Tao (pronounced
Dow) is the unconditional and unknowable source and guiding principle of all reality, form-giving
cause, God. Action is reversed into
non-action. All that is peripheral is
subjected to the command of what
is central. Events become synchronistic, acausal, mutually arisen: the
things you think and the things you
think you experience are unified.
This is what is meant by what I said
earlier, that “manifest experience”
is not a linear phenomenon, but instead a circumambulation of the
self.
Knowing this you may be wondering what effort is required of you
to benefit by it? Maybe none at all
for you have benefitted by it all
along; but the often taught “already-having-received-attitude”
about this or that, a kind of entelechy (having the end within itself)
regarding the visualization or affirmation of a desired state seems to
be key to having the most power to
effect change from inside out.
Thus imagine in mind something
like a movie starring you, but
reaching outside yourself to the
world you know in which your
goals, ambitions and desires are
fully realized and know (not imagine, but know) that from this magical impression a past and future indicative of it are mutually arisen:
the past extending out to the left
to infinity and the future extending

out to the right to infinity if linear
reasoning is easier to realize than
knowing and imagining that they
are involved in each other in one
large ever expanding present moment encircling (circumambulating) you; and know that they, the
past and future, somehow from
these extensions turn back and fall
in on the present to manifest an
experience implied by each in the
here and now.
This is the essence of something
called Autonoetic Consciousness:
the awareness of one’s protracted
existence across subjective time.
The lesson is this: though intellectualized here, it is the unknowable
magic inherent of a vision that creates both a past and a future realized in the present.
An artist’s hands (the Universe?
God? the Tao?) create what is first
seen in the mind’s eye.
The Winning Edge.
How to get it? How to have it? This
is the quest of all in business in the
West, isn’t it!
This is realized by spiritualizing
your consciousness.
Dream It to See It.
75.
Listing-Side
Closing Technologies.
What You Think About
Expands.
The title of this article, What You
Think About Expands, was educator Wayne Dyer’s main teaching

and is a self-evident principle of life
underscoring our experience day in
and day out.
Accordingly, every now and then
I keep my thoughts on track and
experience flowing in the direction
I want by taking time to look over
things and ideas relative to real estate that, once seen, often just get
filed away never to be seen again.
Among these things and ideas are
what I like to call Closing Technologies: words and dialogues that represent ideas that if said at, possibly, just the right moment during a
listing presentation will gain the
listing and lead to the earning of a
substantial listing-side commission
soon after.
Enjoy.
What Information?
What information do you have,
contrary to the pricing worksheet
I prepared, that leads you to believe you can get $________ for
your home at this time?
I’m the real estate agent, but
maybe you know something I
don’t. Convince me someone will
pay $________ for your home and
I’ll get it for you.

Suppose?
Suppose the best offer you receive
is $_____? Will you accept it? Then
let’s start at that, plus 3%.
Absolute Least?
What is the absolute least you will
take for your home? Then let’s
start at that, plus 3%.
I Sincerely Believe.
I sincerely believe that you will get
the most money ever gotten for a
house like this in your neighborhood, and that you’ll experience a
fast sale with few problems if you
place your home on the market at
$________, plus 3%.
Highest Not Best.
Many people feel they should give
the listing on their house to a real
estate agent that offers to try to
sell it for the most money, but
that’s not the best way to choose
an agent.
The fact is, you get the most
money, the quickest sale, and have
the fewest problems by pricing
competitively, plus 3%, to start.
I’d Rather.

What do you know that I don’t?

I’d rather turn you down, than let
you down.

What Happens If?

It’s Your Home, But.

What happens if, because of price,
you do not get a serious offer
within ____ days? What are you
going to do then?

I appreciate exactly how you feel.
It’s your home and you certainly
have the right to ask whatever
price you want, but buyers put
their trust in me. They ask me to
recommend suitable homes at reasonable prices and, at this price, I

am not sure I could recommend
your home. I recommend we start
at $________, plus 3%.

problems, would you still be committed to listing with a friend (or
family member)?

Another Agent Said.

Let’s talk about that.

Did he or she bring a detailed Comparative Market Analysis like the
one I prepared for you? If he did, I
don’t see how he could have come
up with the price he or she did.

I Know Another Agent.

You can see that for yourself. Let’s
look at the facts again.

I appreciate that you know and
want to talk with another real estate agent or two, but may I ask, if I
am equal to or better than whomever you talk to, may I come back
to list your property?

Assure.

When should I return?

You will always be glad you took
action with me today. I will work
hard to see that the listing, sale
and closing process goes smoothly
and that it is an enjoyable, troublefree experience you’ll want to
share with others.

I have an idea. On what day and at
what time are you going to see this
other salesperson?

Isolate Objections.
In addition to your concern about
___________, are there any other
reasons for your hesitation to list
now.
Isolate Price as “The” Objection.
It has been my experience that
when someone like yourself, who
understands the value of a program like mine, still hesitates to
list, that it is generally because of
price. Is that the case here?
If, on the other hand, it’s the cost
of sale, the commission, what are
you looking for?
I Have a Friend in Real Estate.
If you felt that someone else could
actually get you more money, in a
quicker time, and do it with fewer

I’ll check back right after.

just not true. High-end, successful
Brokers with qualified buyers will
not even show a property offering
a discounted fee.
What kind of person do you really
want to represent your home? One
who will do all the things I outlined, or one who just puts a sign
on the lawn, puts it in MLS – at a
reduced fee – and waits?
No Hurry.
When do you want to move? How
soon before that do you think you
need to put your house up for
sale?
Right now, on average, it’s taking
about ____ days to sell a home.

Reduced Commission.
I appreciate that you want to pay a
discounted fee, but do you really
want to work with a discount Broker?
The only reason a Broker discounts
his or her fee is because that is the
only thing they have to compete
with.
Something is lacking: experience,
know-how, programs (for sure),
etc. When an offer comes in,
they’ll ask you to discount your
asking price too, possibly, beyond a
reasonable amount expected during normal give-and-take negotiations between a buyer and seller
because that’s how they do business.
Many people feel a house will sell
for X dollars regardless who sells it,
a discount Broker or not. That’s

Today’s date is _______, We don’t
have much time. We’re already behind schedule.
XYZ Broker/Agent Has a Buyer.
Great! We work together like partners through the MLS. I’ll complete
the listing agreement now and call
him or her today to submit an offer
and, then, if that buyer (what we
call a back-pocket buyer that a lot
of listing agents carry around to
tease sellers into listing) does not
perform you will not have wasted
time on a false promise. My program will be in place, in progress.
There are other homes for sale.
Why hasn’t this buyer bought one?
You’ll always be glad you took
action with me today.
You’re Too Pushy.

Let’s say that two weeks from now
we have a young couple in need of
a home like yours. They want your
home and qualify to buy it, but are
scared to death to make a decision.
At that point in time, what kind of
Agent would you like to have representing you? One who can encourage them to buy or one who
collapses with them?
In fact, you want a pushy salesperson, don’t you?
76.
A Christmas Wish
2018
Vacationing once in Sedona,
Arizona, I came across an obscure
little self-published book, Soul
Medicine, written by a local author
and co-author Norman Shealy and
Dawson Church, I don’t know
which is which, sold by one of
them in a local coffee house where
I stopped to buy coffee.
The barista said he, one of them,
stops by once in a while to restock
sold books. It changed my life.
It wasn’t an easy read, obscure as
I said because it was a hard to find
self-published book, but more so
because of difficult syntax and
cryptic writing throughout, but
steeped with insight and meaning
relative to things that interest me:
life, love, work, health, success and
prosperity. To mine for the gold
within I read and notated it over
and over many dozens of times
over number of years and finally
had to throw it away to stop.
Really.

One small paragraph saved for a
lookback once in a while is this,
paraphrased a bit for clarity, “All
physical laws have a spiritual
equivalent that is actually their
source. In life there is no true physical cause of things and events.
What appear as cause and effect
physically are merely the last steps
in the physical manifestation of
non-physical and non-material
causes.”
This, if true, if law, and I believed it,
established for me the value of
goal setting, visualization, prayer,
the reciting of mantras, autosuggestion, affirmation, and so on and
so forth. I knew of this before reading this book and believed it already, but this little tome with its
hundreds of pointed references,
analogies and metaphors relative
to this put me to work. That’s why I
liked it. It put me to work!
Christmas, as a Holiday, implies a
predisposition for those that observe it to Christianity. I tend to be
holistic, all-inclusive relative to
world religions, rather than exclusive, but I observe Christmas so
thought I’d share some insight relative to Christianity and the thing
quoted above, that “What appear
as cause and effect physically are
merely the last steps in the physical manifestation of non-physical
and non-material causes,” that you
might enjoy.
What follows, mainly, is a discourse by Neville Goddard from
Your Faith is Your Fortune written
in 1941. His works (1) Your Faith is

Your Fortune (2) Awakened Imagination and (3) The Power of
Awareness, though preceding the
New Age movement by many
years, I think are the start of the
whole thing. They all are available
for listening at Audible.com, the
best listening ever, and available as
free PDF downloads online.
It Starts with This: Fishing.
They went forth, and entered into a
ship, and that night they caught
nothing. (John 21:3)
And he said unto them, cast the net
on the right side of the ship, and ye
shall find. They cast therefore, and
now they were not able to draw it
for the multitude of fishes. (John
21:6)
It is recorded that the disciples
fished all night and caught nothing.
Then Jesus appeared upon the
scene and told them to cast their
nets again but, this time, to cast
them on the right side. Peter
obeyed the voice of Jesus and cast
his nets once more into the waters.
Where but a moment before the
water was completely empty of
fish, the nets almost broke with the
number of the resulting catch.
Man, fishing all through the night
of human ignorance, attempts to
realize his desires through effort
and struggle only to find in the end
that his search is fruitless. When
man discovers his awareness of being to be Christ Jesus, he will obey
its voice and let it direct his fishing.
He will cast his hook on the right
side; he will apply the law in the
right manner and will seek in consciousness for the thing desired.
Finding it there, he will know that

it will be multiplied in the world of
form.

effortlessly you will find yourself
moving out into the deep.

Those who have had the pleasure
of fishing know what a thrill it is to
feel the fish upon the hook. The
bite of the fish is followed by the
play of the fish; this play, in turn, is
followed by the landing of the fish.
Something similar takes place in
the consciousness of man as he
fishes for the manifestations of life.

The sensation which accompanies
this act is one of expansion. You
will feel yourself rise and expand as
though you were actually growing.
Do not be afraid of this floating,
growing experience for you are not
going to die to anything but your
limitations. However, your limitations are going to die as you move
away from them for they live only
in your consciousness.

Fishermen know that if they wish
to catch big fish, they must fish in
deep waters; if you would catch a
large measure of life, you must
leave behind you the shallow waters with its many reefs and barriers and launch out into the deep
blue waters where the big ones
play. To catch the large manifestations of life you must enter into
deeper and freer states of consciousness; only in these depths do
the big expressions of life live.
Here is a simple formula for successful fishing.
First, decide what it is you want to
express or possess. This is essential. You must definitely know what
you want of life before you can fish
for it.
After your decision is made, turn
from the world of sense, remove
your attention from the problem
and place it on just being by repeating quietly but with feeling, "I
AM."
As your attention is removed from
the world round about you and
placed upon the I AM so that you
are lost in the feeling of simply being, you will find yourself slipping
the anchor that tied you to the
shallows of your problem; and

In this deep or expanded consciousness you will feel yourself to
be a mighty pulsating power as
deep and as rhythmical as the
ocean. This expanded feeling is the
signal that you are now in the deep
blue waters where the big fish
swim.
Suppose the fish you decided to
catch were health and freedom.
You begin to fish in this formless
pulsating depth of yourself for
these qualities or states of consciousness by feeling "I AM
healthy"— "I AM free."
You continue claiming and feeling
yourself to be healthy and free until the conviction that you are so
possesses you.
As the conviction is born within
you so that all doubts pass away
and you know and feel that you are
free from the limitations of the
past, you will know that you have
hooked these fish.
The joy which courses through
your entire being on feeling that
you are that which you desired to
be is equal to the thrill of the fisherman as he hooks his fish.

Now comes the play of the fish.
This is accomplished by returning
to the world of the senses. As you
open your eyes on the world round
about you, the conviction and the
consciousness that you are healthy
and free should be so established
within you that your whole being
thrills in anticipation.
Then, as you walk through the
necessary interval of time that it
will take the things felt to embody
themselves, you will feel a secret
thrill in knowing that in a little
while that which no man sees, but
that which you feel and know that
you are, will be landed.
In a moment when you think not,
while you faithfully walk in this
consciousness, you will begin to express and possess that which you
are conscious of being and possessing; experiencing with the fisherman the joy of landing the big
one.
Now, go and fish for the manifestations of life by casting your nets on
the right side.
The Fish, the Big One, of course are
metaphors for wants or needs, or
wishes or dreams, or goals of your
own, whatever, without limitation,
without guilt, wrong, shame, or incrimination.
This is old, but I think it applies
here, “Dream It to See It,” and get
to work!
I wish you the best in the coming
year. I’m dreaming it, I’m seeing it.
Merry Christmas.

77.
Words Create.
I think, probably, the most important thing to build a Philosophy
of Life on is the certainty that
words create. Even the Bible enforces this: John 1:1 is the first
verse in the opening of the Gospel
of John: it reads, “In the beginning
was the Word, and the Word was
with God, and the Word was God,”
accordingly it is from words that all
else follows.
Every religion the world over,
every philosophy conceived by the
world’s leading philosophers since
recorded time, every psychologist
from Freud to Jung to Lennon, all
have professed this. Who am I to
argue; or who are we to argue! I
say take the baton and run.
A Philosophy of Life is a personal
thing, not an overall vision one has
about life, itself, as is often stated
but instead how one, as an individual, is factored in according to how
he or she wants to be factored in.
This can be thought out and
planned: you know, the Principles,
Strategies, Tactics and Action
thing, but even this or these both
start and finish with words.
Knowing you can use words to create your life and acting on it is just
a great thing to know, but reading
or hearing this is not knowing; a
good start, yes, but not knowing.
Knowing comes from experiential
evidence: a body of facts or information indicating whether a belief
or proposition is true or valid; but
to get there one has to try with

complete trust or confidence in an
expected outcome.
With that in mind, please (1) Print
these words out both above and
below and process them into a
nice looking document (2) If acceptable, sign your name below
every statement that follows (3)
Read the entirety of these statements morning and night every
day for the next 21 days and
(4) See what happens.
I am a quick-witted, youthfully spirited (youth is a quality, not an age),
vigorously efficient, forthright person whose success is derived of on
hands-on, in-field, sweat-earned
effort (doing the work, the real
thing); I am an energetic, pragmatic person who is steadfastly
goal-oriented, punctual and ambitious; a person habituated to the
positive in both mind and action. I
am a steadfast, persistent possibility thinker, and an enterprising
team-player who is appreciative of
the opportunity and fortune real
estate offers through selfless work.
Accepted / ___________________
I am an agent that knows copycat
marketing is not the path to success but, instead, that success is
found by working with intelligence
and not time and money to accomplish my goals independent of rubber-stamped new business methodologies drilled into mind by the
franchise giants. These are the conditions that empower me to administer myself and guide me to independent, occupational security
in a no-job-security world.

Accepted / ___________________
I am an industrious agent who is
prudent, frugal and conserving of
both company and personal resources and who both plans and
executes a levelheaded daily plan
based, always, on new business development through structured relationship-building activities, one
who knows that if I am not adding
new prospective clients to my pool
of future buyers and sellers on a
daily or weekly or monthly basis
per a defined plan of action, that
instead of my business snowballing, that it will decline and disappear, that instead of being in real
estate for the long haul, that I will
soon be out of real estate.
Accepted / ___________________
I am an agent that has a conscientious pride in the efforts I have extended to develop a capability
based on competency, expertise
and know-how. This is not easy, I
humbly congratulate myself on doing this. I spend a great deal of
time on preparation, appearance
and grooming; one hour of preparation for every minute of meeting,
goes the saying. I am the exemplary of this. This enables me to be
my best and do my best at a moment's notice and keeps my selfimage tuned, like a fine instrument, for success. These are the
characteristics which enable me to
enjoy success “for Life” in real estate.
Accepted / ___________________
I am a sympathetic, understanding,
kindhearted supporter who is a

mindful, unselfish, tender, tolerant, forbearing, sensitive, affable,
heedful, cheerful person. I am an
appurtenant of success for others
in real estate and subsidiary of success for both customers (buyers)
and clients (sellers). I do this in a
non-invasive, elegant manor with
grace and style. I am a friend-andfamily oriented person and give a
heartfelt, open-minded, sympathetic ear to those in need. This
makes me a good finder. These are
endowments which empower, facilitate and capacitate me to build
good relationships among all I
work and live with.
Accepted / ___________________

am equitable, aboveboard, nonpartisan, malleable, clever, adventurous, determined, definitive, and
an extra-miler with a help-mate attitude who relates well to others. I
am a true piece of work admired
by all I encounter, a personable
teacher-educator-friend of a caliber unbeknownst to workaday life.
Those that find me, because I am a
good finder, are the beneficiaries
of grace. I am balanced in my personal, family and business life,
have a passion for being, doing and
learning more today so I can be
and do more tomorrow.
Accepted / ___________________

I am an agent with an incorruptible
spirit, who with straightforwardness is able to both withstand the
whims and will of those that for
self-gain lead astray and with rectitude upholds uprightness in both
my personal and business dealings
channeling paths of success instead of failure for all (self and others). I am a person of intelligence
who mixes judgment with circumspection, practicality with savoir
faire, experience with foresight,
and who is fearless in my practical
application of this in the real
world. I have the ability to manage
myself and the capacity to lead
others. I do this seamlessly day-in
and day-out.

I am an agent who is a plodder,
one who merely does my bit day
by day. That's why I am successful,
wealthy, secure, healthy and
happy. In relation to business, I am
a magnet-marketing plodder. I
draw business to me like a powerful magnet draws metal to it by expending my energy in the marketing effort at a steady rate, which
makes for a more productive,
pleasing lifestyle and profitable operation. I enjoy executing my daily
sales and marketing plan, knowing
that day by day, month by month
its effect on business development
snowballs making me a virtual marketing powerhouse, enabling me to
achieve all my business related
goals.

Accepted / ___________________

Accepted / ___________________

I am an agent who, though knowledgeable and self-assured, is
simply grateful for the things and
experiences that make up my life. I

The way I move, the way I bear myself, my walk, my talk, the way I
dress, the way I hold my head, the
way I look into all I communicate

with, all reflect both my inner- and
outer-self. My heedful, upstanding
demeanor is a sign of self-confidence and strength.
Accepted / ___________________
In a spiritual context, I know that I
am a divine, spiritual being; that I
live and move in pure spirit.
I am one with love, with peace,
with joy and with life. Everything I
do, say or think is governed by
pure intelligence inspired by Divine
wisdom. I am thus guided into right
action. I am surrounded with
friendship, love and beauty. Enthusiastic joy, vitality and inspiration
are seen in everything I do.
I represent that Life which cannot
want, which is forever manifesting
freedom, self-expression and
wholeness. I represent the principle of Divine activity which never
tires, which is birthless, changeless
and deathless. I am receptive to
the inexhaustible energy of the
Universe, to the influx of perfect
health-giving energy, perfect ideas,
and complete joy.
I am conscious of Divine guidance
toward complete happiness, abundant health, wellbeing, and increasing prosperity. I am aware of
my partnership with the Infinite.
I affirm that the presence of the
spirit of life, Itself, in me is what
we call God operating through me
and, thus, establishes both in me
and processes through me that
which it is.

I acknowledge that in life, in the
real world, that the mind swings
between conscious communion
with (1) The underlying Creative
Force of the Universe (God) in
prayer or quiet mediation (2) Active self-centered meditation and
(3) Thoughts of action. In these doings, ideas, feelings and words
morph into principles, strategies
and tactics that form and create
experience of my choosing.
God in tree as tree, is tree. God in
man as man, is man. Everything in
this body of ideas is in its proper
place.
Accepting these things, laying claim
to them, growing and embellishing
them propagates like seed-toflower a happy, healthy, prosperous, secure experience of life; and
a truly success “for Life” experience in real estate.
Accepted / ___________________
The two most powerful words we
can utter are “I Am.” Every time we
say this we command the Universe
to respond mirror-like according to
the statement expressed with a
steady stream of fantastical synchronicities meeting that meted
(dispensed, handed out, administered).
Expect the Best !!!
78.
Ever Heard of
An Elevator Speech?
An Elevator Speech is a clear, brief
message about you. It communicates who you are, what you are

looking for and what you do briefly
and succinctly. Its aim is to define
in a few moments' time how you
can benefit a person, company or
organization. It runs thirty to sixty
seconds in length, the time it takes
to ride from the bottom of a building in an elevator to the floor selected, hence its name.
It's supposed to be a persuasive
speech given quickly to stimulate
interest in what you and your company does to someone you
bumped into in an elevator that
you would like to do business with,
but don't have more than a minute
or so to motivate to do this.
When the person you bumped into
opens the door by exchanging
pleasantries with you, you redirect
the conversation by suggesting
that you're glad you bumped into
them because there's something
on your mind that you've been
wanting to share with them, and
you lay in.
Now, the laying in, this is your preprepared speech that explains
what you and your organization
can do for him or her clearly and
succinctly in a minute’s time: your
Elevator Speech.
This encounter won't occur, obviously, only in an elevator, but the
idea of only having a ride between
floors to make your point and get
to where you want to go with a
prospective customer for the sale
of your product or service clearly
defines the magnitude of importance of having a plan for doing

this quickly with interest-stimulating clarity.
You'll want to (1) Describe what
your organization does (2) Focus
on the problems that you solve and
how, and (3) Define the steps you
will take to deliver your product or
service.
In advertising lingo, this is defined
as communicating your USP, your
Unique Selling Proposition. Your
pitch needs to be snappy and compelling but, moreover, exciting.
This is accomplished by your
merely being an enthusiastic practitioner. Like anything else, practice makes perfect.
It's always a good idea to have a
small takeaway item with you,
which you can give to a prospect
after you've delivered your speech.
This brings us to our “Turnaround
Sales and Marketing” card, the object of this discourse, doesn't it?
I hope you saw that coming.
First, Though, a Bit of a Sidebar.
Every discipline whether academic,
scientific, spiritual or philosophical
has its founding fathers, or lead
thinkers that laid a path for all to
follow. In advertising, three were
instrumental in shaping the way
things work best. They were David
Ogilvy of Ogilvy and Mather, Leo
Burnett of Leo Burnett Worldwide,
and Bill Bernbach of Doyle Dane
Bernbach; all worldwide advertising agencies during the 50's, 60's
and 70's, and still today. Think of
TV's Madmen, think of them.

All said in their various writings the
same things at one time or another: that (1) Each advertisement
must make a unique proposition to
the consumer (2) Each ad must say
to each reader, “Buy this product
and you will get this specific benefit” (3) The proposition must be
one that the competition either
cannot, or does not offer and (4)
The proposition must be so strong
or innovative that it can motivate
action.
An innovation is such because it
stimulates a sudden shift of attention onto some previously neglected aspect of experience, it uncovers what has always been
there, yet is revolutionary; an innovation is such because it establishes a new, meaningful relationship between previously unrelated
things in a fresh, new light.
This altogether is the power behind
our specialty, Turnaround Sales
and Marketing, our program for
turning Slow-Sale Real Estate into
Fast-Sale Real Estate and our takeaway, the marketing card that expresses it all.
The greatest marketing ideas in the
world, though, aren't worth a penny's value if we (you) can't articulate them to anyone and everyone
we meet upon a moment's notice,
so to speak, with force and fortitude.
Back to the Elevator Speech.
Great marketing is a team sport.
Think of it, if you work for Century
21 you sell the image and content

of the franchise, its product, service and image that teams of marketing people have been working
on for decades. The same goes for
KW, CB, BHHS and so forth.
Writers, art directors, advertising
people of every discipline, franchise owners, operators and salespeople all depend on each other
for getting the message out. This
goes for boutique real estate operations like ours as well. A major
factor in how well you do in the
business of your business is how
well you work with all the above. In
cooperation, a lot can get done; in
discord, not much.
Helmut Krone, an influential art director at Doyle Dane Bernbach, is
quoted as saying, “The meeting is
the media.” He said, “You probably
think you do Ads for print and television. Wrong. You do meetings!
Your medium is not the newspaper, magazine page or TV screen
he told both trainees and highlevel executives, it's the meeting
room wall and the conference table.”
“Visualize the meeting,” he said,
“How big is the room? Where is
the wall? Where are the people
you'll be presenting to? Who are
they? You'll have to make an impact on 'That' space. Own the
room with the power of your work.
ATTACK THE WALL! Get the theme
up nice and big. Give the meeting a
headline. Have a right brain visual
to go with your left brain verbiage.
Remember, if you don't do the
meeting right, the ads don't run. Or
worse.”

Conference room settings for
meetings as described are such
that the walls are covered with storyboards defining the visual drama,
name awareness and product benefits of some new advertising campaign and strategy proposed by the
agency for the client. When an art
director or presenter, whoever
within an agency, presents or
pitches the program to a client, by
focusing on the wall and attacking
it by explaining one image, structure or strategy at a time pinned to
it, they lose all sense of self-doubt
because they talk to the art, so to
speak, and not the client.
Maybe, during the presentation,
they need not even look at the client, but talk to the wall only. This, I
thought when I came upon it in an
old advertising book I found at a
used book store, was genius.
The inference I want to draw from
this is that we, like an art director
of a worldwide advertising agency
making a presentation to a client
about a new strategic marketing
plan, don't do Listings just like they
don't do Ads, we do meetings too.
We also have to own the room, so
to speak, but our room is the front
porch of some luxury home, estate
or resort-oriented residence on
which we stand and we have to
own the room with the power of
our work just like they, but instead
of ATTACKING THE WALL, we will
ATTACK THE CARD. The card, of
course, being our “Turnaround”
sales and marketing card, and the
attack, our Elevator Speech.

Everything you need to say about
our program and service, as said
above, is printed on the front and
back sides. It's only 4.25 inches by
5.5 inches in size and easy as 1, 2,
3.
After an introduction taken from
our In-Field Talking Points and a
moment's pleasantries, hold your
card up, look at it, not the home
owner, and (1) Express the headline to define your specialty and
make a unique proposition to the
home owner (2) Express the subhead to define a specific benefit
they will get for taking action with
us and (3) Express the copy to define a service the competition either cannot, or does not offer. ATTACK THE CARD! This should only
take about a minute, then give it to
them.
By attacking the card, you will
speak with forthrightness and a
fortitude not common to your customary way of talking. Your pitch
will be lion-like, your stance tigerlike, and your intention eagle-like.
Like a predator admired by all you
will strike at the heart of the matter of your reason for being there
in the first place and because you
are merely reading, sort of, you will
do this without self-doubt. Remember, we all are in this together: I prepared the message,
you deliver it.
One of the main reasons most people don't present well is that most
people are just afraid to present
with fortitude because of selfdoubt. Will I say the right thing?

Will I be accepted? Will I be rejected? These are common questions derived from fear that put off
doing the work along with the detestation of having to do it alone.
“There are two times in life when
you are totally alone,” goes the
saying, “just as you die and when
you make a speech.” No one likes
being alone so putting off the work
is actually a pursuit of pleasure
and, as we all know, Sigmund
Freud coined the phrase The Pleasure Principle to define how we in
life pursue pleasure and avoid
pain. You have to decide to be a
presenter, a public speaker so-tospeak, a pitchman even if you don't
want to if you want to be successful in real estate and being alone or
doing it alone parallels the activity,
so get over it.
Additionally, a good presentation
needs great art, graphics, exciting
layouts, juicy ideas, terrific storyboards and a few extras. This is
what your in-field Listing Book is
for. It's the icing on the cake.
After You ATTACK THE CARD, ATTACK THE BOOK!
Tell your prospective client you
can't do your program justice here
on the porch, but that you can
share this with them, that your
program is made up of blueprint
structures and strategies like these
itemized here (on your foldout
Marketing Plan) and shown within
your Seller Services Portfolio.
Opening your Marketing Plan and
Listing Book gives you something
to attack. It's the wall so-to-speak.

In Closing / Sellers wants to win
just like you. Be confident in that.
Think of yourself as the agent they
have been waiting for. Attack the
card to get their attention and attack the book to close on the client
cultivation process. As you talk, silence indicates acceptance.
Revel in This and Be Confident.
79.
Dress for Success.
I know you don’t need this, but I’d
like to share an idea or two about
the subject: Dressing for Success.
Starting Way Back / I had a great
mentor in College, Dr. Unruh, a
professor whose class nobody
wanted to take because he was too
demanding a teacher and too hard
a grader; out of a class of maybe
forty-five students he would give
no more than three A’s and three
B’s, and all the rest C’s.
I liked him though and took three
classes in a row with him. Unheard
of! Once in class, the third time
around the last semester of my
Senior year, he thought to admonish us Seniors, the boys, that we
were looking a bit shabby, and
didn’t we think it was about time
we started looking the part, future
teachers, that is, and started shaving every day and to consider
wearing to class something other
than flip-flops, shorts, and t-shirts.
I started shaving and dressing for
success the very next day. The best
I could. When it came time to do

an oral report, speech, or presentation of some type, I was the only
student that wore a white buttondown long sleeve shirt, a dress
jacket, slacks, and hard shoes. I got
some weird looks but was one of
three that in the end got an “A”
and, because of that, made the
Dean’s List. I am not suggesting I
didn’t deserve an “A” by means of
study and hard work, but I think
dressing for success had something
to do with it as well.
Later, about Five Years Later, and
a Licensed Broker / I listed a multimillion-dollar project made up of
forty-five condominiums I visited
one day with the builder to look
things over. The site was a bustling
beehive of activity made up of dozens and dozens of contractors and
laborers doing one thing or another building the homes. I was a
bit under thirty and arrived in a virtually new, shiny clean Cadillac,
wearing a fine blue suit and tie.
Walking about the project with the
builder looking at this-and-that and
pointing here-and-there giving instructions and orders related to my
needs for sales and marketing, he
commented to me that I was the
most hated man on the site. He
actually said that.
He said these laborers, scruffy, and
working hard for wages were jealous enough of me to put me in the
ground (he said some, many undocumented foreigners from dangerous places around the world,
would actually do that) and that I
should be careful when visiting the
site afterhours and such. I took his

advice and have always been careful about that wherever working.
The thing is this, I was maybe the
most hated man on site, but I figured there was nothing I could do
about it, it wasn’t I doing the hating, and that it was an unavoidable
circumstance that comes with being the highest paid independent
contractor on site.
I knew then and now that if my
program, portfolio, dress, and
grooming were not of the highest
order, that high-end listing and
selling whether home or project
would not likely be my stock and
trade.
And then, Once, Shortly before
President Richard’s Nixon’s Passing / He and all other living Presidents gathered in Yorba Linda, California, to dedicate the opening of
the Richard Nixon Presidential Library. Newspaper articles stated
the event was open to the public
on a first-come basis, but that seating was limited. I wanted in.
On the day of the event, my wife,
children (two young girls), and I
rose early to go. It was going to be
a bright, hot day, so my wife asked
how we should dress. I said that
Presidents and many other luminaries were going to be there, so
we were to dress in the best we
had. She did herself and the girls
up extra nice and I put on my best
suit, shirt, and tie, and I shined my
shoes.
Was I disappointed when we arrived! We had to park about three

blocks away and walk to the library. There, the entry was split
into two sections, a limo drive-up
for Presidents and luminaries on
the left, and walk-ins on the right.
The line made-up of walk-ins was
about ten people wide, weird, and
at least a quarter mile long. We
were at the back. There was just no
way we would get in, so I gave up
and said to my wife, “We won’t be
getting in, so let’s just walk up to
the front to have a look.” I must
admit that I wondered what was
wrong with Orange County. The
visitors were the shabbiest-dressed
bunch of miscreants I’d ever seen,
a thousand or more at least,
dressed like they were going to the
beach: shorts, tanks, sandals,
beach hats, backpacks, lunch bags,
etc.
Not a one in this long, hot line, said
a word of objection as we walked
past toward the front. When we
arrived at the entry gate, set off
and sequestered about twenty feet
ahead of the front of the line with
guards and Secret Service everywhere, I could see that virtually all
seating was already taken by the
luminaries with special passes and
that none of those in line would be
getting in to enjoy the ceremony.
Walking right up to the gate I asked
a guard about the seating, commenting that it looks full-up. The
guard said there were only, maybe,
a dozen seats left. Upon saying
that, he turned to a supervisor and
asked if he might let us in. The supervisor looked us over and with a
nod from him we walked right in,

the only ones from that long thousand-plus line. We even got front
seats, I mean right up front in front
of the then sitting President, Bill
Clinton, along with Jimmy Carter,
Gerald Ford, George Bush, and
Richard Nixon. What a day. You
know, I just don’t think that would
have happened if my wife, kids and
I were in flip-flops and shorts. I had
no intention of cutting-in, it just
worked out that way.
And then, Again / My family and
I used to travel a lot and learned
somewhere, somehow, that when
first class seats were not all taken
on a flight, that stews would look
for the best dressed passengers to
offer cost-free upgrades to first
class for either that flight or another just an hour or two later
along with vouchers for free flights
to wherever they flew another
time. We took that to heart and, as
a family, always dressed for success and not “travel” when flying
here and there. Every now and
then we flew overseas first class
without it costing a dime over
coach. Not a bad trade.

rushed over but arrived late, just at
show time, The long wide lines
made up of those that booked the
show in advance were in, the
showroom doors were shut, and
not a single person remained at
the entry, well, except one hostess
behind a ticketing counter. I asked
if it were possible to get in. She
said the show was sold out and
that she couldn’t help, but then
said hold on a minute and made a
call up-stairs, so to speak.

on cheap seat pricing which we
would have been pleased with).

Speaking under her breath she advised whoever she was talking to
that a couple was standing before
her that wanted to see the show
and wondered if she might get us
into the VIP seating section where,
even during show time, you would
get personal food and beverage
service from a live Vegas Showgirl,
for real, well I thought that, for all
the Champaign, cocktails, wine,
beer or coffee you could drink, all
the chocolate covered strawberries
you could eat, cookies, cake and
such, and enjoy the show in lush,
leather-bound, reclining chairs:
$500 seats.

Okay, what am I saying!

One little trick to accomplishing
this is to advise a flight attendant
of your interest in a “bump” upon
entering the plane. They ignore
you, but call on you should the occasion arise.

While on the phone, under her
breath she said “Yes,” “Uh-hum,”
“Yea,” and I saw her cryptically
glance up at a camera watching us
from behind her. It was like a scene
from a movie.

And Again / We learned the same
thing in Las Vegas. Once visiting Las
Vegas for an Anniversary, I think,
my wife and I wanted to see La
Reve at the Wynn, but I didn’t book
it in advance. After dinner, I said
let’s see if we can get in. We

She said “Okay” to whom she was
speaking, put the phone down, advised us that there were exactly
two VIP seats left and that they sell
for $500 each, but that she could
give them to us for $50 each if
wanted (same as a 50% discount

I had to think about it. Not really!
That evening my wife and I just
happened to be well dressed for an
Anniversary-oriented night out:
she in a beautiful St. John knit and I
in a double-vested blue suit. I just
don’t think if we were dressed like
typical Vegas visitors in flip-flops,
shorts, and t-shirts that this would
have happened.

Well, I am just suggesting by example, analogy or metaphor, whatever, that when calling on prospective sellers to talk about selling,
that you dress for success. What
could be wrong with that! Just how
you do this is up to you.
You know the old saying, I’m sure,
that “In the workplace you dress
for the job you want and not the
job you have.”
Dress for Success.
80.
Crutches.
Your Fast-Track to Success.
Part I
I got my real estate license a couple months after graduating college and began work immediately
under the tutelage of a broker in
Whittier, California, August of 1975
(last century).
My first challenge as a novice was
the defining of my goals and ambitions.

Not knowing better, I put a hand
drawn chart on the wall next to my
desk titled Listings Obtained numbered 1 to 24 (I was thinking two a
month) for all to see and posted a
defined hour-by-hour daily activities worksheet made up of various
targets for door knocking certain
hours of the day followed by calling on expired listings by phone
from 6:00 to 9:00 at night.
I also began working on a detailed
hand-drawn multipage listing
presentation using stencils and rulers to layout and draw headlines.
One morning at my desk, working
earnestly on these things, the broker walked to the front of my desk,
stood silently before me watching
and after a while, shaking his head,
said “Crutches” in a disparaging
tone. I said questioningly, “What?,”
in like fashion.
He told me everything I was doing
was a waste of time and unneeded
to be successful in real estate. He
said a listing portfolio just meant I
didn't have the confidence or competence to say the things to a seller
they needed to hear to list with
me. He said charts and plans and
daily schedules and such are just a
waste of time and nothing more
than crutches to mask incompetency.
Upon hearing the word “Crutches”
I flashed back to when I was a Junior in high school and broke a small
bone in my left ankle, wrestling,
and had to go to school afterward
for about eight weeks, ankle in
cast, ambling on crutches.

I couldn't get from here to there or
class to class without them. I intuited that he was wrong and decided to ignore his admonishment
completely.
Turns out there's something to
this “Crutches” thing, but in an opposite way to my broker's admonishment.
Using my crutches, I started listing
one to two houses a week, proudly
posted on my Listings Obtained
chart, and selling about a third of
the listings gained myself; and, in
only five months' time, by Christmas, was able to climb to 3rd in
transactions completed among
2300 agents on the Whittier Board
of Realtors: brokers and agents
that had a whole year on my five
months to compete for a top producer spot.
Enough said about that, except
that I took the DRE's Broker Exam
about that time, passed, got my
Broker's License and opened my
own company.

See You at The Top.
There's an old saying in sales, “If
you fail to keep records you rob
yourself of success." Simple, but
true (in my experience), but records of what and why!
The idea underscoring this is that if
you were to create a chart titled
Listings Taken and stick it onto a
wall beside your desk, that the
chart itself would stimulate an inborn Impulse to Completion Mechanism in mind that your mind
would be stimulated by to, not
only postulate resolutions for filling
it out, but strategies and tactics for
completing it that have a power to

quash rebellion-oriented procrastinating stimuli of something called
the Counterfield of Resistance
(Part II of this article).
To prove this out and experience it
yourself, I invite you to participate
in the creation and completing of
my all-time favorite listing and
sales stimulating crutch: the “See
You at The Top” marketing card.
To understand this article completely and follow these instructions, you’ll need to get and see a
copy of the print-ready file of the
card discussed here.
Go to TheRealEstateFellowship.com and select The Fellowship
Library. Scroll to the item
titled “See You at The Top by Al
Lewis,” No. 57 at time of this writing, or request a print ready PDF
file by contacting Broker, Al Lewis,
any time.
To get started, print the doublesided card layouts on heavy-stock
and bisect (cut) the four-up 4.25” x
5.5" cards as shown for your use
in-field at a rate of one card a
week.
Sidebar / Make sure you specify on
your printer's PDF Print Spec to
print “As Is” or at “100%” and not
“Fit to Printable Area” or some
such spec that will skew the output.
Carry each week's card with you
every day and think about it, the
work, every time you see it. Never
leave without it even on a day you
are not working and see what happens. You soon will be talking real
estate with lots of people without
having to push yourself to do it.

Every Stop Counts / In real estate,
particularly the high-end, your income will be determined by the
number of doors you visit whether
anyone is home or not: visit a lot of
doors, make a lot of money, and
the reverse.
It may seem tedious or wasteful of
your time to stop at a home where
no one is home or answers even if
home, but this will fade; keep going back and you will eventually
have an opportunity to speak with
the owner even if on the front
lawn while tending their garden, or
you'll find that your phone will just
start ringing from cards left.
Sidebar from The Power of One / A
seller will decide to list with a particular agent for many reasons and
the reasons differ from seller to
seller, but among the reasons common to all sellers are (1) They list
with an agent they know (2) They
list with an agent they like (3) They
list with an agent that shows they
want the work and (4) They list
with an agent whose narrative
(stories about their program)
makes the most sense. It all starts
with Item #1.
Start a card now, dated from the
most recent Monday, to keep a
record of doors visited to talk real
estate.
The instructions on the card are all
you need to get started and to
complete the card. Keep all cards
you start week-to-week in orderly
fashion as you do this month-tomonth and year-to-year. I'm looking forward to your someday
showing me a box holding, maybe,
135 cards while a guest on your

yacht cruising the coast of California, or poolside back of your custom home sipping wine (I had this
experience with an associate that
used this card extensively).
Your first cards may only have a
check or two on them, really, but
then they will increase to five-toten, then maybe twenty to twentyfive, and so on and so forth.
The first time you check all fifty
boxes will prove-out the Impulse to
Completion theory, and the first
listing gained from this activity will
prove-out the whole thing.
I created this card early in my career and have used it off and on for
many years, decades, actually and
have always found success stimulated by the “Go to” action it calls
for and realized by each mark. Real
Estate, after all, is a go-to business
and not a come-to business.
I also have found that fluctuating
on a weekly basis between 50%
and 70% effectiveness, just hitting
100% once in a while, if ever, leads
to getting more listings than I can
handle.
There's a Friendly Smile and a
Waiting Seller Behind Every Door.
Just say, Hi.
Part II
The Counterfield of
Resistance.
It is widely suggested in religion,
philosophy, and psychology that
every significant want, goal, ambition or act of self-dominion - Like
Working up a Log of Activities to
Carry Out to Get to Where You
Want to Go – or anything like that

sets up a Counterfield of Resistance in mind that counteracts
each want, goal, ambition or act of
self-dominion with must do activities that exteriorize as procrastination.
I must do “this” first, then “that,” is
the logic employed by the Counterfield of Resistance to win the day.
Logic, of course, is intellection imbued with a magnitude of force
capable of overwhelming mere
emotion-laden wants, goals, and
ambitions.
So, then, what gets done?
In answer to this, relatively little to
nothing, sometimes weeks,
months, and years on end, yet in
mind we feel successful. “I'll get to
it,” suggesting a plan of action, is
stimulating all by itself and can
supplant ever doing the real thing.
Sidebar / Procrastination (of secular intonation) and rebellion (of religious intonation) are maybe synonyms for the same thing: resistance
to authority, whether self-imposed
by means of goals and ambitions,
or by God on mankind whatever
the religion.
In closing, as said in Part I, the idea
underscoring this whole article is
that if you were to create a chart
titled Listings Taken and stick it
onto a wall beside your desk, that
the chart itself would stimulate the
inborn Impulse to Completion
Mechanism in mind that your mind
would be stimulated by to, not
only postulate resolutions for filling
it out, but strategies and tactics for
completing it that have a power to

quash the inborn rebellion-oriented procrastinating stimuli of the
Counterfield of Resistance.
Get out the stencils and rulers and
get to work or, well, just print out
the cards and start counting doors.
Best Wishes.
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